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FOREWORD

This Technical Ma:pual was prepared under Uniteci States Air Force Contract
No. AF 3k6o00)-42963. Part of the information used in the compilatifni and preparation
of the Manual was obtained from experimental forging studies conducted as a part of the
program and described in Technical Documentary Report No. ML-TDR-64-95, "A
Study of Forging Variables".

This c'ntract with Battelle Memorial Institute of Columbus, Ohio, was initiated
Ii under Manufacturing Methods Project 7-876, "A Study of Forging V'.riables". It was

administered under the direction of Mr. G. M. Glenn and Mr. G. L. Campbell of the
Metallurgical Processing Branch (MATB), Manufacturing Technology Division, Air

I Force Materials Laboratory, 77right-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio.

This program was ca.ried out by Battelle's Metalworking Research Division
under the supervision of Mr. A. M. Sabroff, Associate Chief, and Mr. F. W. Boulger,
Division Chief. Mr. H. J. Henning, formerly of Battelle, conducted the experimental
forging studieu, compiled the inf,-rmatlov end data, dnd assisted in the drafting of the
Manual. Dr. 3. W. Spretna'k, Professor of Metallurgical Engineering at The Ohio State
University, served as Consultant to the program, and prepared the section on "Funda-
mentals of Plastic Deformation" appended to the Manual. The manuscript was released
by the authors 31 August 1964 for publication as an RTD Technical Manual.
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PREFACEI
The technologies of metals and melting processes foir metals have adv..nced rapidly

during the past decade. Titanium, beryllium, new nickel-base alloys such _-s Rei.c 1i,
the precipitation-hardening stainless steels, and the refractory metals all h-,e evolved to
com~nerc~al status in this tUnme. New melting and alloy.bi ec$,niques had to be developed
for many of the new metals, and we row consider commonplace such processes as
consumable-. electrode arc melting, vacuum induction melting, and vaculum degassing.

Similarly, advances have been mu-e. in certain metal-fabricating processes, e. g.
impacter forging, explosive forming, z :." high- velocity forging processe.l. In general,
however, advances in fabricating metal.s have not been so rapid as the developments in
materials and melting processes. This does not mean to say that progress in metal fabri-
cation is actually slow. The forging industry for examcle has learned in a relativaly short
time how to make complex parts from titanium, whic. .- once considered practically
unforgeable.

However, it is probably true that advances in forging would be more rapid if a more
scientific approach were substituted for the trial-and error proced~ures commonly used in

I the industry. One very prac.tical method by which a more scientific approach to improving
forging technology .-- r be applied is to maintain accurate and detailed records of forging
variabl.s. This kind of irformation can then be used to seiect forging practices for alloys
and parts to be forged it.,the future. Unfortunately, the recording of detailed fnrging pro-
cedures is expensive, and only a feW companies maintain such records. £'ven these com-
panies have initiated the practice in only relatively recent times.

Recognizing the need for information in this field by engineers, scientists, and
technicians in the aerospace and allied industries, the Manufacturing Technology Division of
the Air Force Materi".:s Laboratory established a project at Battelle with the objective of
preparing this manual oa "Fundamentals of Forging Practice". The information presented
in the Manual was obtained from the literature, from industrial sources, an's from a

laboratory-scale experimental program designed to study significant forg-nj, characteristics
of several typical alloys. This information can be divided into four major subject categories:

1 (1) Plastic deformation of metals
This information deals with the mechanics of plastic deformation, and the
fundamental principles of metal behavior during deformation.

(2) Principles of forging
This information concerns the empirical relationships developed for forging
processes which serve as practical guides for establishing design limits
and shop practices.

(3) Forging processes and practices
This information relates to the state of the art of forging, and covers such
topics ar forging equipment, types of operations, die design, lubrications,
specifications for typical forged shapes, etc.

(4) Forging alloys
"These data treat the forging of specific alloy systems in terms of the
influence of material properties cn forging behavior, and the inf'...-.- of
"forging procedure on the properties of the forged product.

In organizing this material for the Manual, a major objective was to 0cieve a docunien
of maximum usefulness to engineers cvnc,:,r-. uith the design, production, and use of
forgings. Accordingly, the main body of the Manual deals with the design, production, and

application of die forgings. Chapters I through 6 discuss general aspects of the forging
process and inrging practices; Chapters 7 through 7.2 then discuss the forging of specific
alloy systems. Theories of metal behavior and plastic :!eformation as they appl, to the
forging process are discussed in the Appendix for the reader interested !n% revi-.ing the
fundamental metallurgical and mechanical principlea of metal deformation.

A major contributor I.: the prepýration of the M,,anual was the furfng .edustrf. The
whole-hearted support of many companies in this industry has made it possible to -

up-to-date information on a number of comparatively n-w mater•.•s, and has addmd ihl-
me-s.,rably to the value of the Manual. It also ha: indicated the pressin- need fc t ,_.,npiling

's ;r.ormation in tl,- f-rm of techni,:Al manuals such as this.

I •AMS/FWB/HJH/JWS
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CHAPIER 1

I FORGING PkOCESSES AND EOUIPMENT

I TYPES OF FORGING OPERATIONS

While forging may be defined broadly as changing the shape of metals by plastic
deformation, there are a number of specific types .f forging operations that, in many

cases, require specialized equipment. Descriptions cf several types of forging oper-

ations and the specialized equipment needed for them are pzesented in Tab)e 1-1, and

the principles are illustrated in Figure 1-1.

SThe forces require.1 t'c deform metal in each of these operations differ consider-

ably, depending on the relative amount of confinement of the workpiece by tht, dies. With

increasing confinement, friction increases rapidly. •'urthermore, when workpiece Stem 
peratures are higher than that of the dies, heat transfer occurs and billet surfaces

are chilled. Both factors increase forging pressurez'. During the upsetting, drawing-
out, swaging, and ring-roiling operations, there is considerable latitude for metal to

flow freely since there is little confinement. On the other hand, during core forging,
die forging, and extrusion operations, the metal is so confined by the dies that there is

a little or no free metal flow. Extrue-ion forging, for example, approaches comp'ete
confinement at the end of the forging stroke. This results in considerably greater re-

sistance to metal flow. Th-is, a metal which can be deformed easily when frictional
loads are small requires relatively high forging pressures during extrusion forging.

TYPES OF FORGING EQUIPMENT

In a book published in 1938, Naujoks and Fabel described forging-plant equipment

in considerable detail (l)* They covered forging machinery, shearing equipment, die-

sinking equipment, furnaces, and other auxiliary process equipment found in forging

plants at that time. Since then, several new t0ypes ard new modifications of forging
equipment have been introduced. Hydraulic pres.ses have increased in size, the counter-

blow hammer was int2 cd:c•A in this country, The Chambersburg Cecomatic Impacter

Swas developed and, more recently, high-velociiv, pneumatic-inechanicai machines have

been used for forging. Larger and more ver.atile mechanical presses have c..so in-

creased the capa.bility of the forging industry.

The behavicr of metals during forging is influenced by the time necessary to com-

plete the plastic shaping. Thus, it is important *c. r e-ognize that the basic difife c,',iceI between the types of equipment lies in their forging velucities, or rate, of deformation

(not to be confused with cycle rates). Forging hammers, for instance, deform. tnntals

at rates of deformation on the order of 100 times fastcr than do hydr.aulic prestes. The

-follwing sections descrile these iwo major types of forging equipment, -n,' anore

Ppecia.]ized forging machinery.

" I Keferences are listed at Wee end of this chapter.
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TABLE 1-1. DESCRIPTION OF AND MACHINERY USED FOR SEVERAL COMMON
TYPES OF FORGING OPERATIC)NS

Type of Forging Method -f Operation Commonly Used Machinery

Upsetting Compression parallcl with the Single-action and counterblow
longitudinal axig of the work hammers

Upsetting machines
Hydraulic, air, tnd mechanical

presses
High-energy-rate machine s

Drawing out Stretching of the work by a Single-action hammers
series of upsets along the Hydraulic and air presses
length of thet workpiece

Die forging Compression in a closed, im- Single-action and counterblow
pression die hammers

Hydraulic and mechanical
presses

High-e aergy-rate rmachines
Impacters

Ping rolling Radial compression on a ring Ring-rolling mills
shape to increase diameter Hammers and presses with sup-

ported mandrel

Swaging Radial compression by shaped Swaging machine
dies to lengtlhen a workpiece Single-action harnrera

Air and hydraulic presses

Co,.+ forging Displacing metal with a punch Multiple-ram presses
to fill a die cavity

Extrusion forging Forcing metal into a die Hydraulic and mechanical
opening by restricting flow prcsscs
in other directions Multiple-rarn pr,-zcs

High-en ,r gy-rate n.dchines

Pack extrusion Forcing metal to flow in a Single-action and counterblow
direction opposite to the hammers
motion of the punch with Hydraulic zkd mechanical
respect to the die presses

Mnltiple-ram proe! .ps
High-energv -.rap.r t-•2i.ne
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Drop and Counterblow Hammers

For drop hammers the necessary force and energy are sup~lie;1 ')y a falling weiL!ht
or ram, usually assisted by pressurized, air or steam. Production drop hammers range
in size upwards from about 500 pounds. The lArgest known single-action drop hammer
is a 50, 000-pound steam hammer. Ram veiocities of drop hammers are usually on the
order of 150 to 220 inches per sec.,nd, depending on stroke length and w~iether or not the
basic gravity power is assisted by stcam or air. During forging, the rare- strikes the
workpiece with repeated blows and thus shapes the metail in a stepwise fashion. Drop
hammers are equipped with an anvil or itatic base 10 to 20 times heavier than the ram.

The operation of counterblow hammers is quite similar to that of drop hammer F
except that two rams are activated simultaneously in opposite directions. They strike
repeated blows at a midway point and develop combined velocities about I-i/2 the normal
hammer velocities. The equalizing dynamic forces of the opposed moving rams elim-
inate the need for the heav• bases characteristic of single-action drop hammers. The
largest counterblow hammer in this country is said to develop energy equivalent to that
of a 153, 000-pound drop hammer. Examples of both types of forgimg han-.xners are
shown in Figures I-Z and 1-3.

The ratings of gravity drop hammers are based on the energy developed when the
falling ram strikes :L workpiece at the velocity determined by the height of the fall. To
develop higher energy, pressurized steam or air is used to drive the ram at higher
velocities. Thus, shorter strokes can be used to acbieve a given energy, or more
energy can be delivered for a given stroke by increasing the ram velocity. Hence,
larger hammers are usually of the steam type.

The ratings of the counterblow hammers are based on ram weight and the com-
bined velocity of the opposed steam-driven rams. Since the combined velocites achiev-
able are greater than those obtainable in s.ngle-action hammers, ratings based only on
ram weight are not directly comparable. Essentially, the counterblow principle is an-
other means of increasing thr energy arailable for hammer forging without necess--.'
changing ram weight.

Hydraulic Presses

Hydraulic presseu are operated by large pistons driven by hig&, -- essure hydraulic
or hydropneumatic systems. They are usually slow moving (up to 2 inches per second)
under pressure. The two largest pr'esses in this country are rated at 50, 000 tons: one
is at the Wyman-Gordon Company, North Crafton, Massachusetts, ar'.d the orl,.r Ins !t 'T'e
Aluminum Company of America, Cleveland, Ohio. Smaller production presses range in
capacity between about 300 tons and 35, 000 tons. Typical hydraulic forging presses are
shown in Figures 1-4 through 1-8.

Among the wide variety of hydraulic presses available In the forging ir 4.utry,
there. are two basic types:

(1) Ditect-drive hydraulic presses. These pr.sses o"-rate v'~b hydraulic
tliuid (oil or wttir) pressurized directly by higb.pressure pumps. Larger
pr-•uses require proportionally lai ger pumps. Hence, the capacity of
tbhee presses is limited to some extent by practical limits on pump
capacities.
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FIGURE 1.3. A LARGE COUNTESBLOW tOA#W.!R WIlrk A RATIWG EOWVALE~ar,O ABOUT A 150,000-POUD DRO HAMMER

Court~sy of Ladish Coimpsmy.
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PIGkL'RE 1.4. IT00.4O SIhSLE.RAM IIYDflULI& FORMGING PREPS

C..k4**y Of Wym...RedC cOmp.yr



FIGURE 1-5. 18,000-TON SINGLE-RAM HYDRAULIC FORGING PRESS

Courtesy of Wymon.Gordw. Company.
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FIGURE 1-7. r-O,@OWTM HYIWtAMAC P0101MG PRE"'

C.,..t*Sy Of WYOUR-Geduut CAW 9.. Y.
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FIGURE -I. 11,O0C-TOM MULTIPLE-RAM YDRAULIC PORGING PROS

Crw%6y of Comore" Ife Works.
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(Z) Hydropneumatic pre3sei. TL, •e prerses opcrate with hydraulic fluid
supptied fronm accumulators which are in titrn presan:rired by high-
p1'sauore puimps. The larger presaca arc of thia tyl..'

A slight disadvantage of the hydropneumatic uysmern 1. that the accumulator pressulre
drops below maximum capacity a. the pres ram advances. Direct-drIve hydraulic
presses maintain maximum presoitre throughout the pressing cycle. tioth types of
hydraulic prens require several se..onds. or more, to complete o furgii.g cycle. When
forging metals heated to temperattu.res well abovo that of the dies, a comparatively longi
forging cycle can cause chilling of the wotkpiece and/or overheating of the dies,

The multi'le-ram forging press uAers advantages not available in single-action
press-forging equipment or in drop-hammer equipme,:, A typical multiple-zam hydrau-
lic forging press, shown in Figure 1-8, can be used to forge hollow parts in onu pressing.
Figure 1-9 shows the successive steps in forging a double-cone venturi noeale, demon-
strating how the mu.> r.ia serves to hold two split dies together while the side rams
force heatod metal to take the shape of a part impossible to forge in a single-action
press.

(a) Neted lliot in Posities on (b) Mela Rao and Side Rein In (cFin) P _, h1d Psm1
Die fr Ferging Final Positin Dauring Forging

FIGURE 1-9. MULTIPLE-RAM PRESS FORGING OF A VENTURI NOZZLE SHAPE

Coeftesy et C-nemeeo Iron We.ms.

Mechanical Presses

Mechanical presses differ from had1utiers and hydraulic pr;sees in tlkat they .
two working surfacer. together by offset ca:nu, cranks, and other rigidly connected
mechanical systems. The btrokes of mecl,anica, presses are shorter than those of either
hammers or hydraulic presses. For thin reason, mechanical pr: •ses are often favored
for low-profile forginas. Mechanical presas s range in siae upwards to nearly 11%, 10O-
ton capacity.

An advantage of mechanical presses is that they have accva-olv coatrolled strokes;
therefo: v, closer tolerances can usually be expect-d. Tha greate % iorging loads are
developed at the enc, .. the stroke. 'i diistdvxntage, compared with, h.mmers, is that the
forging action is slo-a,, ram speeds beixng iw the vicinity of I to 10 in. /sec. For this
reason, eie-chilling effecto iripuae restrictions on forging designs i nmuch the same
-manner aE .: hydraulic presses.
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Mechanical presses are ccommonly ulfiec in automnate-z' forge shlops ,-here J.'rge
producttion qsiantitin's are nmade with each tooling isetup. Their greatest use in job shopsg is for trim~ming forgings made on the more versatile hammers and zer

Imatr
Impacters consist of oi'Dpotsed hamr,-s;rs that operat~e on the eman pirinciple as the

counterblow hammer except that the rarr.s otierate horizontally. (2) This equipment io
designed specifically for producing large quantities of low-profile forgings. The rams
are said to strike at speeds about equal to thcousit of L..ti~mers, with energy ranging up-
ward to the equivalent of a 5000-pound drop hammer. Lquipment of this kind is tou~nd
in specialty forge shops* that produce iae'ge volumes of a particular type Uf part. lin.-
pacters are not often used by commercial forge shops..

Like mechanical presses, impacters are readily adapted to automation. Because
the faster ram velocities miniimize die chilling, impacters are useful for producing
forging. with thinner sections. Heavy hammer bases are not needed for impacters be-
cause the opposed m-ving rams react with each other during the forging process.

During forging, the part in held between the dies by a manipulator set to position
the forging, automatically, for succtessive blows. For this reason, forgings designed
for impacterts riequire, an added piece of metal for handling purposef;.

High-Enorgy-Rute Forging Machines

High- energy- rate forging machines are based on essentially the same principles
as are drop hammers and impacter- They pr..vide greater energies for a given rCam
weight by using ram velocities on the order of 2 to 10 times those of hammers. One
machine with a 2000-pound ram (Model 210 Dynapak) is said to develop a strikinit ener!7
comparable with that of a 10, 000-pound drop hammer. One of the most significant ad-
vantages of these machines is that the ram,% elocity (hence the impacting energy) is
highly reproducible. Forgings may be made to close tolerances without the die-to -die
contact necessary for dimensional control in hammer forging. Because die-contact
times are short, parts with unusually thin sections may be forged in these machines.
As a result of the high strain rates, the metal teriperutureB may actually increase
significantly, depending on the amount of deformation that takes pile ~ .c . aczually
becomes a limiting factor when forging mtaloi with narrow forging-temperatur'- ranges.

* ~High-energy- rate forging machinse, all opcxate on eisentially the siamo prinsciple:
the sudden release of a stored, compressed gas against a free piston. However, the!
methods of releasing the gas to actuate the piston i~nd, accordingly, the, machine con-
struction have changed as improvements and inno-%,ations have been incc Jo.rated in the
basic designs.

VListinction is made hene between specialty ar-. vumasnrcidl foige shops. Specilt~y forag. shops usualliy limit their ls-
toafew tyocs of parts while the comimercial forge shopb hassiule any number of shape* and sizel of forgang.:. ý:spt.'ve torgas

ai~ops su'h as those in te automobile indsutry are examples of specialty shoej in .i~ nthry prodswe such pa . . connecting rods.
Cranshalsfts.sP 80F rc_ on a continuous ulasi.
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All of the machines are self-reacting, that is, the momentum of the ram is offset
by an equal and opposite momentum of the anvil or platcn. The Dynapak machine is
similar in this respect to drop hammers in that the energy of - fast-moving, lifghtwe ight
ram is reacted by a slow-moving, heavier platen which is also the machine frame. The
Hermes mnachine, on the other hand, ts more l, an impacter in that the energy of the
upper rain is balanced by ar, opposing ram of equal weight moving at the same velocity.
Because of this self-reacting principle, the machines do not require ,zarjsive foundations
as do conventional drop hammers.

Early modelk of the Dynapak machine, as shown in Figure 1-10, utilize tic-rod
construction for the frame. Tha main cylinder consists of two chambers: one for stor-
ing the compressed gas and the other for housing the piston assembly. The piston is
raised to the "firing" position by hydraulic fluid which is then replaced by low-pressure
gas. The piston is then 'fired" by opening a quick-release valve in the upper chamber
and exposing the piston face to the high-pressure gas. The machine assembly is at-
tached to the houiinpr through shock absorbers mounted on the tie rods. Thus, as the
ram advances, the heavier machine assembly moves in the opposite direction at a slower
spec', but with equal momentum.

V"- HYDRAULIC

•'• PUMPING
"' ' UNIT

CONTROL CONSOLE!

FIGURE 1-10. TYPICAL H!G4.tENERGY.RATE MACHI•"
INSTALLATION

Courtesy of G6.rexl Dynumic.

Later models of the Dynapal- are built with a yok, type of fr'-m" construction, a3
shown ii. Figure 1-l1. With this design, a singla chamnber houses both the compressed
gas anti the .piston. :;be piston is "cock~ed:' and sealed against the top of the chamber by
two jacks rrounted in the Lass of the frame. With high-pressure gas in t|e chamber, the



/TRIGfvER GA5 INLET

HIGH-PRESSURE INLET

SEAL

HIGH-PRESSUkE GAS CHAMBER

PISTON

RAM WEIGHT 
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FORGED
ONE-PIEICE

FRAME

HYDRAULIC
JACKS

AIR CUSHIONS

FiGURE Ill1. SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF DY14APAK MODEL 1220 C NIOH.EHERGY-RATE
FORGIING MACHINE SHOWING ESSENTIAL COMPONENTS

COUR~.'t ADYA04CED PRODUCTS DEPARTMENT Of GENERAL DYNAMICS CORPORATION
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COURTESY CLEARING DIViSION
OF U. S, INDUSTRIES, INC. CUTRAAC

CYLINDER

K UPPER EJECTION
CYLINDER

PISTONUPE
P LA TEN

PISTON IGH-PREýSURE
GAS CPIAMBER

LOWER PLATENGUD

ADJUSTMENT
LYLINDER

LOWER
EJECTION
CYLINDER

HYDRAULIC PRESSURE UWDOER
PISTON (4) RAISES PLATEN (S),

INSTANTANEOUSLY BREAKING
LOW-PRESSURE GAS RETURNS SEAL. GAS RELEASED PROM

OIL (1) FORCES PISTON (3) PISTON (3) TO TOP OF CYLINDER CHAMBER (2) CREATE$ EQUAL
DOWN COMPREbbING GAS INTO NIGH-PRESSURE GAS REMAINS AND OPPOS~ITE FORCES DRIVING
CHAMBER (2) IN CHAMBER (2) PLATENS (S) AND:4) TO IMPACI.

2 2
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I

M OIL Em IGPRESSURE GAS MLOW; PftESSURE GAS PLATENS ANDCYIDR

FIGURE i.12, CUTAWAY VIEW OF NEkMNES MODEL '600 B HIGH.-ENERGY-RATE MAC41lNE
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ram is held in position by the gas pressure a.2 the machine is in static balance. The
piston seal is then broken by injecting gas between the top of the chanber and the pis.on,
thereby exposing the piston face to the high-pressure gas and driving it do.,,nward. At
the same time. the frame is moved upward, Air cushi-,-s are used to support the float-
i ng frame and return it to its original position at the end of the stroke.

In the Hermes machine, shown in "utaway view in Figure 1-1Z, high-presý,.re gas
is stored in a chamber in the upper rlater.. As the gas is released, it acts upon the

drive piston attached to the lower platen and upon the upper platen at the same time.
This force drives the two opposing platens toward each other at the same speed. As the
platens close, gas is compressed in a separate cyler containing a piston connected

to the upper platen. The high-pressure gas in this counterbalancing cylinder then re-

turns the platens to their original position.

Compressed nitrogen gas is used for these mnachines because it is noncorrosive,
readily available, and wil, -not create a fire ha =.rd when mixed with oil vapor. Very
small amounts of nitrogen are consumed in eac.hi cycle, which is not an appreciable cost
factor.

The velocity and energy of impact of high-energy-rate machines are controlled by
the gas pressure and the mass of the ram assembly. Machines of this type. mounted
either vertically or hokizonallvy are built with strokes up to 1Z inches, capacities up to
about 250, 060 ft-lb, and ram velocities up to about 100 ft/3ec.

Because these machines utilize a high velocity in place of a large mp ; to develop
energy, there is a consieicrý.ble saving in weight over conventional hammers and presses.
For example, the weight of a moving ram can be reduced 95 per cent oy a fivefold in-
crease in velocity to obtain the same energy level.

Forging dies fur these m.-achines need not be as massive as for drop-hammer
forging but design is more critical because of the impact loading. Die material: must
be selected for maximuin toughn, ;s and se'ock resistance. Properly designed tools
will not contact one another during the forging stroke. Rather, the design should permit

all energy to be absorbed by the workpiece. This practice avoids die failure. It is im-

portant to consider the following points when forging in high-energy-rate machinea:

(1) The machine must not be fired unless a workpiece is placed between
the dies.

(2) For forgings that require restriking, it is important to reduce the eicrgy,
by lowuring gas pressure, enough t- .io just the work required. Othe -

wise, die failures are likely.

(3) The centers of gravity of tools and workpicL munt be alignt-, axially.
This avoids side thrust that may danx.mge the machinzas.

(4) Dies should be designed so that the forging eithcr ca.'-, bc .ui-k~y re-
moved from the dies, or can repeatedly stay- in one of them.
pract'ce increases d'e life and permits close tAer-ances in at least one

die.



(5) Forgings mnay be midE sni,•g iultiple bl)-,,- wih ussertlally the •ame

techniques awid desigrn principles aq used in -ldflhier fcrging.

(6) Energies available for forgirg are readily ap roximnced from the

iamiliar formuulas for kinetic energv = mv5) and isothermal gas ex-
pansion (p =v, p 2 v).

Tests conducted at Battelle indicated that the Model 1210 Dynapak attains actual velocities
approximately 80 per cent of those calculated over a fire pressure range of 400 psig to
1200 psig. It is assunmed thac most rnmchines would perform similarly.

It should be recognized that improvements are continually being made on high-

energy-rate machines to improve the stroke-cycle rate. Most of these improvements,
however, do not altet the basic principle of operation, only the means for accej,,,rating

and returning the rani.

Ring-Rolling Mills

Ring-rolling mills operate on the same principle as horizontal bar-rolling mills
except that the rolling operation starts with a thick-wall ring-shaped blank instead of a
billet. By continually reducing the wall thickness, the circumference of the ring is
enlarged. Forging companies having these mills will usually die forge the ring-shaped
blanks in presses or hammers. As indicated in Figure 1-13, rings are frequently rolled
to contours similar to those of channels, I-beams, angles, and other shapes producible
in conventional rolling m'rills. The principal advantage lies in the fact that the circular

shapes need not be welded.

Rolled rings are also used to produce blanks for the shear-forming process. Some
shapes and designs producible by ring rolling are illustrated in Chapter 4.

Swaging Machines

The most common type of swaging machine consists of a power-driven ring that
revolves at high speed causing rollers to engage cam surfaces and force the segmented
dies to deliver hammer-like blows on the work at high frequencies. The machines are
useful for reducing rods without resorting Zo expensive rollina ope--'`ins. They can
produce both straight and tapered cy4lndrical sections.

Rotary Forging Machines

Rotary forging machines operate on a principle similar to t' -t of swaiting Ma-bines,
but they are more versatile. They caa be used to work bar and tu'ling into a var~et,- of
round shapes having varying diameters and tapers along the axis. These i La(hines arz

used frequently to forge short runs of shapes that otherwise would be extr-idý. or lpset
fo:Sed, the principal advantage being that tooling is less expensive :han i,.r eic:,e' ot
the latt -' •perations. (3)

The niachines consist of a base which holds the hammers, supporting framework,

and a rota.ry spindle which holds the workpiece (see Figure 1-14). The workpilce is

r
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Fil CYLINDER FOR VERTICAL
POSITION OF DRIVING HEAD
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FIGURE 1.1. CUTAWAY DRAWING ILLUSTRATING THE BASIC OPERATING
FEATURES OF A ROTARY FORGING MACHINE J
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held in a chucking head by jav,-s operated ,,th 2 orr.pressed air* £he chucking head
rotates and guides the workpiece to the forging hammers. At each impact of the forging

I hammers, the workpiece is halted in its movement. An internal m-ndrel is used
when tubing is being forged. Forging action is obtancd through throe or four small
hammers that are connected to fast-rnoving eccentri, %hafts. Hammers are located at
equal spacings arourd the work-piece, and all hmrrmers impact at the same time. Thus
shock transmission through the machine to the foundation is held to a rninimnui:L.

The machine is capable of completely automatic operation except for feeding and
removal of the workpiece. The speed o.,* forging may be changed m.nual.!y during the
foi'gin, cycle by the operator as desired. The dimrrsional accuracy aný surface
finish are a function of the chuck speed. Tolerances uon tubing details can be held within
*0. 012 inch on the OD and -0. 004 inch on the ID when furg.ed on a mandrel. Tolerances
for solid cylindrical forgings are &0. 008 inch for diameters below 2. 35 ifchles and
:0. 012 inch for larger diameters.

The rotary forging machine has a distinct advantage in costs because universal
dies may La used for a large number of forging operations. The life .•f the dies, de-

pending on operating conditions, is between 1000 to 2000 parts. Forging at elevated
temperatures does not materially affect the life of the forging hammers since contact
t~me of the workpiece is very shori and sufficient cooling of the hammer is provided by
the lubrication system and air blast.

Sher-Forming Machines

Shear forming, otherwise known as hydrospinning, rpin forging, shear spinuirg,
flow turning, etc. , is a process that combines spinning with the ring-rolling process.
It changes the shape of a plate or ring by applying force through pressure rolls o')erat-
ing against the workpiece, which is held by a Wirning mandrel During the process,
flat metal blanks are reduced in thickness between the rolls and the mandrel, and the

shape i frequently changed to a,7'syrnme'r'cal shapes, such as cones, cylindere, &nd
fiemispheres. Although this operation is not considered forging, it is frequently tied
in closely with other forging operations in the production of buch shapes. Shear forming
also is finding increasing application in the secondary dhaplnag of rolled rings and forged
hemispheres.

In one typical process, a blank is placed on the end of the mandrel and clamped by
a hydraulic ram (Figure 1-15). A templet for the part is connsLced int a .racing system
and the required pressure for the rollers is preset. The mandrel is then spur- At a rate
which normally nxceeds 1000 surface feet per -Ninute. A rate of spe id Is then f' ;tab-
lished for the rollers. A feed-rate range irom 0. 005 to 0. 150 inch j'r revolution iF
possible on most equipment. Slowcr feed rates give better surface finisiis. Contact
pressures on the rollers close to 400, 000 psi are pusnible on current -,quipment.

During the process, the metal -.s always displaced par., llel to the -,anterline oý th~e
part. This condition holds even though the formirg takes place over a tapered r,•nc,

beCcus the material ahead oi the .Orming tool is always parallel to the A4,Art4-i: L ik
position. Since the rnateiial ahead of the rollers re-nairs mndisturbed, a lip of materil

with the orig mal thickness may be obtained by stopping the proce s at a .y point. This
condition ale;o permnito the ;a4c of a starting blahle which has some shape other than
circular.

I
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Most of the engineeringi materials o:. structural aesign rain be ahear formed,
provided sLfficient ductility is available. (4) Work has been pcr!ormed on carbon, low-
alloy and heat-resistant steels, superalioys, aluminum alloys, titandhrn ,lb-ys, mag-
nesium alloys, and molybdnurn alloys. However, when the materials lack sufficientI ductility at renrn temperature they inust b, shear fo-.nmA at elev:,ted temperatures.

Tensile data are useful for predicting the maximurn rermissible reductvon in
spinning and shear forming. (5# 6, 7) F. metals exhibiting a true necking strain of less
than 0. 5 in tension teats, the maximum spinning reduction improves with ductility.
For metals with tensile reduction of arioa values above 45 per cent, the maximum
spinning reduction in one pass is about 80 per cent and is relatively independent -)f the
ductility value. The minimum included cone anglc ý. which a metal may be shear spun
from a flat blank is about 30 degrees. Present equipmint capacity will produce a piece
with a 70-inch maximum swing and a 50-inch maximum length.

The following shapes have been made on sl.ear-forming equipment: (a) straight-
wall ccnes, (b) straight-wail tubes, (c) curvilinear-wall shapes, and (d) hemispherical
or elliptical shapes. For economy of operation, most of the curved Mhoepes require a
formed starting blank. The starting blank can be a sheet, plate, forging, casting,
or formed and welded sheet.

The final wall thickness is determined by the starting-blank thickness and the
included angle of the cone. The thickness at any point in the dart measured parallel
to the center Lne of the part remains the same as the original thickness of the blank of
the finished part. For this reason, thickness can be changed only by changing the orig-
inal blank thickneLs or by changing the blank configuration. When shear forming a flat
blank- over a curved mandrel, the part thickness varies according to the angle tangent to
the curvature at the point of contact. For this reason, a contoured blank is required to
achieve a uniform wall thickness over a curved mandrel surface.

The following formula may be used to calculate the finished part thickness.

Swhere Tf -1 T sin o,

I Tf : the finished part thickness

a the angle of the part morasured from the centerline of the part

I T a the starting-blank thickness. ...

Figure 1-16 illustrates a typical conical sliapc tlow-turned frorm a blank of consr=.t
thickness, showing the location of the angle a and other values used in the above
formula.!
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SMTCH ILLUSTRATING TH
FINAL TItCK" U OF A COMI AS A
F I*CTW" OF T1I MAI4OUSIL A4tKL?

CHOICE Of HAMERS OR PRESSES

Discussions concerning either drop-hammer forging or hydraulic-press forging
generally cite certain advantages for one or the other methods. Essentially, press
forging offers unique advantages over hammer forging only when faster deformation
rate@ introduce new problems. For example, magnesium and b,-rylliurn are forgeable
at prels speed@, while at hammer speeds both metals often crack. Furthermore,
castable alloys such as kirknite, beryllium-copper, and superalloys can be used for
press-forging dies, but these materials usually lack the neceesar.y shock resistance for
hammer applications. The most significant disadvantages of press forging are confronted
when the metal being forged requires considerably higher workpiece temperatures than
can be achieved on the dies. Such metals ire essentially "die quenched" during forging,
that is, the temperature of the workpiece rapidly approaches that of the die. As a re-
sult, great er deformation pressures are necessary. This is particularly a problIm if
the metal becomes embrittleu at some temperature between the original workpiece
temperature and die temporature.

Metals forged in hammers are likely to exhibit a significant temperature rise dur-

ing rapid deformation. This is a ptoblem when forginq metals like aluminum or super-
alloys at temperatures close to their melting temperatures. The temperature rise is
usmzlly less significant during press forging.

When forging steels and other alloys subject to scaling, the hammer hae an advan-

tage in that scale can be removed e.asily trorn the die cavity during forging u.I Tok-,.r.
from the workpiece by the repetitive striking action of the hammer. In prerses, the

scale is frequently pressed into the workpiece surface and is difficult to remove from

die recesses.

Presses are favored for metals that have forging temperatures close , ihat

%chievable on dies. Convaz:30y, hinizners are preferred fo- foraing rmretals t•h.. re-

quize higher workpiece temperatures. Presses are often preferred ,3Y coro'ertung cast

ingots berares- it is easier to observe any cracks oz A uptures that o vz during forging.
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TABLE 1-Z. COMMENTS ON THE CHOICE OF EITHiEI HAMMIRIS OR PRFESSES F'OR

FORGING ALLOYS or SFVERAL MrT.'L-BASE SYSTEMS

Alloy System Choice of Equipment

Aluminum Presses pref,.rred if part requires severe deformation;
otherwise optional

Beryllium Presses pr'3ferrcd bec"-j.!, of poor forgeability under rapid
deformation rates

Copper Hammers preferred because workpiece temperoture is more
easily maintained; prek..c;s preferred for forging bronze
alloys and high-zinc brasses that are sensitive to deforma-

tion rate

Columbium Hammer preferred for wrought alloys when high forging
temperatures are required

I Magnesiuin Press•e-'- preferred because of po-r forgeability mnder rapid
deformation rates

IMolybdenum Hammers preferred for wrought alloys when high forging
temper~tures are required

I Nickel Choice depends on section-thickness requirements; hammers

are preferred for forgings with thin sections (less than 1/2
I in..h); otherwise optional

Steels Harr, .ie•s preferred for forgings containing thin sections

(carbon and low alloy) or when scale removal is a problem; otherwise optional

Steels Hammers preferred for forgings containing thin sections;

(stainless grades) otherwise optional

Tantalum Hammers preferred for wrought alloys whe" '--7b forging

temperatures are required

Titanium Hamnmers prefrr.ed for forgings containing thin e
otherwise optional

Tungsten Hammers preferred for wrought alloys when high foiging

temperatures are required.

Zirconium Prpsss pr'o.erred if rillets are j,;."ettd (fo.' temnper.A, rem
above 1400 F); optional if forging ternperai.. i c1 _1400 F

1



Tlhle 1-2 lists several ,"olun .n .,'_ig-alloy systems and gives -onic .vr,'.,,I

comments about the choice of either pres .-es or harlitners Lor forging the alloys. lIt-
cause there is a basis difference in the time required to formn a particular dh:,-,, thc
most practical forging design for hanimers may differ from that fo. t rfe,,qvs. 'T he mr qt
noticeable difference is in section size for alloys having forging tetrperattares higher
than that rt-missible for dies. There are a few (aszs where forging designs are

particular.y suited to one or the other forms oi equipment. For example, multiple-ram
presses have advantages in shape versa'tility not available in hammers. C'n the whole,
howcvcr, the majority of materials nd shapes can be forged inter''hangeably in either
hammers or presses. In most cases, the choice is more a matter of economics than
of technical considerations.
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CHAPTER 2!
METAL FLOW IN DIE FORGINGS

DEVELOPMENT OF GRAIN FLOW

As receijed for industrial forging operations, metals and alloys ordinarily exist
in one of two basic forms: (1) consolidated (cast, or pressed and sintered) or
(Z) wrought (consolidated and deformed plarticallyi.

Consolidated metals are made ,tip of crystals or grains with randor. crientatior~s,
and exhibit essentially uniform properties in all directions. On the other hand, wrought
al terial has been extruded, rolled, cogged, or 3thcrwise elongated plastically, and
usually exhibits better ductility in a direction parallel to that of the plastic elongation.
This is particularly true of metals containing minor amounts of segregation or of a
second phase. Through plastic deformation, the grains, the segregation, and any
phases present become oriented parallel to the elongation. This orientation effect is
called grain flow or fibering.

4- DIRECT00N OF METAL FLOW IN PLASTIC DEFORMATION

SECOND
PrIASE

SECHD • RCRYSTALLIZEDJ
SECOND GAINS

SECOND PaIASE

PHASE 4

SeEGI•EATION SEGREe-ATION SEGREGATION

A. AS CONSOLIDATED B. AS WROUGHT C. WROUGHT AND
RECRYSTALLIZED

Groins, segregation, and Grains, segregation, and Grains randomly oriented.

second phase are second phase we Segregation and second phase

randomly oriented, elongated in the ,ferection elongot.d 4n tI, . " . ef

of plastit• deformation, plastic deformation.

FIGURE 2.1. TYPICAL DEVELOPME4T OF GRAIN FLOW BY PLAST@C
DEFORMATION OF WnTALS

1 The typical developrment of grain flow by plastic defocvmation is 4 '.istrated sche-
matically in Figure Z-l, where the first sketch shows the random structure of a rnetal
as it might appear after consolidating by either cqstii.ý: or bv pOwder-metA11ur!•, t,'ch-
niques. The second sketch viov.-E hcw Lhe metal struct,-re i-2 orieu.ted in a. oartw.2 ,r
directi')n by plastic deformation. The third sketch ehow-• that, ,%re'n oft,:;r recrystai-
lization, the segregation and second phase are orie,ilu...g the ax. , p.-incipal
deformatioi,.

I
I



Not all of the effects o u,. .in flow are this ,obvious. For example, cast alloys
are usually heterogeneous and e-.hibit loc:'ized alloy segregation. After deformation,
the alloy-r.ch and alloy-lean areas torm alternating layers parallel to the directinn of,
principal elongation. This effect, which is illustrated in Figure 2 .2, i., c~alled banding.

ALLOY-RICH
ALLOY-LEAN AREAS (SHADED)

AREAS
AREAS FIGURE 2.2. BA 'NDED STRUCTURE T(PICAL

OF METALS CONTA.INING ALLOY
/ SECREGATION AFTER PLASTIC

__DEFORMATION

There are many factors that can contribute to grain flow efferct-. Several of these
factors and their general influence on properties are:

Ductile Segregation.

Segregation that defo.,ms plastically with the base metal will be-
come elongated during forging. This change in shape causes
ductility and toughness to improve in the longitudinal edirection*
and to worsen in the transverse direction* compared with these
properties of the starting billet. (Example: sulfides in steel.

Brittle Segregation.

Segregation that does not deform plastically with the base metal
will usually break up to form- discontinuous bands of smaller part!.-
cles. (Examples; urdissoived carbides in stainless steels; nitrides
in superalloys. ) The ductility of metals containing brittle segrega-
tion will usually improve in both the longitudinal and transverse
directions with increasing plastic deformation.

Alloy Segregation.

Alloys containing inhomogerreous-alloy distributions will develop a
banded structure after plastic deformation. Banding in this case
consists of alternating layeri Ai alloy-rich and alloy-lean areas
The principal mechanical properties affected by banding are streng*h
and ductility. Higher values for both properties are generally found
in the longitudinal direction. (An exaiAple of alloy segre7,ttion in
as-cast material is found in dendritic structures, where the cores
of the dendrites are of a slightly different alloy composition thtn :1
surrounding mater;•l). Alloys giv-en increasing amounts of ho, wor-
will usually become more homogeneous, and eventually th.. lei:.. ol,
ailoy segregation will become negligible.

*The longitudnal de±.;ction is parallel to the major direction of piastic elongation. A wrought bar, for example, '3as longitudi-
nal grain flow pa!Palel to the bar axis. Conversely, the transverse direction is perpcndirc,!ar to the direction of rlasti,"
elongation.
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I Low-Melting Phases.

When metals are consolidated by casting, the alloy segrec:ation
that occurs during solidifica ion usually results in the forn'atiur.
of l•-'w-melting phases (e. g. euiectics, sufi9.es, etc. ). bach

I phaf,.,s solidify in the origin 1 7rain boundaries and may cause
weaknesses at forging temperatures. In many instances, these
phases can be dissolved in th' base metal by suitable homogeni-
zation treatments at temnpcratures just below their melting tern-
peratures. This usually improves forgeability. If the low-
melting phases cannot be elirninated by this treatment, they
generally influence directional propertie, ,? does either ductile

or brittle segregation. If dissolved, the low-melting phases in-

fluence directional properties like alley segregation does.

Second Phases.

For reasons determined by their composition and constitutional
diagrams, certain alloys ordinarily contair two phaseq. (Ex-
amples: ferrite and austenite in high-chromium stainless steels,

alpha and beta phases in some titanium alloys.) When the two
phases are elongated by plastic deformation, they cause direc-
tional variations in properties. The shape of the e l ongated grains,

however, can usually be altered by heat treatments, thus mini-
mizing directional variations. By annealing the alpha-beta tita-
nium alloys at certain temperatures, the alpha phase becomes
equiaxed. This L•hange in grain shape eliminates most of the

directionality in mechanical properties.

Crystalline Anisotropy.

1 When metals are deformed, their grains often become oriented in
such a fashion that thk "e is a tuistinct alignment of certain crystal-

lographic planes. This removes the randomness ordinarily associ-
ated with polycrysta]line materials and promotes a condition favor-
able for anisotropic mechanical properties.

I Die forgings are seldom forged directly from as-consolidated materials. Usually,
they are forged from wrought materials that have been either rolled, extruded, or
cogged to bar shape. Sometimes, as-cast ingots or pressed-and-sintereu bars are
upset forged between either flat or generously conitoured dies, but these are iL.-ps pre-
liminary to die forging with the purpose of de.--i.oping favorable wrought etructur•S in

j shapes that ultimately are to be forged to disk-type configuratiorns.

Figures 2-3 and 2-4 show schematically how grain flow in the original bar i-tock
is reoriented during the forging of two types of die forgings: a disk ant, a rib-and-web
shape. A series of loops is developed in the grain-flow pa.ttern of the disk forging.

These grain-flow loops are deorelope:1 during the initial upbet foc•i•a. operation .'i.d
carry through the final operation. By contrast, the grain flow in the rib- ..,.A ,.'.j-
ing .oims a conmnuous pattern that conforms essentially to the part outline.

The gr-in-f• ow patterns shown in Figures Z-3 and Z-4 indicate that metal flows in

various direction2; the extent is determined by the iorging die and the type of iorging

!
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operation. The principal flov. of rnetal in disk forgings is in the radial direction. .low-
ever, by virtue of the increasing diamet,: there is conisiderable elorgation, or flow, in
the tangential direction. The terms applied to these types of mntetal flow are rad~al
grain flow and tangential grain flow, respectively. The metal ilrwiig upward intLo the
rim is called vertical grain flow. Terins of sin i~ar derivation apply to the rib-and-
web forging, where longitudinal grain -low refers co flow in the direction of the original
billet axis, long-transverse grain flow refers to flow at right angles to the. longitudinal
grain flow and parallel to the plane of the die, and short-transverse grain flow refers to
flow at right angles to both the rlane of the die and to the longitudinal grain flow.

WROUGHT BAR STOCK WROUGHT BAR STC:K

UPSET TONG HOLD DRAWN AND EDGED

~BLOCKED 4OCKED

BLOCKEDRELOCKED

*~GRAIN-FLOW

LOOPS LOCKED

FINISHED AND
TRIMMED FORGING
(ENLARGED) FINISHED AND TRIMMED FORGING

(ENLARGED)

FIGURE 2.3. TYPICAL i'QUENCE OF FIGURE 2.4. TYPICAL SEQUENCE OF
FORGING STEPS FOR A FORGING STEPS FOR A
DISK SHAPE, SHOWING RIB-AND-WEB SHAPE,
THE DEVELOPMENT OF SHOWING THE DEVELOP.
GRAIN FLOW MENT OF GRAIN FLOW

Control of Grain Flow

For certain applications it is defirable to control the grain flow der1lcped during
die forging. The forging of steel hemisph-rical parts, for example, often i:rdludes :4
preliminary side-forging step instead of the eonventlonal upsetting conmmon to roEL
other circular parts. Figure 2-5 compares two grain-flow patterns developed in hemi-
spherical parts. The lower sketch shows h,.'- anz- ooth, unbroken flow lines re.sult from
a preliminary side-forging step. The upper sketch shows how the ,eaker ceinter mate-
rial is concentrated in the polar region by normal forging practices.
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I 'I.j

A. FORGED HEMISPHERE, UPSE' BEFORE DIE FORGING, ShOWING
WEAKNESS IN POLAR REGION

+

S. FORGED HEMISPHERE, SIDE FORGED BEFORE DIE FORGING, SHOWING
NO WEAKNASSES IN POLAR REGION

FIGURE 2.5. COMPARISON OF FLOW LINES DEVELOPED IN HEMIS•HERICAL
FORGIMGS WITH DIFFERENT PRELIMINARY FORGING TECHNIQUES

Most methods for altering grain flow are not this simple. As stated earlier, in-
clusions ordinarily line up with grain flow; if the grain-flow pattern is straight, so are

the inclusions. Because cylindrical parts forged from wrought bar will retain this
basic pattern, it is sometimes desirable to alter the forging practice to break up the

straight-line pattern in such parts. This reduces the probability of long inclusions
appearing on the surface of finished parto and causing rejections. Forge shops will
sometimes use a corrugated ,dit. design to provide a wavy grain-flow pattern fol" thik
purpose. This practice, illustrated by Figure 2-6, has been known to reduce rejections
from nearly 30 per cent to less than 5 per cent on parts of cylindrical shape.

Forging and lubrication techniques can also be used for controlling grain flow.
If, for example, a disk is hammer forged between contoured dies, the top surface of
the forging is qenerally lubricated better than the lower surface. Thip -%'I cause the

type of nonuniform grain flow illustrated in Figure 2-7. Essentially, the metal flows
readily against the upper-die surface but is virtually undefcrmed near the lovver-die
surface. In a.ddition to inadequate lubri.-.ti-in, die-chilling ,affects conteibute to tii
type of flow. The out-bent fibers formed in this way result in poorer toughness and
surface finish. The condition can be correcte4 by turning the disk over during forging
or by providing better lubrication on the lower die :nrface. A third alternative eon-
sists of upsetting between flat dies to a disk slightly sinaller thai, the final. die, turning

the disk over, then finishing in the impression die. This latter method is th.. -wli most
often used in normal forging pr'a.-.tice bec-Alise zhe undersized 0A.L J3sk I• aasicr t....
locate. in the die and the grain-flow patterns ar.ý generally more unifor, a.. o'
patterns ca- b-e adjusted in other shnpq b-y similz 1 ,ri.rting and for,-irg tochr.'

I
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METAL FLOW IN IMPRESSION DIES

jAs described earlier, regions within a forging that exhibit the mo.st nronouncud
flow patterns are generally those that have received the greatest dejormation during
forging. It Ji a significant fact that the a,.ount oi dc".._ rmation is seldom u.iform
throug.uut a f.rging. It is not uncommon, for instance, to find both severely deformed
regions and "dead-metal" zones within a forged shape. A vivid illustration rn this is'
shown in Figure Z-8.

ii.

FIGURE 2-8, GRAIN.FLOW PATTERN OF A DISK FORGING, SNOWING GOTH
"DIAD.METAL ZONIES AND SEVERELY DEPORMED RIGIONS

In die forging@, the reions .Of minimal flow, or dead-metal zones, are often
called '"ie-locks". Figure 2-9 shows where the dead-metal zones normally appear
within die forging@ of various shapes. These examples are further illustrations of how
nonuniform the deformation is during most die-forginU operations.

In the case of alloys that are to be hot--old worked, it is often desirable to de-
sign forgings in such a way that the dead-metal zones are removed during machining.
If this is not practical, preliminary forging steps may be used to improve the unifirm4r .
of deformation during the final operation. Methods for designing such preliminary dier
for several typical shapes are illustrated in Figure Z-lO. When these preliminary
shapes are forged subsequently in the finishing die, deformation is provided in r,.gions
that otherwise would be dead-metal sones in conventionally forged parts. Even with
such techniques, however, the amount of deformation is seldom homogeneous.

I Effects of Nonunlfe, Defwmetlen

The need for uniform, c=nt•oled diormn-ation var4.e with the material being
forged. In the case of alloy steels, uniform deformation is not essential. In the case
of superalloys, the total amount 0f defurmation i.s - -,r ,rnr.tt'. but t1-e are'iint
imparted during the last forging step sigaaificantly iraluences the grair ýIzc developed
by subsequent heat treatment. A good illustration of variations in grain si.e in a heat -
treated superalloy forging is shown in Figure Z- I I. This part was forged in a -.,n', set

* uf dies and then restruck for s;--g in a now set. During the final sizin, oprer•.i: the
forging was deformed only a small amount, a practtce that makes metals busceptible ýn
abrnormal grioin growth. It is usually desirable to prtwlk,•e enouge; defet nation in the
final forgini. operation tM '." orc recrystallization to a fine grain size.

|II



DISKS HUBS WITH LONG, NARROoN SHAFTS

END-UPSET

SACK EXTRUSIONS FORGINGS HUBS WITH SNORT, WIDE SHAFTS

SHADED AREAS DENOTE NORMAL LOCATIONS OF DEAD-METAL ZONES

FIURE 2-9. USUAL LOCATIONS OF DEAD-METAL ZONES IN 4EVERAL TYPICAL
SHAPES FORGED BY CONVENTIONAL PRACTICES

GENERAL SHAPE OF PART AS FINAL StiAPE OF PART
FORGED IN PRELIMINARY DIE

FIGURE 7-10. METhODS FOR DESIGNING PRELtI.i.13AkY DILE TO GJTAIN
vl.r? UNIFORM DEFORMATI•N IN TYPICAL FORGED SHAPES



FIGURE 2.11. ETCHED CROSS SUCTION OF A HEAT.TREATED SUPERALLOT DISK FORGING,
SHOWING GRAMNSIZE YARIATIWM CAUSED BY INSUFFICIENT RIDUCTION
,IN THE LAST FORCING OPERATION

Nlloyl 0979

Finish forged af 1950 It In "amn di. got and hot sited in

4 now die set.

Solution hoat teemesd st 1900SF, 2 hewcs; oil qusenhod.

Certain metals forged by hot- cold working schedules, much asa molybdenum alloys
and some stainless steels (e. g. , 19-9DL, 16-25-6), require reductions controlled be-
tweiin both maximum and minimumn !ovals. In such materials, the appropriate forging
reduction varies with the strength desired. In the cams of the titanium alloy 11-l2OVCA,
careful control of deformation schedules improves the response to subsequent aging
treatments.

For these reasons, forging schedules for some alloys should be designed to pro-
duce appropriate anaountR cf do' 'rmatiok. in the final operation. In many instarces,
this means that preliminary or intermediate diem should be used even though they would

not be required for meeting purely reometrical requirements.

To illustrate this point, Figure 2-12 shows the forging operations and die se-I quences ordinarily needed to make a typical disk shape from each of two different ma-
terials: a low-alloy steel (4340) and a hot-cold work stainless steel (16-25-6). The
shapes and forging temperatures shown are considered typical ior the two alloys. Al-
though the 16-ZS-6 alloy can be forged in Step 2 into a shape similar to that ;W.Itrated
for 4340, the gcnerously contoured shape is rzeferred for contrt-ltlr; tbfe 'Lnal .mnvuntJ of deformation and, thus, the metallurgical and mechanical properties. As indicated,
the stainless steel is* ordinarily upitet and blocke-d at st hot-working temperature. Then
the blocked shape is given a controlled deformation 'ai the final die at a cold-warkiixg

I ~temperature (1500 F or lower). For this type ot forging, the blocked #ihape is usually
about 20 per cent smaller In diameter than the final die to insure uniform deformation.
Such shapes are sometimes machined to permit 'even clozin contro'l of r'iductLcnae. The[ ~finishing die is usually desig~.;-' with a comparatively thick web so that "' z .

eurface layer .-an be removed when the part is finhi hod by m~achining.
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STEP 1. UPSET AT 2250 F STEP I. UPSET AT 2050 F

STEP 2. BLOCK AT Ml.0 F STEP 2. BLOCK AT 2050 P

STEP 3. FINISH AT 2200 F STEP 3 FINISH AT 1500 F

HOT-WORK ALLOY COLD-WORK ALLOY
(IXAMPLE.!: 4340) {EXAMPLA: 16.25.6 STAINLES3)

FIGURE 2.12. FORGING AND DIE SEQUENCES i'IPICAL FOR HrT.WORK ALLOYS
AND NOT-COLD WORK ALLOYý

The same principiei apply to the . irg ng of refractory metals except that the pre-
liminary deformation is , ,,'din',.rily conduk:,.td at cold-wctrking temperatures. Table 2-1
indicates the relative importiuxic, of co:.-trollbd deiurrmatior, 1uring die forging of differ-
ent types of metals. These pAints are discussed more thoroughly in later chaipters
covering each alloy system.

TA•LE 2 -1. THE IMPCITANC. OF CONTROLLED FORGING DEFORMATION
WHEN FORGING SEVERAL ALLOYS

Alloy Group Type of
and Examples Forgi;2g Cycle Need for Controlled Deformation

Carbon and alloy steels Hot work Level of deforrnatior important !or
(1035, 4340) final properties

Superalloys Hot work Level of deformation m~ust be i& re
(A286, Inco 901) enough to avoid abnormal graie, growth;

above certain minimum levels, the
..,nount is not essential

Austenitic stainless steels Hot-cold work Level of deformation in final die re-
(16-25-6, 19-9DL) quire, con"trol and twifornm.6.

Refractory metals Cold work Level of deformatiz.r, .,.-., ,;iatetI •.,' ijg

(unalloyed m-rolybdenum) all lorging step@ re .aires control aa,d
unito,. ,iAty
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U Estimating the Amount of Deformation

It it Irequently desirable to estimatc. the amount of plastic defu'rnm,1i')n resulting
from a particular forging practice or to estimate the strains at difierent Lcations within

the workpiece. Such estimates are uselu) ii. identifyiz.e i-e severity of defornnation
producing satis'actory properties Pnd in corvertirg laboratory results to full-scale op-
erations. Many authors use the terms "forging rutiol, "upsetting ratio", or "'eduw:tion
in area" to describe the severity of plact.- deformation. They are ordinarily deiined as

Forging Ratio = Original Area_g Final Area

(Both areas are measured ir. a plane per-

pendicular to the principal directiun of

flow or fiber direction)

Upset Ratio = Original Height
Final lieight

rriginal Area - Final AreaIReduction in Area, % * 100k Or-nl~eS\ Original Area

'Both areas are measured in a plane per-

pendicular to the principal direction of
flow)

I Unfortunately, such terms ara ambigu')us and can be misleading unless geometric

similarity is maintained between the original and final shapes. The ambiguity result"
from the fact that metal flow usually occurs in several directions, as indicated in

Figure 2-13.

ORIGINAL BILLET OUTLINE

VERTICAL PLOW RADIAL FLOW

CIRCUMFERENTIAL FLOW

INCREASES TOWARD RIM

RADIAL FLOW INCREASES
TOWARD RIMI

FICUIZ 2.13. AN ILLUSTRATION OF THREE DIRECTIONS OF METAL FLOWI DURING FORGING OF DiSK SHAPE
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It is ubL..ally more useful to desciibe the plastic stra.r" in a body by the three
principal deformations (el, e 2 , e 3 ) in muwually perpendicular directions. For a
spherical body deformed to an ellipsoid. the three principal dskrrnAtion-3 are inl the e-1-
rections of the three axes of the ellipsoid. Thn principal deformations are calculated
as follows:

Final length - Original length If - 1,
eO. 'inal length 10

Finlýl height - Original height hf - h,
e -- Original heighl ho

Final width - Original wittb wf - Wo
e• ---

Original width wo

The subscripts (1, 2, 3) atre assigned according to s'gn and magnitude of the deforina-
tions. Arbitrarily, el is the largest strain and is always positive in sign; e3 is the
smalkat strain and is always negative, eP. can be oither positive or negative in sign.
Thus, el > e2 > e3. For upsetting operations, the principal deformation, el, is
numerically equal to the forging ratio and to the reciprocal of the upset ratio. For op-

erations pr-3ducing externion principally in one direction (extrusion, rolling and draw-
ing out by forging). cl -s positive.

Since plastic deformation does not change the density of a metal signif'cantly, the

original volume (Vo) and final volume (Vf) of the workpiece are identical. This leads
to the following relationships:

Vo = Vf= Vo ( el) 0+( e 2 ) ( + e 3 )

and
S= + el) (I + eZ) (1 + e 3 )

or
0 = In (I + el) + In (I + e2) + In (I -'-e3)

The latter equation indicates that at least one of thc "effective deforrnation.", C = In
(1 + e), must be positive, another nugative, and thi, third can be either. The single
effective deformnation value equal to the sum of thc other two, but diffexring in sign, is
called the maximum strain (cmax). It is numerically equal tn c-nc-h , Y the sum of
the individual deformations, neglecting the algebraic signs.

Figure Z-14 illustrateR this syrte.a of deecribing and calculai th, e
amounts of deformation in an upsetting operation. In this example, the principal
strains differ with direction because geometrical similarity was not maintained on the
cross section. The maximum strain (Cmax) occu-s in the height d.--.:tiot and is nega-
tive in sign. The largest positive value for effective deformation is in the lenith d.re:-
tion because the proportional extension was greater in length than in width.

Similar calculations can be made on other shapes and shape chE.n~geo ty selccing
appropriate dIimensions for changes in length, width, anM height. TI . 4pproach is
especialL' ui:eful ior e0itr-ating differences in severity of deformation in various parts

of a forging. For such purposes, the dimensional changes are often meas.,red from
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INITIAL FINAL

I
Example

I ,eigh_.t Width Le.gh

i Initial 1.00 1.00 1.00

Finel 05[ 12. ' 667'

i Effective

Direction Deformation (f),

of Strain Principal Deformation, a 1 + In (!+ e)
0.5.0.61

Height 0 I. -0.5 -• 0.5 -0.6911

I 1.2 -1
Width I* -4.0.2 - ';2 1.2 +0.1823

i Length 1,%"7 - +0.667 -1 1.687 +0.5109

'max -r Maximum strain - -0.6932

I

FIGURE 2.14. SCHEMATIC ILLUSTRATION OF UNIFORMLY UPSET PRISM AND

I CALCULATION OF PAiRNCIPAL DEFORMATIONS AND STRAINS

!
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0'BILLET A BILLET B
1.016' .W0

0.7"0.726' 0.557n

FORGED SHAPE

DASHED OUTLINIE StIOWS COPRESPONDING VOLUMES OF BILLETS AND
FORGED SHAPE.

Web RiL
As Forged from billet A:

Nomina; value of trnc.x -0,7¶9 -0.451

Direction1 height width

As Forged from Billet B:

Nominal value of ormax -0.917 4-0. 223

oiroction height length

FIGURE 2-15. EFFECT OF BILLET SHAPE ON MAXIMUM STRAINS DEVELOPED
IN1 RIB-AMD-WEB SECTIONS OF A FORGING



grids marked on appropriate intcrioi surfacc-. •f samples assembled from several

pieces for the deformation studies.

Sometimes even rough estimates are helpful. Fi,-re Z-15 shows that even a

small change in billet dimensions can influence the amount and uniformity of d#'forma-

tion. Forging a rib-and-web section from either of the two indicated billets resiilts in
more severe deformation in the web section. However, forging from Billet A QiCes

more deformation in the rib and less in th,-. web than forging from Billet B. Thms, a
forging produced from Billet A would be expected to have a more uniform response to
heat treatment and less directionally in ductility values.

The schematic sketch in Figure Z-15 does not tak into account the nonh.moge-

neous deformations characteristic of real forgingg. Figure -"-16 illustrates a few irn--

portant details. Ribs are ordinarily tapered in order to provide draft, and deforma-

tions increase in severity toward the narrower extremity. Metal close to the punch is

ordinarily strained more t.ria nietal closer to the exterior. As indibated in Figure

2-16, metal *flows laterally to form flash as well as vertically to fill the ribs. The two

most severe regions of flow are those in the plane of tV-e flash and adjacent to the inside

fillets.

VERTICAL -DEAD-METAL ZONE
FLOW

LATERAL
FLOW

FIGURE 2.16. TYPICAL GRAIN-FLOW PATTERN IN A VERTICAL Pig

The shaded area is defurmed the least and can be considered a dead-metal zone.
Usually the amount of deformation in such regions cin be increased, and uniformi•:y irn-

3 proved, by controlling the shape of the preform or preliminary forgin.g. Ti.e te.:hnique

illustrated in Figure 2-17 can be used to increase forging reductions in tue dead-metal

zone to about 25 per cent in area. Unless a bead i. used at the parting line, def:r.ct-

are at to occur in the web from upsetting.

!
!



PRELIMINARY 2 Wt-8 UPSETS
SFORGED SHAP

3 4

BEAD ADDED TO
FINISH DESIGN

SPECIAL PRELIMINARY SHAPE DESIGNED TO PROVIDE
GREATER REDUCTION IN THE OTHERWISE DEAD-METAL
ZONE OF A FINISH#ED RIB.AND.WEB FORGING
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I FACTORS INFLUENCING DIE FILL!NG

I Many variables influence the ability of metals to flow during forging and to fill
the cavities of Impression dies. Some of tl3 more in.--urtant factors can be classified
as follows:

(1) Forgeability and flow strengti,

(2) Friction and lubrication

(3) Die temperature

(4) Shape and size factors.

Foriteability and Flow Strength

Difficulties in filling die cavities are encountered in forging metals characterized
by either poor forgeability or high flow strengths. Poor forgeability causes rupture
before the die is filled; high flow strengths may cause metals to flow past recesses

I without filling them or may result in undeorfilling with the maximum loads available.
Figure 2-18 suggests, in terms of forgeability and flow strength, the ease with which
different metals and alloys can be deformed to fill intricate die cavities. Some of the
difficulties atiL.ibuted to these characteristib differences among materials can be illus-
trated by considering two particular types of forgings.

IWAAIWMNI FLOW STGITHN on PFOOINS PMINUWI

LOW- MODERATE __NH

I= (C STEEL)
434 (ALLOY STEEL) TYPE 34 (STAINLEIS) MOLYsDIi

j -II (TOOL ST1IL' T1.4I.AV I6-1.- (STAIN1.SA)

ANSI (Al ALLOY)

j J• lI~~TAOiLIU) ISA~

AMa (Mg ALLOY) 006 *4S 0 ALLOY) WASPUAO (NI ALLOY)

7075 (Al ALLOY) ').IPW 0*h- m ) TI.13V.h11O.)
I T .Y~d.•. N 15 0 (h•IC.. ALLOY)

i e f, ALLOY)

I 11W (ALLOY S:ILL) T 1 (STaiN.ESS) KuTILL: : ALLOy)

AENW liWyis Mi IIRNAO EASE Of N9 PILLINO

FIGUjRF 2-18. GENkRALIZED DIAGRAM OF INFLUENCE OF FORGEABILIrY AM.D
FLOW STRENGTH ON DIl FILLING
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Connecting Rods. Table Z-2 provides data obtained in erperimental harnrmer
forging of several alloys in a set of dies ordinarily used for 1030 steel connecting rods.
A.s would be expected, the stronger materials required more reieatin,, operation and
a larger number of blows. Even so, the drawing and fullering* operations, ordinarily
employed -o achieve the proper stock cistributio,! foi' impression forging, were un--
successful with the two nickel-base superalloys. Figure 2-19 shows four of the speci-
mens after forging. The forgeability of the bhgher alloy stainless and the iron-base
superalloy was good enough to avoici. zacking, but the hammer was too s.-all to fill the
dies completely.

TABLE 2-2. FORGING DATA ON CONNECTING .,;SFORGED FROM EIGH r DIFFERENT
ALLOYS REPRESENTING INCREASING FORk;ING DIFFICULTY

Forging conducted on a 3000-pd-ind hammer

Number of Total Number of
Temperature, Times Blows to Complete

Alloy F Heated Forging Remarks

1030 2300 1 <20 Completely filled

Type 304 2200 1 40 Completely filled

Frpe 34"7 2200 1 s0 Completely filled

Mone! 2080 2 51 Completely tilled

16-25-6 2000 5 76 Incomplete fill on shaft'end

N-155 2( 10 5 89 Incomplete fill on both ends
and ribs

Hastelloy B U200 3 Extreme difficulty in drawing irnd
fullering shape; experiment
discontinued

Hastelloy C 2150 4 -- Same as for Hastelloy B

Hub Forgings. Table 2-3 gives data Irom a similar study on seven metals forged
in dies ordinarill, employed for forging nubs from 4340 steel. Both rupture, and pro-
nounced underfilling occurred in the strong.r nickel-base superalloys with p,,or forge
ability. So-and hubs were made from the nther four alloys but the dies were not coin-
pletely filled. The degree of underfilling appears to depend on the flow strengths of
the alloys at the forging temperatures used.

'in fullerling, the cr.)-sectional area of a bar is reduced along the ,id-section between ;ihe ends of the bar.
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rABLE 2-3. rORGING DATA Ol HMIBS FORGED FROI. SEVEN DIFFFRFNT ALLOYS
REPRESENTING IT1CRF.ASING FORGING DIFFICULTY

Forging Number of Number oi Hammer Blows

Temperature, Time, seguired to CFre_ gipi
A'1oy F Heamd Upset Block Finish Total Remarks(a)

4340 2300 1 2 4 5 11 Sound; complred, filled

Monel 2100 1 2 5 7 14 Sound; shaft underfilled by
9/16 Inch

Type 304 2100 1 3 h 10 21 Sound; shaft undertilled by
8/8 inch

A-280 2100 2 5 8 9 22 Sound, shaft usiderfilled by
7/8 inch

16-25-6 2000 2 5 7 12 24 Sound; shaft underfilled by
V79, inch

Hastelloy C 2200 3 5 10 18 33 Ruptures; shaft underfltled
by 1 inch

Hastelloy B 22 'D 2 4 18 9 31 Ruprures; shaft underfilled

by 1-1/4 inch; forging

stopped when rupture
noticed

(a) Sound refers to forgisings that did not rupture.

Underfill dimensions are given as average amounts based on measured heights of hubs.

Friction and Lubricution

Lubricants are emplo: td principally to reduce forging loads and to coatroA (,e ,m-

prove the uniformity of metal flow. They are also useful as parting compounds when

forging metals with tightly udhering oxides. The following characteristics can be im-

portant in the selection of a lubricant:

(1) Insulating qualities. It is usually desirable in forging metals at high

temperatures to minimize chilling of the workpiece by the dies.

(Z) Corrosiveness. Some otherwipe suitable lubricant materials miy

corrode the die or workpiece .'uifur compounds can contaminate hcbt,

nickel-rich alloys.

(3) Permanence. Some volatile lubricant,4 and carriers may not wet th:

dies or may produce noxious or poisonous fumes. Other rnaterials may
co-ellct in die cavities and prevent complete filling,.

(4) Ease of Removal. This is especially important for corro• ,.. -

Lants or for those that affect the appearance .;i forgings.

In general, the ,election of forging lh bricants usually represents a compromise
among several desirable attributes. Graphite, in various dispersion$ and prepara-

tions, appeýars to be the most widely used lubricant for forging. Press-forging
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experiments indicate that graphite-containirn- lubricants usually result in friction: co-
efficients ranging from 0. 1 to 0.4. (1) TJnder controlled conditions in forging nonferrous

I alloys at 850 to 1000 F, a reasonably constant friction coefficient rf 0. ] Z wac obtained
with a variety of graphite lubricants. (4)

Flat Dies. The pressure required for forging between flat djes depands± to a
I marked extent on friction. The ratio o, forging pressure to flow strength alq.o depenw

on the shape of the workpiece and increases with the ratio of cross-sectional area to
height. (2,3,4,5) These effects can be pre-licted by the formulas listed in Table 2-4,

which were developed by Schroeder and Webster(5)

Figure 2-20 shows a series of curves computed irom these formulas. The re-
lationships were found to agree closely with experimental data(3,5, 6 ) obtained at ter'A,-

peratures up to those normally used for pressing aluminum, lead, and magnesium.

Ihe effects of variations in disk geometry and in relatively low friction coefficients
are pronounced. For example, the chart shows that the lower the friction coefficient,
the smallur the effect of the radius/height ratio. For disks with a r'adius/height ratio
of 21, the forging pressure is nine times the flow stress in unlubricated dies. The
required pressure caa be reduced to five times the flow stress by lubricants producing
friction coefficients of 0. 10. For such reasons, lubricants for forging in flat dies are

ordinarily chosen on the bouis of their frictional characteristics.

I P FORGING PRESsURE
4.P a FLOW STRESS

- - K - R RADIUS OP t;.SK
t THiCKNESS OF DISKI =

0 10 Is 20, 2• 30 35 40

RI

FIGURE 2.20. NONDIMENSIONAL PRESENTATION SHOWING THE COMBINED
INFLUENCE OF FRICTION COEFFICIENTS AhD DISK
GEOMETRY ON THE RATIO OP FORGING PRESSURE TO
FLOW STRENGTHS

VALUES CALCULATED USING EQUATIONS IN TABLE 2-.

I 3haw and Boulger(6 ) made an extensive study of forging labricantts for 2•14

aluminum. Tab.-e 2 -5 shows some of their data on frictional chbracter &tics of typical
luLricants ,as evaluated L.. ,nessing with flat dies. Depending on the iubricant, a load

of 138,000 pounds produced disks ranging from 0. 067 inch to 0. 101 inch in thickness

!
| I
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TABLE 2-4, FORMULAS RECOMENDED BY SCHRO."DER AND WiEBSTER( 5 ,

IOR PREDICTING EF• ICTS OF SHAPE AND FRICTION ON
PRESSURES FOR FORGING CIRCULAR DISKS

Case I - WNten sliding occurs between surfaces of blank and die at all points except the
geometric center of blank

Condition: i << k and <-
Ia rt

(friction coefficient less than 0. 1 and smrall R ratio)

Solutiorn--P -. •

mn (eC-C 1) (1)

Cas. 2 - When sliding ",,curs in an annular zone near the edge but not in the central
zone

Condition: p < k and - M

(friction coefficient between 0. 1 and 0. 5)

Solution: P = mn. a

2 DI/k 2 -+krc
m 2= [(D + 1)eC-D- C- --- k• (2)

C 3 /t

Case 3 - When sliding does not occur and spreading results from shear strain parallel
to the die surface

Condition: IA k

Solution: P m. a

2k R
3 T (3)

Nomenclature

R
P = forging pressure C 2 9

m = pressure multiplication factor
rc

a = flow stress of workpiece D= . jit

S= friction coefficient.

k = constant 0, S'
7  9ý i

R = radius of disk t t 
2 M

t = thicknesm of disk

I
!



from standard specimens. The c..rresponoa.ng variations in forging pressure ranged
from 23,500 to 36,000 psi. Under the conditions employed, the friction coefficientsI varied from 0. 06 to 0. 16. Although a large number of organic and inorganic materials
and mixtures were tried, commercial griphite-cor~taiing lubricanti gave the best
results.

TABLE 2-6. EFFECT (If "MPOUS WBRICANTS IN PRrSSfING 2014
ALUMIN4UM At LOY DISKS BETWEE14 FLAT D1ES(O)

Billet Size: I" Diameter Y 0. 5" High
Billet Tempelrature: 826 F
Die Temperature. 700 p
Load: 138.000 pounds

___________ Average Values for Test Series
Final Finial Forging

Thickness, Diameter. Pressure. Friction
Cnmmercial Lubricantia) inch inch psi coefficient

Silicone grease 0.103 2.2 36.000 0.16

Flake graphite in oil 0.101 2.2 38,000 0.1iS

21r,, flake graphite+ IM% 0.096 2.3 33,400 0.13
MoS2~ + a mica in
bentone grease

Colloidal graphite In oil 0.091 2.3 32,000 0.12

Colloidal graphite in water 0.086 2.4 30,000 0.11

3 61 flake graphite+ *% mica 0.067 2.7 23,600 0.06
in calciumn-baa.e grease

(a) Cormmetcially available under' rious; trade narks.

Impression Dies. Lubricants suitable for forgings in flat dies do not always give
good results in impression dies becauqte the requirements are dissimilar, Low frictionI coefficients favor lateral metal flow, the main requirement in flat dies. In most im-
pression dies, however, lateral flow must be selectively impeded in or'4 s' te insure
enough vertical nlow to fill the cavities. This is one of the principal functions of the

narrow, annular, flash openings. Consequently, an ideal lubricant for closeti dies
would provide minimum friction on vertical i.t,rfaccs of cavities and maximum friction
near the flash openings. These contradictory requirements can sometimes be met by

using different lubricants at critical locations.

In principle, lubricant characteristics should influence die design. A parltieul~a-r
set of dies cannot be expected to work equally well with lubricating material: 1-ving,
distinctly different characteristics. The practical import~ance o! J.hiv ir..err~slatx.ý '4hipIwait demonstrated by Shaw and Boulger(6) in plant teats on lubricants t-.~ -. tý ,!tiri~
well in the labo'ratory. With some die configuratioa.i, low-Iriction lubri'c-xnta allowed
the metal to Y-natch the flash gutters before the die cavities were completely filled. InItests on otk.er forigings, t~e superior lubricant i improved the uniformity of die filling.
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The variety of conditions and die dCaaigns encountered in cornrnkrcial operatliun.i
complicates the task of evaiuating forging lubrica,nts. Neverth,,Jvss, laboratory studics
have provided useful information about lubricating characteristics debirable for forgii.g
in impression dies. Therefore, the dita in Tab'.,,s 2-6 and 2-7 are of interest. The

results were obtained with different lubricants in forging T-shaped parts from I-inch-
diameter by 1-15/16-inch-long rods in closed dies under a constant punch pressure.
The depth of penetration into the dl- cavity was used to judge the effectiveness of vari-
ous lubricating materials. It sh~ould be recognized that very little lateral flow took
place in forging these riblike specimens. Therefore, the ratings of the lubricants are
mainly of interest for extrusion-type forgings.

Tables 2-6 and 2-7 show that appreciable vai'iations in die filling were encountered
when different lubricants were used under otherwise similar conditions. For thle same
lubricant, billet pretreatments improved the results obtoined in experiments on either
magnesium or aluminum. Specifically, etcl-ng, drying, and coating the billets with

the lubricant before toy were heated for forging resulted in better die filling and sur-
face finishes. The effects resemble those of the phosphate treatments given steel
blanks to improve lubrication during cold extrusion. Most _f the data in Table 2-6 were

obtained in dies heated to 700 F, a temperature which gave better results thal did lower
die temperatures. The benefits of higher die temperatures are now quite widely recog-
nized. It is fairly common practice to forge the AZ80 magnesium alloy in dies heated
to 600 F instead cf the 500 F temperature mentioned in Table 2-7.

Die Temperature

Several investigators have dcmonstrated that the use of heated dies improves die

filling and reduces forging pressures. (6,7,8,a9) The benefits result from the fact that
hot dies do not chill the surface layers of the workpiece so drastically. Conivequently,
the effects are more noticeable when dies are heated close to the billet temperatures.
This is feasible with metals like aluminum and magnesium but is extremely difficult for
titanium alloys, steels, and ef-actoy metals. Temperature changes in the workpiece
increase with time as well as with the temperature differential between the die and the
billet. Therefore, heated dies offer more advantages when forging with hydraulic

presses than with drop hammers and high-velocity machines.

Use of hot dies limits the choice of lubricants and die materials. Most water-
base and oil-base forging lubricants are unsatisfactory for die tempe-tures above
500 F and 800 F, respectively. Ordinary die steels soften when heaced above about

800 F but hot-work types (e.g. , E-ll and H-12) can be heated to about lIu1 F. Super-
alloys and r,-fractory metals offer promni:. ior dies to be used above 1200 F. The ca •t

Inconel Alloy 713C has been used successfully at die temperatures of 1600 F. (9) The
dies were heated with internal resistance elements. High die temperatures are difficult
to maintain and control, and the unusual die xnat-ýrials are expensive. Princ:.pally for
economic reasons, dies are rarely heated above about 1000 F "or production olerations.

The specific heat and therrmal conductivxity of the wo:.otieze in!lutnce the Ciects
of die temperature on metal flow and die filling. Materials with a r,...:v-:: .oi spe-
cific heat but good thermal conductivity, like m..lVbden,'x-i, will be ,'bilked rapidly, btvt

the variaion-. in temperature from surface to cezyter vill be small. Conversely,
metals like titanium wiah poor conductivity tan develop appreciable tempe.,ature
differentials.
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TABLE 2-6. INFLUENCE OF VARIOUS TYPES %)v LUBRICANTS ON DEPTH OF
SFILL IN A T-SHAPED DIE WITH ALUMINUM

Alloy: 2.014 • .- O•.397"

Forging Pressure: 46,000 psi
D ie te m p e ra tu re : 70 0 F , u n le s s oth e rw ise n o te d 11
Forging temperature: 825 F//

Billet size: 1-in. diameter x 1-15/16 in. long
0-.1870

Average Depth of Surface Coefficient of

Lubricant(a) Fill, in Condition(b) Friction(c)

Graphite Suspensions

Flake graphite in oil
(500 F dies' 0.78 A --

(700 F dies) 1.42 A 0.15
Colloidal graphite in oil 1. 45 A 0. 12
Colloidal graphite in water 1. 19 C 0. 11
Flake graphite in water 1. 25 C --

Flake graphite + mica in
calcium-base grease 1.64 C 0.06

Molybdenum Disulfide

MoS2 in oil 1. Z8 B 0.10
MoSZ + mica in calcium- 1.51 B 0.09

base grease 0.09

Greases

Soapless grease 0.94 A 0.17
Silicone grease 1. 10 B 0. 16
Grease-type, cold-forging 0. 4 A 0.17

compound

Billets Etched in Caustic, Dried, and Dipped

in Suspensions of Graphite

As coated 1. 20 B --

Graphite in o;' 1.87 AA --

Graphite in water 1. 51 A • -

(a) Lubrtvants were applied by spra'.,¶Ig except where noted.
(b) Surface ratinps: AA - no scouing

A - slight scor'tqt 3n radius
P - slight scoi.ng on surfaceI"- severe scoring o's surface.

(c) Determined by diA.-forgtng method.

I I'



TABLE Z-7. INFLUENCE Oi VARIOUS TYPES OF LUBRICANTS ON I)EPTH OF
FILL IN A T-SHAPED DIE WITH MAGNESIUM(l)

Alloy: AZ80 0.397*
Forging Pressure: 46,000 psi

Die temperature: 500 F
Forging temperature: 675 F

Billet site: 1-in, diameter x 1-15/16 in. long i.?/s

Average Depth Surface

Lubricant(a) of Fill, in. Conditiun(b)

Die Lubricants Only

Flake graphite in oil 1.11 A

Colloidal graphite in oil 0. 92 AA

Colloidal graphite in water 1.44 B

Graphite + MoS 2 in water 1.62 AA

Billets Precoateul, Dies Sprayed With

Oil-Flake Graphite Suspension

Billets vapor bWasted and dipped in aqueous 1. 87 A

colloidal graphite

Billets degreased and dipped in aqueous

colloidal graphite 1.76 C

Billets etched in acetic acid, rinsed, and

dipped in aqueous colloidal graphite 1. 86 A

(a) Lubricants applied by spraying, except as otherwise ,noted.
(b) Surface ratings: AA - no scoting

A - slight scoring at radius
B - slight scoring on surface
C - severe scoring on surface.
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The relationship between temperature and ilow strength, which controls the

Sforging press-arc rcquircments, is another fActor that influences tht eff-s_,t of die chill-

ing. Figure 2-21 shows the effects of relatively small temperature changes on the

forging pressures of three alloys. It indic-ates that ýhikiing of the billet by Lhe die would
have little or no effect on forgin, pressures for steel and molybdenum. On the other

hand, the effect is pronounced for the titanium alloy and flow become9 conce-.:rated in

the hotter, central portiona of the forgK.A. When cylinders of the thrýe metals are
upoet under comparable conditions, tite.rnum exhibits the largest dead-metal zone of

undeformed metal. Observations of this k4nd(1 0 ) indicate that the effects of die chilling

are more pronoinced for:

Titanium alloys Zirconium a.loys

Berylliurii Nickei-base superalloys
Magnesium alloys

and less marked for:

Steels Refractory metals

i Aluminum alloys Copper-base alloys

STi-IAI. 1Mw• IV

0170I

FORGING PRESSURE P(FR1
10% REDUCTION. 1000 PSI 2200

2X0 P

AISI 4340

--100 P FORGING +100 P
TEMPERATURE

I FIGURE 2.21. INFLUENCE OF TRPERATURE CHANGES ON THE FORGING
PRESSURES OF THREE ANISYS AT THEIR RESPECTIVP

I FORGING TEMPERATURESIIl

Some materials, such as nickel-bame *..jeralloys, exhibit satisfactory fk rge-

ability in only a relatively narrow range of temperature. It is possible, there:orti, for

chilling of the billet by cold dies to cause cranking as well as nonuniform rr.etaL flow.

On an experimontal basis, some succeas has been attained in ti.x~ng insulating

materials (e. g. glass) to prevent chilling of the surface of the billet. COita of th, die-

advantages of this practice is that the coatings r-kay ream:-, in t112, die CvitieS.

Shape and SI-9 F-ctors

Spherica, and blocklike shapes are the easiest to forge in closed dies. Parts

with thin and ,:ng sections or projections (webs and ribs) are more difficult becaule

I
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they have more surface area per unit vo! -ne. Such variations in shape maximize the

effects of friction arid temperature changes and, hence, influence the fitiat nressire re-

quired to fill die cavities. Neglecting the problems of forging d ,'ect, there is a.

direct relationship between the surface/volume ratio of a forging and the difficulty of
producing it. This point is illustrated, for flat caiks, in Figure 2-20. Sometimes the

difficulties of controlling the direction of metal ilow in closed"dies also have subst-3ntial

effects on forging loads.

Vertical projections such as ribs and bosses are appreciably harder to forge than
are lateral projections of comparable d.mensions. Forging loads are higher because
additional lateral constraint it needed to insure conmplete die filling. Restroint murt be
provided during the entire time required to form a vertical projection; in a die filled by
spreading, this is necessary only when the metal reaches the periphery. Figure 2-Z2
compares the flash designs required for forging disks in horizontal and in vertical

positions. The thinner and wider flash design suggested for the disk forged vertically

produces more lateras -'onine-nent during the critical period of deformation. Roughly
speaking, vertical configurations are characterized by one-third the die life and three
times the flash-metal loss of horizontal configurations.

HORIZONTAL DISK VERTICAL DISK
DEFORMATION BY SPREADING DEFORMATION BY EXTRUSION

FIGURE 2.22. COMPARISON OF FLASH CPESIGN5 FOR lO.1NCH.WAMETER X 2-INCH.-
THICK DISKS FORGED IN1 HORIZONTAL OR VERTICAL POSITIONS

The ease of forging more complex shapes depends on the rek. ave proportion3 of
vertical and horizontal projections on the part. Figure 2-23 illustrates the fact that

relative dimensions of ribs and webs affect the forging opervt-cn. Erltty pruje',_'ions on
,hinner plates have little or no effect. Shapes with tall, slender pro.,-........ -ct: 'nore
difficult to forge than plates or disks. Figure 2 24 is a rfther schernat~c represeC&,ati,-n
of the effM -ts of shape on forging difficulties. Parts "C" and 'D" would not only re-
quire hij;lher forging lu, s but at least one more forging operation than the other to
insure die filling.
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A. BASIC DISK SHAPE B. FORGING D;FFICULTY Or BASIC
DISK PREDOMiNATES

C. FORGING DIFFICULTv OF TALL, SLENDER D. FORGING DIFFICULrY OF DISK IS

PROJECTION PREDOMINATES INCREASED TO EQUAL THAT OF

TALL, SLENDE.R PROJECTION

FIGURE 2.23. DISK SHAPE AND THREE MODIFICATIONS THAT ALTER FORGING DIFFICULTY

A. RECTANGULAR SHAPE t

B. RIB-AND-WEB PART

-w
2!

_t i
jC. PART WITH HIGHER RIB 0. PART WITH HIGHER ."L

THINNEP WEB

rf;aGING DIFFICULTY INCRi.ASES FROM A TO 0

FIGURE 2-Ui PECTANGULAR SHAPE AND THREE MODIFICATIONS SHOWING INCREASINO

I ORGidG OIFFIC'ILTY WITH INCREASING RIR HEIGHT AND DECREASING

WEB THICKNESSI
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The increase in load during the p6ogresb A forging in ini.pression dies is shown

schematically in Figure 2-25. L.oads art comparativeLy low tuilI the more difficult do-
tails are partly filled and the metal reaches the flash opening This. stage correspcads
to Point P 1 in the sketch. For succe.tsfil forging, two condit: ins mnust be fulfilled Ahen
this point is reached:

(1) A sufficient volume of metal must be trapped within the confines of
the die to fill the rernain-Ag cavities.

(2) The difficulty of extruding rnet'-Ll through the narrowing gap of the
flash opening must exceed that of fil'ing the most difficuit detail in
the die.

As the dies continue to close, the loads increase sharply to Point P2, the stage where
the die cavity is filled completely. This would correspond to the maximum forging load
if designs were figu,'ed that closely and no flash was foraned. In that respect, the most
difficult detail determines the minimum load for producing a satisfactory forging.
Usua-ly, however, flash is necessary and the work done in extrud.ing metal through the
narrow flash opening causes the load to increase from PZ to P 3 . Therefore, the
dimensions of the flash determine the load required for closing the die or the maximum
load developed during forging.

EXTRA LOAD RFQUIRED
TO CLOSE DIES P3

CAVITY FILLS COMPLETELY P 2

INCREASING FORGING LOAD

FLASH BEGINS
TO FORM

PIES CONTACT FORGING
WORKPIECE COMPLETE

FORGING STROKE 0

FIGURE 2-25. TYPICAL FORGING-LOAD CURVE FOR CLOSED.- j: FORGING,
SHOWING THREE DISTINCT STAGES

MacDonald(II) ha- ah,ý-jvn that the load required for eteforming. ',he fla.h ii approxi-
n;ately the same as that for forging a thin slab of similar dimensioxs. TIherexore. the
die-closivg load can be estimated from the thickness and prnjecte& area of the forging
and flesh and from a"I - llow ,rtress of the material b, using the relacionships illustrated
in Table 2-4 and Fig-are 2-20. For example, experience shows that a flash opening
0. 50 inch wkide and 0. 10 inch thick is suitable( 1I) for a ribbed component of the type
shown in F?;qire 2-26. This example indicates that forging such a part from a "naterial
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2-1/2*

'-- • ~2-'1/2*- - '

Flash dimensionst 0.50 in. wide, 0. i0 in. thick

Pralected aream 14+ 1/2+ 1/2,(2-1/2+ 1/2+ 1/2)- 17-1/2 sq. In.

Radius of disk of equal area- - 2.36

R 2.36
Radius/thickness (-) --- 23.6

h 0.1

Pressure multipllcation factor,
from Equation (3) of Table 2-4- 10.2

Forging load for material with flow stress of 6,000 psi:
F , 17.5 x 6,060 x 10.2- 1,071,000 Ibs-9 535 tons

FIGURE 2-26. ILLUSIRATION OF METHOD OF ESTIMATING LOAD REQUIRED FOR
FORGING A HYPOTHETICAL SHAPE FROM FLASH DIMENSIONS

I
I
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with a flow stress of 6,000 psi should i-quire a lozrl o" about 535 tons. This value is
a close approximation of the load required for forging the 7075 aluminum alloy to this
shape at 700 F. Similarly, the forging load estimated by this -etho•l check- the un,,
computed by Dietrich and Ansel(lZ) to exemplify their more complicated analysis.
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CHAPTER 3I
PRINCIPLES OF DIE-FORGING DESIGNI

I DESIGN FACTORS

Forging design is much like the design for other metalworking processes it is
influenced by the nature of the metal being processed and the capabilities and lirmitations
of the available forging equipment and tools. - The more plastic materials can be forgedSin the greatest variety of shapes and designs. But it must be remembered that there are
design limitations even fLr th.e most highly plastic alloys. For alloys with less plasticiLy
or forgeability, the design limits are often quite narrow and a knowledge of these is es-
sential to the design engineer in considering the use of a forged part for a structural
component. This chapter describes the important fundamentals of forging design and

Sthe relationships between design, forging materials, forging equipment, and tolerances
9 attainable on designs.

Parting-Line LQcation

Given a certain shape intended for forging, the first step in forging design is to
establish the location and shape of the parting line (sometimes called "flash line" or
"split line"). This is the line along which the dies separate. The parting line may be
straight or irregular, depending on the geomncLry of the final part. This first decision
influences other design factors such as die design and construction, grain flow, and

I trimming procedure. Principle- for loctVtxng the parting line vary, depending on the tyne
of available forging equipment and, to some extent, on the alloy being forged. Figure 3-1
illustrates a variety of simple shapes showing undesirable and preferred parting-line
locations. Reasons for the preferred locations are:

Case 1. The preferred choice avoids deep impressions that might otherwise
promote die breakage.

Cases ? and 3. The preferred choic-s avoid side thrust which would cause
the dies to shift sideways.

Case 4. Preference is based on grain-flow considerations. The "satis-
factory" location provides the least expensive method of parting,
since only one impression die is needed, The prtferrr 1 loca-

j tion, however, produces the most desirable grain-flow pattern.

Case 5. The choice in this case is also based on grain-flow cons drrations.
However, the "desirable" location usuaily introduces -n&:..u;actUc:-
ing problems and is used only when gra-ad flow is -n ext- araely
critical -.- in design. This, ii- turn, &epends on the directionalI propertieu; and cleanliness of the metal being forged.

I
I
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Methods for locating the parting line on complex shapes are not as ýtraightfurwaird as.;

these examples would indicate. However, they illustrate T-nost of th., faLr,t,,! tals

involved.

Finish Allowance

Finish allowance (sometimes called c'eanup allowance, forging envelope, or

machining allowance) is the amount oi excess metal •.irrounding the intended final shape.

The finish allowance depends, to a great extent, on the oxidation behavior of the metal

being forged. Since aluminum and magnesium alloys do not oxidize appreciably at forg-

ing temperature, they are often forged without finish allowances. Most other metals,

however, are subject to oxidation, contamination, or decarburization at their respective

forging temperatures. Il.nre, a finish allowance is usually piovided so that affected

metal can be removed by machining. The minimum finish allowance usually depends on

how much surface nmaterial has to be removed. Also, certain additiunat finish allow-

ances are generally provided to compensate for other-possible local surface defects.

Finish allowances usually increase with increasing forging size because of longer heating

times, added operations, and a greater chance for nicks, dents, and other detects to

occur during handling.

Figure 3-2 indicates practical finish allowances recommendeci for several forging-

alloy systems. Forgings witl smaller finish allowances are obtainable but usually at

added cost.

z 0.260 LEGEND
U RELATIVE MAXIMUM

FORGING SIZE DIMENSION, INCHFS
uf 0.220
U0 m SMALL UP TO 20 INCHEb.. 0.200 ---

ES MEDIUM 20 TO ,;0 INCHES
S0.180

0.160 0 LARGE OVER 40 INCHES
I. 0.140

U 0.120Z
0.100

o0.060

S0.060

0.040

" ALUMINUM CARBON TITANIUM AUSTENITIC MCLYBDENUM CCLUMBkQM
WI AND AND ALLOYS STAINLESS ALLOYS AND

MAGNESIUM LOW-ALLOY STEE'S TANIT.ALUM

U ALLOYS STEELS ALLOYS

ýi.;URi! 3.2. RECnMMEUNDED FINISH ALLOWANCES FOR DIE FOkGINGS kW

VARIkOUS ALLOY SYSTEMS(1 )

I
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Forqing Draft

Axial projections on a forging ar- usually tapered so that the forging can be ea'i•ly

removed h-om the die cavity. This taper is cal'_ uraft. A typical draft for a disk-
shaped forging is shown below. The most common draft angles are between 5 and 7

OUTSIDE DRAFT INSIDE DRAFT

degrees. Smaller draft angles can be used but will usually resu4 in increased produc-
tion difficulty. For steel forgings, it is common to apply a smaller draft angle on the

outside surface than on the inside, because the outside surface will shrink away from
the die during cooling and permit removal of the forging. Forging designs with zero
draft require dies with special knockouts.

Natural Draft, After the parting line has been established and machining allow-

ances provided, a shape may have what is calied natural draft. Figure 3-3 shows five
shapes that exhibit natural draft on all or some of their surfaces. The skctcheQ also

show how parting-line changes can be made to take. advantage of natural draft,

Matching Draft. When unsymmetrical ribs and sidewalls meet at the parting line,
it is standard practice to prnvide greater draft on the shallower die to make- the for:-..,

surfaces meet at the parting line. This is called matching draft, and is illustrated in

Figure 3-4. Ic is sometimes necessary to use the principle of matching drafts for sur-
faces other than the outside surfaces of a forging. The lower sketch in Figure 3-4 in-
dicates the desirability of matching the drafts of centrally located ribs that are slightly
offset. This is done frequently to provide for the most favorable grain flow in the rib.

Selccting the Draft Angle. It is C1fficult to apply hard and fast rules for selecting
draft angles appropriate to individual forging designs. Seven derrees is the- most com-

monly used draft angle. To reducc. mrachiiaiig requirements, howi-ver, it iai often J.-
sirable to seek the absolute minimum draft. This is particularly true for tall profiles.

Differences in equipment capability influence the qelection of draft. For ex.tiple, it is
undesirable to use knockout equipment in drop hainmers because - .bhe risk of die break-

age and attendant safety problems. For this reason, forgings with !ero-degret d-af ..

are seldom considered for drop-hammer forging. On the other hand. forgi , with zei C
draft can be produced on hyd:.aulic and mechanical presses and other equir;nr,.- more

rei-dily adapted to Imockout arrangements.

Toe -.gaetal beili,.. r:rged also has a sigrnificant iniluence on the minimum practical

draft angles. Metals heated to temperatures f-.r above that of the dies tend to shrirk

I
!
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A. NATURAL. DRAFT INHERENT IW PART DESIGN

ULI

I B. NATURAL DRAFT PROVIDED BY CHANGING PARTING LINE

FIGURE 3.3. SEVERAL TYPICAL SHAPES EXHIBITING NATURAL DRAFT

I MATCHING DRAFT

INCREASED DRAFT

I
SSTANDARD DRAFT DOTTED t,INE REPRFSENTS

LOCATION OF SURFACP IP
STANDARD DRAI W•
USED

A. UNSYMMETRICAL S10- "ALLS AND RIBS

DMATCHING
DRAFT

B. UNSiMMETRICAL AND OFFSET R16s

FIGURE 3.4. EXAMPLES OF MATCHING D'AFTI
I
I
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away frotm the die cavity and permit eas,- removal of forgings. This is particularly true
if the. metal forms an oxide that serves as a parting agent between the forging and dies.
Alloys of titanium and nickel tend to seize or gall in dies of Abrloow draft because the v
do not develop a thick oxide during heating, such as the scale o- steels. In at least onLe
reported case, a titanium forging actually bondc'i or welded to the forging die, thus
ruining it. Such alloys require gxeater draft angles than do steels. Guide lines for
selecting minimum draft angles for different a..loys may be summarized as follows:

(1) Zero and 1-degree draft a--.gles may be used on aluminurm and magnesium
forgings of the extrusion type. Back-extruded cylinders and shafts are
frequently designed with a 1-degree d,:aft. The operations are usually
performed either on presses with coaxial rams or by split-die techniques.
Complex rib-and-web parts of aluminum and magnesium have been
forged with zero draft, providing the ribs are formed by the extrusion
method.

(2) A 3- to 5-degree draft angle is suitable for most forgings of carbon,
low-alloy, and stainless steels, and for some of the n..kul-base alloys.
Knockout equipment is desirable but not essential.

(3) A 5-degree draft angle is generally considered the mini~num for titanium
alloys becatise shallower drafts often lead to seizing and galling proLlerns.

(4i) A 7-degree or greater draft angle is generally requi-'ed for forgings of
alloys requirir.g extreme pressures such as refractox y metals, the
nickel-base superalloys, and the hot-cold worked austenitic stainless
steels (e. g. , 19-9DL, 16-25-6).

It should be recognized that forging production costs normally increase as the draft
angle is reduce'4 below about 7 degrees. Shallower draft angles can be used, however,
in special forging equipment such as the high-energy-rate machines. Even titanium
and some of the nickel-base alloys 1-'ve been forged with draft angles of 1 e~eg .ee n0-, 2.,
in such machines.

Flash

Conventional forging dies are designed with a cavity for flash, as shown in -,he
following sketch of a completed forging.

/'TOP W K ,

DIE
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Important dimensions in the flash region of P die are the saddle width anc! flash thick-
ness. Increasing constraint is provided to the metal being forged by increasing the
saddle width and/or by reducing the flash thickness. RestricttnT t.e fo!nation of flash
by such changes in the die design, however, result in higher forging-load requirements,

The influence of flash geometry on forging-load requirements was determined for
a typical magnesium impression die forging of the AZ61 alloy by Dietrich and Po.n.el. (2)
For variations in the saadle-width and ,..ash-thickness dimensions on dies fo± the same
forged part, the forging loads required were:

Flash Dimensions, inch Forging Load,

Saddle Width Thickness tons

0. 15 0. 046 300
0. 10 0. 025 385
0.20 0. 025 550

It can be seen that relatively small changes in the flash dimensions C-n result in ap-
preciable changes in the forging-pressure requireme,,ts.

Depending on the 'size of the forging, flash-rricotal losses may vary between 5 and
15 per cent. Losses up to 30 per cent have been reported, however, for tall, narrow
forgings and for blades. TIo minirmize flash-metal losses, a "tapered saddle" is some-
times used, a., showxn in the sketch below:

Tapered designs provide considerably more constraint to metal flow than do parallel
saddle designs, and thus reduce flash-metal lztises. The greater forging pressirzs re-
* quired, however, impose greater stresses on forging diem. A tapered-saddle design
is generally used when the material savings justify the use of larger forging cquipment.
To a degree, therefore, the choice of flash design b,'zomes a matter of -. oncrnicv.

At times the outward flow of metal at the parting line assurmes added in-ipo: :ace
in forging design. High-strength-steel cylindrical landing-gear f±orings, for exa.- ,e,
often exhibit abruptly changing grain-flow patterns in the parting-line reFg:on arid, ad, a
r.:sult. have louwnr transverse ductility in this region (thýo ig called the "Cbtsh-line
effect"). A rn:thrd for minimizing this effect involves the use of a beaded flash line,
as illustratec in Fibure 3-u, to shift the undesir tble grain-flow pattern away from the
finished part outline. Figure 3-6 shows an example of a large, high-strength sceel din

j forging with such a bead at the parting line,

| t.
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PART OUTLINE

a. Cylinder With Cenventienal Flesh b. Cylinder With &ead At The Porting

Design Exhibiting Interrupted Grain Line Showing Coinporatively St, mo,'
Flew in the Porting-Line Region Coa;n Flow In The Parting.Line Region

FIGURE 3-5. METHOD OF IMPROVING GRAIN-FLOW PATTERN IN CYLINDRICAL
FORGINGS BY USING A BEAD AY THE PARTING LINE

Fillet and C( rnre Radii

One of the rnost irrooitant. factors in the design of die torgirgs is the proper se-

lection .,'- fillet -And corner radii. Metal flowing in a die containing cavities of various

depths will not undergo abrupt changes in the flow direction, aitd can lcad to a condition

called "flow-through". This effect is illustrated in Figure 3-7, which compares the
metal flow in impressirn dies designed for large and small fillet radii. A lap or cold
shut can form as a direct result of flow-through if the fillet radius is too small.

Forgings made in a series of dies with varying fillets demonstrate the minimum

fillet for a particular change in die-cavity depth; this has been determined for a number

of materials by the forging industry. Figure 3-8 illustrates how the minir:-'m fillet

radius varies with increasir ý rib height for forgings of average proportions. It 0,-'Ai

be noted that the fillets given in the upper curve of this illustration are fnr a single-

impression die with the rib near the edge of the impression. The lower curve depicts

smaller fillets that can be obtained by using successive forging dies. An acceptable

rule of thumb regarding fillets on finished forgings containing ribs is that, to achieve

smaller fillets, one additional forging die is required to reduce the fillet radius by 50 per

cent. Thus, a forging containing a 3-incb-high rib would require one die for a 1-inch

fillet, two successive dies for a I/Z-inch fillet, and three successive dies for a 1/4-

inch fillet. It is usually possible to use smaller fillets adjacent to centiJ.iiy located

ribs and bosses. As a general rule, sur. fillet radii can be about Z5 per c.r.t nmal?,r

than for ribs near the edge of the impressions.

The choice of corner radii is not as crxi,.rc1" as it is for fillets. Howeve-r, small

corner radii, e.g. , 1/16 inch, generally increase the chancer fo• die failure and are
more difficult to fill. As shown in Figure 3-9, large corner radii are prefer.'ed ýor

bosses and ribs, and a full radius is considered optin-tuai for ribs. Nfinir-irr'- ecorn-

rnendcd corner radii for bosses and ribs are indicated in Figure 1-•i t.-.J., -

alloy forgi-gs.

Becauae. of ditfv;rences in forging chi racteristics, the recommendations for fillets

and corner radii differ among materials. For example, where a 1/16-i..c-h corner radius

i
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FIGURE 3-I. LARGE AIRC-AFT LANDING-GEAR FORGING DESIGNED WITH A BEAD AT THE
MAETING LIME TO MINIMIZl FLAIH-LINE EFFECT

PROPER FILLET -- FILLET RADIUS
RADIUS" TOSIMALL

I FIGUIE •27. P.4UGRESSIVE STAGES OF DIE CLOSURE, SHOWING THE

INFLUENCE OF FILLET RADIUS ON METAL FLOWI I
I I
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R!B.HEIGHT FIGURE 38.

INFLUENCE OF RIB HEIGHT
ON THE MINIMUM FILLET

S3 FILLET RAI ,S RADIUS FOR STFIL AND
S2-1/2 FORGED IN ALUMINUM FORGINGS OF

SINGLE DIE AVERAGE PROPORTIONS(I.3,4)
2

S1.1/2
1 Date shown te* for ribs near wter edge of fgvging;

/2 FOED IN minimum rod;i for centrally located ribs may be
- MULTIPLE DIE about 25 per cent smaller.

0 1 2 :, 4 s 4 7 8 9

RII HEIGHT, INCHES
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CORH!R RADII FOR ALUMI.

o. BOSSES AND OTHER CORNERS HUM AND STEEL FORGINGS,
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6qis used for alumin•in• forgings, a I 8-1nch cr'rner radius v•ouid be used for titaniunl-

alloy forg, ings of con-,parable shape and size. T;%ble 3-I summarizes the fillet andScorner radi', suggested by a number of forging conpanies for each •f several alloys.

°.
Another guide to the selection of rnininlum rad'] for fillets and corners or

shallower, less critical projections than ribs or bo:•ses is based on the forging weight.
Table 3-2 presents some reconunende:d values for fillet and corner radii based on
forging weight. Except for very small ,.,rgings, the fillet radii are nJrmali•,- t•,ice the
recommended corner radii. For the range of radii given in Table 3-Z, the smaller
radii are for generally flat, shallow impre•si,',ns.

It is important to maintain corner radii as consistent as possible for any given
shape. This practice minimizes the need for numerous rnachine=tool changes during
die sinklng and reduces die costs.

Minimum Section Size

One of the most important methods for reducing forging weight is to avoid excess
moral on tall ribs or large webs where small reductions in thickness account for sizable
weight reductions. However, there are practical limits on the minimum section thick-
ness because many a11oys h•ve narz'o,• forging-temperature ranges or because they re-
quire high fo,-ging p•'•ssures. Thin, flat sections require consideznbly greater forging
pressure than bulkier shapes because they are exposed to greater Irictional forces per
unit volume: and also because they cool more rapidly. These factors impose apprecia-
bly higher stresses on dies and forging equipment.

Another limit on section size is imposed on webs between ribs or other projections.
Figure 3-11 shows the s quences in forging two rib-and-web shapes of identical :lesign,
except for the web thickness. In forming the ribs, metal normally flows towar• the
center, causing the web to increase in thickness. If the web in the blocked for•,ing is
too thin it will buckle, causing i ps in th• web. Thus, there are limits impose< on •o
thickness that depend on the geometry of the forging. The minimum web thickness
producible in forgings comple.tely surrounded by ribs is approximately one-eighth the
web width (a web thickness-to-width ratio of l:b). Thi• is by no means a rigid rule.
By using carefully designed preliminary dies, forging companies have been able to pro-
duce sound, finished forgings with I/8-inch-thick webs between ribs 3 inches apart.
This represents a web thickness-to-width ratio approaching 1:24. As • -pndral rule,

Showever, this is accomplished only by using a series of at least three separate die sets;

preblock, block, and finish.

The thickness limits on thin ribs are imposed in much the same manner as those

for webs. They are influenced by the metal being forged and by the forging geometry.
As described earlier, the choice •f f•llet radii and ".be location of the rib play i•.portant
roles in forging a sound, vertical r•b. The location of the partin& line al•o ir.flue,•ces the
possible rib geornetr7 These factors aze considered in the following discus=i•n of "our
basic types of ribs, which ar•. •ho•.:'n in Figure 3-.!2:

Type ]. Centrally located ribs are iornxed b> extrudin,] metal fr•-•a the
Sb•dy of a {•rging. Geometric lin•its are ivIposed on this type of

r•b by the volume of metal beneath the rib and by the forging-
rressure requirements, If the volume of n•etal required for

S•lling this type of rib i• not available in the bod•, of the forging,

!
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TABLE 3-1. FILLET AND CORNER RADII SUGGESTED FOR FORGINGS OF SEVERAL
ALLOYS WITH 1-INCH-H!GH p,(.)

Fillet Radius, inch Corner Radius, inch

Alloy Preferred Minimum Preferred Minimum

20!4 1/4 3/16 1/8 1/16

AISI 4340 3/8-1/2 1/4 1/8 1/16

H-1I 3/8-1/2 1/4 3/16 1/16

17-7PH 1/4-1/2 3/16 3/16 3/3Z2

A-Z86 1/2-3/4 1/4-3/6 1/4 1/8

Ti-6AI-4V 1/2-5/8 3/8 1/4 1/8

Unalloyed Mo !/2 -- Full radius 3/8
up to 1/2 in.

TABLE 3-2. GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS FOR MINIMUM FILLET AND CORNER

RADII OF STEEL FORGINGS ON A WEIGHT BASISt1 , 4)

(Excluding Ribs and Bosses)

Forging Weight, Fillet Radius, Corner Radius,

lb inch inch

1 3/4441/8 "i64-1/8
2 /,6-I1/8 I/ib-l,8

5 1/8-1/4 1/8

10 1/8-1 /4 3/2-1/8

30 1/4-1/2 lj8-lI4

100 1/2 1/4
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TH!N-WEB DESIGN HORMAL-WEB DESIGN

BLOCKED FORGING BLOCKED FORGING

STEP I

BEGIN FINISHING BEGIN FINISHING

STEP 2

WEB BUCKLES WEB UPSETS SMOOTHLY

STEP 3

LAPS IN FINISHED FORGING SOUND FINISHED FORZ. .t -

FIG"•O. 3-11. TYPICAL SEQUENCES IN THE DIE FORGIwt, OF A 10B-AND-iEB PART,j SHOWh,{4 HOW DEFECTS CAN CCCJR IF WEB IS TOO THIN

I
I
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a defect similar to "extrusion'. pipe" may form on the opposite widre.
As a general rule, the web thickness should be crual t,- or greater
than the rib thickness to avoid defects. In marginal cases, it is
sometimes helpful to provide a short rib on the opposite side of
the web, as shown in the second sketch. Thickor ribs are oeeded
when forging metal-, requiring unusually high .forging pressures.

Type 2. Ribs at the edges of forgings with the parting line at the top are
formed by back extrusion. Such ribs are not subject to forging
or extrusion-tfpe defects, thert1--.'c, section thicknesses arr.
limited only by material consideratons. Ribs thinner tha., the
other three types arp possible with this design.

Type 3. Ribs at the edge of forgings H'ith the parting line at the base are
also f.-:..ned by an extrusion type of flow, but are not subject to
extrusion-type defects. Section-thickness limits are similar to
those for the Type I ribs, except that the possibility of flow-
through defects limits the rib height to a greater extent.

Type 4. Ribs at the edge of a forging with a central web are the most diffi-
cult to iorge. Not only are these ribs subject to flow-through
defects but they require almost double the volurne of metal re-
quired for the Type 3 ribs of comparable dimen•ions. Such rib
designs aLmriost always require preliminary tooling to gather the
volume (.f metal necessary for filling the final die. Minimum
thicknesses for the Type 4 ribs are generally larger than are
those for the other three types.

There are no hard and fast rules that apply to the dimensions of ribs. In general,
the rib height should not exceed eight times the rib width. Most forging cor.ipanies
prefer to work with rib heig? -tn,-wid.h ratios between 4:1 and 6:1. Table 3.3 sun-i-a-
rizes, for several alloys, the suggested minimum section-size limits for ribs and webs
with conventir nal fillet and corner radii and draft angles. The most important fact
brought out by this table is that the minimum section sizes normally increase as the
forging-pressure requirements inc-ease.

FORGING TOLERANCES

There are practical limitations on dimensions and other characteristics of forged
parts, which vary according to the part shape a-(. size. These linmitations are influenced
by the type of forging equipment, unavoidable variations in forging operations, and the
properties of the alloy being forged.

Length and Width. Length and width tolerances allow for varipti,)ns in dirrensiona.
measur,-t. i. a plane parallel to the parting line of th-. dies. These tolerances include
allowances for shrinkage, die-sinking, and die-polishing variations.

alloancs fr srinke, ie-inkng, nd ie.polshin vaiatons
1
I
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w

EXTRUSION DEFECT d
POSSIBLE IF w>t TYAI TYPE

CENTRALLY LOCATED Rib

•ý SMALL RIB ADDED TO AVOID
EXTRUSION DEFECT

TYPE 2w RIB LOCATED AT EDGE OF
FORGING WITHI PARTING
LINE AT TOP

h TYPE 3
RIB LOCATED AT EDGE OF
FORGING WITH PARTING
LINE AT BASE

LAP OCCURS IF RIB IS TOO
TWN OR FILLET TOO SMALL

TYPE 4
RIB LOCATED AT EDGE or

U -FORGING WITH PART!NG
LINE AT CENTER

LAPS OCCUR IF RIB IS TOO
THIN OR FILLETS TOO SMALL

FIGURE 3-12. FOUR BASIC TYPES OF RIB DESIGNS

I
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TA1.LE 3-3. SUGGESTED MINIMUM SECTION THICKNESSES FOR RIB-AND-WEB
FORGINGS OF SEVERAL ALLO'S(l)

The values listed are for rib-and-web forgings wiLh 7-degree
draft and standard fillet and corner radii.

Minimum Rib Thickness, in., Minimum Web Thickness,
for Forgings of Given in. , for Forgings of Given

Plan Area,, aq in. Plan Area, sq in.
Alloy Up to 10 I0-100 100-300 Up to 10 10-100 100-300

2014 (alumindrn) 0.12 0. 19 0.10 0.25 0.31

AISI 4340 (low-alloy steel) 0. 12 0. 19 0. 19 0. 31 0. 50

H-I l (hot-work die steel) 0. 12 3.19 0.38

17-7PH (stainless steel) 0. Z5 0, 38

A-286 (superalloy) 0. 25 0. 38

Ti-6A1-4V (titanium alloy) 0.25 0. 31

Unalloyed Mo 0. 38 0.38

Note: This table is based on data provided by several fnrging wompaniei. In many cases, the companies did rot agree on

minimum values for rib widths and web thicknesses. The values presented nere Indicate the most advan-ed state of
commerc;al forging practicc. There was generil a;:e.sment on the need for more liber,2l dimcnsion .,rh ,' 1i, ' 311m.
requiring the greater forging pressures.

I
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When both the metal being forged and lhe dies are heated to their rcspective terr-.
peratures, thermal expansion causes a change in their dimensions. After forging, the
part contracts predictably on cooling as a function of the thermal-mc,,pan zion coefficient
and the final forging temperature. Beca."se of uneqa.': mass distributions, however,
the final forging temperature of most forgings is not uniform and shrinkage is variable.
This causes length and width variations which must be taken into account in 'taigning
the part.

Die Wear. Die wear varies according to the material being forged. For example,
the die wear ini forging superalloys is usually aboi;: twice that for carbon steel. Die-
wear tolerances are therefore additive to length and width tolerances.

Die wear is usually greatest at locations in impressiun dies where there is con-
siderable metal movement, such as at projecticns and fillets. The die material "wears
away" in these areas due t• time extreme temperature and pressure conditions. Die
wear is greatest when forging metals that form tightly adhering abrasive fcale at forging
temperatures. Die wear is also accelerated by forg:.ng metals at high temperatures be-
cause the dies frequently soften from the-heat transferred frqm the warkpiece.

Aluminum and magnesium alloys do not cause much die wear; thus, the normal
length and width tolerances usually include allowances for any minor wear.

Die Closure. Die-closure tolerances allow for thickness variations of forgings .s
affected by the closing of f..rging dies. They represent the variation in any dimension
crossing the parting lire ofthe fbkgiiig anhd're applied in a direction perpendicfilar to the
major forging plane.

During the forging operation, the die blocks act as thick plates which deflect
elastically under the forging loads. Under these circumstances, the dies do nct always
close uniformly and the forgcd, irt may be slightly thicker toward the center. This
behavior is more pronounced when forging long, narrow shapes and when forging metals
that require high forging pressures. Therefore, die-closure tolerances include normal
piece-to-piece variations and also closure variations along the length of a single forging.

Match. Match tolerances (also called "die-shift" and "mismatch" -"lerances) apply
to the axial alignment of two opposing impression dies. These tolerances are a measure
of the lateral displacement of a point in one die from a corresponding point in the op-
posite die in any direction parallel to the for°i:.ng plane. In the case of syrnmetric.41
hollow forgings, they are called wall-variation tolerances. Since forging machines are
essentially large elastic bodies and are subject to variations consistent with the fitting
between sliding guides, there is no perfect alignmen between the top and bottornm die
blocks. In order to improve alignment, integral matching "locks" are mrnchi.ied into the
opposing dies. The locks provide lead-in surfaces that align the dies during fc-ging.
The use of die locks is particularly important when fozging vnbr,-xaetri.ai part' t t
cause side thrust. For symmetrical parts, die locks usually are not e. ý .

Surfa.:.e. qurface toerances indicate the allowable depth of wrinkles, scale pita,
and other surfae defects on forgings. Surface tolerances depend to some extent on finish

I
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allowances. They are at a minimum for parts retaining as-forged surfaces and at a
maximum when finish allowance is provided for machining the surface.

Straightness. Straightness tolerances aliow for slight and gradual deviations of
surfaces and center lines from the . pacified contour, which may ,,ccur from pest-
forging operations such as trimming, cooling from forging, and heat treating. Long,
thin forgings are more susceptible to warpage than massive shapes; similarly, thin
disks warp more than thick disks of comparable diameter. Some alloys like annealed
steels, aluminum, and nickel can be cold straighLened, while others like magnesium,
titanium, and molybdenum usually require warm saraightening. Thug, the iactors of
both shape and alloy have important influences on straightness tolei'ackcvs.

Tlash Extension. Flash-extension tolerances indicate the amount of flash extend-
ing fr.•m the body of a fo-ging to the trimmed edge of the flash. Trimming generally
refers to mechanical shearing of the flash. However, some metals are not amenable
to mechanical trimming because of cracking problems, and special tolerances are ap-
plied where the flash must be removed by other methods such as torch cutting, machin-
ing, or band sawing. The tabulation below lists the most common flash-remov-al methods
for several types of allo-ys:

Metal or Alloy Flash Removal Procedures

Aluminum allcys Usually cold trimmed

Magnesium alloys Usually band sawed; sometimes
warm trimmed

Copper alloys Hot or cold trimmed, depending
on alloy

Armco iron Cold trimmed

Carbon, alloy, and stainless Hot 'rimr.ed
steels

Titanium alloys Hot trimired

N1.Wkel alloys Hot trimmed

Molybdenum alloys Hot trimmed

Nickel-base superalloys Small forgings hot trx,--ned; large
forging3 generally machinled

Tungsten Usually inach-ned
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I CHAPTER 4

FORGING.DESIGN PRA(TICES

I ESTABLISHING THE INITIAL FORGING DESIGN

One of the niost important considerations ir, es'iblishing a die-forging desigi is
the total cost of manufacturing the part. For forgings, this cost can be broken down
generally into four basic categories:

(1) Material costs

(2) Die costs

(3) Forging costs

(4) Machining costs.

j The consum~r of forwings realizes that machining and material costs can be reduced by
forging close to the finished-part shape and dimensions and, ideally, would like to have
forgings made to final form. The forging company, on the other hand, knows that such
an approach usually means i.'creasing die costs and increasing forging costs and, there-
fore, prefers to forge parts designed with a minimum of forging difficulty. Without
knowing each other's processing problems, neither the consumer or the forger can
establish a compromise design that represents the lowest practical cost. It is therefore
important for both tha user and producer of fogings to maintain good communications
for establishing the most economical design.

Table 4-1 summarizes the information most often needed when establishing an
initial forging design. While some of the items listed are not directly related to forging
design, they represent factors influencing the final cost of forgings.

Quantity is probably one of the most important items listed. For small quantities,
a generously contourcd forging with liberal firish allowances and tolerances may be fa'-
more economical than a more precise design. the opposite maý be tru,. -.- large quan-
tities. It is a common practice for forging companies to prepare quotations f(-' both
types of designs. This approach permits the c rourner to make a chLice based r:a total

S- processing costs.

Forging designs are classified by most forgi..g -ompainies into feur general
categories:

(I) Blocker-type designs

I (2) Ccmmercial designs

(3) Close-tolerance designs

(4) Precision designs.
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TABLE 4- I. A SUMMARY OF INFORMATION NEEDED WVhEN LSTABLISHING Ai'
INITIAL FORGING D.310GN

(1) Name of part - part number

(2) Alloy by naIrne and/or cormposition - list alternative alloys

(3) Estimated quantity requirements - pres-it and future

(4) Blueprints of finished part

(5) Blueprints of forging design if proposed by purchasers

(6) Finish - specify if machined or unmachined

Ja) Prints for machining (specify surface-finish requirements, e.g. , rms)

(b) Desired finish envelope if unrnachined

(7) L'-1ations for target machining

(8) Metallurgical specifications, e.g. , ASTM, SAE, AMS, Military, etc.

(9) Process specifications, if not included in metallurgical specifications

(a) Packing

(b) Rust preventatives

(c) Marking and identification

(d) Special handling

(10) Quality-control requirements, if not included in metallurgical specifications

(a) Nondestructive testing - e.g. , hardness, magnetic particic, ultrasonic, dye
penetrant, etc.

(b) Destructive testing - types of tests required and frequency

(c) Appropriate testing specifications

(1 1) Brief description of part and functional requirements - identizy iucktions and di-
rection of maximum stressen

(12) Desi'ed dimensional tolerances

(13) OJher irformatz;.r• not always covered. by specilications: heat treatment, condition,
desired hardness range, tooling points
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t~rir.-S &v&.ett', Siaeft tarlr. a6 '9W-**etWueb- frgisie. '04ajtsess" fbrgutg. "net" forg-
*.fe .ini X"Wcs toaeran.' , * %re *A** 40" &~ar~aa ;th prec~vaon forging.
rcr a %*ctor dwtsasm , at %bm eorwm a to as esoerv to sepoeas* basic -design elements
(draft, hlbss, &aeab aftew .eso. etc. ) trin obefteaco lallowebl* -aa.a~.atn* -n damen-
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it) Cise" leserank. * ftW - A lergm deeaa.4 'athi comamerc ially rvc,ým-
Muended dalt&, min.i, 6-1&1% allnwarfces, etc. , bat with damncuueonal
soa.--"o 00 b~e~ e** Uiet one-ham the comfercial toe.rances recomended
for an otherwise, sinslar part.

(2) Close-Fimieb Doi-ai' - A fo-giag desagued with the minimurn draft, finish
allewaaces, radii, etc. , obtiaiable in conventional forging equiapment.
Dimenesinaal tolorasices en le~th, width, miatch, surface, and straight-
noes are sbout one-half the commercial tolerancre*, but dim wear, flash

extension' and dit-cloeuwe tolerance* are about the smaie.

(3) Close-Finlish, Ciose-T lerance LosiAn - This design combines the
caracteristics of (1) and (Z).

(4) Precision Design - These designs are either forged or* in somne cases,
forged and spot machined to precise dimensions with maximum variations
oxi the order of AO. 010 inch.

Precision forging usually requires the use of additional tooling, ;..vclz.! :-6n tech-
niques, and specialized forging machinery. Most precision forging. from aiiove other
than those of alu~ninuni and magnesium are for:,-,d with precille toler-nces only C-., a few
reference locations rather than over the entire forging. This permits accurate .catior.
in fixtures, jigs,0 etc. , for subsequent machining. In an increasing number of ixifaaices,
forging companies are spot machining precise touii"ig-POint locations, stops, etc.. on con-
ventionally designed forgings. Such forgings then represent a form of' -.. %ciison d.esign.

DESIGNS FOR DISKS, CONES, AND OTHER CIRCULAR SHAPES

Data sheets i~re givea in this sec 'tion for facii of scveral forged circular shapes
iricluding disks ai.d cones. They contain information on design~ features (parting-iine
location, selec!'J~n of fillet and corner radii, etc. ) that have important influences or, the
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forging operation~s required. For example., typical deuigns ,n.n forgii~g operatio.ls at V
compared for forging disk shapes from low-alluv steels, titanht.n alloys, anid nickel-1

base superalloys to demonstrate how both are irnfiiienced by the material being forged.

Figure 4-1 shows typical de.iign and fcorging data for a simple~ disk 'ii' pe with a
short rim. Such parts art, frequenti.q used in jet-engine com~pressors am' turbines. ih
these applications, the materials may vary from lowA-alloy steels to titiknium alloys to
iron-base and nickel-base superalloys, depending on service requirements. Tlwoe ma-
terials represent progressively increasing for~tnR difficulty anid require prngressively
greater material allowances in the webs, ribs, corners, and fillets. In *he case of
nickel-base super 'alloys, frequent inspection steps art- lisually necessary to locate and
remove any hot tlears that might occur during forging.

Design and forgirg data for disk rhapes with hi'gh riilars are compared in Figure 4-?l
for low-alloy steels and alpha-beta titanium alloys. Two sets of dies (block and finish)
are noi'inally required to forge such shapes. In f Lneral, the minimrum punchout diam-
eter, Di, is about 3 inches for steel and titanium alloys. Smaller holes may be trimmed,
but the 'renter-trim tooling Is more complicated (hence, more costly) than that fox edge
trimming. For this reason, it is often more economical to machine central holes that
are smaller than 3-incih diameter unless large production quantities are to be produced.
Titaniutin %iloys require more liberal allowances than the steels. Superalloys, especially
the s econd-gene ration nickel-base alloys such &as Udimet 500, Astroloy, Re-i6 41,
Waspaloy, etc. , cannot be forged readily in such designs. Figu~re 4-3 illustrates how
typical superalloy disk and hub fcargings appear before and after machining. Particular
attention is directed to the generous fillet radii at the rim and central hub regions that
are required on the forged shapes.

Figure 4-4 shows the typical design* and operations for forging conical shapes
from low-alloy steels and unalloyed molybdenum. Because of die-chilling effects and
greater forging-load require-nents, ceitaigne for molybdenum generally require cex~-
siderably larger section-thicknesses than those for low-alloy steels. The recrystalliza-

tion annealing treatment for molybdenum, denoted as optional, is sometimes used for
adjusting final mrechanical properties. This also helps to reduce forging-loac. requiro-
ments. Preliminary bolocking dies are generally used for molybdenumn cones, especially

when the h-ratios exceed 1:1. The blocked forging is generally designed solid with slightD
depressions on either end, as shown below:

TTARTING BILLET BLOCKED BILLET I
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-- I(OPTIONAL)4

- ---- (PREFERRED)

k-

D

fe, Finish Allowunce

LOW-ALLOY NICKEL-BASE
STUflEEj SUPERALLOYS

0 -20 D10 0D-20 D.-10

TYPICAL MINIMUM DIMENSIONS
FOR TWO DISK SIZES 0.50" 0.30' 1.7 1.0'

if' 0.w 0.3% 2.0' 1.5'
"rcs 9.19, 0.12 0.30' 0.25,

fa 0.12" 0. 12* 0.19' 0. 19'

.rati * ll1ma.h 1:max.
w

TYPICAL FORGING OPERATIONSI

one set of dies required Heat Heat
Finish forge Upset frge
Trim flask Inspaet

"Heat
Finish forge
Trim or nmachine f lash

US'IAL FORGING EQUIPMENT- 'e-p hammers Drop hammers
Hydraulic presses Hydraulic presses

FIGURE. 4 1. TYPICAL DESIGNS AND PRODUCTION OPERATIC'•IS FOR FORGING SIMPLE DISK

j 4S4P1S OF ,.JW-ALLOY STEELS ANIM NiCKEL-BASE SUPERALLOYS

I
I
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rc w/2

rC

f -FINISH ALLOWANCE

TiTAA4IUM ALLOYS
LOW-ALLOY STEELS (ALPHA-BETA TYPE)

TYPICAL MINIMUM DIMENS IONS D - 20 D = 10 Do -21 D = 10
FOR TWO DISK ..;ZES t 0.500 0.38' air030

fit 1/6 h 1/6h 1/3 h 1/3 h

rl 0. 12* 0.12* 0.190 0. 12"
: .12' 0.12" 0..12" 6.09

wt 0.50, 0.39 0.62* 0.30'

It
hh

-rat: A 1 may,. 411m

TYPICAL FORGING OPERATIONS D
(two sets of dies required) Heat e.at

Up get Up set
Block Heat I
Fin:.sh forge Block
grim Inspect

HeatI
Finial ferge
Trim

USUAL PORGN6 EQUIPMENT: Dr.p hammers Drop hammers
Hydraulic Presses I

wI

11.4tvRE 4-2. TYPICAL DESIGNGS AND PRODUCTION OPERATIONS FOR rIRGING HIGH-RIM
DIS':. SHAPES OF LOW-ALLOY STEEL$ AND TITANIUM-BASE ALLOYS

(twusetsof ies equied)HeatHea
Up setUp se



I

HUB FORGING

DISK FORGING

FIGURE 4.3. ITYPICAL APPEARANCE OF SUPERA.L.OY FORGINA-S BIEFORE ANDO AFTER MAtCHININ4G
I PtirC . 3R! ,"INS COUPTF$Y CAMERON IRON WORKS

I
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DO- 10'

(NOMINAL) i/

5'70 TAPER""
RECOMMENDED •t

-V-

fa FINISH ALLOWANCE

LOW-ALLOY STEEL MOLYBDENUM

h h h h
0-.3 1.5 '.0.3 -r- 1.5TYPICAL MINIMUM DIMENSION.S . _ ._., a.2 __-_1.

FOR A 10.IMCH-OD CONE twI 0.4' 0.5 0.750 1.01

tat 0,5' 1.00 1.01 1.2*

f 0.12' 3.19* 0.19* 0.25'

rta 1.0' 1.5' 1.06 1.5

(One Set of Dies) (Two Sets of Dies)

TYPICAL FORGING OPF"^TIOMS Howe Hot

Roll we upset
Upset Sleek
Finish forge Inspect
Trim Anneal (optienal)

Noe
Finish finge
Trim

USUAL FORGING EQUIPMENT: Drop ommrs Drop omieas.
"O1NIouIs presses Hydlrulle presses

(1-Inch minimum
ihlckness)

FIGURZ 4-4. TYPICAL DESIGNS AND PRODUCTIOS OPERATION FOR FORC4G4 CONICAL
SIAPEt OP LOW-ALLOY STEELS AND UNALLOYED wIOLY111tosiNUM



When the blocked billet is forged iii the. fliishiiLg die, lateral constrai;,t is provided to
the part, therob. reducing the chances for rupturing.

Certain circular shapes require special f.orging equipment. For example, the

venturi-type forging shown in Figure 4-5r requires a forging machine equipped with
multiple rams. Such parts are readily fc. '.ed in ,nultiple-ram presses where thz main

ram presses the billet between two dics anrl two opposed side rams simultaneoubly back
extrude the metal to form the venturi shapes (see Chapter 1, Figure 1-9). Since preklent-

day multiple-action machines are slow-inoving hydraulic presses, the parts forgo-able by
this method generally have rather heavy walls and ge - rous finish allowances. It is im-

portant to allow sufficient excess material at the ends of these parts because thl rnetal
does not always flow uaifornily in both directions.

Contoured rings require the use of ring-roll ng machines designed for this pur-
pose (see Chapter 1, Figure i-13). Rolled rings are producible with contours on both
inside and ,iitside surfaces. The typical designs and operations for rings with only in-
side contours are given in Figure 4-6. The inside sha|:e is develzped by a comparatively
small contoured idler roll. A typical rolled ring of this type is shown in Figure 4-7.

Rolled rings with both inside and outside contours require that contours be machirad on
both the small idler roll and the li.rger main-drive roll. For this reason, the tooling

costs are-higher than for ring- with iaxside contours only. Typical designs and produc-
tion operations for rolled rings with both inside and outside contours 'Are presented in
Figure 4-8. A typical ring of this type is shown in Figure 4-9.

The typical production sequences given in Figures 4-6 and 4-8 for different alloy
groups reflect the need for a greater numnber of operations with materials of increasing

forging difficulty. When rolling superalloys, for example, it is quite common to roll in

two or more sets of rolls. This is done for two reasons: (1) to minimize cracking by
limiting the reductions per roll pass and (Z) to provide the controlled amount of reduc-

tion necessary for achieving optimum final grain size and mechanical properties.

Figure 4-10 illustrates two large ring shapes that can be successfully contour
rolled from alloy and stainless steels. The dimensions given are typical for these

alloys. The ring having a moderate contour (Figure 4- 10a) is rolled in one set of rolls.
The ring of extreme contour (Figure 4-13b), having large differences in diameter top to

bottom, requires several roll passes in at least two sets of rolls. Rings of moderate
contour may be rolled from certain superalloys and refractory metals, p,',-,ding the
wall thicknesses are greater. Rings producible with the more extreme contours are

considered limited to alloy and martensitic stainless steels.

"DESIGNS FOR STRUCTURAL SHAPES

SStructural shapes are generally thought of as long, narrow parts having ri"';
webs, and suitably located boass?, -or attachnment tj adjoining sru-ctares. The desi-. i of
forgings for structural rhspes is generally more complex than for circul, . ii i-

cause of the "11"71 and "H" shaped rib-and-web portions cnrnrmon to most & them.

Data sbeeta" are given in Figures 4-11 through 4-13 to illustrate some of the typicalSdesigns and the fr.rging sequences necessary for structural shapes with Type 2, Type 3,

and Type 4 ribs (.ee Figure 3-1Z). The typical dimensions given are the "average
values" reported commercial designs in an industry-wide survey. Typical desigr.'sSrpre I uvy
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f FINISH ALLOWANCE

TYPICAL MINIMUM DIME'•SIONS 0 10 0-S D5 - 30
FOR THRR. sizes OF

VENTURI. TYPE SHAPES tw: 0.75" 1.00 1.20'

12: I.2" LW IL3S"
Se 0.23" 0oar 6.73"

TYPICAL FORGING OPERATIONS: I
(eum mut e die.suqulwied) e

Dmw 99Ad

Fluidsh bro.

USUAL FORCING Ega;MAEM4: Muwtiple-rms yival icp lza

FIGURE 4.3. TYPICAL DESIGNS AND PRODUCTIMM OPERA-IONS F.Ps FORGI6G
VEITUR! SHAPES OF LOW.ALLOY STEELS
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rf (141 ALLOY) a*-" tw T 3

rf(STEEL)

D* -

I FINISH ALLOWANCE h

LOW-ALLOY STELLS NICKEL-BASE SUPERALLOYS

TYPICAL MINIMUM DIMENSIONS DO- 10-20 D -20-30 Do - 10-20 Do - 21-30

FOR VARIOUS RING DIAMETERS tfw 0W 0.S0 0.0' 1.00.

trt 0.33" 0.50" 0.00 0.75"

fdt 0.11w" 0.25" 0.19. 0.25"

f., 0.19" 0.19, 0.19' 0.25'

"tit 0.25' 0.31" 0.50 1.00"
(Generally, maximum hr - T/2)

TYPICAL FORGING OPERATIONS, Heat Heat
Die feag, small ring Upset
Trim or machine Inspect

center Die forge small rl-'
"Heat Machin* center

Finish roll InepectS~Ness
Finish iall

USUAL FORGING EQUIPMENT Drop hoimmers Dop hammers
Ring relling mehlin,. Hydrealic presso$

Ring raglng machine*

F;GURE 4-6. TYPICAL DESIGNS AND PRODUCTION OPERATIONS FOR ROLL FOPS4PIG RINGS
WIT H ID CONTOIIRS OF LOW-ALLOY STEELS AND NICKEL-BASE SUPERALLOYSI
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Ming flewn has be"lwipetidi "toh meehenu

"sedewil; 11.SAI.t3fr Allay I

FlOUR!11 4-7. TYPICAL ROLLED-RING P6RtQWN WIThl 10 CONTOUR I
COURTESY OF LADISHI COUP, 'T



Do- 15' -

tt

- FINISH ALLOWANCE

LOW.ALLOY TITANIUM NICKEL-BASE
STEELS ALLOYS SUPERALLOYS

TYPICAL MINIMUM DIMENSIONS O-'15 Db- IS Do- 15

FOR VARIOUS MATERIALS twi 0.3' 0.50' 0.0,5

Ie 0.36' @0.0 0.50'
lot 0. 19 " 0. 19 " 0. 19*

IMP.2 0.36' 0.500
0.t 0.19' 0.25' 0.326

(Generdly, maximum ht,- T/2)

TYPICAL FORGING OPERATION&
(strting with forged ring blink) Heat Meet Neet

Fnima, roll Roush teIl Rough "_I

Heat Inspect
Finish tell Heat

R.ugh feil
Inspet

Heat
"Finish tell

FIGURE 48. TYPICAL Df.IGNS AND PRODUCTION OPEPATIONS FOR ROLL rORGIIO4C RINGS
WITH ID AND OD CONTOURS OF SEVERAL MAtE.RiALS

I'
I
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1Riai iheorn has been ca~:l•,lowly owvth moch2.014
materleh TI-SAI-ISSn Alley

FIGURE 4.9. TYPICAL ROLLED RING WITH BOTH ID AND OD COHTOURh

COURTESY OF LADISH COMPANY



9 9"

20' DIA.

III- DIA,

5/8

9.

9/10'

20 DIA. -" CON

410 DIA. -

3/14'

26' DIA. -- ,
COt4TOURZ

FIGLURE 4.10. TYPICAL DIMENSIONS 0O' LARGE C0NqONLt.ROLl ED RIKS•.
OF A! LOY AND STAINLESS STEELS

t.
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A

SECTION A.A

I - PINISH ALLOWANCE

TYPE I -PARTING LINE AT TOP OF RIBS

LOW-ALLOY TITANIUM UNALLOYED NICKEL.BASE
STEILS ALLOYS MOLY9DEHUM SUPIRALLOYS

TYPICAL DIMENSIONS P01

COMMIkCIAL DESIGNS Itt 0.2? 0.310 0SN0 0.sr

tw 0 •.$? 0.33 0.1.,
re 1 0.11' 0.19, 0.19' 0.215

r 0.25* 0.960 0.30 0.75'

It 0.060 0.090 0.1? 0.1?"
Dret 3p SO 70

TYPICAL OPERATIONS& Heat Heat Heet Heat
Draw end Drew and Drew end UPS@e olid*
Pleae" mseat HNot Heat
Finial a lt Pleate* PlettegI
Trim Hoot "Out Meost

Black* Blesk* block m.. v
Neat AnneaI HNeat
Finish ferga Neat Gloc Il.. 2'*
T,;,n Finish folego ets

Trim P10i41h forge

•In.pr•ces ¢ inspectien usuelly required. 
c

FI6URE 4.11. TYPICAL DESIGNS AND PRODUCTICn 1PERAt|IONS F.eR STRUCTURAL7?JRGINGS OF VARIOUS ALLOYS WITH TYPE 2 RIOS S
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SECTION A.A 
A 20

I-m P1i415H ALLOWANCE

TYPE 3 - WEB AND PARTING LINE AT BASE OF RIBS

ALUMIUUM LOW.ALLOY TITANIUM 1ROM-ASE

ALLOYS STEELS ALLOYS SUPURALLOYS

TYPICAL DIMENSIONS FOR
COMMERCIAL DESIGNS tit 0.25' 0.320 0.25' 0al'

twt. 0.2' 0.23' 0.90" 0426'

fat 0.09' 0.12" 0.19" 0.151

e 0., 00,5" 0.75' 1.00,
ft 0.04' 0.0' 0.12' OW.1

rrh 3P r - r
TYPICAL OPERATIONS& Hem HeeM eee

Dtew ted Drew 4ed Drew end Drew end
Plewmn meeot Mee He
Mee FPletten 1lte00 Flmven
Slleek 31ee0 e Mee
Meir P4qh tIeoe Sleek' @',*A
PitVl *a he Trim eost f.leiMe
Tism PFnish OeNe PFinlshklee

Trim Trlm
'In•.pweeeee inspectien meetly eqailteedi

I FIGURE 4.12. TYPICAL DESIGNS AMDC PRODUCTION OPERATIONS FOR STPPC~rTUWAL
FORGI•MS OF VARIOUS ALLOYS WITH TYPIE 3 RIBS

I
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Is*

1- FINISH ALLOWANCE

TYPE 4 -FARTING LINE AND WIN AT CENTER OF RIBS

ALUMINUM LOW*ALI.OY IRON-SASE HICKEL-BASE
ALLOYS STEELS SUPERALLOYS SUPERALLOYS

TYPICAL DIMENSIONS FOR
COMMERCIAL DESIGNS *rl 0.25' 0.32" 0.36S C.62'

t 0. 0, :0.25" 0.61' 1.00'

0.09" 0.121 0. It' 0.25.

tft 0.38' 0.30" 0.700 1.00'

IS 0.040 0106" 0.090 0.12,

TYPICAL OPERATIONS& Draft meat Ne H"at r "eat 1P

Draw *no end Draw on. end Draw n*t end Upset ane and
Flatten Flatten Hset Heat
"Meat "eat II vter m,, - I
Slack Me. I* Bleck Heat Heat
Heat Fini lel feu blackBl Sleek-
Bleok Hie. 21 Trim Meat Anneo, (eptienal)
Heat Pinlaih lfare Heat
FlnhIh feors Trim PI.idsh lert
Trim Mo.4.ine Il•sk

*In-preesa Inspectien usually required.

I
FIGURE 4.13. TYPICAL DESIGNS AND PRODUCTION OPERATIONS FLO STRUCTURAL

:,URGINGS OF VARIOUS /ALLOYS WITH TYPE 4 RIBS

i
i
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are compared for alloys representing increasing levels of forging dit'fculty, The alleys
requiring the must generous contrnurs and the least detail are the rdiclel-base super-
alloys. The typical operations listed in the data shee!,4 are not given in precise detail,
but rather are presented L.) illustrate that more operations are required to complete the
forging of the more difficult-to-work alloys. Sorme of the alloys, particularly nickel-
base superalloys, often require numerou, in-process inspection steps vo locaoe and re-
move defects.

Figure 4-14 compares the typical design limit. for Type 4 rib-and-web crobs
sections for aluminum alloys and nickel-bass superaloys. These shapes represent
what may be considered the normal production capability for those two alloy droupp.
Contours of better shape definition require higher tooling and process-development9 costs an well as added operations.

I .. -,.i1/1', k-s

I 2/22

S/a

I ALUMINUM• ALLOYS NICKIL.SASE SUPIRALLOYS

FIGURI 4-14. COM•PARISON OP TYPICAL E.ESIO#4 LIMITS FOR TYPE 4 RIS.AND.WEB9STRUCTURAL PORGINGS OP ALUJMINUMI ALLOYS AND NICKUL.SASI SUPIEALLOYS

Of the three types of rib-and-web forging designs illustrator the 'iyp,. , rib de-
siagn represents the easicst-to-forge shape. The most c;ommon, yet more dliff. 'ut-to-

forge, shape is the Type 4 rib design.

I Structural shapes contalning cross ribs (Type 1) represent mn added level of forg-9ing[ difficulty. A few typical structural shapes aru Jll;itrated In Figure 4-15. Su.:',
shapep are not produced routinely, and close coordination with forging i ndors is gen-

I orally required to establish suitable designs for these shapes. One of th. Createet ddf-

ficulties with such designs is that of predicting where the r~e~.e w411 flow in the •.es

I ~W'henever possibl•e,, it is desirable to design these forgingm with puit,: -outb, in the
webw•. This p,'ovidee a reservoir for any exceIss metAl th.eat •therv"ise wl" J] flow from
the web out tae ilaoh Jine •" • •..auuc defects in the fillet re~ionm similar" to the flow-

I trghdefects d4'mcribed in Chapter 3,It1og

33

!3
1/
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A. WEB SURROUNDED BY RIBS

B. SERIES OF CROSS RIBS AND WEB
SURROUNDED BY RIBS

C. WEB SUJRROUNDED BY TAPERED RIBS

D. COMPLEX SNAP! WIT" . 055 RIBS
AND WEDS OF VARYING SIZES
SURROUNDED BY RIBS

FIGURE 411S. SEVERAL TYPES OP STRUJCTURAL FOCRG;ING THAT R~EPRESENT
IN4CREMiING LEVELS OF FORGING DIFFICUJLTY

DIFFICULTY INCREASES FROM A TO D
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Fillet and corner radii for these designs are about the same as fjr the Type 4 de-

sign. Where ribs intersect, however, the fil]•t radius at the junction w.ill vary with the
angle of intersection. For perpendicular ribs, the : 'lt radius is generally increased
to about 1. 5 times the normal radius (the same effect can be achieved by increasing the
draft angle in the junction to 10 degrees or more). For angles of intersection p,:o-
gressively smaller than 90 degrees, the filet radius should be lncreased further, for
example, twice the normal radius for angle of 45 degrees or less. Conversely, for
angles of intersection progressively greater than 90 degrees, the fillet radius at the
junction approachoo the normal fillet radius. Whenevrr possible, inside cross ribi
should be no higher than about one-half the height oi the outside ribs. These general
rules for designing intersecting ribs on complex structural shapes are illustrated in
Figure 4-16. It should be noted that these rules generally apply only to al'uminum alloys,

* magnesium alloys, alloy and stainless steels, and titanium alloys. Because there has
been so little need for such 'orged shapes in refractory metals or saperalloys, it can
only be assumed that these same design rules would apply for these materials, should
the need arise.

DESIGNS FOR FORGINGS WITH PRECISION TOLERANCES

There are two basic methods for producing forgings with preciaion tolerances.
The first consists of forging all details as close am possible to the desired tolerances
on dies, followed by final machining. The second method consists of forging to con-
ventional tolerances, then machining specified regions on the forging to close tolerances.
This is called "target" machining. The primary aim of both methods is to provide for a
minimum amount of machining.

Precision Forging

The concept of precision forging had its beginning with the development of
extrusion-type, no-draft aluminum forgings. Forging techniques were developed to
the point where tolerances on aluminum rib-and-web shapes could be held to as little

* as A 0. 005 inch. An example of such a forging is shown in Figure 4-17. Precition
forging of aluminum alloys is practical because of several factors:

(1) Forging and die temperatures are e'sentially the same.

(2) Aluminum does not oxidize sig:Lificantly.

(3) Forging pressure requirements are low.

(4) Thermal shrinkage is predictable.

(5) Aluminum alloys have excellent forgeability.

Except for maLaeeiurn alloys, no other structural material. posseses all these
advantages.

!
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PL

NORMAL FILLET RADIUS AT SECTION -BE
INTERSECTION OF 1IB AND -.1911 RIS AT ANGLE >>901

1.53 21t

q.TR

C I
SECTION C-C ATCIO 10 (PIOAL

"iGURE 41!,o. GEN4ERAL RULES FOR DESIGN OF FILLETS ON STRUCTURAL
FORGING$ WITH INTERSECTING RIBS
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FIGURE 4-17. TYPICAL ALUMINUM-ALLOY PRECISION FORGING

COURTESY OF WYMAN-GORDON COMPANY

It is important to recognize that inherent metal properties determine the cepabil-
ity of forging to small, precise dimensions. Thus, while aluminum and magnesium
alloys can be readily forged to extremely close tolerances, it is much more difficult to
precision forge steels, titanium alloys, and other materials that require high forging
temperatures and high forging pressures, and are inherently less forgeable. Likewise,
the more complicated a shape becomes, the more difficult it is to folge to small, pre-
cise dimensions.

In the past few year# consid-rable p-ojress has been made toward developing
methods for producing precision forgings from metals other than aluminum. Efforts by
industry and Government have proven precision-forging capabilitie's for magnesium al-
loys, titanium alloys, low-alloy steels, and even tungsten alloys. (1, 2,3,4,5,6) The
parts successfully forged represent a variety of forging methods and forging-shape
complexities. Most of the programs, however, have demonetrated that precisuion forg-
ings ara far more expensive than conventionally designed parts. This is the major
reason why there has been comparatively little demand for precisl.u for, for com-
rnercial applications.

Hot-Die Precision Forging. The hot-die forging technique consists essentidlly of
forging in dies heated to the vicinity of the forging tcn-,rerature. Such forging is nor-
Smally done in hydraulic presses with slow, controllable strokes. Die ter geratures must
be maintained within close li-nits to insure proper metal flow and to mair.tain dimezrsior.al
tolerances. The presses are frequently equipped with concentric rams or with s+,ac'l
hold-lown equipment. The tools are normaily equipped with mechanical or .n, :
I..m ckout devices.

I

I,
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In considering the possibility of making a part by hot-die p'ec'i.orn-forgin&
techniques, it is important to know certain characteristics of ti.a process:

(1) Die temperatures are limited to about 1000 F for most commercial
die materials. Recent ,'xperimen,'at work, however, has demo-as trated
the possibility of die temperatures ur to 1600 F with precision-cast
dies of superalloys such as Inconel 713 C. (7) A current program ex-
ploring the use of refractory metals as die materials may provide a
recthod for using the hot-die techniqtir to tem-nperatures higher than
1600 F. (8) The costs of such tooling would be a determining fa-.tor in
its selection for a giveni forging operation,

(2) Die-heating fixtures in close proximity with the dies require careful
handling. .pi.cial heating fixturem may have to be custom made for
each set of forging dies, particularly when die temperatures are in
the incandescent range.

(3) Preliminary blanks require dimensional control almost as precise
as for the final forging.

(4) Lubricants are generally applied to the forging blanks because the
deep, narrow die recesses are difficult to lubricate tvenly.

(5) Knockouts must be spaced adequately to permit easy ejection and to
prevent warping, but must not interfere with heating fixtures.

(6) Heated dies must have enough strength to withstand pressures on the
order of 5 to 10 times the flow itress of the metal being forged.

(7) Since the tooling c-sts are -enerally three to five times more thar for
conventional forgings, the die material should last for several hundred
forgings to amortize the initial cost.

Because of the high costs associated with dies heated much above 1000 F, it in likely
that the hot-die precision-forging technique will continue to be limited to aluminum and
magnesium alloys for forging intricate shapos on a production basis.

Segmented-Die Precision-ForhinLT frchniques(2, 3). The raost prominifl, meth-id
developed for precision forging is the segmented-die technique. Thia ,nethod i' par-
ticularly suited to the forging of steel parts having thin vertical ribs adjacert to thin
webs. Schematic diagro:ns of the tooling and the 3perations involved are shcwr. in
Figure 4-18. In addition to allowing easy removal of the forging, .. ie method providcs
for vertical metal flow without risking the flow-through defects com.11on to aingie-action
forging operations on such parts. Several forged parts n--nade b:y thiR techniiwt- ýro showý.
and described in Figures 4-i0 through 4-21.

Sor e ov the important requirements and chara,:teristicL of th.. splt-die technique
are:

(1) Thb number of steps involved include preliminary die forging to a
sn.•pe that is designed conventionally but with extremely close
tol, • inccs for controlling weight and metal distribution.
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(2) Considerable development is required to establish thce propk.r
preliminary range.

(3) The die segments requir'e precise machining, not only on the impression

surfaces, but on the rnating surfaces..

(4) The reductions obtained by the final sizing operation are quite knnall and

generally localized in nature.

(5) Production rates are comparatively rlow.

(6) Dimensional precision is reproducible becauos the small reductions
do not require large amounts of m-itaI movement over die surfaces.

(7) The method is particularly useful for forging steels and titanium alloys.

(8) Larger than normal equipment is required to provide the necessary

precision.

An an example of the last point. the spoiler hinge forging shown in Figure 4-21 required

a 5,000.pound ha-nmer for blocking, an 18,000-pound hammer .or finishing, and a

4,000-ton hydraulic press for the final sizing operation with segmented dieb. Ordinarily,

a conventionally designed part could be blocked and finished in a 5,000-pound hammer.

Using rough figures for production rates and equipment costs, the following tabu-
lation illustrates the expected differences in forging costs:

Equlpment

Equipment Use Rate, Forging Rate, Forgiig Costs,

Operation Requ fed dollars/hr pieces/hr dollascs/part

Conventional Desian

Block 5000-lb hammer 30 100 $0. 30
Finish 5000-lb hammer 30 100 0. 30

$0.60 per
forging

Precision Design

Block 5000-lb hammer 30 50 $0.60

Finish 18,000-lb hammer 80 20 4.00

Size 4000-ton press s0 20 -. 50
.7. 10 per

forging I
This tabulation does not take znto account the higher costs of the pred i' ii-. c. or of

other additional operations such as nickel platirg, in-pro;ess grindingr, dirnensi?.h-l I
inspectic ., etc. , necessary for the precision forgini; Even Po, th.; forging costs alone

are estir'iated to be r:.,;,e than ten times those for the conventional design. Thus, the
savings in naterial and machiniu. costs must be quite high to justify the process ori an

economic ,auis.



CONVENTIONAL PORCING PREICISION FORGING FIM1IHED PART

4 -- 164/16
0.230 (MOTH SIDES)

1/16 R 0.261
(TyP) ,1/2 I

0-.125
5.0900 DIA 2.53 DIA

141 a90
(TIP)(T

ktm T .9 0.218 (BOTH SIDES)

CORMERS - 1/16 R
SECTION P-P FILLETS - 1/41I

DRAFT - V

/ (TP)

DETAIL OP FORCING SHOWIt4E- IMPORTANT DWIINSIONS

Telerances -n inpegtent Dimenslest, Rib Hii.w, '1:0.010 in.
Web Thilcknes, *0.010 in.

I Rib WSdth. ±0.010 In.
Alleys AiSl 4340: TI-I$SA, Ti.7M.d&

Remmihs: Paos ferged successfully. Tolerunceu could net WeIheld on a smell run. Metallurgicak controt! diffiur:tlea
with titanium alleys.

iFIGWPI 4-19. AILERON HINGE SUPPORT FORGED PRCISE DIMENSIONS
BY SPLIT-DIE FORGING TECHNIGUE&'I
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SELL-CRANK FORCING MACMINP1D PART "

CONNERS - 0.09 It
FILLETS - 0.13 N
DRAFT 00

SECTION A-A 01

0.!4

DE TAIL OP FORCING SNOWING IMPORTANT DIMENSION4S

TOLERANCES ON IMPORTAWr DIMENSIONS: W9b Thickness. ±O.01fl.
Rib Thicknea% to,010,
Insi'de DLmvM, .020,

ALLOY: AISI 434f

RMARXS: On a S1.piece run. S1 per cot of e~menjzons wmre heid
within tolerance..

FIGURE 4-20. BELL CRANK FORGED PRECISE DIMENSIONS by SPLIT.

DIE P0108MG YEC QU2)
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SPOILER-HING1 FORGING

5.4 0.13 (TYP)

1.12
-0020

- 6.V0.10

0.27 2.25

0.77405 . CORNERS ý- 0.06.N
PILLRTS - 0.19 R
DRAFT - O

DETAIL OP FORCING SHOWING IMPORTANT DIMEHS*:G;S

TOLERANCES ON IMPORTjkNT DIMEmSIOKIS. Web Thickness, 0.10 t0.010*

sib Thickness,

Other Dimensions. 10.030'

ALLOYS: AISI 4340, J, NK*11

REMARKS: On a 52-piece rwn of AISI 4340,* 93 per cont ofMm~~
were hold within vosified tolerace..

PiCUR1 4-21. SPCILER HINGE FORGED T~PR!CSE *IMINSIO16 BY SPLIT-
%ME FORGINGC TECHNIQUE11"
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High-Energy-Rate Precisior, Forging. (1 95,6)9) Precibion forging by the high-

energy-rate technique had its inception in 1958) with the deve-lomrent uf the Dynapak

high-velocity forging machine which, is actuate(: ir,- compressed gas. Since that time, a

fairly wide variety of parts have, been made that emphasize the advantages of the process

for producing forgings that represent extreirie difficullty when forged in *iow presses or

in multiple-blow hammers. Fin-- -lstail and precise dimensionc are att.lnable by high-

energy-rate forging because of itv basic principle of substituting velocity for mass to

develop the energy imparted to a workpiece. The high velocity of forging virtuilly

eliminates die-chilling effects on the workpiece and, thus, extremely thin sections can

be forged by this method in a single st.okc. .6. high ram velocities, lighter ram weights
and shorter strokes can be utilized, compared to a drop hammer, and die alignment can

be maintained with far greater precision. Another important factQo contributixg to the

precision of high-energy-rate forging is its ability to accurately and reproducibly

"rmeter" the energy delivered by adjusting the pressure of the compressed gas.

The closest dimensional precision is obtainable on parts w-;here ribs , bosses, or

other projections can be forged in one of the two dies. This automatically eliminates

variations from die closure and die shift. Any dimensional v..riations, therefore, are

traceible to either die wear, die sinking, or ihermal changes. The forged titanium-

alloy impeller shown in Figure 4-ZZ illustrates this point. Here, the fins and contoured

surfaces are formed in' the bottom die. On the opposite side of the parting line, the part

is des:,&,ied wi-h conventional finish allowances. The threadedl shank is forged on the

back for removing the part from the lower die when the dies L.eparate. This minimizes

the risk of die softening and helps to increase die life. Because the dimensions on the

upper die are not criticali die wear and thermral softening are not significant Problems
there. Figure 4-23 shows another part designed on this a&me principle. This part was

forged In one blow from AISI 4340 steel.

If dimensional precision is required in both dies and across the parting line,

tolerances must necessarily be brouder to include die-closure and die-shift variat*4 ',.

Also, the die chosen for gL.,pping the workpiece will exhibit greater dimensional varia-

tions since it will be subjected to thermal softening and greater wear. It has been r'-

ported that the "gripping die" will wear out three to five times faster than the opposite

die if similar precision is required in each. The starting blanks must be held to close

dimensional tolerances, and procass variables such as forging temperatures, lubrica-

tion, die temperatures, and transfer time must be controlled within close limits. If

knockout arrangements are used for removing forgings fromi a dit" is importa;.t that

the part repeatedly stays in that die.

Sorte of the important char,',zteri suc~c and limitations of hih-'energy-•.--!C ,

that must be taken into account in considering the process for making a given part are:

(1) Significant temperature increases caused by the rapid i.iforniatio.- may

result in incipient melting when forging certain alloys (e. g, , high.-

carbon steels, high-strength aluminum alloys, superalloys), an. cz.use

adverse phase ehu:.tres in othera (e. g. , beta evribittlement. in tit,
alloys).

j M•etals exh~b.ing low ductility under rapid deformatioi- rites cannot be

fPrged reawily by high-energy-rate methods. Magnesium and beryllium

alooys are noted for this beha.vior.
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FIGURE 4.22, TITA,•'4UM.ALLOY IMPELLER PRECISION FORGED LI A
HIGH.ENERGY.RATE MACHINE (TI-AI.4Y ALLOY)

COURTESY OP GENERAL DYNAMICS CORPORATION

FIGURE 4.23. AISI 4340 TURBINE WHEEL FORGED ON A HICi-ENPERGY-RATE ':•B;"

COURTESY OF GENERAL DYNAMICS CORPiRATIQi4
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(3) The technique Is particularly suited to forging alloy., that req'uire high
forging temperatures and that are not influenced greatly by rapid de-
formation (e. g. , steels, r:.fractory •-ike1s, and nickel alloys having
broad forging temperature ranges).

(4) Part size, at present, i generally restricted to about Z5-30 square
inches of plan area.

(5) Part shape in generally restricted to parts that are sym.mnetrical about
some axis or centerline. Parta dili.,Lit to define geometrically require
extreme caution to avoid side thrust duing forging.

Figures 4-24 through 4-27 show several typical parts that have been forged by
high- energy- rat 9 techniques and illuatrate the important design features. Although
these parts are not aai considered precision forgings, they display designe that are
extremely difficult or impractical to produce by conventional forging methods.

Torget Machining

With the possible except~on of the small parts producible by high-energy-rate
techniquaes, th• majority of forgings are far more costly when forged to precision toler-
ances than when forged to commercial designs and tolerances, Yet precise dimensions
are necessary because of the requirements of automatic machining. In many instances,
these precise dimensluns are needed only on a few locations on a forging to permit re-
producible fixturing. A useful method for accomplishing this is target machining.

Ordinarily, forgings are inspected by the forging company to be sure the final
part can be machined. This inspection is generally repeated at the consumer's facility
before the part is released for machining. The machine shop will again lay out the
forging to establish the loc,.ioas for the first machining cut, after which the part is
machined. This double and triple inspection can be avoided by having the forging corn-
pany make the first machining cut in prescribed locations. Only one dimensional in-
spection is necessary. Upon laying out the forging, the vendor essentially "locates", the
final part within the forging envelkpe. The first machining cut can be a lathe-turned
flange on a disk shape, a milled flat surface on a fitting, a drilled centerhole on a
cylinder, or a broached slot on a more complex shape. This tech.' 2 has been used
for many years on forged crank shafts but has only recently become popular for other
forging shapes.

Substantial cost savings can be realized by eliminating the extra inspection and by
permitting the use of less costly forging designs. Thus, an important step for establish-
ing an economical forging design ic to review Uic fixturing raquir .enests and determnine
whether the forging vendor can make the first machining cut.
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FIGURE 4-24. PORT PLATE PRECISION FORGED ON A HIGH- ENERGY-RAI E MACNINE

COURTESY OF ISINDIX CORPORATION

Parts Spline Plete (approximtteely 3-1/4 In.1 ~In Animateser
Mertteril; AISI $740 stool

Opetetione: Pergoil In oen blew et 2150 P on
Model 1210 Dynapek, 525-paI
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FIGURE A'.SPLINE PLATE PRECISION FORGED ON A HIGH.ENHERGY.RATE MACHINE

.OUR'RSY OF' FAE41X CORPORATION



Patti Flanged Siý.E (approximately 3.3/4 In. in diamneter)
Materials AISI 9310 steel
OPerations: Forged in on- hI'ew at 2100 P en Medal 1210 Dymepok,

900.psi fire p , _ufe, 
7
-1n. stroke
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FIGURE 4.26. FLANGED SHAFT PRECISION FORGED ON A I4IGN.ENERGY.RATI MACHINE

COURTESY OF ISENfIX COR11PORATION

Part-. lt(411 (opprerrimetoly 3 in. In diernetur)
Ceei lt MSasteel

Operations Forged In one blew am Mdik 0 1210 Dyaw~eAo #roin billet
cult from scamlese heqvy.,*QdI lpi.o

.~sg.ID and OD of reduced suteno fooled Aih zero &raft.

FljR 4.27. PIPE UNION PRECISION FORGED ON A "IGOH.CNERGY.EATE MACHINE

COURTESY OF FENDIX CORPORATION
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CHAPTCR 5I

FORGING DEFECTS

CLASSIFICATION OF DEFECTS

Forging defects are defined as tho:se that result from improper forging operations.
Certain material defects, such as pipe, seaxns, and segregation also can result in de-
fects in forging, but tius chapter is concerned only v ilh defects associated with the forg
ing operation itself. Material defects are described in later chapters dealing with
specific forging alloy systems.

Lops

The term "lap" includes a multitude of defects that form whenever metal folds over
itself during die forging. Laps are found most frequently where vertical and horizontal
sections intersect. In these cases, the causes are usually traceable to improper selec-
tion of fillet radii. Metal flowing nonuniformly in vertical cavities may form a lap when

the metal finally fills the cavity. Thim is a particular problem when the vertical sec-
tions of a forging vary sigpificantly in volume requirements. Figure 5-1 shows a forg-

* ing containing two side ribs and a cross rib in two stages of forging: partially filled and
completely filled. A lap often forms in the side rib at the location corresponding to the
cross rib where the cross rib draws metal away from the side ribs.

"Partially Forged Port Finished Part

FIGURE 5-1. TYPICAL LAPS FORMED WHEN METAL FLOWS NONUNIFORMLY
IN A RIB-AND-WES FORGING

Laps can also occur during such preliminary forging operationa as swagLin. -,'oll-
ing, edging, and fullering. Such k~pr generally show up on die forgings at a spe'if.:
distanct. from the end of the die but at a random location about the horizoutal centern.ne-

!
!
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Coarse-Gra!ni Wrinkles

Forging billets containing coarse grains, whether as-cast or wrought, will de;'elo?
wrinkle'7 during forging. An exat-rpie of such w~ri..kles is shown in Figure 5-2. Shop
terms ce-mmonly applied to this type of forging defect are "oranrge peel" or "elephant
skin". When such billets are for~ged in clor-id dies, these wrinkles oftý;aifold in to cause
a series of small laps. Although %cy are seldom very deep, these laps produce a poor
surface appearance that often necersitates considerable grinding and restrike forging.

4.5 No0.7i0.8 Alo

FIGURE 5.2. TYPICAL APPIIANA1CLV OF UPSET FORGED SILLET SNOWING
WRINKLES THAT ARE CAUSED BY COARSE GRAIN4S

Flow-Thraug$, Defects

Flow-through defscts are essentially laps that form when metal flows past die
recesses after they have filled. kigure 6-.3 shows,for example, how a completely
filled, sound rib-and-web forging can develop flow-through defects by continuing to
forge after filling is compi1 te. An :niporta~nt point here is that, although the lap may
be shallow, an undesirable grain-flow pattern may extend well below the surface and
lead to unsatisfactory mechanical properties in the vertical rib.

SMOOTH NOMLFLOWLIE L FLOWT THOUCH !

FXCESS METAL FLOW IN FLASH REGION.3
DISIRUPTED FLOW LINES

FIGURE 55-3. TYPICAL CAUSE OF PLOW.T"ROiJGI DEFECTS
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Flow-through defects can also occur ev,.n when the die impression is not com-
pletely filled. This happens most often when the metal in the rib or projection exhibits

an increasing resistance to flow due to work hardening or die-chilli.,, effe,:ts. This .s
one of the main reasons for using large fillet radii on forging design, for refractory
metals or superalloys.

Flow-through defects can also o0-cur when trapped lubricant forces metal 1o flow

past an impression. A frequently used t,...op term for this is "blowthrough" w.hen the

trapped lubricant flows with the metal and is forced into the lap.

Hot Tears and Center Bursts

Hot tears are surface defects that occur when metals rupture during forging.

Examples of such defects are shown in Figures 5-4 and 5-5. The 'Tesence of segrega-
tion, seams, or low-melting or brittle second phases promotes h tearing at the surface

of a forging during upsetting.

Center bursts are ruptures that occur in the center of billets and are most fre-

queutly encountered when side forging. Center bursts of the kind shown in Figure 5-6

ara usually traceable to segregation and brittle second phases. Center bursts some-

times occur when the temperature of a metal increases significantly as a result of large,
rapid reductions and Incipient melting occurs. Nickel-base and magnesium-base alloys

are particularly sensitive to center bursts from this cause.

Distutbed-Metal Defects

Defects formed when surface metal shears away from the subsurface metal are

called "disturbed metal" defects. They are usu•ally caused by either too much or too

little lubrication applied during die forging. These defects are a particular problem in

forging aluminin' and magnesium alloys where there are no loose ovide-- to provide a

parting action between the dies and workpiece. The defects are usually quite shallow

but they cause an undesirable surface appearance. Other shop terms applied to

disturbed-metal defects are 'til scrub" for those traceable to surplus lubrication, and

"dry die" for those traceable to seizing and galling from inadequate lubrication. The

dry-die defects are sometimes found on forgings from nickel-base and titanium-base
alloys. Again, with these materials, there is no loose oxide that would help minimize
metal-to-metal contact.

Thermal Cracks

Cracks caused by stresses resulting from nmonuniform temperatures within a metal

are called "thermal cracks". In the case of light sections of high-hard. .iability steels,

for example, cracks formed on cooling originate at the surface and exten' I.into the body

of the forging. Thermal cracks of this type can be avoided by cooling forgingj e.-w:'-

either in insulating material or in ;. furnace.

Another type of thermal crack can develop when forgir.js arc heate-. tco rapidly,

as illustrated ix figure 5-'. The internal ruptures form because the hotter surface

layers expand mo-e than the cooler metal near the center. Since the tensile stress de-

veloped at the ccrter depends on the temperature gradient, such Cr.cks are more likely
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FIGURE 5-4. TYPICAL APPEARANCE OF
NOT TEARS ON BILLETS
"UPSET WITH FLAT DIES

FIGURE 5-5. TYPICAL fiPPEARANCE OF
NOT TEARS ON CLOSED
DIE FORGINGS

FIGURE 5-6. TYPICAL APIPEARANCE OF
CENTER BUMST OCCURRING

Si , I



to be encountczed in metals with pocr therma: diffusivity. Higher coefficients of
thermal expansion are also unfavorable. Cracks of this kind occur miore frequently
in forgings having section sizes larger than about 3 inches. The cricks inlly be avoided
by either of the following measures:

(1) After forging, reheat the part in the forge furnace to remove most
of cold-work stresses, then .Žir cool.

(2) If the forgings are cooled to room temperature after forging, reheat
slowly through the range of 1000 V' to 1500 F before solution heat
treating.

The second method is the usual choice for many materials because of possible problems
of grain-size control with the first. It should be noted that the stresses causing the
cracks may otherwise cause sufficient strain to Fromote abnormal grain growth on heat-
ing. Au can be seen in Fijre 5-7, the die forging contains evidence of coarse grains,
particularly in the central portions. It appears that grain growth occurred in this forg-
lng, after the cracks developed, upon continuous heatinqg to the normal colution annealing
temperatures.

FIGURE 5-7. TYPICAL THERMAL CRACKb
THAT CAN OCCUR IN
LARGE FORGINGS WHEN
HEATED TOO RAPIDLY

INSPECTION METHODS

The surfaces of die forgings are generally roughened to some ext ert by either
sand blasting, tumbling, pickling, or scaling. For zhis reason, external defectic are
not always observable with the naked eye and noadestructive testing procedures are
needed for locating surface defects. The most common methods for d-'&cting these
defects are:

(1) Magnetic-particle insape..tion ior magnetic materials

(2) DJy, -peaetrant inspection for nonmagnetic rnatLýrials

(3) Fluor8cscent-peretrant inspection for nonmagnetic materials

(4) Eddy-, (,-rent inspection for both magnetic and nonmagnetic materials.
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Once detecte~d, external defects mast be identified accurately to minimize futu-e
occurrences.

La-s that are caused by improper die design are generally identifiable since they
normally occur in the same place on each fo'rging. Although thermal cr'.ks are some-
times mistaken for laps, laps car be distingu.'shed readily by microscopiik examinations.
They are usually characterizei by differing flow patterns on either side and they fre-
quently contain oxides, lubricants, and other contaminants that were enveloped during
forgin3. Opposite sides of laps usually appear smooth from the sliding of one surface
over anoth~er.

r
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CHAPTER 6

FORGEABILITY OF METALS AND ALLOYSI
DEFINITION OF FORGEABILITY "'

Investigators do not agree on the ni. anirig of the word "forgeability". Some use the

the term forgeability to denote a combination of both resistance to deformation and
plasticity, while others hold that the term should be restricted to describing the ebility
of a metal to undergo deformation wvithout fracture. ,'j avoid these different connota-
tions, another group of investigators has used the term "malleability" to describe the
latter characteristic. It is common practice in the forging industry t,) uae bLill different
terms to describe metals. It might be said, for example, that "a metal has good forge-
av'. 1ity, but it is stiff".

For-p-ability is defined here as the tolerance of a metal or alloy for deformation
without failure, regardless of forging-pressure requirements.

Most alloys can be classified into one of three groups, i. e. , those showing (1)good
forgeability, (2) poor forgeability, and (3) variable forgeability. Alloys such as
AISI 4340, Ti-6A1-4V, or Type 304 ,tainless steel always show good forgeability under
proper forging conditions. On the other hand, arc-cast alloys of tun.gsten and molyb-
denum show poor forgeability unless the coarse-grained ingots are first broken down by

extrusion. The third group of alloys comprises thcse which are likely to demonstrate
good forgeability in one heat and poor in the next, because of small differences in com-
position or microstructure. Some of the high-chromium and chromium-nickel stainless
steels show this variable forgeability. In these cases, the variation J.s usually traceable
to excessive amounts of delta ferrite in the mirostructure. Essent-ially single-p'iase
alloys containing significant amounts of grain-boundary phases (e. g. , oxides in molyb-
denum) will usually exhibit poor~forgeabiliiy, especially if the grain size is largc.

Forgeability evaluations at a particular temperature do not necessarily define the
sale with which a metal can be forged in impression dies under shop conditions. .In die-
forging operations, metal temperatures usually vary because of die chilling and because
of energy absorption, which causes heating. Consequently, a metal with a wide forging
temperature range may be easier to forge than is one which withstands equal amounts of
deformation without rupture in standardized tests.

MEASUREMENT OF FORGEABILITY

Forgeability evaluation 3 reported by most investigators are based on one or more
of six testing methods. In the general descriptions of these tests, whic-: follow, an
attempt has been made to show where each test can be used most effectively.

Hnt-Twist Test. This test consists oi twisting a metal at elevated tt ;eraLre.j and
couxtiflg the number of twists to failure; a larger number of twistr. befor- f4ilure indi-
cates better :orgeability. -I-,. test i* particularly useful for evaluating alloys that are
normally hot wor.ed. The 'cwisting of alloys at cold-working temperatures is complicatedI
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by strain-hardening effects, which cause misleading results that do not reflect the true
deformnation tolerance of the particular alloy.

A Pchematir; diagram of a hot-twist testing apparatus is shown in Figure 6-1.
Several investigatorsg(lZ, ,44,5) have used devicer similar to this. Clark and Rubs(4)

modified the apparatus to measurs both revolutions to failure and torque- a&s comparative
values for forgeability and flow stress, respectively, at various temperatures. Data
obtained on both properties are usieful for estimating optimum forging temperatures. A
report by Tout and Banning( 5 ) provides useful details on how variables in the twist test
influence the results obtaintd. In general, b::- - the number of twists to failure and the

torque required for twisting increase with increasirng rotational speeds at any given
temperature.

PVROML'TER

COUNTER

II

II

- _.11......

TWIST SPECIMEN

A. FIXED END B. FURNACE C. ROTATING END

Equipped with beeing Usually resistance typo. Equipped with retaice
columl, torque am, and coofor. Power suplled
semetimes a $eel* for by Is** or *Age suitable

Moesuring torque. rotating device.

FIGURE 6.1. SCHEMATIC DIAG.AM OF HOT-TWIST TESTING APPARATU"
FOR MEASURING FO'GEABILITY OF METALS

Upset Test. This test usually consiastn of ,ipset forging a ,ceries of cyllndrical bil-

lets to various thicknesses, or to the same thickness but with va. /ang billet length-to-

diameter ratios. The limit for upset forging without failure by ra.iall or peripheral
cracking is considered a measure of forgeability. This te.st is the one rnn ,t.idely nrte'

by the forging industry. it "- also useful to some extent for detern:-Ari I-All, il. ctlcan-

liaess, since segregation, seams, and porosity cause rupturing.

k•otcbed-Bar Upoet Test. This test is essentially the same as the upset test except

that longitudinal notches are machined into the test bars before upsetting.( 6 ) Proponents

of this tev argue that the notch causes more severe stress concentrations, repTtasenting
a more re" *.e index of the forgeability to be expected in a complex forging die.



Notchci -bat upseL test samples are prepared by quartering a billet longitudinally
into four test bars. This exposes center mater~al along one corner (f each test samp'L.
Longitudinal notches are machined into the test samples according to the sketc'h shown
in Figure 6-2. Two notch-root radii (1. 0 rrnn and 0. i 5 irn) are used un alternate faces.
A weld button iAi often placed on one corner for identifying the center and surface mate-
rial after forging.

1.0-MM- RADIUS NOTCH - - -

CAIPS0N-ST EEL
WELD DEPOSIT

t•' .. RADIUS

- NOTC

-I" .X/2(2

FIGURE 6.2. METHOD Of PREPARING SPECIMENS FOR
NOTCHED-BAR UPSET FORGEABILITY TEST

The teut samples are hetated and upset forged to a height reduction of 4:1 at tern-
peraturei prescribed for the material. More than one temperature may be studied,

depending on prior experience with the alloy in question. Because of the stress concen-
trations, the bars ar.3 most likely to exhibit rupturing in the notched areas.

The following rating systen has bee-i devised for comparing and recording the tee-
data: If no ruptures are observed, a rating of 0 is applied. If the ruptures are small,
discontinuouu, and scattered, the rating is 1. Higher rating numbers indicate an in-
creasing incidence and depth of ruptures. Figure 6-3 illustrates this suggested
numerical rating for four degrees of rupturing.

The usefulness of this test is illustrated in Figure 6-4, which compares rings
rolled from heats of Type 403 stainles, steel exnibiting forgeability ratings of 0 and 4.

The ring rolled from the heat with a rating o 0 was sound, while the ring frot., the heat
with a rating of 4 ruptured extensively.

This test is certainly inore sensitive than simple upset testing. Reportedly, un-
notched billets from heats having a notched-bar torg.e:•bility rating of 5 may be perfectly
sound after similar reductions by simple upset.ting. In such cases, thE. •ir•plo up~tetI test usually indicates a deceptively higher degree of forgeability than realized in pr-ac-
tic*. Thus, the notched-bar upset is particularly useful for idcntif,,ing rna-•erials 1-- "'ng
marginal forgeability.

Hot-In-la.•t Tensile Test. This tension test is condvcted in a convEntional impact-
test machine(7) Ac shown schematically in Figui e 6-5. The test in particularly suitable
for determininn forgeability of strain-rate-sensitive and precipitation-hardenaole allcys.

II
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44 a
'~~~-44jL* *~ Noting 3

.. . .. " - Rating 4

FIGURE 6-&, SUGGESTED RATING SYSTEM FOR .NOW"'0CHIDAR UP,•:,T$ THAT
.TXHI1BIT PkOGRESSIVELY POORER FORGEABILITY
Rating of 0 would bK free of ruptures in Rtihangd ar.

(Photograph courtesy of The Ladish Comporty)
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FIXED
SUPPORT (B)

SCALE (F)

MOVABLE
SUPPORT ( L)

SECTION X-X I I
PENDULUM (D)

TEST BAR (A)I I FIXED SUPPORT (B)

MOVABLE %
SUPPORT (C) r

L I - IMPACT

FL -- - - TUP (E)..

x xr

BASE

FRONT VIEW SIDE VIEW
(WITH PENDULUM IN

STRIKING POSITION)

SEQIJENCE

(1) I�H.d ltons test her (A) is pleced in fAxnd wipet (a) and
,,,le ewt (Q

() Pendulum (D) Is released and Inpoct p•- (I) swikl.s usble
,we (C)

(3) Tensioe tst her reA.s el aud w mW to klb) Is ,d I,. , scale '",

FIGURE 6-5. SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF IMPACT-TEST MACHIr-,t
ADAPTED FOR DETE.dINIt.G PORGEABILITY



Superalloys, for exainple, begin to bhow prcc%,itation reactions at relatively high tuin
peratures. When precipitation takes place, the alloys often demenst.-ate great.,y redukc ei

forgeability along with rapidly increasing resistance to defortmation. rhe hot-impac:t
tensile test gives qualitative data -n both properties by ;.,easuring, respectivxely, reduc
tion in area and the foot-pounds of energy. Since the test does not evaluate metal clean-
liness or surface quality, it is usually supplemented by a series of upset tests.

Tension and Compression Tests. These tests are ordinarily performed in conv en-
tional tension-test machines which havy rdm velociLie-s on the order of I in. imin. Thus,
strain rates obtainable are considerably lower tbhan: ..L. of ordinary forging equipment.
However, tensile-test data (stress, elongation, and redt ction in area) obtainea at tem-
peratures corresponding to forging temperatures are useful for indicating whcre beha-.-ior
such as strain hardening, grain growth, and incipient melting occurs. As the testing
temperature is increased, a sharp rise in ductilitl usually denotes the onset of the not-
working range; a gradual Iv-,s oi ductility usually indicates grain growth; and a sharp
drop of ductility often indicates either incipient melting or the appeararco of a second
phase. Precipitation-hardenable nickel-base superallcys, for ex-.rnple, ordinarily
exhibit a drop in tensile ductility at temperatures where precipitation takes place.

Compression tests would be expected to provide values more useful for estimating
forging pressures. For instance, plnie-strain compression tests can be made to judge
the constraint .. nposcd by undeformed material adjacent to the specimuen. Unfortunately,
it is desirable that the compression anvils be heated to the testing te:.Pperature and, at
the same time, be stronger than the material being investigated. Consequently, the
compiession test is seldom uaed for evaluating forging characteristics of metals forged
much above 1200 F.

Choice of Tests. The proper choice among forgeability tests depends somewhat on
the properties of the alloy being tested. Based on known correlations of test values with
forging performance, the hot-twis. test is particularly useful for evaluating the forge-
ability of carbon, low-alloy, and stainless steels, which are forged relatively high in
their hot-working temperature ranges. However, the test fails to correlate with the
forging performance of metals deformed at comparatively low temperatures because
work-hardening effects cause the twistin6 zone to shift during testing. Tension tests,
performed either in impact or tensile-test machines, provide data on ductility which
agree to some extent with the forgeability of metals at cold-working .er: 'ires.
Probably the best combination of tests for forgeability consists of laboratory-scale tests
to pinpoint the temperature ranges for optimum forgeability followed by upset (notched
or unnotched) tests on full-size billets. Tlhe upset tests should be conducted at ior.ing
rates comparable to those expected for actual die forging and with a reduction of at least
50 and preferably 75 per cent.

METALLURGICAL FACTORS INFLUENCING FORGEABILITY

Pure metals behave classically during forging in that those having -cez.e~ed
cubic, body-centcred cubic, and close-packed hexagonsl cry~tallire strut," ies generally
exhibit decrt-'±ng !orgeabiltv in that order. Once the pure metals are in~entionally or
unintentionally allnyed with ather elements, however, these classical distinctions

I



Y I1. Pure Metals and Single-Phase Aiikys
I (a) Aluminum alloys
" I (b) Tantalum alloys

I -- N (c) Lolumblum alloys

I1. Pure Metals and Single-Phase Alloys
Trn Exhibiting Rapid Crain Growth

(a) Beryllium

(b) Magnesium alloys

(0) Tungsten alloys
(d) All.beta titanium alloys

--0 Ill. Allois Containing Elements That Form
lVsoluble Compounds

/IV (a) ResulfurlT-,• ot•:

(b) Stainless steel containing selenium

_III_ _ IV. Alloys Containing Elements That Form

0 Soluble Compounds
CA (a) Molybdenum alloys containing oxides

(b) Stainless .,teol containing soluble

S SINGLE PHASE r TWO PHASE carbide& or nitrides

V. Alloys Forming Ductile Second Phase

0U -4 V on Heating
2 I I(a) High-chromium stainless steels

I I VI. Alloys Forming Low-Melting Seccaid
I • VI I Phase on Heating

'T (a) Iron containing sulfur
Li I (b) Magnesium alloys containing zin,:

VII. Alloys Forming Ductile Second Phase
TWO PHASE SINGLE PHASE I on Cooling

(a) Carbon and low-allay steels

(b) Alpha-beta and alpha-titanium alloys

VI I Vill. Alloys Forming Brittla Second Phase
on Coolir•p

II (a) Superalloys
(b) Preclpitation-hardenable sininless

INCREASING TEMPERATURE
T. - melti•a temp-r.,ture.

FIGURE 6-6. EIGHT TYPICAL FORGEAPILITY BEHAVIORS EXHIOITý':D
BY DIFFERENT ALLOY SYSTEMS
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attributed to atomic stracture do not always prcvail because of the many oLher inter r:z-g lated variables. The most important metallurgical variables are:

(1) Composition and purity

(2) Numbur of phases present
(3) Grain size.

In general, the forgeabilities of metals and alloys increase with increasing temperature.

However, there are eight distinct forgeability behaviors exhibited by the various alloy

systems as they are affected by these three variables, with increasing temperature.

These behaviors are exemplified by the curves shnw... 'n Figure 6-6.

Pure metals and single-phase allnys exhibit increasing forgeability with increasing

temperature (Type I). However, as temperature increases, grain growth occurs and

sorme of the pure metals and single-phase alloys exhibit reduced forgeability with in-

creasing grain size (Type .i). The adverse affect of increasing grain size on forgeability

is particularly significant when brittle compounds are formed on the grain boundaries.

Figure 6-7 represents the typical influence of grain size and temperature on the forge-

ability of solid-solution alloys and alloys containing elements that form insoluble com-

p,.u nds. Metals containing fine grains have much larger grain-boundary surface area

than those with coarse grains. Hence, in metals that contain insoluble compounds, a

fine grain size produces a lower concentration of the compounds at the grain boundaries

and forgeability is far better. Molybdenum and tungsten alloys show this grain-size de-

pendency more than most metals because they have extremely low sclubilities for ow.-

gen, nitrogen, and other elements that form brittle compounds. Ordinarily, solid-

solution alloys show only slightly reduced forgeability with increasing grain size.

1 DUCTILE - SOLID-SOLUTION ALLOY

ALLOY CONTAINING ELEMENTS THATI• .•1 • / ,~O RM"II•SIWCUB1U-GOMMOUND S ---

FIGURE 6.7.
2 /< TYPICAL INFLUENCE OF

'. GRAIN SIZE ON THE

FORGEABILITY OF

BRITTLE METALS CONTAINING
SOLUBLE AND INSOt '"' F
COMPOUNDS WHEN

INCREASING GRAIN SIZE FORGED AT A GIVEN
TEMPERATURE

Alloys containing elements that form insoluble cempounds* (Type III) exhibit

brittle behavior regardless of forging temperature. However, if the cc ipounds dissolve

with increasing temperature ('t'ype IV), ±crgeability is improved and, onec *omplete

solution takes place, the alloys exhibit forgeability behavior much like that of thb nu -e

meta'.• and single-phase alloys.

I*Disinctan is bna et una and phases in this discussion Although snmetimes called intermediate phases, coinm-

pounds are considered a, having distinctive stoichiometric ratios of elements.

I
I -'
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Thus, the interactioLI of such fac~ors as grain growth and the formation of in-
soluble compounds complicates forgeability behavior. For example, an effort to im-
prove the forgeability of an alloy by increasing the forging terrnperatuv' ,nay actually L.aa
to reduced forgeability because of grain growth .nd the accomparying brittle grain-
boundary condition.

The behaviors of Types V rhrough VIII illustrate how the forgeabilities of alloys
are influenced by second phases* of t..Aferent characteristics. Two-phast- alloys are

generally less forgeable than are single-phase alloys. This is especially true if the
second phase is present in small amoun's. In hot-twist studies on chromium and
chromium-ni.keA stainless steels-, F. K. Bloom et al. (3), found that hot workability
dropped rapidly as the second phase, delta ferrite, began to form upon heating the other-

wise austenitic alloys. The hot workability was slowly re, tored when the amount of
delta ferrite increased in propor '. -s above about 15 per cent of the rn:crostructu'e.
Alloys containing totally ferritic .-cructures generally showed better hot-twist ductility

than did those containing all austenite. Figure 6-8 depicts how a totally austenitic steel
will behave if it transforms entirely to ferrite upon heating. *

A AUSTEMT9 AUSTENITE PLUS EL?
DELTA FERRITE :R

-,I V

I MELTINC,S~POINT

INCREASING TEMPERATURE

FIGURE INFLUENCE OF DELTA FERRITE ON THE TWIST DUCTILITY
OF HIGH.CHROMIUM STAiNLESS STEELS

It will be noticed that the forgeability of these steels is markedly reduced wls-L either of
the two phases is present in small rroptiours. Yet, both phases artc individually

ductile.

* Distinction is made between compounds and phases In this discusston. Aldhough torn.tmires called im: rncdiý.ý p1 e conm-
pounds are considered as having distinctive. toichlom•tric ratios of elements.
Nor.. of the individual comporitions studied by Bloom, et aL, covered the full range of behavi',r :.ikatee, but th.- surhors
selected sev,•raI comp)sltions that contained varlowE proportient of the two .haz-s. In ti's way th, si-dled the rsisge of
microstruc are. 4 o•af totally A,,wl:ic to totally ferrftic.
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When a second phase is considerably weaker than the matrix or when the seconid

phase is brittle, forgeability decreases rapidly with increasing amouats of tlhe secona

phase. Second phases with low melting points have a similar effect. When the melting

points of such ?1-ase3 are exceeded during £irging, th. al.oys ruptuire during deforma-

tion. This latt.er condition is termed "hot shortness", and the temperature at which it
occurs is called the "incipient" melting temperature.

Another influence of a second pnase Zs found in alloys which form second phases

on cooling from forging temperatures. .Most superalloys for'example, contain

precipitation-hardening additions that cause precipitation to occur in the matrix phase

if forging temperatures are below the solid-sulution tL.uperatures. This effect becomes

increasingly pronounced with increasing amounts of allo/ing elements that form second

phases. Such alloys exhibit minimmn as well as maximum forging temperatures, a.,

shown in Figure 6-9. The Carpenter Steel Company( 7 ) has conducted some notable

stu,.ies of this effect ubing the hot-impact tensile test. Its work on the iron-base super-

alloy V-57 showed that ductility was at a maximum between 1700 F and 2000 F, as il-

lustrated .-. Figure 6-10.

POOR FORGEASILITY

lur OW.MELTING PHASES

FIGURE 6.4. TYPICAL INFLUENCE OF O I F T U
ALLOYING ELEMENTS GOOD PORGING TEMPEfATURE RANGE
THAT FORM SECOND
PHASES ON T141 RANGE
OF TEMPERATURES FOR
GOOD FORGEABILITY HARwNING
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The quantity, distribution, and s.h, pe of second phases and compound.; all ,avt a
strung influence on forgeability. If these components are conc.intrated at grair bound-

aries iii the form of distinct globular or isolated inclusions, the/ ate les:;s harmful th..'n

if they form a continuous grain-bo..ndar'y film. TVe mo.:t favorable location of seconc

phases and compounds is within the grains.

The influence of variations ir temperature on the forgeability of mcL..l6 is a sub-

ject of considerable study, especia.ly with steels. Gontractor and Morgan( 8 ) made an

extensive review of the literature con the subject and observed that the hot-twist test

seemed to be the best technique for measuring hot workability of steels ovwr the hot-

working temperature ranges. The hot-twist to .J ?eemed particularly well ouited to

evaluating forgeability for hot-piercing operations

All investigators concluded that the forgeabilities of metals increase with increas-

Ing temperatures until a temperature is rea-hed where either a second phase appe;,rs,

melting begins, or, r. so.ne instances, grain growth is excessive. Practical limits to

increasing forging temperatures are imposed by oxidation or contamination reactions

that occur when the hot metal is exposed to the at-nosphere during forging. Theme

limits are described in later chapters on individual forging-alloy systems.

MECHANICAL FACTORS INFLUENCING FORGEABILITY

In addition to metallurgical factors, strain rate and strevs distribution also in-

fluence the forgeability of metals. It is widely known, for example, that magnesium and

its alloys exhibit considlerably bctter forgeability when deformed in presses than in the

faster hammers. Carbon and low-alloy steels, on the other hand, forge as well or bet-

ter at higher deformation raten. As pointed out earlier, metals exhibit increasing flow

stresses with increasing strain rates, and this relative increase becomes more pro-

nounced at higheor temperatures. It thus seems logical that ductility should decrease in

some proportion to the inmrease in flow stress. This is essentially true fo. magnesium

and boryllium, but the beha, 'or is n,.t characteristic of carbon and low-allo" stee&l..

In general, metals exhibiting low ductility at cold-working temperatures show re-

duced forgeability at increasing strain rates, and metals exhibiting high ductility at cold-

working temperatures are not noticeably affected by increasing strain rates. Metals ex-

hibiting these two types of behavior are:

Low Ductility Nigh Ductility

Be ryllium Silver
Magr.esiui Nickel
Zinc Iron

Zirconium Copper

Titanium Aluminum
Tantalum

It is readily apparent that it. least ductile typed are those containiny :li, h-x:na1

clo3e-packed crystalline structures. The forgeabilities of these ine-tals are also the

most sen~itive to increasing strain rates at forging taniperat ires.

M-.talv containir.g coarse grains are inore affected by strain rate than are metals

containing fi:e grains. Early work showed t'nat magnesium cosvld be hammer forgea,
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providing fine grains were first obtained by press forg,.ng. (9) This bh'havior correlates
well with room-temperature test data that show decreasing elongatioi, vith lacreasing
grain sizes for AZ80 magnesium alloy. (10)

I Grain Size Elongation,%

ASTM 0-1 3-4
AS'rm 5-7 9-1.

It is common forging practice to break down coarse-g'ained, as-caut ing(.ts of aliLvys
such as high-nickel stainless steels, superalloys, ana aluminum alloys by press forging
rather than by hammer forging because the ingots are lebs likely to crack during de-
formation at low strain rates.

When metals are forped rapidly, the work ot deio-mation n-an cause significant

temperature increases that, in turn, can affect forgeability. At very high deformation
speeds, th(. temperature rise may be enough to cause incipient melting ot phase change,
both of which reduce forgeability. Alloys containing second phases or compounds are
more likely to exhibit decreasing forgeability with increasing deformation speeds . On
the uther hand, single-phase alloys super-saturated with a second phase will usually
exhibit better forgeability st higher strain rates. Embrittjement from precipitation of
the second phase during deformaation may occur at lower wtrain rates-. Atthe higher
rates, precipitation usually takes place after the deformation and- the alloy behaves like
a normal, single-phase all~y. For these reasons, changes in forgeability attributable

solely to strain rate are difficult to isolate from temperature effects.

A significant factor contributing to variations in forgeability is the type of stresses
applied to the metal during deformation. During ordinary forging operations, the 'york-
piece is exposed to a combination of compressi'e, tensile, and shoar stresses. Rap-
tures are normally associated with tensile and shear stresses. As a general rule,
therefore, it is important to provide compressive support to those portions of a less-
forgeable material that are normally exposed to the tensile and shear stresses.

rEven simple upset forging can produce a variety of stress conditions that affect
forgeability. In studies with copper cylinders, Cook(II) showed that metal deformation
during upset forging was nonuniform; the metal in contact with and adjacent to flat-die
surfaces was virtually unworked, while the metal toward the specimen centers was de-
formed more severely than indicated by the simple reduction of heIgg.t. &. ... by

I Wagner and Boulger(12) and Tomlinson and Stringer(13) show similar nonunifoirm de-
I formations during upset forging of steel cylinde"s. Both studies show that, as th.

cylinders are upset, the unworked regions at the u•rds (called ':dead-metal zones~'
remala erps••L•illy unworked until thcy meet at the center. In both studies, the de•ad-
metal zone was found to be approximately in the shapc nf a 120-degree cone. Figure. 6-l1
shows this effect schenmatically. Until these cones meet, the dead-met"' hones do not
begin to deform. Wagner and Boulger's studies were made on low-carbon steel billexs
with inserts of high-carbon steel rods; the Tomlinson and Stringer studies were r..adli on
imild-steel billets with a central nolo.

The Torr'i:t,,n and Stringer upset studies (Figure 6-! lb) shoved th t che metal at
the billet centcra flowa out, ;.-d until the dead-motal zones meet in the center. At this
point. the metal flaw reverfies and causes the hole to close and continue to weld as the
upset continues. They observed that the dead-metal zones retain essentially the same

Sconical geometry cylinders varying in height-to-diameter ratios between I- I and Z: .

I



providing fine grains were first obtained by press forg-.ng. (9) This behavior correlates
well with room-temperature test data that show decreasing elongatio.i wit!-. ýn reasing

grain sizes for AZ80 magnesium alloy. (10)

I Grain Size Elongation, 0

ASTM 0-1 3-4
ASTM 5-7 9-12

It is common forging practice to break down coarse-grained, as-cast ingots of al1.-,ys

such as high-nickel stainless steels, suparalloye, azi.' ýaurninum alloys by press torging

rather than by hammer forging because the ingots are less likely to crack during de-

formation at low strain rates.

When metals are forged rapidly, the work o: deformation can cause significant

temperature increases that, in turn, car affect forgeability. At very high deformation

speeds, the temperature rise may be enough to cause incipient melting on phase change,

both of which reduce forgeability. Alloys containing second phases or compounds are

i more likely to exhibit decreasing forgeability with increasing deformation speeds. On

the other hand, single-phase alloys su-,r-raturated wivth a second phase will usually

exhibit better forgeability at higher strain rates. Embrittlement from precipitation of

the second phase during defor.riation may occur at lower strain rates. At the higher
rates, precipitation usually takes place after the deformation and the alloy behaves like
a normal, single-phase alloy. For these reasons, changes in forgeability attributable

solely to strain rate are difficult to isolate from temperature effects.

A significant factor contributing to variations in forgeability is the type of stresses

applied to the metal during deformsaion. During ordinary forging operations, the work-

piece is exposed to a combination of compressive, tensile, and shear stresses. Rup-

tures are normally associated with tensile and shear stresses. As a general rul,

therefore, it is important to provide compressive support to those portions of a iess-

forgeable material that are norrn_&.ly exposed to the tensile and shear stresses.

Even simple upset forging can produce a variety of stress conditions that affect

forgeability. In studies with copper cylinders, Cook( I) showed that metal deformation

during upset forging was nonuniform; the metal in contact with and adjacent to flat-die

surfaces was virtually unworked, while the metal toward the specimen centers was de-

formed more severely than indicated by the simple reduction of height. T' "es by

Wagner and Boulger(12) and Tomlinson and Stringer(13) show similar nonuniform de-

formations during upset forging of steel cylinders. Both studies show that, as the

cylinders are upset, the unworked regions Lt trhe ends (called "dead-metal zones")

remain essentially unworked until they meet at the center. In both studies, the dead-

metal zone was found to be approximately in the shape of a 120-degree cone. Figure 6-il

shows this effect schematically. Until thase cone4 nmeet, the dead-metp' zonros do not

begin to deform. Wagner and Boulger's studies were made on low-carbon steel billcts
X, rserts of high-carbon steel rods; the Tomlinson and Stringer studies were : .ae on

steel billets with a central h;e.

The Tomlinson and Stringer upset studies (Figure 6-17b) sh-wed tl .t he metal at

the billet cevrer. flows olatn." ,.d until the dead-metal zones mneet in the ceater. At this

point, the metal Vkow reverses and causes the hole to close and c ýatinue to weld as the

ups÷t continues. They observed that the dead-metal zones retain essentially the same

cor .eomnetry •or cylinders varying in height-to-diameter ratios between 1A and : 1.

j
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"DPtAD-METAL ZONE'

HOLE OPENS

HOLE CLOSES

HOLE WELDS

A. Defoermtion Pattern in S. Defaeuteui Pattern i, C. Distributien of Defeometion
Upset Billet With Jpset Billet With Based on A and a
Insei~ed Grid Reds Center Holem i .1"wrked metal
[Wagner O & 3lgr( 12 )j [TomlinsIn & Strlner( 13 )] mrs e t ":rr..

Lost to deform

FIGURE 6-11. DEFORMATION PATTERNS IN CYLINDRICAL BILLETS
UPSET FORGED BETWEPA FLAT DIES



These points about upset forging are clear:

(1) Metal deformation during forging is nonuniform.

(2) Billet centers are expoFed to ra `-.al tensile stresses during the initial
stages of forging.

I (3) Stresses at the billet centers brc.ýome entirely compressive once the
dead-metal zones meet. This occurs at a height-to-diai.aeter ratiog of approximately 1:2.

When lubrication is applied to flat dies during upset forging, these s,.ress-
distribution patterns change considerably. An analysis of work done. by three investig.i-
tors(l 2 , 14, 15) shows that the shape of upset-forged samples can change with decreasing
fri,1tion, as illustrated in Figure 6-12. The increasing diametv'rs of the concentric
rings show that decreasing the surface friction causes increasing amounts of surface-

metal flow. This produces more uniform stress distribution and, in tur,&, more uniformn
metal flow (Figure 6 -12c). When friction is almost conpletely eliminated, conditions
can be such that the surface metal spreads more thar, the center material (Figure 6-1 ad)

This occurs frequently when forging metals such as aluwninurn and magrnesiun on dies
heated to or above the temperature of the workpiece. Thus, an infinite c(,mbinailon of
stresses ca.n exist during upsot forging depending on (1) the h//D ratio and (2) the amount

of surface spread.

The arrows deno.te the relative magnitude of radial displacement from tin' cwe..lr. axia.

I
*DED-MTALZONE'

II DECREASING CO'_ICIENT 'IF FRICTION BETWEEN DIE AND WORKPIECE

A. Original Billet With B. Little or No Surface C. Surface Spreads Almost D. Surface Spreadt More
Eqval.Spaced Grid Spread; Largo as Much as Centor; Then Center; Wo
Markings Dead.Metal Zone Shallow need-Metal Deed-Metal Zene

| 7.one

J FIGURE 6.12. SCHEMATIC DRAWING SHOWING THE INFLUENCE OF DECREASINGi
FRICTIOtN ON THE DiSTRIBUTION OF DkrFOlMAT!ON 91
UPSET FORGIN6S

'Table 6-1 iits several metals and alloys that are c.itinidere,' less- tgeable
materials. '.hey are groin .'3 into categories according to khe range of upset reductions
obtainable bet-veeri flat dies. Forgr.;bility during uptet forging depends on the nature of
the billet to some extent. A weak-cent! red billet, for example, Is best upset forged

!I
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with minimurn spread to avoid ruptures , the die surface. Convergely, a billet con-
taining surface and subsurface defects is beat upset forged with maxirniun1 spread to
provide maximum compressive stress at the billet sides. Relatively brittle materials
are beat forged with an h/D ratio of leses than 1I: h-tween nonlubricated dies. Center
mate,.'al it then exposed to compressive stresses at the outset of deformation and
therefore in lees likely to rupture. This observation corresponds well w-th the prac-
tices used to forge metals exhibitir-' poor forgeability je. g. , free-machining steels,
two-phase alloys, and cast ingots). Such metals are usually upset forged with mini-
mum h/D ratios. For example, one company( 9 ) reports the use of 8-inch-diameter
billet stock cult to lengths of Z to 3 inches for forging 9- to 10-inch-diamete- disks
from Types 321 and 347 stainless steels.

TABLE 6-1. EXAMPLES OF LESS-FORGEABLE METALS AND ALLOYS

Approximate Range of Upset Reductions
Obtainable Without Fract•,re Between Flat Dies

Metal or Alloy Condition 0-10 Per Cent 10-Z.5 Per Cent 25-50 Per Cent

Magnesium
AZ80 As cast X
ZK6o As vast X

Colu:r. :ium
Cb-lZr Arc cast X

Nickel
Hastelloy W Air melted X
inco 901 Air melted X

Arc cast X
Waspaloy Arc cast X

Wrought X
Rene 41 Arc cast X

Wrought X

Molybdenum. Arc cast X
ArZ'cst and extruded X

Tungsten Arc cast X
Arc cast and extruded X
Pressed and sintered X

Chromium Arc cast X

Benryllium• Arc cast X
Arc cast and extrv'led X
Hot pressed X

Methods of Improving Forgeability

It has been well estabiA-ed both by theory and in practice that meta3] co-,•l'arx-
tively brittle when forged without lateral support between (lat dies cl,. Le deiorrned su-
c€ssfully when supported completely by compre~aiivL sLt.osses as in xtrusion. There
are sev-va] technique 'In,, Ftffording this necessary support in forging. Some involve the
use of specialy designed dies. Others utili-e rrore ductile materials in the ft'rm of
thick-walled cans, rings, sleeves, etc. , for containment of the workpiece, sometimes
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in combination with specially designed dies. When considering die-torging design with
these latter techniques, it is important to adapt thi shape to accommodate the added
-,rolume of expondable material. Bec.ause .;imultaneoi"!s ietal flow of two dissimilar
metals is diffiL.uit to predict accorately, the designs for tile less-forgeable materials
are generally conservative and represent a minimum complexity in shape.

IVee-Flat Dies. An example of a method for improving forgeability by changing
the stress distribution during forging is exemplified by the "Vee-flat" die arrangement
ised in the conversion of weak-centered ingots. AL; ..hown in Figure 6-13, flat dies
produce maximum stress at the weak billet centers while the Vee-flat dies shift the
maximum stress to the mid-radius positions. Ingots containing center •ogIt2gatlon,
center porosity, or coarse grains will usually exhibit considerably improved forge-
ability when forged in the Vee-flat dies.

IMultiple-Stage Upsetting Dies. Alloys that develop ruptures after small upset
reductions, e.g. , Z0-Z5 per cent, may be upset forged in a series of cylindrical im-
pracion dies having progressively larger diameters, each permitting ZO-25 per cent
reduction. During this sequence, the bulging common to ordinary upset forging between
flat dies is prevented and the billet is upset to cylinders with progressively larger di-
aameters and uhorter lengths. It does not take many stages, however, before the cost
of such an approach becomes expensive.

Essentially, the same principle is employed when upset forging between opposed
conical dies of the type illustrated in Figure 6-14. The tapered cavities of such dies
provide progressively increasing lateral support. The accumulated small reductions
imparted by these techniques usually provide enough deformation to permit recrystal-
lization and Zrain refinement. When this occurs, forgeability often improves

I progressively.

I

FLAT DIES VIE-FLAT DIES

i Arrows diont, dl,*ction and location of maximuim atrp..s.

FIGURE 6.13. PRINCIPLE OF YEE.FLAT FORGING DIE SHOWING HOW MAXltaiUK
STRESSES ARE SHIFTED AWAY FROM THE Cw!NTER O)F
A FCQI4 '1IG BILLET!

I
I
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p~t~mTRAVEL

.I.URE 6.14. SKETCH OF POT DIES
DESIGNED TO PrOVIDE
COMPRESSIVE STRESSES

BILLET ON BILLETS DURING
UPSET FORCING

Back-Extrusion Dieo. The back-extrusion process is a useful method for forging
under essentially compressive stress. In this case, the billet is placed in a container
matching the billet's dimensions and shape. A punch is forced into the billet and the
metal extrudes into the annular space between the container and the punch. The only
portion of the billet that is unsupported by the tools is at the top edges of this part. For
extremely brittle materials, additionail support can be provided in this regiorn by usiz
an expendable ring of back-ug nmateriai in the annuiar space. These back-extrusion
methods are illustrated in Figure 6-15. The use of an expendable back-up material r.-
quires a double-action forging press. This is necessary to provide a controlled force
on the pressure ring that will permit the expendable material to extrude between the
pressure ring and the container as the punch advances. For obvious reasons, these
methods are suitable only to cuplike shapes that are producible by back-extrusion
techniques.

Thici.-Walled Sleeves and Cans. About the most versatile mrethod for pj-ovid•
compressive support to forging billets is the use of thick-walled sleeves and cans Made
from expendable material. However, the process is also probably the most expensive
because the canning material must be machirned to fit the billet. O-'inai'ily, the mate-
rial used for canning has greater plasticity than the billet and thus it flows differently
during forging. Figure 6-16 shows the typical distribution of metal forged i i t.ree
configurations. The rnori? plitic canning material generblly gather4 .n the rc. *ssees
of ,ontour dies.

In. atrn'ary, comparatively brittle materials ran be forged using one or more of
these special tachniqu:.s. For example, beryllium forging studies at three companies( 6 '
17, 18) have demonstrated that hot-prersed, arc-cast, and arc-cast and extruded beryl-
lium can b,! -korged by methods which offer I 'eral constraint. For obvious reasns, how-
ever, the dew' ts are limited to simple, gexerally axisymmetrical shapes.
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Often these tcclmiques can be useC Lo insure recrystallization •n-d grain relineilent
during subsequent annealing. In the majority of cases, this improrves forgeability enoughi
to permit subsequent forging in more conventional designs.

PREDICTING FORGING BEHAVIOR

As a general rule, the differeni.es in forgeability among alloy groups are generally
greater than among alloys within ary one group. Within the iron-base and nickel-base
alloy systems, however, the allo-ys vary from highly forgeabie to those which are corn-
paratively brittle even under the roist carefully. -rntrolled conditions. Thus, in attempt-
ing to rank the commonly forged materials in terms of ease of forging, iL is necessary
to classify the materials both by Mlloy system and by alioy group within the Jlle.; system,
In order of increasing forging difficulty, such a classification would be:

Aluminum alloys
Magnesium alloys
Copper alloys
Carbon and low-alloy steels
Martensitic stainless steels
Maraging steels
AusLenitic stainless steels

Nickel alloys
Semiaustenitic PH stainless steels

Titanium alloys
Iron-base superalloys
Cobalt-base supe ralloys
Columbiumn alloys
Tantalum alloys
Molybdenum alloys
Nickel-base superalloys

n•mgsten alloys
Beryllium

Data on the forging behavior and other characteristics for most of these alloy
groups are given in later chapters. However, it is worthwhile to review here the steps
necessary for making predictions about forging behavior. The first step is to define the
important physical characteristics that influence plastic behavior. =--efly, these are:

(1) Crystalline Structure - The three basic metallic crystalline structures,
close-packed hexagonal, .a:e-,entered cubic, and body-centered -:'1'1ic,
are normally associated with increasing workability, in that order.

(2) Phase Changes - Transformations Ir.;:n one crystalline structure to a
more ductile structure during heating have a pronotanced effect 3n the
plasticity of a metal and, thus, are important in selecting worlir.-
temperatures.

(3) Number of Phases - Since alloys containing two phases e' e generally
less forgehble than these containing one phrse, forging as a general
ru.le should fe done at a tempera:ure sufficiently high to dissolve the
sccond phase completely.
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(4) Solidus Temperature - The lowest temperature at which an alloy

begins to melt defines the upper limiting temperature fo" fi-,bging.

(5) Recrv3tallization Ternperature - The recrystallization temperature
of a metal defines the limits of hot and cold working.

(6) Grain Size - The ductility and, hence, the plasticity of on alloy
improve with decreasing grain size.

(7) Chemical Reactions - Knowledge of surfac, rf-actions of a metatl
when heated in certain environments is important since many
reaction products have an effect on such factors a forgeability,

friction, and final forging quality.

Heving such informa., U.n Lvailable, firdt predictions of forging beh.,vior can be

made. The following examples are typical approaches for two metal alloys, A and B.

Alloy A has a face-centered cubic crystalline structure and contains fine grains. The
alloy retains a single-phase cubic structure from absolute zero Lo melting, which starts

at 5300 F. The alloy recrystallizes when heated in the neighborhooQ of 2200 F, and grain
growth occurs above this temperature. When heated to 1000 F, the alloy begins to
oxidize. At higher temperaýures, the alloy absorbs both oxygen and nitrogen, forming a
hard, contamiT-ated -wrface.

Alloy B has a two-phase structure at room temperature. One phase is close-

packed hexagonal, the other 'a body-c mntered cubic. Upon heating, the hexagonal struc-
ture transforms continuously to the cubic structure, until the alloy assumes the cubic
structure completely at 1800 F. The presence of the hexagonal phase retards grain

growth of the cubic phase during heating. Above 1800 F, the single-phase cubic struc-
ture exhibits rapid grain growth. The cubic structure is retained until melting begins
at 2900 F. Similar to Alloy A, Alloy B oxidizes slowly until heated above 1000 F,

where both oxidation and contami ttion be,;ome increasingly rapid.

From these brief descriptions of Alloys A and B*, it is possible to make the fol-
lowing predictions about forging behavior:

(1) Alloy A will require increasing forging pressure with increasing reduc-

tions when forged at temperatures up to 2200 F (cold-working behavior).

(2) Alloys A and B will exhibit hot-worl,'ng behaviors at forging tempei.

tures above 2200 F and 1800 F, res,-'.tively.

( 3) To prevent oxidation and contamination, both alloys require protection
by suitable atmospheres or coatings if hea+ed above 1000 F.

j (4) Alloy B should be forged at temperatures in the vicinity of 180I F.

Higher temperaturet; would promote grain growth- iuwcr: t-!mnpe ature.

would reduce forgeability.

(5) AlhIt, -% should be ductile at low temperaturcs; thus, for,;ing te aperatures
of 1000 F or low,: are suitable. Use ,f forging temperatures above 1000 F

would provide little significant advantage unless the temperature exe-eeded

2Z00 •, where the alloy would exhibit hot-working behavior.

Alloys fitting the descri .s of Alloys A and 8 are Ta-30Cb-7. 5V and Ti-6A1-4V, respectively.

[I
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This knowledge of expected forging .,ehavior of the alloys in itself is not suffiicint
to establish a suitable forging practice. In addition, it is necessary to obtain at least
the following types of data on the alloys:

(1) Flow Stress and/or Upsetting Pressure -. Measurements of flow stress
and/or upsetting pressure are useful for estimating forging prescures

and equipment requiren-,-ts for a given alloy. The upsetting pressure
is a better measure of forg--ng-pressure requirements because it takes
into account the effects of friction.

(2) Tensile Strength ane. Elongation - Teole properties at elevated tem-
peratures usually are more readily avail.hble than data on flow ttzess;
or upsetting pressure and can be used as a guide to the selection of
forging conditions. Comparisons of yield strength provide a measure

of the relative forging-pressure requirements. Similarly, data on

tensile elon,-tio.i and reduction of area at elevated temperatures are
useful for estimating forging-temperature ranges.

(3) Plastic Range - It is important to know the temperaLure range where
grain growth becomes excessive because of its effect on plasticity. In

general, this temperature range becomes the upper limit for forging.
The lowel linait is determined by phase changes, embrittlement, or
.n impractically high forging pressure.

(4) Strain-Rate Sensitivity - All metals exhibit an increase in flow stress
with increasing strain rate, but do not necessarily exhibit reduced
ductility. Data on the effect of strain rate obtained by conducting
comparable upset forgeability tests in both hammers and presses are

useful in selecting f.•rging equipment.

It should be emphasized, in addition, that, no matter how effective a method seems to be

for selecting conditions for f-rglng, ." "s impossible to expect a consistent r5spon. :-
forging if the starting material in not uniform. Segregation, porosity, and heterogeneity

all contribute to forgeability variations. Common practice in forge shops, therefore,

consists of conducting preliminary upset forgeability studies on many of the ircoming

forging billets to assure a reasonable degree of tniformity.
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CHAPTER 7

ALUMINUM FORGING ALLOYS

Crystalline Structure: Face-contitear vuc

Phs.. Chenges: None

"Nwmeb of Phas.s: Generally one phase at forging temperatures

Liquid.s Temperetin. *oneo: 1180 to 1215 F

aelldus Tempertvre Renge: 890 to 1195 F

Reactions When Heated in Air Oxidation (not continuous)

ALLOYS AND FOIWMS AVAILABLE

The compositions of seven aluminum alloys most frequently specified in the form of
die forgings are given in Table 7-1. Included are data useful for predicting forging be-
havior of each alloy. Data for unalloyed aluminum (Grade 1100) are included for com-
parison purposes.

Billet stock is produced from continuovsly cast ingots that are normally converted
by press forging to square bars an. then rolled to rounds or plate. Large billets (over
12-inch-square cross section) are usually furnished as square bars.

FORGING BEHAVIOR

Typical stress-strain curves for 1100 aluminum at various temperatures and at a
constant strain rate are given in Figure 7-1. Figure 7-a shows how thA flow stress at a
constant reduction increases with incraksi.ng strain rate at various temperatures. N'non
these graphs are combined they may be used to form a family of stress-strain curves for
each temperature, depending on the strain rate. Four sets of such stress-strain curves
are given in Figure 7-3 showing how the stross shifts upward with increas, ng et.ais, rate.

The stress-strain curves at 840 F actually overlap the curves obtained at 1040 F. At
these temperatures, a 40-fold increase in strain rate is essentially equal to a 130 l' ise-
crease in temperature. Kent(5 ) c!u01 ,;d the influenca of temperatu:e on thL reductiot-
obtainabl-b on 1100 aluminum when forged under constant drop-weight condb -ons. .'he
findings of this work are presented in Figure 7-4 whica sab.wa quantitativt,'; ',ow the
upset roductio., a. constant *'pit energy increases with mncreasing temperature.I

I
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Tensile strengths and elongations ý, several aluminum alloys a. various tenpesia-

tures are presented in Figures 7-5 and 7-6, respectively. Table 7-2 presents elevated

temperature yield strengths of two alloys when tested at two strain rales, and shows

that the yield strength increases with in-rreasing ,itrain rate. This is similar to the

strain..rate effect described earlier for 1100 aluminum.

TABLE 7-2. INFLUENCE :F STRAIN RATE ON Tii" ELEVATED-rEMiERATURC
YIELD STREN!,THS OF TWO ALUMINUM ALLOYS( 6 )

Strain Rate. Y&.d Strena , ps. at Temperatures Indica-d(a)
Alloy in. /in./sec 500 F 600 F '700 F

2014 0.01 35,000 25,000 5.000
1.0 42,000 30.000 --

7075 0.01 30.000 20,000 5,000
1.0 38,000 74,000 --

(a) Data for both alloys are for the solution-treated-and-aged condition (T6).

Neither of the above forms of data indicate the actual forging pressures because

the values were determined at strain rates considerably lower than that of conventional

forging equipment. However, the data provide useful information about relative forging
pressure and forgeability when comparing the alloys with each other. For example,

the 7075 alloy which is relatively difficult to forge has nearly tea times the strength of

1100 aluminum at 700 F.

The elongation of aJl the alloys rises sharply at temperatures corresponding

approximately with the onset of recrystallization. With increasing temperatures, the

elongation values reach a maximum, then begin to drop - first gradually as grain

growth occurs, then sharply when melting begins. For these reasons, elevated-

temperature elongation values serve as a guide to selecting forging temperature by

indirectly identifying the temperatures for recrystallization, grain growth, and ,

Figure 7-7 compares elevated-temperature strength properties with actual forgirtg-

pressure data for 1100 and 6061. The forging-pressure curves are given for increasing

levels of reduction. As expected, the forging pressures are higher, but are in approxi-

mately the same proportion as the tensile strengths. On the basis of the curves shown

for 6061, the alloy changes from cold-working behavior to hot-working behavior
gradually between 750 F and 900 F under press-forging conditicne,

INFLUENCE Or FORGING VARIABLES ON

MECHANICAL PROPERTIES

Mechanical properties of aluminurn-alloy forgings are developed primar.ly thro.'gh
a duplex heat treatment. For most alloys this consists of solution heat treai n4g at a

temperature just below th. cl.ldus temperature, water queuching, the.n agiii,; b..ween

250 and 350 F for several hours. The heat treatment of specific alur:-i•um alloyli il

w..ll covered in the 8th Edition of the ASM Metals iat.'dbzok, "ol 1(3'.

Heot treatable aluminum alloys are generally strengthened slightly by forging in

the hot-working range. This is due, in part, to the accompaiying reduction of grain size
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and, to a curta. ... pladh I h . -ardening that occurs at the working temnpera-
tures. Whet, , 'tA-1 huat treated, the precipitating ptL..ses z.re adequately
dissolved and -=o I(, i tri~nm 14a-"frnum strength tl-ii is obtained

by aging. Alu-' ro"ly used in th6 as-forged conditior..

IThe forgii "o conditions which iadluence the heat-treAted
properties of M ~ -'m% and final grain size. Wrought alumniavrn-

alloy bar& gene -y u-actility, the maximum in the longitudinal
direction of the L it the trans~verse direction. The transverse

ductility can be in 11" bar in def ,-mod to produce flow in the trans-
verse or lateral d! *' * depicts the typic-tl tensile- elongation vi.lonv of
alumint; V~, a* '*. 4 ttir forging to impart increasing amounta; of lateral
flow. t-ongitudinia * ditto assentially constant while the long-trsansverse
elo.-agation increases ". Awiag reduction. The short-transverse elongation either
remains essentially cuflnL.4,a ci It will decrease slightly if the reduction is exceedingly
high. Lowest short-tranoverso elongation thus occurs adjacent to the parting line (see

section on Grain Flow).

15 LONGITUDINAL

10 A N7RA S V ERS E

I 5
Vt SNORT TRANSVERSE ALLOY 2014-T6 FIGURE 748.

9 0 INFLUENCE OF FORGING
is LNPUIA REDUCTION ON THE TENSILE

15 LONGITUDINAL____ ELONGATION OF ALUMINUM
11I0N TRANSVERSE

~ 10 LONG7 ALL-T6

01SHORT TRANSVERSE .. O775T

IWROUGHT INCREASING REDUCTION CAUSINGIBAR LATERAL METAL FLOW ----- 0

I COMMENTARY ON FORGING PRACTICES
out of the family of structural metals a&c alloys, the alumLiumn alloys arc m~ostI readily forged to precise, intricate shapes. Th- miost significant reaabons for thi- are:

(1) the alloys are ductile, (2) they can be forged in dies heated to essentially the sante
temperatures as the workpiece, (3) they do not develop scale during heating, and (4) they

require low forging pressures.

The major factors influencing the forgeability of aluminum alloys &,, the solidusI temperature and deformatfon rate. Most of the alloys are fewrged at about 100 F liel-
the sc'lidus temperature. The risk uf incipient melting exiots wi2en conditic-rcc .-!f ýor&6 .hg
promotfe significant temperature increases. Suich inc'eases are caused by o'ther too
rapid or too la -g. 'torging reductions. If incipient melting occurs, the fo-ging3 will
sometimes rupture ,4md wiliv permanently damaged. To Aninimize this risk, forgingI tempt~ratures are ,ften adjusted downward for increasing amounts and/or increa sing
rates of reduction. Examples of how forging temperatures should be adjusted for
different conditior..- -re given in Table 7-3. The 7075 and 7079 alloys exhibit paorer

fcrgeability in harrýers than in prtasses Pand thus are usuall) -'roei forged. Croos
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forging (a series of upset and drawing-out riperations %;onducted between flat dies) usually
results in signific.ant temperature increasev; hence, the temperatures are lower than
for ordinary hammer and press forging.

'A'ýIE7-3. ADJUSTMENT OF FORGIlNG TEM&ERATURES TC AV.CD CRACKING OF ALUMINUM ALLOYS
IN VARIOUS FORGING OPERATION91)

SoUdto Forgtn, remperature. F. for Given Types of Forgii!A Operatfoa
Temperature. Die Forging In Die Forging In Upset Forging In Cross Forging in -lgh-lnergy-stle

Alloy F Hydraulic Presses Deop Humers Drop Hammers Preues Mea'AJne

2014 %L0 850 750-80 - 750 710 660
2025 970 880 800-850 -- 750 --

6061 1080 880 880 750 --

7075 890 750 '700-725 700 650-'iuv ('50
7079 900 750 700-725 -- 650-700 -

Aluminum alloys can be forged in any of the forging-equipment types used for 4

other metals. Single-stroke presses are often preferred for forging shapes requiring
large reductions, since lubrication can be applied ea3ily and the pressing speeds are
low enough to avoid harmful temperature increases. Since aluminum does not form a
scale when heated, direct metal-to-die contact causes seizing and galling. Hence, it
is important to have good. continuous lubrication.

Lubric.aLion. Lubricants used for aluminum-al.oy forgings vary from kerosene, to
oil-graphite suspensions, to complex, proprietary commercial compounds. Forging
companies frequently mix many of these compounds with one or more oils and some
companies permit individual press operators to slightly modify the mixtures for ease of
application. Hence, it is difficult to apply a precise rating to the many possibLe lubri-
cants. In general, the graphite suspensions applied by spraying are preferred for press
forging, while water-soluble soaps applied by swabs are frequently used for -.amnmer

forging. Another technique . is 4 sts o; dipping aluminum forging blanks in caustic
(10% NaOH) to produce a porous conversion coating on the surface. The forgings are
then dipped in a colloidal graphite dispersion and dried prior to forging. This technique
eliminates many of the seizing and galling problems but adds the problem of corrosion

if the forging. are not cleaned soon .fter forging.

Residual Stress. A significant problem with heat-treatable aluminum forgings is
associated with the residual stresses impo-ed by quenching, and sometimes by
straightening just after quenching. The agi..ý temperatures are usually too luw 10
adequately remove the residual stresses which, in some cases, exceed 30,000 psi.
Residual stresses often cause warpage during machining and promote stress corrosion.
Partially successful approaches to these problen.s include: (1) quenching into lbiling
water to minimize residual stresses, (2) cold coining or peening to 4owur the residual
stresses, and (3) reverse quenching or cooling so!ution-heat-trcated iorgingr siowly to
extremely low temperatures after quenching, then reheating th,ýx. rap4idy by vkct , hot
water, hot dies, etc. The theory behind thesm, methodi is that residu- -. :- .a ,an be
mirdrmized br imposing stresnes esaentiaiiy uqua: but oppc3ite to the original quencling
stresses.
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Blisters. Aluminum alloys are, at times, subject to the formation of blisters or

voidu near the forging surface. These defects are usually observed a.vLer •-wlution heat

treatment. There are at least three differenL types of blisters found ,n forged alurinum.
When the blisters are opened with a pointed tool, the instae surfaces appear either gray,
dark brown or black, or white. These colors generally identify blisters caused$ re-

spectively, by (1) incipient melting, (2) improper lubrication, or (3) discolved gasses.

The first type are observed where solution, heat treating temperatures are too _14 gh. The
second type of blisters form when inadequate lubrication causes the surface metal to

seize and shear away from the subsurface metal. Lubricants trapped below the surfact,

volatilize during heat treatment, causing the blister,. Theme blisters are most fro-

quently found on edges of blades and portions of other forging@ characterized b- rapid
metal flow.

The third type of blister is not fully understood. The most popular theory holds

that atomic hydrogen, a~cuv:u_',ated during melting, fabricating, and heat treating, con-
centrates in lattice imperfections, and then changes to the less-soluble molecular form.

Further it is believed that the blisters form when the trapped gas expandmi during the
solution-annealing cycle. Whatever I true origin for the gas-type blisters, they can

be prevented by applying commercial, water-soluble corrosion inhibitors to the forgings

bofore heat treatment.

S COMMENTARY ON FORGING DESIGN

In principle, aluminum alloys can be forged to any shape consistent with limits

set by die design. In the last decade, for example, forging companies developed a
no-draft precision forging that requires little or no preassembly machining. The tooling

costs for such forgin-: are considerably higher than those for more conventional de-
signs. For this reason, precision forgings are specified only where the tooling costs
can be amortized over large prodri-tion qu-ýntities. An often quoted guide is that it
production order should be in the neighborhood of 500 forging. for precision forging to

be economical. This figure will vary depending on the balance between final machining-
cost reductions and tooling-cost increases. Most forging companies will provide esti-

mates for both conventional and precision designs so that a direct cost comparison can

be made. A typical no-draft precision forging of aluminum is shown in Figure 7-9.

Forging Size and Shape. The Air Force'-. heavy-press program has mar04 possible

the closed-die forging of aluminum-alloy parts ",p to 20 feet in length. Vertical r'.s on
the order of 1/8 inch thick with zero dralt have been forged successfully on aluminum.

parts weighing over 50 pounds. These same parts have thin webs ranging from 3/16 to

1/4 inch thick. Maximum limits on forging size dzpan,' a great deal on the precis ý.cn

requirements and final techniques, but, as a general rule, the maxirnur iorg.ng smze
(plan arsa) is in thi neighborhood of 3500 square inches for aluminum di. fcorgings.

Excess Stock AllowaeAces. Since aluminum alleys are net sensitive to scale

formation or c )Lt•rnination, excess stock allowances are .ecehssaz I only ;-o obtain
dimensional L:•cura-y anw -. ,,vide for localized dJlv'ations. Precision forgings are often

forged to final size and reqaire no excess stock allowances.

I
I
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FIGUNE 7.9. A TYPICAL NO.DRAf-T PRECISION
FORGING OF ALUMINUM ALLOY

Couttesy of Wyron-Gorden Compoiiy

Metallurgical Factors in Design. Since some of the alloys (notably 606' and 2014)

are subject to excessive grain growth, the problems of grain-size control require ;.are-
fully balanced reductions, forging temperatures, and die temperatures. Frequently,
close-tolerance forging3 receive only small roductions during the final stages of forging
at compa•rativelv low temperatures and are likely to exhibit abno-.rmal grain growth upon
subsequent solution heat treatnent. This is rarely a problem with forgings _iore con-

ventional in design.
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I MAGNESIUM FORGING ALLOYS

+ ~1
I Crystalline Structure: Close-pac66d hexagonal

Phase Chanells: None

Number of Phases: Generally on* phase at forging temperatures

Liquldus Temperavur Rang.S: 1130 to 1200 F

Solidus Tempuatvsr Range: 914 to '198 F

Reactions When Heatfd in A•r. Slow oxidation; pyrophoric when heated
above 900 F

I ALLOYS AND FORMS AVAILABLE

Table 8-1 gives the composition of magnesiunt alloys frequently used for die
forgings. Included are data useful for predicting forging behaviors.

TABLE 8-1. COMPOSITIONS AND WORWING CHARACTERIS'1CS OF SEVERAL MAGNESIUM ALLOYS( 1, 2 , .4, 5

I Alloy Designation AZ31 . 61 AZ 80 ZK60 HM21 HM3I 111(31

Forging Specificetions 52S AMS 4358 AMS 4360 AMS 4382 -- AMS 4388I 8'7S AMS 4362
58-S

Nominal Composition, % 3. 0AI 5. AI 8. SAL 5. 5Zr 2.0Th 3.0Th 3.0Th
1. OZn 1. OZn 0. 5Zn 0. SZn 0. WMn 1. 2mn 0. IZn

Solidus, F 1120 971 915 9 10(a) 1120 li20 1100I tecrystallization Termp. F 400 500 d00 600 -- .....

Forging-Temp Range. F 6,u0-800 800-800 560-1175 800-750 750-1050 750-0i00 (100-1050

Normal Forging Temp, F(b)
Presses ?10 750 ?750 681 96C. 950 900

SHammerr... ...... 9fl--

itelati,,e Forgeability
Pregses Good Good Good Excellent Good C. ., ,

Haa.liners Poor Poor Poor Poor Fair Fair Fair

(a) As-cast ZK60 may. rt tinles, cont.ain traces of uttectic compost! ion that liquttes at 445 F causing poor forgeability 4t
higher temperatairc%,

(b) For alloys sensitlsi. to rapid grain groayish at forging tempeamtu'es. it is common practice to conduct each forging step at
successivelyslower i"- •ratures.

I
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Ingots are generaliy converted to large bijiits by extrusiton. Smaller bars are
hoit roiled fromn the extruded billets, Continuously cast ingots are sornietimes forged
0,irectly.

FORGIN43 BkhAVIOR

Figures 8-1 and 8-Z give tensile strangth and elongation values, respectively, for
several maguesium foA gmg a" .,,a at elevated temperatures. The alloys containing
thori,-rn retain aLrengths *%t hiks er terr~peraturom than "4 the alloys containing alumi-
num, -inc, and v' -. niu.m and thus require higher forginh pressures. The iaignificant
c he' ., i eioiig .4ion with temperature ar useful for indicating forging-tem~perature

iges. The AZ80 alloy, for example, should be forged above 500 F where elongation
bin;h. The HMZl alloy should be fc ýged above 8C0 F wb~re a substantial increase in

elongation occur.. These temperatures correspond appr3xirnately with minimum tern-
peratures e-stabllshed in forging practice. (10)

Elongation data for the AZ80 alloy show how extended time at temperatures above

500 F decreases ductility because of grain growth. ZX6O, on the other hand, is far less
sensitive to grain growth. In practice, the greatest problem of grain growth during

heating for forging is found with the AZ8D alloy.

Forging pressure data, determined by upsetting billets between flat dies, are

presented in Figure 8-3 for three magnesium alloys sit normal temperatures. At nor-

mal pressing speeds, the forging pressure increases at first and then drops slightly,
probably because the temperature increases during forging. The curves for AZ31 show

that the effect of strain rate on forging pressure varies with reduction. It is interesting

that the forging pressures for each of these alloys is about 3 to 4 times greater thaan the

values for tensile strength given in Figure 8-1.

0 ~A. AUOD ALLOY (6)

L. - .ý.In..dlm K 5.1,,. h61llots
10oga- Strain rato - 0.11I/sec.

a.

zt 3C. A261 ALLOY (7)

£20 t.-1n. diem. x 235.In. bhiets
6M IF ~~Strain rates - 8118c

30 SE CE,~iN A.1 LO 7

20UR diem xOGN-RSAR CURVESn 61111of-~MANEIU

APSE REDYUCTION BEWENAATDESOI
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Forging pressures for die forgings containing 'hin weus (0. 20-0. 22-inch thick)
are on the order of 60,000 psi for parts made from the HM21 alloy at 850 F(?). This
represents about 6 times the flow stress of the alloy at that ter- 1:erature. In other
words, forging pressures for die forgi.gs may in many cases c-nfiderably exceed the

values indicated by the tensile strengtn given in V.-.gare 8-1.

Forgeability of magnesium alloys is influenced by three important i4ctors:
solidus temperature, deformation i..te, and grain size. Like alun-iinum alloys, mnag-
nesiumn alloys are forged at temperatures that are often within 100 F of the solidus
temperature. The high-zinc magne~siu'n alloy (ZK60), sometimes will contain small
amounts of the low-melting eutectic that forms during ingot solidification. This
eutectic melts upon heating to temperatareis jubt over 600 F and can cause severe rup-
turing when the alloy is forged above this temperatare. To minimize this problem,
mill suppliers generally homogenize cast ingots at elevated terrperatures for exiended

periods to redissolve the eutectic and to restore the higher solidus temperature. The
commercial alloys containing aluminum, zirconium, and thorium do not form low-
melting eutectics and, therefore, are not subject to hot shortness at such low

temperatures.

Wrought magnesium alloys exhibit excellent, forgeability in slow-moving hydraulic
presses but often crack when forged in drop hammers. Even in presses, the faster-
moving flash metal is sensitive to cracking. Billets containing coarse grains are par-
ticularly sensitive to cr-acking during rapid deformation. For this reason, coarse-
grained ingots are generally extruded before forging.

:NFLUENCE OF FORGING VARIABLES ON MECHANICAL PROPERTIES

The room-temperature mechanical nroperties of magnesium alloy forgings,
especially ductility, are strongly dependent on forging procedures. In general, both
longitudinal and transverse ductility imnprove with decreasing grain size ana with in-
creasing amounts of work. &Che following data show how longitudinal and transverse.

elongations are affected by grain size in typical AZ80 alloy forgings :(7)

Elongation, %0
Grain Size Longitudirnal Transverse

Coarse ASTM 0-1 3-4 I-2
Fine ASTM 5-7 9-12 5-7

While the basic strength properties of m4gnesiurn alloys are determined by •!•oy C!:)-
position, forging plays an important role in establishing property uniformity and max-
imum ductility.

An important objective during forging of magnesium allvys is to refine the grain
size. This is done through careful control of both forging temperatures Inm' fc:rging
reductions. It is commo:. foraing practice to forge magresiu-,m allo)s at suc." 3ively
lower temperatures for each forging operation. This procedure ret. r'ds gro-in growth
ddaring forging and promotes maximum grain reiincme.'t. Rnsenkrnv'z'.) studied the
influenr' of iorging t•-'.-eraturea and forging reductinns on the grain size of MgA19
(Germarn eq,-,ivalent to AZ80) after single riductions and after multiple-step reduc-
tions. As e-:pected, grain size decreased with increasing reductions and with



decreasi:*g forging temperatures when foroed a single pres1r.3g. Othe- %peCite,•

were givea three nrAd Loar succcssive reductions under ioliowing conditions:

(1) At constant temperatures

(2) At progressively lower temperatures (5,0 F per step from 700 F)

(3) At progressively higher tenper~tares (50 F per step from 55U F).

The finest grains (2-5 nun dia. ) were obtaintai when forying was done at progressivel'3

lower temperatures except when red.rctions were lesi than 10 per cent. F'or red-tc-
tions less than 20 per cent the finest grains (Z-4 mm dia. I were obtained by forging in

muitiple steps at 550 F. The grain sisc of specimens givven niultipIe reductions, at the

sarne tempnerature, increased with forging temperature as follaws:

Grain Diameter Afer Z-3
Forging Temperature, F Successive Reductions, mi

5S0 2-4
590 3-6

640 6-9
700 14-19

Forging with progressively increasing temperatures led to variable grain sizes rtnging
from 12 to 24 m- in diameter. Thus, large differences in grain six& can result from
comparatively smnall changes in forging temperature and reduction schedules. Hence,
the control of these factors is very important to achieiWi-satisfactory mechanical

properties. The same principles apply to many other a&loys.

It is also important to provide as cmuch flw in the transverse direction as possi-

hin during forging. This is necessary because wrought magnesiaun-alloy bars arlbit
highly directiozal ductility. By providing teansverse metal flow, the transverse duc -
Uuity is improved and the longiLtUAaa ductility is kept high. The following transverse-

elongation values are typical of the AZBO alloy:

Elongation,
Condition L Transverse

Alloy bar 10

Forging receiving small 10-11 4-5
transverse metal flow

(about 15 per cent
reduction)

Forging receiving severe 19-13 6-6
transverse netal flow
(about 60 per .
reducti3n!n

•echancr.•.• VropertlE - ,.•i thrcc 4ifferent atloyv deter...ined on parts iorged to the
same comfigatatio ",L are preliented in Vable 8-Z. rhe-se data demonstrate how variations
in mechanical p i iertiez are influeaced by grain- flow orientation dad the relative
aumunt of deforL,+mn inmparted during forging. These variations are quite similar

1-
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for each of the alloys. In 311 cases, the sections combini..g the greatest reductions
with longitudinal grain flow exhibited the highest strength values. (9) Similar conclu.
siona were drawn from forgings produced from the HM21 and KXK31 alloys. (10)

TABL. 3-2. TYPICAL MECHAlNICAL PROPERTiES OF COMM'.!R,;IAL MAGNESIUM-ALLOY AIRCRAFT FORGINGS

ReIstive Yie~d Strength Ultimate Ter..le
Grain-Flow Test Amount of (0. 2%•Offset), Strengzh' Elongation,

A lloy Orientation(a) Location Deformation(b) 1000 psi 1000 psi per cent

ZK21 Long. Rim Tang. Moderate 25.6 38.7 25.5
(as forged) Long. Radial Lrge 25. 9 38.9 17.8

Long. Radirl Large 27.6 40.0 21. 2
Long. Rim Verticl I Moderate 19.0 32.1, 20.2
Long. Center Vertical 'Light KA, 6 33.9 20.4
Trans. Center Tang. Moderate 22.7 37.3 20.0

AZ61 Long. Rim Tang. Moderate 26.6 41.2 20.0
(as formed) Long. Radial Large 25.4 40.4 16.2

Long. Radial Large 24.6 40.3 17.4
Long. Rim Vertical Moderate 11. 1 37.5 14.0
Long. Center Vertical Light 13. 8 38.2 18.6
Tram. Center Tang. Moderate 23.0 39.4 17.7

AZ31 Long. tKm Tang. Moderate 25.9 39.3 18.0
(as forged) Long. Radial Large 21.1 37.8 18.0

Long. Radial Large 24.5 38.2 16.6
Long. Rim Vertical Moderat- 17.1 36.2 11.6
Long. Center Vertical Light 14.8 36.9 18.0
Trans. Center Tang. Moderate 23.7 38. 1 18.0

Data courtesy of Wyman-Gordon Company.
(a) Long. and Trans., respectively, denote longitudinal or •tanaverle grain flow in test bars.
(b) In this forging. metal flows in three directions, hence, values for deformation are comparative only.

COMMENTARY ON FORGING PRACTICES

Procedures for forging magnesium alloys are similar in many respects to those
used for aluminum. Presses are favored b.or forging, and die-temrnursture control is
most important. If die temperatures are much below forging temper-Atures, surface
cracking is a potential problem. When d 7e temperatures exceed forging tetnperatures
the metal flows past impressions and pr..uotes underfilling.

Alloys requiring forging temperatures above 900 F must be heated in inert or
reducing atmospheres to prevent burning. Sulf's dioxide gas is frequent]y uzod for this
purpose.

Lubrication. The most popular die lubricants for n tagnesiunr .:. '-.j v..ack,
Applied directly by an oil or kerosene torch, ar.d colloidal graphite 1w;ter bas.). £,iKX,
oil susannsions of graphite are frequently applied ditrectly to critical projectiois on
forging t to reduce fit .tion in the die cavit). Care is taken to avoid application of such
lubricants to the flash region where friction is necessary. Fluid lubricax:ts, e -g
greases, :.ixs, etc., are seldom used because they promote rupturing.



Die Heating. As a general rule, die temperatures are maintained at tempera-
tures corresponding approximately with forging temperatures. To nm3intain close cox-
tr-A of die temperatures, thermostatically controlled gas-burner rinos are gclerally
used. As a saf.ety measure, shields are ofLen used tc iep the flame away I urn the
impreision. Fire is a particular hazard when forging the thorium-containiing alloys at
temperatures near 900 F.

Grain-Size Control. Alloys subject to rapid grain growth at forging tempera-
tures (AZ31, AZ61l, A780) are generally forged at successiv• ly iower temperat.res
for each operation. Common practice ir to ,.i ca 7,, temperature about 25 to 30 F
after each step. It is sometimes a preferred practice tir parts containing regions that
receive only small reductions to conduct all forging steps at the lowest practical tem-
peratures (e. g., 625 F forAZ61 and 600 F for AZS0). Grain growth in such alloys as
ZI60, HX31, and HM41 is slow at forging tempeiatures, and these alloys majr be
forged in multiple operations at constant temperatures -without risking extensive grain
growth.

Trimming. Because magnesium alloys are comparatively brittle during cold
trimming, flash is generally removed from forgings by band sawing. Magnesium
forgings rmsy be warm trimned at temperatures corresponding to minimum forging
temperatures. This may lead to other problems of bending and warrping. For these
reasons warm trimming is generally confined to forgings with comparatively heavy
sections in the flash-line regions.

COMMENTARY ON FORGING DESIGN

The design of magnesium-alloy forgings is similar in many respects to thi. for
aluminum. Magnesium does not J.iow as readily into deep vertical cavities. Greater
fillet radii are generally provided and flash openings are usually narrower. For these
reasons, the more complex magnesium forgings often require an additional prelim-
inary die. For example, if two dies are needed for a typical aluminum structural
forging, a comparable magnesium forging will require three dies for successful
forging.

In principle, the limitations on sizes of magnesium-alloy forgings are essentially
the same as those for aluminum alloys. However., because of little demand fo. ex-
tremely large forgings there has not beon ml.tcli incentive to increase the size pote..tlal
beyond about 2000 sq. in. of plan area. The largest magnesium forging mentioned in
a recent survey was a 229-pound hemispherical forging used as a canister for the
ECHO satellite program. Thin ribs and webs, on tl,. order of 118 inch thick, have;
been forged from magnesium alloys. Tolerances of *0. 010 inch have tees, held suc-
cessxfully on small parts.

P. typical close-tolerance, magnesimun-alloy forging, illstrating z Fýca-; . U.
shape capability, is shown in Figure 8-4. This parý waa made by converti'unaL tech-
niques in a '.ydraulic pre.- Figure 8-5 shows a no-drair fan-blade forging. This part
was extrusion •,•-ged in a aydraulic press equil pod with concentric rams. The opera-

tions combined L.oth hot-die and split-die forging techniques.
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FIGURE 8-4. TYPICAL CLOSE-TnLERANCE FIGURE 8.5. NO.DRAFT FAN BLADE FORGING
MAGNESIUM-ALLOY DIE FORGING PRODUCED BY EXTRUSION FORGING

IN PRESS EQUIPPED WIT4 CONW
Courtesy of WymanGO~rdo~n Company CENTRIC ,AMS
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CHAPTEw 9

CARBON AND LOW-ALLOV STEELS

Crystalline Structure: Austenite - face-centered cubic
Ferrite - body-centered cubic

Phase Changes: Austenite trantorms to ferrite plus carbide over
a range of temperatur.s below 1500 F

Humber of Phases: One phase (austenite) at forging temperatures

Lielidus Temperature Z..nge. 2650 to 2750 F

Solidus Temperature Range: 2450 to 2700 F

Reactions When Heated in Air: Oxidation, rapid above 1400 F; decarburization

- ALLOYS AND FORMS AVAILABLE

There are hundreds of steels that range in composition from about 0. 10 to 1. 0 Der
cent carbon and from trace amounts to about 5 per cent each of several metallic alloy-
ing elements (e. g., Cr, Mo, V, Ni, etc. ). The carbon content controls the hardr.ess
and strength levels obtainable, while the alloyi.ig serves the purposes of increasing
hardenability and hot strength, improving resistance to thermal and mechanical shock,
providing grain refinement, and i-'iprovin_- mnachinability. The steels in this group
range from standard carbon and low-alloy steels to specially alloyed, superstrength
steels like 300M, D6AC, and H-i1. At their respective forging temperatures, all of
these alloys exhibit the same basic forging behavior.

Raw material used for forging is generally bar hot rolled from ingots melted in
open-hearth, electric-arc, or vacuum furnaces. Thus, billet material has usually re-
ceived considerable reduction before the die-forging operations, For c.,__&x grades,
vacuum melting imparts better forgeability thln does conventional arc melting. How-
ever, the major purpose of vacuum .nelting is 'he improvement of mcchanical pr-per-
ties, not forging behavior.

FORGING BEHAVIOR

i Forgesbiity

I The ext T.i. to which carbon and low-alloy steels can be forged into ncricate
shapes is seldorn l.mited L:. iorgeability problems, except when the grades contain
sullfdes, bismuti., or other intentional additions for other purposes (e. g., free r.achin-
ing). Probabl the most important factor limiting the section thickness, shape

!



complexity, and forging size is the .. o-Aing that occurs wh.en the heated work-piecc:e
comes in contact with colder dies. ThiL is esseinitially the reason that i•ore iltriu.atd
shapes can be forged.in hammers than in presseo, under other .vise similar conditions
of stock and die temperatures.

Ihrizg(l) and Clark and Russ( 2 ) studied the relative forgeability of numerous steels
using hot-twist tests. Twist data, obtained on carbon and low-alloy steel- (Figure 9-1)
generally show that forgeability wreases with increasing temperature until the melting
point of the steels is approached, and that maximum, forging temperature decreases
with increasing carbon content. Figure 9-1 shows a comparison of twist data for plain
carbon steel and several low-alloy steels of the same carbon content with twist data
for a leaded steel. The deleterious effect of ll, -3 additions on twist ductility and, ihus,
forgeability is quite apparent.

The influence of several individual alloying elemcnts on the forgeability ot steels
is shown by the hot-twist data in Figures 9- 2 through 9-5. In addition to lead, tin and
sulfur in small amn,Žucvs [ave adverse effects on forgeability. Sulfur is especially
harmful in steels lean in manganese. Chromium and molybdenum additions also reduce
forgeability. Small additions of nickel and rnang;%nese improve forgeab'ility, while the
reverse is true for additions beyond certain limits.

In general, the forgeability of steels improves with increasing deformation rate.
Anderson( 3 ) has showi this effect in twist tests where the number of twists to failure
for low-.arbon steel increased with increasing twisting rate (FV.gure 9-6). It is be-
lieved that the improvement in workability is due primarily to aeating effects that occur
with the increasing deformation rates.

Flow Stress and Forging Pressure

Comparative flow stresses and forging pressures for many carbon and low-alloy
steels are obtainable from hot-twist tests and elevated-temperature tensilc and com-
pression test.. Figure 9-7 ;ives to.'que versus temperature curves for me% eral t,.m

and low-alloy steels which demonstrate that the relative forging-pressure requirements
for the various alloys in this group do not differ widely at normal forging temperature s
around 2200 F. A torque curve for Type 304 stainless steel is included to show how
higher alloy contents increase flow strengths.

Actual forging-pressure measurements on AISI 1020 and 4340 steels and a
Type A6 medium-alloy tool steel for upsetting reductions 9i Iu and jv per cent over a
range of temperatures are given in Figure 9-8. These data show that tht ,-ressures
required fo- forging 1020 and 4340 under -I- same set of conditions vary o ',y qlightl.,

as predicted from the torque curves. 'he more highly alloyed A6 tool steel, On the
other hand, requires considerably greater forging pressures. In addition, this alloy
exhibits a more significant increase in forgii.g pressure with increasing reduo: lon.

Forging pressures for a given steel increase with increasing et'orr-ation r;tea.
Upset forging studies on low-carbon steel by Alder andi Phi1hn1,( 5 ) seowed t:,r ,a in-
fluence of strain rate was move pronounced at higher forging temper.. .u: .
e:fiects are shov,, graphically in Figure 9-9 which gives the stress-strain curves °'.r
low-carl o-,•i steel upset at various temperatures cwei- a 6-folo range of strain rates.
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Similar strain rate eff...ts occur with the low-alloy 3teels. Figure 9-10 shu Ws

the relative forging pressures for AISI "140 steel at several ternperatures over a
10-fold range of strain rates, is de.termined in upsetting studies on a hydraulic press
at Battelle( 4 ). The effect of strai- rate is more evident when Lidlq da:a is compared
with upsetting at hammer velocities. Znergy n:ea-iirements for upsetting AISI 4340

steel at x300 F in a hydraulic press and a Dynapak, tabulated in Table 9-1, show Lhat

the specific energy of forging more than doubles over a 100-fold increase in strain
rate and triples over a 1000-fold i ncrease ia rate.

TABLE 9-1. INFLUENCE OF STRAIN RATE ON ENERGY REQUIRED
FOR FORGING AISI 4340 AT THREE TEMPERATURE.S( 4 )

Samples 2 in. 0 x Z in. long upset in hydraulic preas at
ram speeds of 0. 14 and 1. 4 in. /bec. , and in a Dynapak
at nominal ram velocities betweeii 160 and 230 in. /sec.

Specific Energy, in-lb/cu in. , Required to

Test Accomplish s 50 Per Cent Upset Reduction

Temperature, Nominal Strain Rates. sec- 1

F 0.07 0.7 85-100

1800 -- 14,300 28,600

Z000 7,600 9,700 20006

2300 4,200 6,200 14,300

Data obtained by Tout and Banning( 6 ) showed similar trends for hot twisting a 0. 20
carbon steel. At 2200 F, Z0 per cent greater torque was required for twisting bars
when the twist rate was increased from 200 to 400 rpm.

INFLUENCE OF FORGING VARIABLES ON MECHANICAL PROPERTIES

The hardness and strength of steels-are controlled by composition and heat treat-

ment, and are not influenced significantly by forging. However, fo:-.- " , usually affects
other important mechanical properties, such as ductility, impact strength, and fatigue
strength. The generally held reasons for these improvements are:

(1) Forging .breaks up segregation, heals porosity, and aids homogenization.

(2) Forging produces a fibrous grain struc.ture which enhanc,,= mechzn.kcal

properties parallel to the grain flow.

(3) Forging reduceý' Ps-c•at grain size.

Figures 9-li and 9-12 show the typical improvemnent --r ductility andI .:r.npact strength.s

of heat-ft e, .-ed steels obtained from increasIng rcducirons. These d.-ta show that
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maximum improvement, in eech case, occurs in the direc~iou of maxiiniarr extensicn.

After a certain amount of hot reduction on these 4tcels, the toughness and ductility
properties reach levels beyond which further hot reduction is of little significant valje.

Figure 9-13 shows how increasi:-g the forý.iýý reduction improves ductility by re-

ducing bot'. porosity and the size of inclusions present in the original as-cast ingot.

Porosity is normally eliminated and inclusion size is markedly reduced h> reductions

of about 50 per cent. Some types , ' nonmetallic inciusione continue to brca, up with in-
creasing reduction. Large reductions develop a highly orienled, fibrous structure. As

a result, longitudinal ductility continues to improve. Transverse ductility shows little

change after porosity is healed and may decrease with very heavy reductions,

It is important to remember that die forgingL are made from w'rougo:t billets that

have received considerable prior reduction and, therefore, porosity/ i. rarely a prob-

lem. It •s also inportant to recognize that metal flows in a number of directions dur-

ing die forging. For example, the metal flo v is virtually all in the transverse dire:-

tion when die forging 5 rib-and-web shape. Such fl.ow improves transverse ductility at

little or no expense of longitudinal ductility. This point is illustr;%ted by the diagram

in Figure 9-14. Conceivably, the transverse ductility could equal or surpass longi-

tudinal ductility if forging reductions were great enough and the metal flow was princi-

pally in the transverse direction.

Similar effects are obser•ed when upsetting wrought billets. In this case, how-

ever, thi! urigini1 longitudinal axis is shortened by upsetting ane, the lateral displace-

ment of metal is in the radial direction. When upset reductions exceed about 50 per

cent, the ductility in the radial direction generally surpasses that in the axial direction

as shown in Figure 9-lE.

COMMENTARY ON FORGING PRACTICES

The hundreds of alloy )rrpositlons in the carbon and low-alloy steel category

exhibit essentially th' same forging behavior with the possible exception of the free-

machining grades. The most important differences are found in forging-pressure re-

quirements. Several important factors in processing common to the forging (i all

these steels are discussed below.

Lubrication. A wide variety of lubricants are used for steel forgings. Among

the most popular are graphite suspension-., salts, oils, and sawdust. The choice of a

lubricant depends on the nature of the die ;..,pression and the desired directxion cf flo.

For forging in dies with deep recesses, salts and sawdust are favored because they

reduce sticking and prevent excessive lateral flow in the flash region. Oils and graph-

ite suspensions are favored for shallow impressicas where considerable la.teral flow

is required.

Selection of Forging Temperature. The selection of forging te-.-,.:K:c: lo.

caroon and low-alloy steels is based on (I) the c.irbon content, (2) tha: nloy composi-

tion, (3) Cie z.-mperature range for optimum plast.city., and (4) the amount of reduction.

Generally, the maxinm-•.it temperature allow ibie by these factors is selected since it

xnsures the lwest possible forging pressures.
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The upper limiting fcrging temperatures for steels adie .•fflueoced most noticeably
by carbon c.oitteit. The xkaximum forging termperatures for carbn steels with increas-
ing carbun contents are approximately as follows;

AISI Steel Garb••i Content Maximum Forging

Designatio,- per cent Temperature, Z

ClOIO 0. 1 2400
C1030 0.3 2350
C1050 0.5 2300
C1080 0.8 2400
C1095 1.0 2150

These forging temperatures are Approximately 300 F beluw the soli-i• Lemperaixtre of
each composition, Above these temperatures the steels are subject to possible damage
by overheating or burning. /

Low-alloy steels have solidus temperatures lower than plain. ca rbon steels of
comparable carbon contents. Thus, the maximui:- forging temperatures for the low-
alloy steels at each carbon level are generally 50 to 100 lower. In addition, the
forging temperatures are usually reduced another 50 to 100 F for parts requiring only
small reductions. This provides further insurance that the alloys do not overh'. at.

Decarburization. Methods for reducing decarburization curing forging include
the use of controlled-atmosphere furnaces, electroplated coatings, glass coatings,
flame-sprayed coatings, hot-dip coatings, and coml "nations of coatings and atmo-
spheres. The most promising method for preventing decarburization on a common low-
alloy steel (AISI 4340) involves the use of an electroplated nickel coating (about 3 mile
thick) in combination with a controlled-atmosphere furnace. Experimental studies de-
scribed by Proffitt(l I) indicate that decarburization can be virtually eliminated by using
nickel coated steel heated to 2200 F in an atmosphere of nitrogen and atomized pine o;l.
Another source reported the .uccessiul use of hot-dipped aluminum coatings, but th•s
introduces the problem of removing the hard iron-aluminum compound developed on th,"
surface. As yet, no inexpensive method for preventing decarburization is available.

Flakes. Some steels melted in open-hearth and electric furnaces develop in-
ternal cracks when cooled from forging. These cracks are called 11'--.-s' . It is ,en-
erally held that flakes are a direct result of excessive occlusion of hydrogen at grain
boundaries, lattice imperfections, and ot;Ier microstructural discontinuities during
cooling. FLkes frequently occur in relatively large sections (3 inches or l.,org, 'h.,

forgings cool at normal air-cooling rates. However, flaking can be prevenatd by slowly
cooling the forgings in either furnaces or insulating material. For extremely large
open-die forgings, it has recently become comznm:.n practice to redce hydrvg(ri levels
of the starting ingot by vacuum melting, vacuum pouring, or vxcuumri degaising. All of
these techniques reduce or eliminate the problem of flaking and the incidcgic - of de-
layed brittle failure in ser-vice.

Cotr.._'in Cracks. Alloys having high hardenability are subject t'. cooling cracks if
cooled t.o rapaily aitu.e iorging. This is pa rticularly true of the high-carbon and
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3 to 6 per cent c'omiumrn grades. Such steek., arc usually either cooled fron. fogi,.g
in insulating material or in furnaces to prevent cracking.

COMMENTARY ON FORGING DESIGN

In Chapter 4 on Forging Design, carbon and low-alloy steels serve as a btasis for
comparing appropriate designs in steels with those of other metals. Since the alloys
in this clascification represent hundreds of alloy combinations in an even greater
variety of forgeable shapes and sizes, it is irnposs",dr to formulate hard and fast rules
about forging design.

However, there are practical limits to forging size, shape, and design in each of
the commonly used types of forging equipment. Table 9-2 gives practical limits on
these design factors for e.v-h cLf four types of forging equipment. In general, fasterequipment is capable of producing thinner sections. The minimum thickness and toler-
ances increase with increasing forging size.

TABLE 9-2% SOME PRACTICAL SIZE AND SHAPE LIMITATIONS IMPOSED ON CARBON AND LOW-ALLOY STEEL
FORGINGS BY EQUIPMENT SIZE AND FORGING RATE( 4 )

Drop a'Ad
Hydraulic Presses Mechanical Countevlow High-Energy -Rate

Conventional Heavym Presses Hammer Machines

Equipment Characteristics

Maximum Equipment
Size 20,000 tons 50.000 tons 8.000 tons 153.000 lb 225, 000 ft-lb

Forging Action Single stroke Single stro.'e Single stroke Repetitive Single stroko
strokes

Range of Fomjfng
Rates. inchet Up to 2 Up to 1/2 Up to 10 180-260 200-200,.

Forging Size and Shape Limitation,

Weight Limitation About -- Up to about A~baut 15 lb
2, 000 lb 80 lb

Maximum Dimension.
inches About 10 ft About Y0 ft About 2 ft About 15 ft 10 indmes

Practical Minimum 3/8 1/2 ./_ 3/16 3/32
Thickness, inches

Practical Minimum
Thickness Tolerance,
inch, For Typical
Disk Forgings

8-in. diameter .0. 030 *0.030 &0. 020 *0.0. 0 *0. 010
10-in. diameli +0. 0,• *0.050 .0A 030 *0. 045 --

20-in. dlamete: *0.090 *0.090 -- +0.070 --

ia) Heavy presses are te. _ 000-ton an4 60,000-ton presses built undei the Air Force Heavy Press Program.
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CHAPTER 10

MARTENSITIC STAINLESS SIEELS

Crystalline Structure: Austhnite - face-centeted cubic
Ferrite - body-contered cubic

Marteasit •_ -

Phase Changes: Austenite transforms to ferr.te plus carbide

over a range of temperatures below 1500 F

Austannte transforms to martensite in the

( runge of about 300-500 F on rapid cooling

Austonito tronsfori', to delta feri; t on

p heating low-carbon alloys above 2000 F

Mumber of Phases: One phase (austenite) at forging temperature

I LIquidss Temperature Range: 2650 to 2750 F

Solidus Tomporedure Range: 2500 to 2700 F

Reactions When Heated I.. Air: Oxidation and possible decarburization

depending on temperature and carbon content.

ALLOYS AND FORMS AVAILABLE

Nominal compositions for several martensitic stainless steels are given in

Table l0-i. The sizes of ingots, billets, and bars available for forging represent a

range essentially as broad as that for carbon and low-alloy steels. Conventional

procedures are used for melting, cogging, and rolling.

TABLE 10-1. NOMINAL COMPOSITIONS OF SEVERAL MARTENSITM STAINLESS STEELS

Nomroinal Chemical Cornmptlon. per cent

Alloy Specificstions C Mn 3i C; U0 Othen

410 AMS 5613 0.10 0.7 0.0; 12.65 ..--

414 AMS 5635 0.12 0.7 0.3 12.6 1.7
Greek Ascoloy AMS 6616 0.18 0.3 0.2 13.0 2.0 0.9 W 3.0

416 - % .17 0.9 0.5 13.0 6 - .- C. 15 -t) in

3 420 -- 0.20 0,7 0.5 13.0 . .- - .

I 440A 1.10
-, 0 . 0. 11. 0- 0E

Ipello• C 0.20 0.9 0.3 11.5 0.3 2.7 {N 2.06

I
I



FORGING BEHAVIOR

The high-chrorniurn, martensitic steels have forging charac.eristits similar to
low-alloy -teels. Because of the higii:r chromi in: -onternts, however, worging luad
requiremtnts are about 30 tn 50 per cent higher. At temperatures above ZOO0 F, cer-
tain of the alloys transform partly to delta ferrite which reduces forgeabia..y. For this
reason, maximum forging temper-i ,res are generaily 10G F to K:0 F luýer than for
low-alloy steels.

The austenite-to-ferrite transformation has an importanit infrt,ence on foraeability
- - - and forging temperature. For this rearvAi,, B et, al lI) studied the influences of

temperature on twist ductility for stainless grades having chromium -contents between
12 and 26 per cent. They conclude.d that the delta-ferrite formation. toznxperaturt' de-
creases with increasing chromium contents and that small amounts of delta ferrite
reduce forgeabilify significantly. The studLs aiSw showed that a, the amount of delta
ferrite increases abo;u about tS per cent, forgeability improves gradually until the
structure becorreki entirely ferritic where twist ductility increa,'v sharply. The tem-
perature range producing a totally ferritic structkae in the martensitic stainless steels,
however, is too close to the melting range to serve as a practical forging temperature.

Figure 10-1 shows that the twist ductility of AISI 410 stainless steel at Z100 F is
fairly high but decreases rapidiy at 2ZO0 F to a level comparable to the high-sulfur
416 stainless grade.

410 (3 "EATS)

I" Igo - 0
1 a.

- - " 416 STAINLESS STEELS
xe After Z'. ,* W' .

1"* 2606 22X0 2.o00 26
TEMPERATURE, F

Figure IO-Z gives twist data far two henta of AISI 420 atainlo' .hwing typical
heat-to-heat variation. Much less effect of temperature on twist ductility is tvident
for this stainless steel than for the 410 grade steel as was Lhkvwn in Figure 3-1.
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Figure 10-3 comperes twist data for several rrdrte*h.tvc Staairlo *tetls witlh that

Sfor AIS 4s40 steel. The twvit ductility v , ee- for the AlSi 4'0 and 410 grades dropstarply above 2200 F and 2400 F, reopectivel'•. Tne 440A and 440C grades do not

exhibit such drastic cf.a k - -ath t*rnperat.re, bot these grades also do not exhibit
high levels of ductility. Relative torque values at tempera1tres corre-pondiug to mrax-
imun twist ductility are compared with AISI 4340 belw:

f Recommended Forging Torque Relative
Aloy - Tepaperature1 F to ALSI 4340

VISI 4340 2300 1•0
A15 410 Z10 1.5
AISI 420 ZZO0 1.4
AISI 440A 2100 2.2
AISI 440C 2050 2.0

tm -
I 14340

410 z 7 A 1 1 4
0000 2400 2640

TEMPERATURE, F • 020--' (

4I

00 TEPERA'0iJRE

FIGURE 10-3. FORGING CHARACTERISTICS OF SEVERAL MART!!4ISTtC i•TklNLE,• .i TEEL;
I COMPARED TO 4j44. STEEL, A6 MEASURED IN HO0T.TtWIST TESTS

After Cl Ark d Soo

m Such compai'Aeons with tht. - oro familiar low-alloy steels are useful for estimating the

* forces requiiod t°- forge these alloys. These forging temperatures agree wel). with

I
|431



those used in forging practice. The data indicate that the greate-st forging-loaa re-

quilrements would be expected for the AISI 440 allo~s.

COMMENTAkY ON FORGING PRACTICE AND DESIGN

While there are comparatively few quantitative data on the forging character-
istics of the martensitic stainless grades, the important factors are well understood.
The most serious problem in the forging of rnartensitic rtailness st~eels is Jhe presence
of delta ferrite. This phase significantly eedu~eva the transverse ductility of these
steels. This is particularly true of the ductility ir. the short tranisverse direction. In
sorrpe heavy forgings, the ductility vi rnartensltlc stainless steels haa L46en of the order
of 1 -2 per cent in this direction, while in the longitudinal direction the ductility may be
as high as 15 per cent.

Selection of Forging Temperatures. In gezieral, maximum forging temperatures
are determined by the first appearance of the delta-ferrite phase on heating. In prac-
tice, these temperatures are readily determined by conducting upset forging trials at
temperatures between 2000 F and 2300 F. The first appearance of the phase on heating
correlates with the onset of edge cracking.

A chart observed at one company showed that variations in the forgeability of 410
stainless steel could be predicted, to some extent, from compoeition. Although spe-
cific data were not maue available, the chart showed that maximnim forging tempera-
tures decrease with increasing chromium and with increasing carbon contents. A
schematic representation of this type of chart is given in Figure 10-4. Accurate
charts of this kind prove useful for predicting forgeability of the various maj-,tensitic
stainless steels from chemical composition.

U FIGURE 10.4.
0.113 TYPI%..AL )t4FLUENCE

awl OF cHROMIUm AHb
INCREASINGD CArsom VARIATP'NS

CARBON CONTIF-4 ON THE MAXIMUIA
o FORGING TEMPEIVATURE
ma FOR MARTENSITIC

o STAINLESS STEEL'%

UExample 6L13sAo
410 stainless.

"~IN4CREASING CHROMIUM CONTENT, It -14



It is important to recognize that the carbon content near the billet surface may be

lowered by decarburization. This causes delta ferrite to form at unexpecte'ly low

temperatures and leads to poor forgeability. To minirmize decarburi-ation, billets

should be heated for the minimum possible tunes befo:',; iorging.

Forging Cycle. Forging cycles for ,he martensitic stainless steale are eassen-

tially the same as those used for carbon a.-d low-alloy steels. Because greater pres-

surer are required, larger forging equipmert is necessary for otherwise similar parts.

When forging with larg,; reductions, workpiece temp#-.atures may iucrea:.e enough to

exceed the delta-ferrite transformation temperature and cause cracking. This can be

avoided either by lowering the forging temperature or b. forging slowly.

Based on comments from representatives of the forging industry and also on hot-

twist test results, the follnwiny data are given for comparing both forging loads and

forging temperatures for various stainless grades (the relative forging loads are based

on a rating of 1. 0 for AISI 434D steel at Z300 F):

Forging
Alloy Temperature, F kelative Forging Load

A1SI 4340 Z300 1.0

AISI 410 2150 1.Z-1.5

AISI 414 Z150 1.3-1.5

AISI 416  2150 1.3-1.5

Greek Ascoloy ZZO0 i.5-1.7

AISI 420 ZZO0 1.1-1.2

AISI 440A 2100 2.0

AISI 440B 2100 Z.0

AISI 440C 2050 2.0

Lapelloy C 2250 Z. 0

Lubrication. Lubrication techniques are essentially the same as those for carbon

and low-alloy steels.

Cooling From Forging. Because the martansitic stainless Mt-els n -- ,.aracter-

"ized by high hirdenability, they are subject to thermal cracking when cooled from

forging temperatures. Normal practice consists of placing hot forgings in insulating

materials to provide for slow cooling. For parts that have either heavy seetion, '•

large variations in section, it is often desirable to charge the forged parts directly into

an annealing furnace.

In particular, the higher-carbon grades, 440A, 440B, and 4iOC, and the mcdi-

fied 420 types surch as Greek Ascoloy and Lapelloy C must be slow cooled carefti'iy

afte' forging. These steels oit-.n ±'equix'e furnace-controlled interrupted cooling cy, .os

to inseae against .;racks. Suitable cycles consist of air cooling the forg:. g' YU -:i.i-

peratures wh-ra the martensite transformation is partia-ly complete (bc-.v':.en 300 and

500 F), then roheating in - •'•r.•acd at a temperature of ahz.ut 1200 F before finally

I cooling to room temperature. This procedure also prevents the formation of excessive

grain-boundar: carbides that sometimes develop during continuous slow cooling.

I
I



Heat Treatment. MartensitiL stai,-less steel furgi•.•gs may be .opplied either for
high-strength, .,ear-resistant applications, or for long-time service at elevated tern-
peraturcst up to 1100 F. For high-strength applications, full bcat trwi=tment is r,,-
quired, This entails austenitizing at 1750 to 1850 F depending upon the type of steel,
cooling either in air or oil to room temperature, >:nd subsequently tempering at 600 to
800 F.

Tempering in the range from s,;0 to 1000 F should be avoided because secondary
hardening occurs at such temperatures. Secondary hardening leads to reduced ductility
and poor impact resistance.

For high-temperature applications, air cooling from the austenitizing tempera-
ture followed by tempering at 1050 to 1250 F is common practice. Often double tem-
pering i3 employed to reduce the iikelihood of subsequent transformation of reta~led

austenite.

Dosign. Design principles applying to carbon and low-alloy bieels are applicable
to these stainless grades. Broader dimensional tolerances are ordinarily required,
however, owing to the greater forging-pressure requirements.
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CHAPTER 11

AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS

Crystalline Structure: Austenite - Face-centered cubic

Phase Changes: None on nooling, but steels must be cooled
rapidly from 1500 F to 900 F to avoid inter.
granular precipltation of chromium carbide.

Austenite transforms to delta forrite (b.c.c.)
on heating lower carbon alloys above 2200 F

N,.*er ;.f F!.aCZs: One phase (oustenitej at forging
f temperatures

Liquidus Temperature Range: 2500 to 2600 F

Solidus Temperature Range: 2450 to 2500 F

SReactions When Heated !n Air: Oxidizes slowly

ALLOYS AND FORMS AVAILABLE

Nominal compositions and forgeability data for several austenitic stainleas steels

are given in Table 11-1. Ingot- and bil'ets are available 'ir-virtually any of thi size

TABLE 11-1. NOMINAL COMPOSITIONS AND FORGING CHARACTERISTICS OF SEVERAL AUSTEIITIC STAIlLES STEELS

303 304 310 316 321 347

Nominal Compos.tion. o 0. iC 0. 0C 0.15C o0.05C 0.05C 0.05C
18.0Cr 19.0Cr 25.0Cr 17.0Cr I8. QCr 18.0Cr
9.0Ni 9.QNI 20.0Ni 12.ONI 10.0)Ni 11. 0NI
0.1S6 2.5bMo (6xC)Ti (1OxC)CbGTa

Solidus Tamp. F 2400 2560 2500 2500 2500 2600

Austenite to Delta Ferrite, F -2400 2400 2'U0 -

Racrystallization Temp, F Between 1550 F and 1700 F dopend.ng on pelo cold-.oig .:¢ond-tio;d

Fogitig Temp, F
Range 1700-2300 1600-2400 i700-2400 1700-24L.0 1. )-2350 1600-2350

Rocomrnm.,ided 'L50 2250 2250 2250 2200 2200

Relative Forgeability Poor Good Good Good Fair Fair to

II
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ranges that are available in carbon and 1nw-alloy stuel. The alloys are nornmally
moelxed by electric-furnace techniques. They are either forged or hot rolled to billet
and supplied in the annealed condition for fotging.

FORGING bEHAVIOR

By comparison with carbon and low-alloy steels, the austenitic stainless steels
require greater forging pressures. They are generally more difficult to forge, they
exhibit work-hardening behavior at higher temperatures, and their forging-temperature
ranges are narrower. For example, AISI 303 stainless steel contains snlfur for ma-
chinability purposes and therefore will contain sultide inclusions. The presence of
these inclusions greatly impairs the hot ductility and forging characteristics. Grades
AISI 321 and 347, which contain titanium and columbiu•n, respectively, are prone to
contain carbonitride stringers which also can lead to forging difficulties, although
these two steels are more readily forgeable than AISI 303.

Hot-twist test data are useful for comparing the forgeabilitie. of these stainless
grades. Figure 11-1 compares the twist ductilities and torque requirements for two
stainless grades with those for AISI 1040 and AISI 4340. These data(l) show that both
stainless grades (AISI 303 and AISI 304) have about equal torque values that arc 25-50
per cent higher than the carbon and low-alloy steels. However, the twist ductility for
the AISI 303 grade is much lower than that for the AISI 304 grade primarily because of
the high sulfur content.

Figure 11-2 gives twist and torque curves for several other austenitic stainless
steels. (1) Again these curves show that, although the twist ductilities differ widely,
the torque values are quite similar for all of the alloys tested.

Correlations of hot-twist data on these steels with forging practice are quite
good. In practice, the forgeabilities of Types 321 and 347 are quite variable iecalt-.
they frequently contain carbides that promote rupturing.

Ihrig(2 ) also studied the hot-twist behavior of austenitic stainless steels and ob-
served forgeabilities in general agreement with Clark and Russ. (1) Ihrig compared the
twist data with these for actual tube-piercing operations and found that heats exhibiting
the lowest twist ductility (number of twists to failure) showed the highest incidenct of
ruptures during piercing. Distinct correlations were found with d±.-.,t heats of the
304 and 321 grades. Heats of Type 304 exhibiting 95, 51, and 35 twists to fpilure
showed excellent-to-poor performance in that order. Similarly, heats of T; pe 321
exhibiting 86, 60, and 42 twists to lailure showed progressively poorer pierci•g
behavior.

Data useful for indicating relative forgeability also have bee- determined by
Nippes, et al. (3) Small specimens (0. 250, die. x 4") of several alloys were tested i.
tension at elevated temperatures and at strain rates estimated to be about J.. 0 in. /in. /
sec. Figure 11-3 summa-,rze.. the influence of tcmperature on the hot ducil..ii., iredue-
tion of area) for five steels. Since the specimens were heated rapichy (in iess than
5 eecondR), the values are not very representative -.f actual forgint conditions. How-
ever, t:1e curves sh' :,harp drops in ductility at critical temperatures for each alloy.
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FIGURE !1-4. HOT DUCTILITY OF SEVERAL AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS DETERMINED
BY RAPID TENSILE TESTS

After NIppes, at 01.(3)

Upset foreing studies conducted at otter en(4) demonstrate that asstenftic stain-
less steel@ can require increasing forging prossures with increasing reductions even
at temperatures thought to tw true htuworking temperatures. Figure 11-4 showe !.,,i w
forging pressures of Type 3U4stai stais seel are influenced by increasing reductions
at each of four temperatures. Figure 11-5 compares the variation of forging pressure
with temperature and fotging reduction between Type 304 and AISI 1020 carbon steel.
At h 00F, 10d0 carbon etese. F ure res presures e roun of,000 to dt ,000 psi over a
range of upset reductions from i to 50 per cent. The forging pressure for AISI 304
stainless steel, however, increases frorm 33,000 to 57,000 psi under the same
conditions.

Bloomp et &1. ,(5) stu•died the influei•ce of structural chang,:s on th e hiý "-twist

ductility oi austenitic stainless steels. Tests were conducted on aistaentic steels with
similar chromium and nickel contewiis to show how small variations in composition
influence the critical temperature at which zh,- auqtenito phase transforms p-;.;.ty to
the delta ferrite phase. Figure 11-6 shows the am~ount of delta fe" rte present avid the
twist ductility at temperatures in the range 2000-2-500 F for four steale. Tihisi setieo
of graphs also shown how titanium and molybder~ttn promvote the formation f 1• &.,!a
ferrite in austanitic stainleat- steels. For each steel, the first appe'vl.a,.'e o!c:;• delto
fer'rite phase coincidied with a drop in twist ductility.
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COMMENTARY ON FORING PRACTICES

Austenitic stelnlees steels possess higher hot strengths than carbon, low-alloy,
or even martensitic stainless steels and, in fact, exhibit work hardening at relatively
high temperatures. Maximum forging temperatures up to about Z300 F are possible
for the 18S- types, but this limit ii considerably lower for those grades that tend to

form delta ferrite which, in '-arn, seriously imnpairs forgeability. Mnlrnimu forging
temperatures must generaUy be above about 1700 lF to avoid crackS'.-: -. :d hot tearing..
It is important, therefore, to select the forging temnperatures carefully and exercise
equal care during forging with regard to ',be intensity of hammer blows, the emount of

reduction betwesh reheatings, the finsa! r~Juction, etc.

Seeto fIoan eprtrs Maixl•'aum and minimum forgi~ng Lemprapr-

tures for austenitic stainless steels, from the standpoint of fo,-geabIiitv, can tn' readily

determined from hot-twist data. However, the selection s0' optimnumr temni.e: -•t,.3rt.
must consider the final pr.opert~es of the forging. Parts r ,:'ira'; sr.,&il redw•'. ,ns
a re subject to excessive grain growth if forged at the maximum teni..:.&'~i.i.. •'. h• is

S~common pr~ctice, therefore. to adjust forging tumpvratures downw.-d for forgin~g

,UIE ic i



operations requiring small amounts of reducLion, For examnple, the typical forging
temperatures for AISI 304 stainless steel for various operations would be as follow•:

nrging Temperature.

Severe reductions (ingot "reakdown, 2300

roll forging. drawing, blhcking,
back extrusion, etc. )

Moderate reductions (finish foging., ZZ00
upsetting, etc.)

Slight reductions (coining, restrik- 2050.
ing, end upsetting, etc. )

Similar adjustments are made for the other austenitic grades. The temperatures used

for slight reductions rarely exceed 2100 F regardless of the alloy being foiged.

f In addition, it is essential to select forging temperatures which will not produce
delta ferrite. Delta ferrite, in addition to giving rise to edge-cracking in forging, will
reduce the transverse ductility (pirticularly in the thickness direction) of finished
forgings. Fuarthermore, many austenitic steels are marketed on the basis of being
completely austenitic.

Lubrication. Since austenitic stainless steels do not form much scale durin;
heating for forging, they have a tendency to seize in dies during forging. For this
reason, the choice of lubricants iU more critical than for carbon, low-alloy, and
martensitie stainless steels. Most common die-forging lubricants are oil-base

I suspensions of graphite, but molten glasses are often used for back extrusion

One technique for reducing seizing consists of tempering the forging dies after
the final machining step. The oxide layer formed on the dies serves as a parting agent

and provides a bond foe the graphite lubricants. Carburization from graphitic lubri-
cants sometimes presents a problem. This problem can be avoided by thoroughly,
cleaning the forging. before reheating.

Furnace Atmospheres. The higher-r'ckel austenitic stainless steels are suscept-
ible to attack by sulfur. If sulfur-rich fuele :suet be used, it is in.portant to r .akintain

a slightly oxidizing atmosphere. In addition, the low-carbon austenid, types tA•SI 3'.4,
304L, 316, 316L, etc. ) will carburize readily. By maintaining oxidizing atmospheres,

. ° rburatti2on is not likely to -cur.

SAn air atmosphere is recommended for all heating of austenitic itainless ,tee!.s.
Scale will form but this car) readily be removed by acid pickling In a hot nitri. -

hydrofluoric acid solution. Scale formed under reducing furnace cond.-.,'O, V i :
tta:nrety diffic:ult to remove by pickling and necest itatee a twofold pickling process ,.'
which the bc&.ao is first oxidized with sulfuric acid Pnd ?;hen renmoved x.ith the normal( nitric-hycroflhioric acid pickling solution.

!
I
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Forging E_:quipnent Requirements. Neither forging presSUre nicr ti. forgeabiiity
of aiistenilic: tai niess steels are influenced significantly by defornmation rates. Ham-
mere and other fast-acting equipment are preferred, but only brc-au,,- 'Vy mininmize
the problems a3sociatCd with heat transfer. Two to three times is much energy is
required f," forging the 300-series stainless ste,. L, than for forging carbon and low-
alloy steels. In hammer forging, this means either larger hammer capacity or more
hammer blows per forging. In mo.st cases, trrging comnpanies will cornprornime wit!h
about 50 per cent greater hammer ;...).Lcity and 50-100 per cent nmre harnrmer blows.
Press forgers figure the maximum forging plan areas at about half that for the carbon
atnd low-alloy steels for any given piesn size. For tIte hot-cold-working alloys,
equipment and reqirements vary depending on tle strength desired.

Heat Treatment. The austetiitic stainless steels are noted for their good strength
;t elevated temperatures and for their good resistance to corrosion. Ber.ruse a large
proportion of these steels are employed in applications whtre good corrosion resis-
tance is required, it ib mandatory that these materials be supplied in a condition best
sulted for resistance to corrosive attack.

When slowly cooled from the forging temperature, those steels which are not
stabilized (do not contain colurmbium or titanium) will contain Intergranula ý chromium
carbides and will be subject to intergranular corrosion in certain media. To prevent
this, the forged parts muit be armealed at about 1950 F and rapidly cooled through the
temperature range from 1500 to 900 F. This will retain the undasirable chromium
carbides in solid solution and reduce subsequent intergranular attack.

The stabilized grades (Types 321 and 347) also must be annealed after forging to
insure that all of the carbon is tied up as titanium or columbium carbides. This is
accomplished by heating these stabilized grades at 1600-1650 F, a temperature at
which the chromium carbides are dissolve4 but the titanium or columbium carbides
are precipitated. After such annealing of Types 321 and 347, slow cooling to room
temperature will not impair the corrosion resistance of the steels.
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CHAPTZ.t 12

I
PRECIPITATION-HARDMNAMLE STANLESS STIELS

Crystalline Structuhe: Austenito - Foct-€cntered cubic
Frie-Bwly-contored cubic

Phase C"Anges: Austen'te steble to tempeoeturee as low me
•100 F; una,. 4ýortoin conditions, austanite
w ..ill transform to onarteansite on cooling.

On heating above 2000 F austmnits trans.
forms pnrtly to delta ferrite,

Number .4 Phases: Normally one (ouste•nite) at forging tempera.
ture. Certain alloys contain delta ferit'.
phase (up to 20 ýer eert) ovet entire forging-
temperature range

Selids$ Temperature Ronge: 2450 to 2650 F

Reactions Whoe Helated in Air: Oxidation

ALLOYS AND FORMS AVAILABLEI
Precipitation-hardenable stainless steel@ have been developed by making certain

alloy additions to martensitic, semiauste•nitic, and austenitic alloys.(' 4 ) Thuj, the
martensitic precipitation-harde able stainless steel@ are similar to, but distinct frun.,
the martensitic stainless steels. The austenitic precipitation-hardenable stainless
steels are likewise different from the austenitic stainless steels. The austenitic
precipitation-hardenable stainleas steels are known for their relatively high strength
in the range 900 to 1300 F, and are often referred to as iron-base superalloys. These
steels are described under that category in Chapter 15.

Nominal composition@ of several semiaustenitic and martensitic precipitation-
hardenable stainless steels ire given in Tabse 12-1. Figure 12-11 shows a sca.0inatic
constitution diagram for stainless steels. Tha two vertical lines supeorimposer ;Jr. the
curve represent ranges of composition characteristic of these steels. The location o0
this band shifts with the composition, as indicated by the arrows on the graph.

All of the serniaustenitic stainless steels are either precip!iLatiou hardenabie or
classed as such, and they combine some of the features of both the martensitic a,\d the
austenitic stainless steels. An annealed, these .Ateels ar. austeiitic, vrf antia r. .iily
cold formed. As iully hardened, they are martensitic and attain streng '
a-orn,.,what bigh•r than the 12-14 per cent chromium M,.•tenzitic stainlevs wteela (e.g.
Type 410).

I
I



TABL.E 12-1, NOMINAL COMPOSITIONS OF S• ERAL PRFCIPITATION-HARl)tN.A B,- STAINLESS S IEELS

Nominal Composition. per cant

Alloy c Mli Si Cr ,qi Mo Ti At V u.i others Fr

Semiaumteniti

AM-350 0.10 0.75 0.36 16.. 4.25 2.78 . ti. 10 N Bl

AM-365 0.,A3 0.85 0.35 15.3 4.23 2.78 .. . . .. . 0,12 N Bat

17'IPH 0.07 0.70 0.40 i7.0 7.0 -- 1.35 . .. a

PH 15-7 Mo 0.07 0.70 0.40 15.0 7.0 2.25 "* 1.16 .. .. .. Bal

Mattenlitic

1"-4PH 0.04 0...f v.80 16.8 4.28 0,60 . . . 3.61 0.28 Gb BI

Suinlem W 0.07 0.80 0.60 17.0 7.) -- 0,8 0.2 .. .. 0. IN 3a*

LIQUID

"O2500 LIQUID + DELTA rERRITi
/ ELTA FERRITE

DELTA FERRITEDETFRIE
'+ AUSTENITE / Is-I,

AUSTENItE EGN

(GAMMA)

^01750 CARuIDE PRECIPITATI ON IEGIN

IM FERRITC +t., / AUSRTENITE

.lSO0 FERRITE

INCREASING INCREASING

AUSTENITE STABILIZERS FERRITE STABILIZERS
(C, NI, Ml, Cu. N) (Cr. Me, Al, SI, TI, P)

COMPOSITION

FIGURE 12-1. SCHEMATIC CONSTITUTION DIAGRAM FOR STAINLESS STEELS sv!140G
TYPICAL RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN COMPCSITIO, AMD STRUC, TURE



Careful control of connposition and huat-treating procedorrel ia required to obtain
this combination of characteristics. The bnlance betwe,•n the austeilite stabilizers
(nickel. carbon, nitrogen, and manganese) and the ferrite stabilize-s (chrotiumn,
silicon, niol~bdenum, and alurninum.) is aqjusted so tha, after hernial annealing at 1900
tr, 1950 F, the steel is predomirantly austenitic at roorn temperature. By reannealing
at lower temperatures (1400 to 1750 1r), chromium carbides are precipitated render-
ing the austenitic matrix less stable ari, raising the M, temp erature (the temIperature
of the start of martensite formation). Attcr treating at 1400 F and couling to room
temperature, the structure is completely niartensitic. After •,nealing at 1750 F, the
Ms temperature is rcised to about 0 F. RefrigerAlVon at -100 F will th-in prod.,,-e a
martensitic structure in such materiald. When the uiartensitic structure is obtained,
the steel is in a condition whereby precipitation hardei.ing will occur in the temperature
range from 850 to 1050 F. This will further increase the strength of tlh stecl. Ir. Lte
17-7P01 and PH 15-7 Me steaels, the precipitating phase is aluminum rich, while in th,
AM 350 and AM 355 btlove it in believed to be a nitride.

Thc. martensitic precipitation-hardening stainless steels tran-,'Qrn to a relatively
"soft"s martenuite (Rc30) at temperatures in the range of Z00 to 300 F during cooling
from forging temperatvres, Additional strengthening (Rc 4 3 ) is derived 'rom precipi-
tation reactions. The precipitating phase in Stainless W is believed to be titanium
carbide and an aluminurn- rich phase; in 17-4PH, the precipitating phase involves cop-
per and may be similar to tie epaiion phase of the iron-coppar system.

Thu ingots, billets, and bars available for forging are generally processed using
procedures similar to those for austenitic stainless steels. Since the alloys are not
used extensively in the form of die forgings, mill suppliers generally stock a few
standard sizes and either cog or hot roll them to the Rizes specified by the forging

Scompanies.

With the exception of AM 355, the semiaustenitic, precipitation-hardena&Lle
stainless steels are produced by standard arc-melting practices. The AM 355 alloy
usually is produced by consumaole-electrode, vacuum-arc melting.

The martensitic precipitation-hardenable stainless steel forging billets usually
are supplied in the averaged condition, which is developed by holding solution-treated
material at 1150 F. Such material must be solution treated prior to precipitation

hardening. Material supplied in the solution-treated condition may be precipitation
hardened directly after forging.I
FORGING BEHAVIORI

The composition of these alloys i' such that .ome delta ferrite im usually formed
during solidification of the ingot. During hot breakdown forging, the =,mount of delta
ferrite may either decrease or increase, depending upon the temperatures cm.Iioved.
In the finished product, the ,e:r~L•etcnitic, precipitation-hatdnaL& le staialems ntke .s
may cuntain as much as 10 to 20 per cent delta ferrite. Under proper :' h .n..-.
tina, martensitic alloys will not contain delta ferrite.

The horiv.antal line on Figure 12- 1 reprisents the start of carbide precipitation
which usually c:mmences at abz.-t 1750 F. Below this Lue, the forgeability of the
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alloys drops sharply. This region is considered a lower linilting forging temperature.
An upper limiting forging temperature oc.curs when additional delta ferrite forms on
heatting. Alloy compositions represented in Figure 13-1 by the right-hand vertical lire
exhibit poor forge•.bility because they retain some delta ferrite regardless Uf temper-
ature. T'e delta ferrite, of course, It detrimertIl .o the transverse ductility, par-
ticularly it, the short transverse d`.rection.

According to forging sources, the AM 355 alloy has better f•,rgeabih1ty than the
similar AM 350 alloy. The AM 355 vlloy has a lower chromium and a higher carbon
content than the AM 350 alloy. The AM 350 composition has a greater tendency tn ex-
hibit delta ferrite over the entire forging range 's would be expected from tie data in
Figure 13-1.

The relative forging behavior ,jf the precipitation-hardenaiAe t~inless steels car
be illustrated by the following comparison of forging characteristic@ between AISI
4340 steel and the 17-7PH, AM 355 and 17-4PH wtaels:(S)

4340 17-7PH 'AM 3155 17-4PH

Forging temperature 2300 F 2150 F 2150 F 2150 F
Decarburisation High Low Low Low
Scale High Low Low Low
Grain-else c:ontrol Excellent Fair Fair Good
Forgeability Excellent Fair Cood Good
Forging pressure (relative) 1.0 1.4 I..4 1.4
Thermal cracking Low None Lkw Medium
Die wear Low Medium Medium Medium

Because of the combination of lower forging temperature and greater stiffness, 30 to
50 per cent higher forging loads are required for the precipitation-hardenabl.e stainless
steels than for 4340 and, accordingly, heavier equipment is needed. On the other
hand, the precipitation-hardenable grades are much less sensitive to decarburiizatio"
than are the higher carbon lo,,-alloy steels. Also, they do not scale an much. Thae,
it is possible to design some precipitation-hardenable stainless steel forginge for use
with as-forged surfaces.

INFLUENCE OF FORGING VARIABLES ON MECHANICAL PROPERTIES

Forging procedures play an importauit role in achieving the optimum mechanical
properties in precipitation-hardenabe itainltasm steels, particularly in the -'au&,-
itic grades in which the grain size is primarily controlled by prior proceseirng. For
example, forging the AM 355 alloy at too high a finishing temperature produced a
coarse grain structure. The coarse grains may ant transform prororly during the
subsequent heat treatment, and an undesirable amount of austenite may be ret.-iAed in
the finished component.

The quality of semiaustenitic-alloy forging. is also quite sensitvw to ýxe #znount
of iorging reduction as well as the forging temperaturc. For this re,,n, according to
a forgirng pro&cer, the mechanical properties of as-received billet 'tock do not give
&a accuratte measure oi. material quality as -t might later apply to forging*. In one



case cited, a heat of 17-7 PH wan ,.ued to nmake two diffront forging configuratiotiN.g Both forgingq were dish-shaped, but ane contained relatively heavy sections which rT-
ceived only minor reduction during forging. This latter Lornpouxent cxhiblted very
erratic mecham~ical properties after the s,-nIe therrnl .- eat~zne~t as that givrn the other
fcging. In ultrasonic tests the heavy-section forging gave many indications of sonicII
defects but the well-worked forging was virtually clear of these defects. The ultra-
sonic defects and the lack of %dequate . 'sponse to heat treatment were attribut.d to aI high percentage of retained austenite ir. Lorgings with heavier section.,

A similar comparison of forgings of AM 355 steel was reported by the same
producer with respect to the effects of forging . It was found that the final
forging temperature must be hold low enough to insurt complete transformatiun, and
that when final forging temperatures %,ere much above Z000 F considerable retention of
tusten.ite occurred.

dlaIn addition to improving forgeability, it is important to control the amount uf
delta fe'Aito present to retain satisfactory short transverse ductility levels, The typi-
cal effect of delta ferrite on the transverse tensile dux=ti&ty of ý.emiaustanitic alloys isj illustrated by the following data:

Ferrite Ultimate
- Content, Strength, Elongation,

Alloy per cent 1000 psi -pr ce'1t

AM 355 0 178 Z2.0
17-7PI-i 0 184 19.0
17-7PH 0 to Z 180 5.0 to 8.0
17-7PH Over Z 180 0 to 3
PHI5-7Mo About 2 205 1 to 4

i PHIS-7Mo About 2 195 4 to 9

Since only small amounts of de.ia ierrite in the structure have a serious effect on t•a... -

verse ductility, close control of the forging temperature and strain rate for a given re-
duction are necessary to avoid overheating. Delta ferrite also can be formed by over-
heating the martenmitic alloys, so this holds true for the precipitation-hardenable

q stainless steels in general.

COMMENTARY ON FORGING PRACTICES

The precipitation-hardenable stainless steels are not used as extensively in the
form of forging. as are the martensiUc low-, Iloy steels such as AISI 4340, DbAC,
etc.46) Consequently, fewer q7antitative data are -wailabie on forge.bility, for6:ng pres-
sure, or forging design.

Since the basic alloy .cnt•,,W Of these steels are q•tit. si .1.lar to thoau of
18-8 variety of austenitic stainless steels, forging pressure requiren-.ut:- ,
similar. 'h-e two-phase nature of alloys like P1-TiS-7 Mo, l7-7PH, anr, AM 350 givck-
rise to variiblt forgearti•t; respoiise. At temperatures above about )100 F the
AM 355 gxade exhibits forgeability comparable to the 18-8 stainless. Below 1700 F.
however, t)e 'orgeability drops rapidly due to carbide precipitation, as porited out ii,g the discussion of Figure 12-1.

I
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The forging characteristics of the martensitic grades are about the same as the
12-14 pe- cent chromnt-n stainless steels (e. g. , Type 410), according to a major
forging produccr. Care must be exercised in forf'ing 17-4P1{ to avoi.d oJverheatlrig a.
the center of heavy sections from too heavy or tuo -apid reductions, or thermal
cracking can occur. Excellent reproducibility c. "oth forgeability and mechanical
propertits, however, are attainable with 17-4PH.

The semiaustenitic precipit. 4.on-hardenable alloys freqiteitly rel•jire additional
forging steps to allow for condltiorT.1;g to remove cracks. This is brought out in
Table 12-2 which compares the operations for forging a typical part from 17-7PI1,
17-4.Pi-,, and 4340 steels. Here it can be seen that the processing of the martensitic
alloys and the low-alloy steels is qtuite sitni.L-,.

TABLE 12-2. COMPARISON OF FORGW;G OPERATYONS FOR 17-'IPH, 17-4PH, AN'. 43l40 STEELS
ON A TYPICAL PART

17-7PH AISI 4340

Cut stock Cut stock Cut stock
Heat 2150 F Heat 2300 F Heat 2150 F
Upset one end Upset one end Upset one end
Cool to room tvulperature
Romove ruptures
Hest aou F Reheat 2300 F Rer.';.at 2160 F
Flatten and draw one end Flatten and draw one end Flatren and draw one end
Cool to room temperature
Inspect and remov- ruptures
Heat 2160 F Reheat 2300 F Reheat 2180 F
Block Block Block
Reheat 2180 F Reheat 2160 F (optional)
Finish and trim Finish P -d trim Finish and tuim

Equalize 2150 F
Air cool Sow cool Slow cool

All of the semiaustenitic grades have a tendency to retain the austenite structure
at room temperature after forging at temperature higher than Z000 F and heat treating.
To achieve uniform grain refinement it is fr'equently necessary to promote the au.itenite
transformation to martensit• by heating forgings in the vicidi•y oQ ' -t- 4'. This treat-
ment causes carbide to precipitate, renders the austenite less stable, a-.r promotes
complete transformation to martensite or cooling back to room .emperatur . Forgi-ngs
heat treated in this way are in a favorable cundition for subsequeut heat trea;tient ana
grain refinement.

The semiausternitic grades are sens".tive to composition var...tions. The
PHI5-7Mo alloy, for example, may exhibit delta ferrite contents r---,ging from 0 to 'L
per cent at room temperature depending on conmpositiorn. It is, therefore. ._or.-,on
practice to determine the de -ta ferrite content before forging. If bist- r'xhih. ,tring-
ers of ferrite on their surfaces they will usually rupture during any sizeable forg4:,g
reductio-. Ferrite located in the center of the bil1.: does not have as marked effect
on forg,-abilitv, alth., ..;. it will reduce the tr;-nsverse ductility of the forgings.
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Selection of Forging Temperatures. When selecting forging temperatures for

these al:oys. it is important to consider such factors as the amourt and rate of redkuc-
tion, grain growth, the delta ferrite transformation, and the nature o. subsequent heat
treatments. For example, AM 355 alloys can be forged at temperatures as high as

%200 F without encountering ferrite cracking. However, temperature increases occur-

ring during either rapid or large reductions can cause delta ferrite to form and, thus,
promote cracking. The alloys genera..,; exhibit rapid grain growth at temperatures
above 2100 F. Forging temperatures fcr parts receiving small reductions are there-
fore maintained below 2100 F. This i.; particularly important for the alloya that re-
tain austenite to room temperature because subseqnent heat treatment ;vill not provide

grain refinement.

I Forging temperatures recommanded for several precipitation-hardenable stain-
less steels are given in Table 12-3. When forging rapidly with large reductions in a
ringle operation it is good practice to lower the forging temperature 100 F or more to
prevent the formation of additional delta ferrite resulting from temperature increases

during fnrging. This would be particularly true if forging is done in high-energy-rate
machines.I

TABLE 12-3. FORGING TEMPERATURFS RECOMMENDED FOR PRECIPITATION-HARDENABLE STAINLESS STEELS

I Maximum
Forging Recommended Temperatures for Forgings Rec ti-•ng

Temperature. Given Nominal Amounts of Reduction, F
Alloy F Light (Up to 146) Moderate (15-6016) Severe (Ovei 50%) Variable(a)

Semiauntenitlc

AM 350 2150 21G0 2150 2150 2100
AM 356 2200 2000 2150 9160 2000
17-IPH 2200 2060 2160 2200 196A
PH15-7Mo 2250 2000 2100 2150 200Z

Martenitic

Stainless W 2250 2060 2200 2200 2050
17-4PH 2200 2100 2150 2150 2100

(a) Variable Reduction - This refers to forgings receiving widely differing reductions. End upsets for example.
receive large reductions on the upset end while the shaft may remain essentially undeformed.

Heating to the Forging Temperature. To avoid internal cracks, cold thick asc-

tions should not be charged directly into a furnace heated at the forging temper,'-t.Ar.,

but should be preheated at 1200-1400 F and allowed to equalize at this temperat.ire

prior to charging into the hot furnace. For exgmple, the extent of the preheatIng that

is required to avoid high internal stresses is prescibed as follows for *he 17-41H grade:

Billet Thickness, Maximun Furnace Temperature
inches at Tim e of Ghrcrgiii,, F

I <4 2150
4-6 ZU00
I 7, 1800

8-10 1600
10-12 1400

I >1Z 1200

|I,.



If reheating 2s necessary 1darn forgi~ng, the steel sholiad 1pc J-al igcii Int-r a iu-rx~z .1%
Z1I 5 F ýtt furging tmrnrperaiare) and head l,/Z hbcir f,,iir %Lach inch of± %I~dz khdne cs IL)
arii-' !Rse ien-ler to reach tem~peralture- Bi~laelA 3 ~ic~~and lair.ýr s~znI 'wak j how-
at termperature before forg~ing. Sumaller 'bafeleti sh~uld i>- zzaked ic~r a ~zmr*mn) Of
15 Tninute&ý. Because of the furmaktion.of delta :Fq.-r:"e, o-verbeating s~caaa be avoiaded.
Althongh these rec-omn~ner~at:Icr-s are for the 17-4PH girade. s imilart Precautins s3haulid
'be followed for the other precipitatiorai-hazderiable staa-rdess~ ste-els as v'e"I

Cooling& After Forging. Cooling after forging for the stainless, steels sho-uld be
controlled to minimtiue the chances for cracking This is particularly impDo ant for the
mnartensitic grades which transform~ on rauuiin. *;*ctio"s thicker thaxk three inches antd
intricate smallex sections shoald be returned to the. heating furnace andl equzalized at %he
forging temperature prior to cooIL-&. Secticims smaller tham 6 imchcz n --y then 7~rair
cooled. Larger sectionsaa soulid be cooled mnore slowly, a" this can be simply accwmwa-
plished by cooling under a cover of lighi-Sgtg sttel zheet.

Furnace Atmosphneres.- Because careful co-,rcl of both carbon and nitrogen is
imperative for these steels, heating in reducing atmnosphe res whereby either carbon or
mitrogen may be picked up by the steel is considered pmoi practice. Heating in cracked
ammnunia, is also mat advisable. Furthermore, carbonaceous lubricants can give rise
to carburizafixon. For tfrs reason, the forging billets must be thoroughly cleazged
prior to beating since any carburization or nitroen pickup wiui. produce a more stable
austerite and will significantly reduce the strength properties ohitism on heat
treatment.

Oxidizin atmospheres are recommended for all heating operations. This will
result in scaling. The scale formed in anm oxidizin atmosphere, however, is readily
removed by pickling in a nitric-bydrofhuiric acid mixture.

If tihe part is formed to finish s~kape, acid pi-Ibng is not recommezdea~ since thi-
will r~esult in some intergr&ýaxaa attack arou. the carbides at the delta fericite-
austenite interfaces as well as at the prior austenite grain boundaries. In this came,
scale removal by vapor blasting is recomnmended-

Labricat5A. Lubrication techzniques for these allivrys are essentialy the same as
V 4-- the austenitic stainless steels. 'Wnen fwrging parts cozai-4-- t~hin webs,

lubrication should he ccietrolled to reduce surface metal flow. hAny rupturing that. nigb
occur from the presence of delta ferrite r-ouald be ezggerated by large detwumations
of the surface.

CoiigThe smriaustenitic wta-islezs at*-z" retain the soft aeuatnevdt a~wacture
to room temperature. after appropriate beat treasnaius. This oer=CA* a certain~ amouax~
of cold forging or coinixg to close dimensiinual toleraaces - Since the aurt-e -; i-I
metastable, large cold zedvtitts mw~ay lead WL crackift ýErw-.'zi -ucezl nor
ma'tion. Reductions in the neighbortmod of ZO per cez..z are consAde: - ... )i- - -

t-O' 9em,&-iatezdtIc steels.~ although no quantitatice Wp'a ;&re availabl- t-, confirm- ý"%a. !
During -'.c --,rde~ning t'"e.-timent, however, a gro-ulh "T about U. 004 irck per isch occurs.
in cold cir-izng to urn-. dimensicns, this gx- wth factor must be taken into accovwza in %he
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process design. The martensitic precipitatiun-hardenable stainless grades are notg amenable to cold coining.
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CHAPiER 13

MARACINO STIELCI

Crysiellne Structure: Atstenite - Face-centered cibic
Mortensite - Body-centered cubic*

Phaes Chonges: Austenite staLoe to ribout 300 F, below
which it transforms to martensite

M eumber of Phases: One phase (austenite) at forging
temperatures

I Solidus Temperature Range: Above 2500 F

Reactions When Heated In Air: Oxidotion

ALLOYS AND FORMS AVAILABLE

Since the maraging steels were first announced in 1959, sic wrought steels and one

cast steel of this type have been developed. (1) The comnpositions of these alloys are

shown in Table 13-1.(2, 3, 4) As their name implies, the maraging steels develop their

ultrahigh strength by the combination oi transformation to martensite followed by age

hardening.(l, 5) The 25 per cent nickel steel is austenitic at room temperature after the

standard anneal at 1500 F. To martensitine this steel, it is reheated to 1100 to 1350 F
which depletes the matrix of nici.el by prom

6
ting the precipitation of nickel-containing

intermetallic compounds. The austenite thus depleted is sufficiently unstable for con-

siderable martensite transformation to occur on cooling to room temperature.(0) Cooling

to -100 F is requiied for complete transformation to martensite. The 20 per cent,

18 per cent, and 15 per cent nickel typt.. (the last named being developed for elevated-

temnperature applications up to 1000 F) are martensitic as annealed or as hot worked.

The standard annealing temperature for these steels is 1500 F. Fcr con . .t te inarten-

sitisation, te 20 per cent nickel steel is refrigerated at -100 F; transformation in the

18 per cent and 15 per cent nickel steels is substantially complete at room temp..eature.

A1ll of the maraling steels undergo tremendous increases in strength or. nging in thf.

range of 750 to 1000 F after martensitization. An aging treatment commonly usd for

the l8 per cent nickel type is 900 F for 3 hours.(
6 )

I The l4 per cent nickel type of maraging steel has received tae greptest attention

because of itt outetanding fracture toughness and because it is hardened by a sit. ýPi

single-step schedule carried out t a moderate tenmperature. in AddiLion, beca,'st ',1

I their low carbon content, the maraging steels as a class are nit troubJec, w:th diecar..

1juriz.,tion problems; they are readily fabricated and reaa'-orably v'eldabl , they are not

*The maroaneites .aausly fo.ined in stes.4 are tetragona Ion-c1rhoa nsrtensiteus the matensites devalped in the maragiag

steels are essentally cttbon-free, iron-nlckel inarteonites which are body-centered cublc.

I
I
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sensitive to heating or cooling rate either in annealing or in aging; and they are Subject
only to minor dimensional changes on harciening.

TABlE 13-1. COMPOSITIONS OF NICKEL MARAGING STEV S

Alloy Composition, per cent(&)

Designation C(b) Mn•b) Si(b) S(b) p(LbS Ni Co iio Ti Al Cb

25 N1 0.03 0.10 0.10 0.01 0.01 -5. 0-26.0 .. .. 1.3-1.6 0.15-0.30 0.30-0.50

20 Ni 0.03 0.10 0.10 0.01 0.01 19.0-20.0 .. .. 1.3-1.6 0.15-0,30 0.30-0.50

18 Ni (280) 0.03 0.10 0.10 0.01 0.01 18.0-19.0 8.5-9.5 4.6-5.2 0.5-0.8 0.05-0.16 --

18 NI (250) 0.03 0. 10 0.10 0.01 0.01 17.0-19.0 7.0-8.5 4.6-S.2 0.3-0.5 0.05-0.15 --

18 Ni (200) 0.03 0.10 0.10 0,01 0.01 17,0-19.0 8.0-9.0 3.0-3.,- 0.15-0.25 0.05-0.15 --

Cast 0.03 0.10 0.10 0.01 0.01 16.0-17.5 9.5-11.0 4.4-4.8 0.15-0,45 0.05-0.15 --

15 Ni(c) 0.01 s.........1 9 5 0.1 0.7 --

(a) Other elements addedt 0.003 3. 0.02 Zr. and 0. 05 Ca.
(b) Maximum.
(c) Nominal composition.

Thus far, three grades of 18 per cent nickel maraging ste.•] have been developed.
Their nominal room temperature yield strengths as annealed and fully aged are 280, 250
and ZOO ksi and the corresponding designations for them are 18 Ni (280), 18 Ni (250), and
18 Ni (ZOO). The 18 Ni (Z80) steel is consumable-electrode vacuum-arc remelted be-
cause of its high titanium content. The other grades are air melted, air m-lted and
vacuum degassed, or consumable-electrode vacuum-arc remelted. Ingots, b:llets, and
bars are generally processed by procedures similar to those used for alloy steels con-
taining substantial amounts of nickel, i.e., the 3 to 9 per cent nickel steels. Available
forms include forging billets .n cizes to 1Z inches diameter and hot rolled bar stock in a
wide range of sizes in addition to plate, sheet, strip, seamless pipe and wire.

FORGING BEHAVIOR

The 18 Ni maraging steels are readily hot worked by conventional methods and
standard equipment. These steelse are he.,.ted at 2200 to 2300 F, and forging operations
may be started at temperatures as high ac &300 F.( 7 ) It is generally recomnrr.er-led th, t
the finishing temperature be in the vicinity of 1700 to 1500 F. The materials do not ex-
hibit hot shortness up to 2300 F and do not crack even when finished below 1500 F.( 7 )

The martensite formed in the 18 Ni maraging steelm is rrlatively soft and ductile
before being aged. For bar stock, the yield strength is in the order of 101D, N)0 p.,i and
the elongation in I inch is about 17 per cent.( 7 ) Likewise, 0he tcndenry for ThiL ;mteria.l
to work harden is extremely low. Therefore, because of these facto: •, ;..:. 1! arag-
mo, steels silould be readily amenable to cold for4ing opertions such as coining.
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INFLUENCE OF FORGING VARIABLES ON MECHANICAL PROPERTIESI
The effect which hot forging has on the micro -t-:,cture and mechani.cal properties

of the 1 Ni rrmaraging steels depends on (a) the type of forging being done, (b) the forging
Lemperature, and (c) the extent to which the metal is worked. The effects ar'ý similar to
those produced in the austenitic-stain)!.-s steels and other mitlleable single-phase metals
and alloys.

The 4.nfluence of hot working (swaging) on the grain size of 18 Ni (280) managing
steel is illustrated by the data in Table 13-7.(8) T- data indicate that, betweea 1500 F
and 2200 F, the effect of temperature is almost neglikible, but the influence .f per cent
reduction is quite crnsiderable. It should be noted that thase alloys do not recrystallize
when austenitized i . e way that carbon and low-alloy steels do; the grain size after an-
nealing is generally the same as after forging. The principal method available to con-
trol grain size is througli i-dj istrment of the hot-working conditions. In addition, it is
possible that sufficient residual strain can be developed in the material by heavy working
at the low-temperature end of the forging range so that, on rehating to 1500 to 1700 F,
recrystallization will oca.ur.

TAKIF 13-2. INFLUENCE OF SWAGING TEMPERA'UM AND REDUCTION ONf GRA,., SIZE OF 18 Ni (280) MARAGING STEEL

Swaging ASTM Grain Size(a) After !ndi-ated
Temperature, sw. li Reduction snd Anneal~b)

- F 35% '74%

1 1500 2-4 9-10

1600 1-2 10

1100 2-3 10

I 1800 3-6 9-10

1900 4-6 7-10

I 9000 2-4 8-10

9100 2-4 '7-10

2200 2-3 '7-9

(a) Grain size observed on surface normal to axis of bar,.
(b) Bars annealed at 1500 F and aged at 900 F.

!
The tensile properties obtainable in closed-die press forgingo made fron 18 Ni

maraging steels are illustraLfQ ' .' the data in Tables 13-3 and 13-4.(0) The date 4,

Table 13-3 relate to a 40-inch-diameter front closure for the Pershir.g xo.nket znotor
case which was forged from a consumable-alectrode ve.-uiIn-ar!- reme' .ed heat of the
18 Ni (28(j; grade of mar' 7,ug steel. The test epecirnen. were taken frum the rim sec,-
tion. It is seer, that while the strength values are about the same in both directions, the
ductility in the .adial direction tends to be less than in the tangerntial direction.

I
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TA3LE 13-3. TBNSILE PROPERTII.S Of IQ NJ (2V0) MARAGING STEEL PRESS-FORGEM DOME
AS ANNEALED AT 1500 F ANT) ACED 3 HOURS AT 900 F AFTER FORGING(M)

0.2% Offset Ulimate
Yield Strenigth. Tensile Strenith,, Elongation, Reduction of Area,

Directioln Ia kIs per cent pct cent

Tangential 2.4.5 294. 7 9.5 44.'

ls. 0 297.6 10.0 45. 3

Radial 285.6 292.7 8.0 '8. 4

"281.5 '190.7 8.0 42.3

(a) Specimens removed from th.i rNSion of the rim of the dome which was 40 Incises in
diameter.

TAME 13-4. TENSILE PROPERTIES OF A FORGED 18 Ni (250) MAIAGING STEEL AIRCRAFT
STRUCTURAL COMPONENT AS ANNEALED AT 1500 F AND AGED 3 HOlUS

AT 900u'

0.2% Offset Ultimate
Yield Strength, Temnile StrengO. "longation. Reduction of Area.

Lor ation Direction hal ksi per cent per cent

Centet heavy Wction Short transverse 280.9 263.1 5.0 26.3

Ditto Shor. transverse 252.7 264.9 4.5 21.6

Longitudinal 250.9 263.1 10.0 46.7

"Longitudinal 250.9 263.9 10.0 48.2

"Transverse 24? a 260. 1 8.0 18. e

"Transverse 251.9 263.5 4.0 9.6

Web area Longitudinal 282.9 265.2 10.0 82.9

Ditto Longitudinal 254.5 267.2 11.0 53.5

Transverse 248, 8 260.8 10. n 47.5

Transverse 252.5 264.3 10.0 4A. 7

Table 13-4 presents tensile data for an airzraft structural con.ponent press forged

from a consumable-clectrode vacuum-arc remelted heat of the 18 Ni (250) drade. Thi
strength values are remarkably similar for all three directions and for boLh ">c)tions

sampled. However, the ductilty falls off sign;ficantly In the tiazi,•vers. and 0bo- •t trans-
verse directions, except that the transveree ductility in the thin wehb.>1 ajrr. 1k; .".tout the

sanie as the longitudinal ductility. The low ductiity in the tranavert' rad short trans-
verse dirt'tiv;ns of the center section is thought to be aleociated with the fact that very
little redction occurrt. in these directions ;n the center of the part during the final
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forging operation.( 9 ) The web area, on the other hand, received a considerable amount

of deformation during the finish forging operation. These variatiortk cat) bo rorrected to

a large extent by tailoring the forging process in all its details to the rmaterial being
forged.(9).

fIgData illustrating the influence of forging temperature on, the tensiJe st, -rgth of the

18 Ni type of maraging steel are showi. in Figure 13-0.(8) It is to be noted that the

strength of material aged directly afte. forging increases significantly for forging tern-

peratures below 1700 F; whereas, when tbe steel is annsaled before aging, the strength

is essentially independent of forging temperature. As a result, for material fuiged at

temperatures above 1700 F, annealing at 1500 F bi,,cre aging improves properties to
come extent; on the other hand, for material forged at temperatures below 1 M F, this

annealing treatment reduces strength. Quite probably, forging at tempc'atures bciow

1700 F imparts considerable strain hardening to the metal, which accounts for its

,reater strength when forged at such temperatures. A thorough annealing treatment

would be expected to remove this strain-hardening effect and, in this way, cause a re-

duction 4- strength.

From the data in Figure 13-1, it would seem that this type of steel should be finish

forged at or below 1600 F and aged directly, in order to develop maximum strength.

However, in complicated forgir.gse, the degree of strain hardening is apt to vary greatly

from section to section and the mechanical properties are likely to vary accordinbly.

The data suggest that much more uniformity of strength properties throughout a forged

component is to be expected if the metal is annealed before aging.

J C•COMENTARY ON FORGING PRACTICE

The selection of forging temperatures for the maraging steels is dominated by the

type of forging operation intended. If the part is designed in such a way that it will re-

ceive siseable reductions, forgi.,g temperatures are similar to those used for 4lloy

* steels. If the part contains portions that receive little reduction during forging, how-

ever, temperatures should be adjusted downward to below 2000 F. This is done to pre-

vent excessive grain growth. In any case, the final forging steps should be completed

below 2000 F. Recommended forging temperatures are given below for some typical

forging@ made from the 18 Ni alloys.

fType of Forging Recommended Forging Temperaiuren

Disks Upset ;300 F; Finish 2150 F

Rib and web shape. Draw ZZ00 F; Block 2Z50 F; Finish 2150 7'

End upset Upset one end .000 F

S- --- -_.- Rings_ ..... Upset and pierce 2200 r,, Rol! 2200 F

...-- The e.ad upset generally receives deformation only on one end. Thus, ,.,e lowest forging

temperature, i0 recommended for such parts.

I
I
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TREATMENT AFT&I '-ROINO

ACED AT "0 F

- ,, ANNEALED AT 1500 F AND) AGED AT M00 P

IA

---244--A - --- -

)00

- - 10 Io 10 I 2 .--. 210

FOROPI" TEMPERATURE. F

FIGURE 13.1. EFFECT OF FORGING TEMPERATURE -".ND SUBSPOUENT HE.AT TRIATMEH:•T

ON STRENGTH OF ISMI MARAGING STEELS

Aifw DeVrles(s)
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Because lower finishing ternperatur-s (1500 to 1700 F) are often needed for grain-
else control and ductility, higher forging pressurLs are required tha.. nor.ýi1 for othe:

steels. Sparks reports that forging loads ar,- comparable to some tit..niwn alloys.(10)
Otherwise! forging procedures normally used for alloi nteels are suitable for the 18 Ni
rnaraging steel*.
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CHAPTER 14

TITANIUM AND rITANIUM AtLOYS

Crystalline S"ttel Alpha - Ciose-packed heluaonal

Betm - Body-centered cubic

Photo Chengest On cooling f.tfl kolidus region, beta phase
transforms partly or wholly to alpha

""I of Phoes Preseiw T wo; predominantly beta at forging temperatures;alpha glenerally preeemt in emountts varyingl up
to about 50 per Qoni

ILlqlIde. Tupeesumse Rump, 3000 to 3135 F

Sellds Tepetwe Renget 2700 to 3100 F

Reettless Whies Heated in Ain Ceetinuos oxidetion end gea absorption abovo
i L.about 1200 F

I
ALLOYS AND FORMS AVAILABLE

There are three general types of titanium-base alloys: (1) alpha alloys, (2) alpha-
beta alloys, and (3) beta alloys. Forging behavior and, hence, forging practice are
controlled by the alpha-beta rel 'ie-khlp of each alloy type. On heating, pure Ltanlum

I undergoes a transformation at 1625 F from a hexagonal close-packed strvcture (alpha)

lI: "- ALPtA TRANSUS •. A9

11CREASING ALLOY CONTENT

A. ALPHA-STABILIV!!OI II!NAVIOR B, IETA-STAtl&.iZd, 6'.HAV'IOR
(Al, Sn. 0. W. C) (Cf. Fe, Mn, 6t%, V)

FIGURE 14.1. ALPNi;.IETA RELATIONSHIPS FOR THE TWO PRINCIPAL ALLOYING
BEHAVIORS OF TITANIUM



to a body-centered cubik structure (beta; Alloying elements are added to utab.lau cne
or the other of theme phases as shown in Figure 14-1, by either raising or lowering the
transforniation ten, peratures,

Aluminum, which is the strongest. metallic alpha stabilizer used in commercial
alloys, raises the beta transus and imparts high-temperatire strength to ibe alloy,
Certain alloying elements used in c'ommercial alloys (e. g, p Cr, Fe, Mn, Mo, V) are
beta stabilizers which lower the betA transus, additions of these telementw strengthen
the beta solid solution and increase the amount of beta retained at room teinperature,
Thus, the bets may be changed fronm at, unstable form to a stable form, even below
room ternpeýatrWrb. In alpha-beta alloys the beta phase is in an unstable cor.aition,
These alloys can be heat treated to achieve strengthening by partial tranhformation ol
the beta phase to alpha, which ii finely dispersed in tha beta phase, The beta transus
generally establishes the maximum temperature to whirh these allnys can be safely

heated for optimum mechanical properties, Hence, most high-strength forging alloys
are designed with su ie.ie'nt amounts of beta stabilisere to retain beta in an unstable,
heat-treatable form, and with additions of aluminum to increase the beta transue and
there*Qj extend the forging-temperature range.

The compositions and individual forging characteristics v1 several titanium forg-
ing alloys are presented in Table 14-1. The alloys are produced commercially as
cylindrical ingots by vcuum-arc melting in consumable-electrode furnaces. Ingots
are first cogged to large, square billets, then hot rolled to bar r-f various sises for
forging.

FORGING BEHAVIOR

Since virttually all of the titanium fogging alloys are double-melted, they rarely
contain segregations of other materials that might cause wide variations in '-rgeability.
Initial breakdown forging of t4taniurn !.lloys is usually done at temperatures ,-bove Uw.
beta transus because the body-centered cubic structure is more ductile and forging-
pressure requiremnents are generally lower. Final forging is usually done at tempera-
tures below the beta transus to prevent excessive beta grain growth and attendant low
ductility.

Variations in strain rate have little inPuence on the forgeability* of alpha and

alpha-beta alloys; both alloy types are readily forgeable in either prtre-es or hammers.
The Ti-13V-1lCr-3Al beta alloy also exhibits good forgeability in both pr.. oas and
hammers when forged above 1400 F. How'avr, when forged just below 1400 if, the
alpha phase begins to precipitate an! the alloy is mote susceptible W cracking, particu-
larly in drop hammers. For reasons of mechanical-property control, this alloy ist
frequently forged in the lower temperature r-ae kut the reductione are smali; hence
the reduced forgeability does not present a major problem.

The forging pressure of titanium alloys increase-% rapidly with in rear.ng 't rain
rate at forging temperatures. This effect is illustrated by the forgino. * 1., r. ",Ut veb
sho'vm in Figure 14-- for two different alloy type, - alpha and beta - uit.et forged :.
difforent t-emoerl t ures over a tenfold increabe in strawn rate. ) At ..bout 10 per cent

*'ho ue of tne tor., 'forgeability' in this text refen to the abilfty of x metal to be deformed without failulow uegsdileu of the
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TABLE 14-1. COMPOSITIONS AND FORGING CHARACTWSTICS OF TITANIUM AND SEVERAL TITANIUM ALLOYS

Ti-13V-,

Alloy Designation Unalloyed TI-SA-.Sn Ti-BAI-IMo-IV Ti-6AW4V Ti-?AI-4Mo iCr-3aA.

Forglng specifications AMS AMS -- AMS 4928

4921 4966

Nominal Composltion
(Balance Titaniun). 6 9WT. U. I 9AI CAI 7AI 13V

2. 5Sn iMo 4V 4Mo 110C
IV 3)AI

Alloy Type Alpha Alpha Alpha Alpha-beta Alpha-beta Beta

Density, Ib/cm3  0.163 0.161 0.160 0.162 0.162 0.175

Solidus, F 3020 2820 2800 2600 2800 2700

Beta Transau. F -1650 -1900 -1900 -1610 -186• --

Recrystallization
Tamp, F 1200 1300 1300 1350

Forging Temp "ae, F
Inltia Breakdown 1700-2000 1700-2000 1700-2000 1600-2000 1600-2000 1600-1900
Die Forging 1600-1°00 1650-1850 1750-1950 1550-1600 1660-1650 1450-1700

Forgeab/ity
Press" Good Fair Fair Good Good Good
Hammers Good Fai Fair Good Good Fair
High-fnergy-Rat

Machi•m ...... Good i-ait
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reduction, for example, the forging pressures for both alloys increase nearly 5U per
cent for this moderate increase in 9 train rate.

Figure 14-3 summarizes the influence of stra,, rate and temperature on the forg-
ing pressure of several titanium alloys at approximate forging temperatures. Data are
provided on a low-,&lloy steel (AISI 43,0) for conmparison. Forging pressure in-.7reases
in an approximate linear relationship w.h the logaritl-hm of the strain rate, a& exempli-
fied by the behavior of the Ti-13V-llCir-3A1 alloy. Thus, it is possible to estimate
forging pressures for a given strain rate br interpolating or extrapolating data avail-
able at other strain rates.

An example of such an extrapolation is given in Figure 14-4 to permit a corrpar-
ison of the forging pressures for Ti-6Ai-4V alloy and AISI 4340 steel at their respective
forging-temperature ranges. This indicates that Ti-(.Al-4V at 1725 F requires about
the same forging pressurt. at comparable deformation rates as AISI 4340 between
2000 F and 2300 F. At 1600 F, however, the data indicate that Ti-6A1-4V requires
about twice the forging pressures of AISI 4340 steel. This coincides quite well with
actual forging experience. Most forging companies report that Ti-6A1-4V requires
orte and one-half to two times the equipment capacity needed for forging alloy steels in
comparable shapes.

The inarked effect of temperature on the forging pressure of Ti-6AI-4V is charac-
teristic of titanium alloys in general. Figure 14-5 shows how the forging prnssure for
each of the three types of titanium alloys increases more rapidly with decreasing tem-
perature than does that of low-alloy steels. Thus, in ordinary die-forging operations,
cooling of the workpiece has a more critical effect on forging pressures for titanium
than for steels.

I Since titanium alloys exhibit rapidly incceasing strengths' with increasing strain
rate, more energy is required for hammer forging than for press forging at comparable

I temperatures. The TI-l3V-IIC--3Al alloy at 1450 F, for example, requires neftarly
50 per cent more energy at a typical hammer velocity of 200 in. /sec than at a typical
press velocity of 1. 5 in. /sec. 1l) The energy required for forging Ti-13V-llCr-3AI at

I hammer velocities at 1450 F is nearly four times that for AISI 4340 at 2300 F at t-he
same level of reduction.I
INFLUENCE OF FORGING VARIABLES ON MECHANICAL PROPERTIES

The mechanical properties of titranium' alloys are basically a furnztiorl of alloy cor,-
tent and thermal treatment. However, such prperties as ductility, impact strt;ngth,
and notch strength are influenced significantly by the forging procedures. Very *nm-
portant in the control of these properties is the control of microstruct ;a which, in
turn, is controlled by forging technique.

ap

lp.ha-Beta Alloys. The general influence of forging temperature on the roorn-
temperature -nechanical properties of alpha-beta all-ys is illustxited ii Figure 14-6.
When forgei above the bt`.. cransus, the alloys cxhibit coarse beta grains with attendant
low ductility ane widely varying stre;igth propertie'. Improved ductility and more uni-
form strength properties are obtained when the alloys are forged below the beta transus.

I
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FIGURE 14.6. GENERALIZED INFLUENCE OF FORGING TEMPERATURE ON
BETA GRAIN SIZE AND ROOM-TEMPERATURE MECHANICAL
PROPERTIWS OF FORGED ALPHA-BETA ALLOYS

Shoded areas indicate erratic bsehvior a; beta-forged alloys.

This behavior is related to the physical characteristics of two-phase a.Lloys. On
heating above the beta traneu , alpha-beta alloys transform completely to thV beta
phase. On cooling from the beta region, the beta decays or transforms partially to
alpha, which takes on the classical acicular shape normal-to such systems. If the beta -
to-alpha transformation occurs during deformati-on, the alpha separating from the beta
takes on an equiaxed grain structure (primary alpha). This is because the alpha re-
peatedly recrystallizes and undergoes grain growth at the expense of the transforming
beta. However, if-deformation is completed before the beta transfo'--- to an equilib-
rium amount of alpha, the remaining beta transforms to the acicular aLpha structure.
Figure 14-7 illustrates the various typical s3tructures obtained by forging a'L tempera-
tures above and below the beta transus.

The relative amount of equiaxed alpha in the microstructure has an important in-
fluence on the ductility and notch sensitivity of alpna-beta alloys. P~eductior, v. area in-
creases with increasing amounts of equiaxed alpha up to about -20 per cent, then levels
off; notch sensitivity steadily increases with increasing amounts of equiaxY.-d -klpha.
These effects are illustratece in Figuxre 14-8 for the Ti-6AI14V ý.iinoy. The besL o'mbi-
nation of properties is obtained when the structure zonftains about 20 -. !Th :-c-!
e.-jiaxed alpha (Figure 14-7b). To achieve this utrtwcture, it is nece- e-ry to forge at
telnper,'"Ares about 100 F below the beta transus.
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parts of the forging will receive. Data a" 4 comments are presented in Table 14-2 for
selecting the forging temperatures for two types of forging. - a disk shape and a rib-
and-web structural part. As indicated, it is sometimes desirable to conduct prelim-
inary open-die forging operations at termperatures in the beta region. This permits
forging for a longer period of time and reduces thie need for reheating. Beta forging
would be recommended only if adecquate reduction below the beta transus is possible in
the subsequent forging operations. Temperatures for blocking operationu are often
adjusted downward to compensate for possible harmfui temperature IncreAses.

TABLE 34-2. CHOICE OF FORGING TEMPERATURES FOR TWO TYPICAL CONFIGURATIONS
FORGED FF0M ALPHA-BETA ALLOYS

Pa&tu forged in a drop hammer
Beta transus of alloy:- 1900 F

Recommended
Forging

Nominal Linear Tsmperature().
Operation Reduction, per ceat P Remaruk

Upset 70 1700 Temperature may Increan as much as 150 F unlen forging is done
with light intermittent blows.

Block 50 1650 Mire unlform reduction may be obtained t y urning blank over
between oparstionas diould provide deformation in areas that
exceeded beta traua during upatting

Finish 20 to 60 1700 Should yield proper proportion of equimed alpha

Rib-and-Web

Draw and 10 to s0 11f0-1900 HSLJer temperatue allows for longer time a fo ging =.j,-AWKZ:;
flatten enbrittld mucture will be removed by subtmhsat opertons

block 40 to 70 1650 Should provide adequate deformation in mea thea exceeded beta
Unams during previous operation

Finieh 30 to bO 1700 Should yield proper proportion of equisnd alpha

(a) Temperatures given represent metal temperature; higher furnace settings are sometims und to i,•r #We I&Wer heating rawa.

For parts receiving small total reductions (less than 50 per cent), it is dosira*,i
to begin with a billet thut has a structure that contains at least 10 to 15 per s;ent of
equiaxed alpha. This is especially true of parts that are upset forged from billets hay-
ing length/diameter ratios over 1/2. Such parts contain large 'Idi a-metal" xonex
which receive little or no work.

Beta Alloys. 1he general influence of forging temperature on the: room-
temperat %re mechanical properties of the Ti- 13V - I Cr-3Al Leta al'•>y is illustrated in
Figure 14-10. M2iara,: ýeristic of other single-phase alloy systems, the beta-titanium

-i
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alloy exhibits decreasing ductility with increasing grain syc rn•d increasing, strength
with iicreasing aniounts of cold work. klthough the alloy recrytallizas at about
1400 F. cold work is retained after forging att teraperatureb as high as 160)0 F. Whe:•
cold work is retained, precipitation of thc alpha phase nccurs inore rapidly and !venly
during s-bsequent aging. This shortc.us the agir.J time needed to achieve a given
strength level with good ductility. After forging at temperatures above about 1600 F,
longer aging times are required, and the alpha precipitate concentrates JA the grain
boundaries, causing low ductility. These points are demonstratci by the aging-
response curves in Figure 14-11, which show more rapid aging with increasing forging
reductions and with decreasing forging temperature. The aging response is slowest
after annealing.

The beta alloy has a potential yield strength capability exceeding 2ti0U,000 psi.
However, at these higher strengths. the allby is quite brittle and exhibits elong.tion
values consistently below 5 per cent. For this reason, most investigations have con-
centrated on achieving a yield-strength level of about 180,000 psi, where higher elonga-
tion values may be ae:, ected. Even at this strength level, careful control of forging
temperatures and reductions is important for controlling aging ri-spcnse and, hence,
mechanical properties.

The influence of various forging sequencos on the mechanical properties of the
Ti-13V-IlCr-3AI alloy are as follows. (9)

(1) Fastest aging response and highest ductilities are obtained when the
alloy is warm forged at or slightly below the recrystxtllization tem-
perature (abou%. 1400 F).

(2) The aging reaction is hastened by increasing amounts of reduction in
this temperature range.

(3) The ductility of annealed forgings increases with decreasing grain size.

(4) The ductility of a& d 'orgi:ags is more dependent on prior working con-
ditions than on grain size.

(5) The finest, most uniform grain size is obtained by forging in multiple
steps with successively lower forging temperatures. Since grain
arowth Is rapid above 1500 F, final forging reductions are usually
performed in the Vicinity of this temperature to obtain thr -irnum
combination of grain refinement and aging response.

A summary of various forging techniquec Aur the beta alloy is shown in Figuv. i4-!P.
which gives forging reductions, temperatures, aging cycles, and the resulting values
for yield strength and elongation. The date for forging sequences I and J give proper-
ties for die forgings finished at 1500 F and aged ior 12 and 15 hours. The aging cycle
giving the highest elongations was 12 hours at 900 F.

Comparisons were made by Brody and Crosby of the prVUICrties of all-be,, disk
forgings,-produced by both hammer and prese.-forging techniques. (101' *4.A tZe tProp-
erties gene..ally were comparable, the hammer- forwed parts exhibit'd the lowes,
strength n the central regions 'ecause of "dead --r. tals 1-ones there. The press-forged
parts re,:eiveo. more u,,iform deformation, hence more uniform properties were
obtained.
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Alph& Alloys. The general hiifluence uo forging temperatures on th!3 mechanical
properties of alpha alloys is illustrated in Figure 14-13. The behavior is similar in
many respects to that for the alpha-beta alloys, The strength leveL i s not influenced
greatly by forging temperature, but the di:,,llity dec rl,:.se sharply when forging tem -
peratures exc,,ed the beta transuts. The best coanbinationn of forgeability and mnechanical
properties are at forging temperature. within the alpha-beta field. Since this repre-
sents a narrower forging temperature -ange thin for the alpha-beta alloys, the alpha

alloys are usually reheated more often ,siuring forging.

TENSILE STREGHT .

I
REDUCTION Of AREA

I GRAIN SITE

I ..
I I

I -100 F a TRANSUS • TRANSUS +100 P

FORCING TEMPERATURE

I FIGURE 14-13. GENERALIZED INFLUENCE OF FORGING 'TEMPERATURE ON GRAIN SIZE
AND ROOM-TIMPERATURE MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF FORGED ALPflA

I ALLOYS

Certain of the alpha alloys (e.g., Ti-BAl-IMo-IV) exhibit imor.oved creel re-
sistance when forged above the beta transus. Howevir, the problem of increasing

grain mise introduces ductility variations that are difilcult to control. The rypical in-
fluence of forging temperature on the room-temperature mechanical prgrpnrties of
the Ti-8A1-IMo-lV alloy is shown by the tabulation below for sa-nples upset fo gsa

i with 75 per cent reduction:

I
I



Forging 0. 2/ Offset Ultimate Reduction
Temperature('i), Yield Strength, Strength, Elongation, of Area,

F ksi ksi er ceat per cent

i850 128-139 140- 1i 14-15 21-31

1950 114-123 131-142 10-15 ,.2-24

Data courtey of Titanium Metal, Corpo;iatlon of America.
(a) Afrec futging. samples annealed 1 hour at 1650 F and 8 hours at 1100 F.

COMMENTARY ON FORGING PRACTICES

There are a. number of factors that make titanium alloys more difficult to forge
than steels. The metallurgical behavior of the alloys not only imposes certain con-
trols and limitations on the forging operation, but influences all rcf thc steps in manu-
facturing forged parts. Particular care is necessary throughout the processing cycle
to avoid contamination by oxygen, nitrogen, carbon, and/or hydrogen, which can
severely impair the properties and over-all quality of a forged part.

_Coriposition Sensitivity. The forging behavior and mecbhnical properties of in-
dividual titanium alloys are not very sensitive to variations in raetallic alloying ele-
ments. However, both of these factors are influenced significantly by variations in
interstitial elements (e.g., oxygen, nitrogen, and carbon). An inctease from 0. 1 to
0. 2 per cent oxygen, for example, will raise the beta transus of the Ti-6A1-4V alloy
as much as 75 F and increase the dtrength'level by as much as 15 per cent. The
typical influence of oxygen content on mechanical properties is illustrated foz two
forging alloys by the following data:(4 , 11)

Typical Tensile Strength, psi
Nominal Oxygen Alpha-Beta Beta

Content, % Ti-6A1-4V (Annealed) Ti-13V-llCr-3A1 (Ased_

0.10 135,000 190,000
0.15 147,000 205,000
0.20 155,000 214. nP.

Increasing carbon and nitrogen contents CL.;ase similar but less-noticeable chinges in
strength.

Heating. At temperatures above about 10- F, oxygen and nitrogen ieact with
titanium to form an adherent surface scale and a hard, alpha-dich subrurftce l.eyer.
The subsurface layer is brittle even at forging temperaturep and can caur-e -u1tu'ing
during forging. The alpha alloyi are particularly sensitive ro thli a'nd forginrl, ofl these
alloys sometimes require frequent in-process grinding operations. 7)'h-a, .,.I.a alloy
ir forged above about 1800 F, it exhibits the sante chl.racteristics.



When hydrogen is absorbed at forging arnperatures, it diffuses inward, raising

the hydrogen content of the entire forging. In extreme cases. this can lead to hydrogen

embrittlement. Thus, when titanium alloys are heated for forging -.n ccnventional oil.-
or gas-fired turnaces, oxidizing atrnosphe;,es are preofrred to minimize hydrogen
pickup. Inert-gas atmospheres are recommended only for parts containing extremely

thin sections that require multiple hetting operations.

Removal of Contaminants. The hard, alpha-rich subsurface layer producedl by

heating titanium in air is difficult to machine. Depending on heating times the layer
Sordinarily ranges in thickness fr':m 0. 005 to 0. 025 Jnr!h. Pickling forgings in hydro-

fluoric acid (2-4 per cent aqueous solution) will remoe the layer at a rate o" about

0. 001 inch per minute. To minimize hydrogen contamination from the acid bath, the

solution is usually modified with about 30 per cent nitric acid. This retards the metal
removal rate by about 50 per cent. Hydrogen may be removed only by Vacuum anneal-

ing. Titanium alloys af.; easily analyzed for hydrogen content, and appropriate quality-

control measures can be readily established for maintaining hydrogen conteats below

harmful ievels.

Lubrication. The adherent scale formed on titanium billets during heating is

abrasive and causes dies to wear at rates considerably faster than occurs with compar-

able steel forgings. The use of glass -type billet coatings for titaniujm alloys has re-

duced die wear to about the same level as for stainless steels. The glass-type coatings
provide a twofold advantage of reducing oxidation and providing lubrication. Other

common die lubricants are colloidal graphite and the soot from partially burned kero-

sene. Those lubricants are often applied by spraying, especially for parts forged in

Sintricate die cavities. Swabs are used for simple shapes like disks and blades.

Equipment Cleanliness. While forging titanium, care should be taken to prevent

contact with ateel scale. A "0tbrrmite" lype reaction can occur which can ruin ;a furgi.r,

die. Apparently, the • tnium reduces L'on oxide in an exothermic redction set off by

pressure and high temperature. This reaction is knuwn in forge shops as "firing".

Furnace hearths and the forging equipment may be sources for steel scale.I
Straightening. Because of the low elastic modulus and relatively high strength .)f

titanium alloys, iorgings are difficult to cold straighten either Ly cui,,il.r ,or reverse

bending. Such operations are usually done at temperatures between 700 and !o00 F. At
times, it is helpful to maintain a straightenin- Ioad en a forging for a few seco .9ts to

take advantage of " tcreep". This technique is especially useful for reLnuving large
warpages. Creep-resistant alloys (e.g., Ti-5Al-2. 5Sn, Ti-8AI-lMo-IV) requi.re

straightening temperatures upwards of 1000 F, i.;parially if straightening requi..ments

are severe. Forgings having severely contaminated surfaces are apt -o crack during

straightening. Hence, cortamination should be removed beforehand.

Zorging Technique. The successful forging of titaniurm. alloys, particularly the

alpha-beta t .pe., depends a great deal on the forge -han.rrwr ope-ator •.nd the choice of

equipment -apaci~y. No .- :tter how carefully th.e dies a,'e designed and the furnaces

are controlied, Lhe operator can cause beta embrittlement by forging a part too rapidly.I
I
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When forging disk shapes, for examiple, it is often desirable to allow one "free-swLi"g
of the rams before each hamrT -r blow. &ids allows time for the workpiece tempera-
ture to equalize. It is also desirable to avoid "over-hammering" or using larger ham-
mere than necessary for the part. Some companies will intentic.-ally "uyider-harnmerI:
for initial breakdown forging operatiorn so that tiný.:perature increases wAll not be sig-
nificant. For example, a disk part normally requiring a 15,000-lb hammer might be
blocked in a 12,000-lb hammer wit.h more blows and then finished in a 15,/,O0-lb
hammer.

COMMENTARY ON FORGING DESIGN

Design principles for alpha and alpha-beta titanium P1
1oys fall between those for

alloy steels and hot-cold work alloys (e. g., 16-Z5-6 st'ez. rnalloyed molybdenum). *
The designs should provide an adequate amovnt of deformation during forging, but the
redctions need not b.. :-on.ined to narrow limits. Because the beta alloy requires pre-
cise control of reductions, the designs are limited to generously contoured shapes.
The size of titanium forging is limited only by the equipment available throughout the
industry. Disk shapes as large as 70 inches in diameter and intricate rib-and-web
parts over 4 feet long have been forged successfully. Some examples of typical parts
forged in production quantities are shown in Figure 14-14.

Section Size Limitations. Forgings containing massive sections greater than
about 3 inches thick generally exhibit decreasing strength properties with increasing
thickness. This is due 'rimarily to slower cooling rates. The influence on alpha-
beta alloys is greater. It is possible, however, to reduce large sections by machining
or slotting and to restore properties by subsequent heat treatment. Forgings containing
both massive and thin sections exhibit a greater tendency for hydrogen contamination
because the entire forging requires longer heating times. In general, designs contain-
ing sections larger than 3 inches thick should not contain sections smaller tian about
I inch thick. For the heat-tV ;atable _Ipha-beta alloys, it is important to avwid sovy,,e
changes in section size to maintain a uniform heat treatment response. These alloys
exhibit optimum heat treatment response in section thicknesses smaller than I inch. (4'

Tolerances. Producibility of close-tolerance, precision titanium-alloy forgings
has been proven. (L.) However, owing to such factors as excessive die wear, the need
for expensive tooling, problems of microstructure control and containtnation, the cost
of close-tolerance forging is usually prohibitive. Metallurgical quality ib ,..so some-
times compromised if several dies are nef !cd to aiccomplish the iorging. S:.ccesqful
precision forging, therefore, is confined to small forgings, such as blades and fittings,
that do not have complex flow patterns. An example of a close-tolerance blade forging
is shown in Figure 14-15. Close-tolerance specir..ations should bs avoided on rib and
web designs, since the metal flow in these designs uaually precrud,.o the use of several
dies.

*Forging dest:m f,.r titanium alloys are decribed in considerabie detail in Chapter 4.
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FIGURE 14-15. CLOSE-TOLERANCE FORGING OF TI.6AI-4V ALLOY BLADES

Potling sftps (1) extrude ril upset, (2) bleck,
(3) finish ae, trim, and (4) coin
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CHARTER 15

IRON-BASE SUPERALICOYSI
I

Crystelline Structure' Face-centermd cubic

Phase Changes: None

Number of Pheses: One at forging temperaturd

Selidus Temperature Range: 2250 to 2500 F

Reactiens When Heeted in Airn Oxidize slowly

ALLOYS AND FORMS AVAILABLE

Iron-base superalloys generally comprise a class of austenitir; stainless steels that
contain about 25 to 35 per cent nickel, 15 per cent chromium, and smaller amoAnts of
molybdenum, tungsten# and cther elements. There are exceptions to this, however; one
allov (19-9DL) is a modification of 18-8 stainless. Nominal compositions of several
typical iron-base superalloys are given in Table 15-1. Alloys of this type have been used

i extensively as forgings for turbine and compressor components in jet engines. Because
they contain reactive elements (e.g., titanium, aluminum), these alloys are commonly
melted under vacuum in either arc or inductlin furnaces to avoid oxidation losses.
Forging stock is commonly prepared by consumable-electrode melting either in vacuum
or under a slag cover (Kellogg F-ocess). This is done to assure a high degree of upea.r*." -

ness and uniform forgeability.

TAIL 16-1. NOMINAL COMPOSITIONS OF SEVIIIAL IRON-BAAS SUPERALLOYS

I Composition. weitht Der cent
Alloy C Mn Si at Ni Mo Ti Al W Others Fe

SA-286 0.08 1.3.5 0.50 15.0 26.0 1.25 2.0 0.26 -5 0.av Sal

V-57 0.080() 0.25(4) 0.55 15.0 25.5 .. 25 3.0 0.25 -- O.0V Si
0. 004"B

M-308 0.08 . . 14.0 32.5 4.0 2.2 0.30 6.5 0.OHS Sal

W-545 0.05 1.5 0.40 13.5 26.0 1.5 2.8 0.20 -" 0. 08B I
Discaloy 0.06 1.0 0.70 14.0 2•6 0 3.0 1.l 0.26 .... I
16-25-6 0.06 L.$3 0.70 16.0 25.0 6.0 .. .. - '. 165N Sat
"9-9DL 0.30 1.10 0.6 19.0 9.0 1.25 0.3 -- 1.26 0.4Cb0T7 Wa1

(a) Indicates maximum.

Iron-b!, so superalloys derive their strength by one or mort of the zoilowing
mechanism.,:ill so!i)-&.u.orL hairdening, (Z) prccipitat~on hardening, and (3) work
hardening. The oasic strength of iron is incressed by additio, q of soluble elementsg (e.g., chromium, nickel, molybdenum, etc. ), each of the elemmnts contributing to the

I1
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ultimate strength level of the . ,.al aolid solution. Since the elemrents are curucple~tt-1 di s-
siolved arid form a Lomogeneous sing1e-pI -s'e alloy, they dio not affec~t forgeability to any
great extent. I-Iowevcr, these elemenits raise the recry stallization temperatures, thus
increasilib the minimum hot-working tempe ratures over that of ,ro".

The precipitation hardening of austeititic ir,ý,n-base alloys occurs by the precipita-
tion of intermetallic compounds and phases formed from alloy additions like. aluminum
and titanium - elements that are not completisly soluble in ircir. These com-pounds and
phases exhibit increasing solubility with increasing temperatures raid dissolve Completely
at temperatures approaching 1800 F, thus permitting the classical wtengthening by solu-
tion heat treating and aging. In the A-Z36 alloy, the chief hardening cozabtituents ;ire the
intermetalli' compounds N13AA and Ni3(Al, Ti), v hich precipitate at temperaturesa in the
vicinity of 1300 F. Some carbide precipitation may ailso occur at the agin'y temperature
and may contribute slightly to the, strengthening of trie ctoels.

Until about 1955, it was believed that boron, if present in the alloys, contributed
little if at all to thei ct'"enath. Since that time, it has beco xie evident that boron plpym an
important role in the precipitation of the N13A1 compo und. 11) In the absence of boron,
this co~npound precipitates in a coarse, lamellar fashion rather thant as a finely divided,
uniform precipitation. The alloy is significantly weakened when this occurs. Lamellar
precipitation is accelerated by prior cold work, particularly when solution- heat- treate d
forging. are cold coined or straightened prior to aging. If the alloys contain small
amounts (0. 001 per cenit or more) of boron, this problem is virtually eliminated,

Since the 19-9DL and 16-25-6 alloys contain essentially nco precipitation hardeners,
their high recrystallimation te~nperature permits the alloys to be strengthened by hot-cold
working at temperatures between about 1200 F and 1700 F. Hot-cold working improves
the elevated-temperature strengths and stres~s-rupture properties of these alloye for
service at temperatures up to about 1000 F. by comparison, the heat-treatable alloys
such as A-286 retain equivalent strength levels and stress-rupture properties in the
temperature ransc from about 1200 F to 1400o r.

Billets for forging are -eneraU"i furnished as press-forged squares or- as hot-
rolled rounds depending on size requirements. Some forging companies use as-cast
ingots for die forging.

FORGING BEHAVIOR

Cleanliness of the iron-base superalloys has probably the greatest Inf~uea~cc on hot
forgeability. The alloys containing reactiva elements (e. g. , tita.-Aum and al'ý.ninumn) can
develop nitride and carbonitride segregation that later show up as stringers invu~q%

bars, especially in air-melted heats. These stringers cause poor forgeability on bi'llets
upset forged under the best of conditions. Thes pancake forgingsi ir Figure 15- 1 illustrate
the relative forgeability of air-melted and vacuum-melted A-4'86 irr :arials. The apyAar-
ance of stringper in the microstructure of air-melted material is illilstvated by the . .

typical structures of the forgings.

Temperatures and strain rates also have an important ýIsiltue'xc:*. oa torgeaoiL~ty of
iron-base superatloys. Experiments at Battell.0 5 ) L-v show-% that .cA-Z86 alloy ia
quite forge-Ole betwec! '.400 F and 2200 F~t pressing speeds. of 1. 5 inches per second.
When forged at about 250 inches per second, however, the alloy shatters P.t 11400 F' and.,
exhibits evidence of hot shortness at 2200 F. Between 1600 V and 2000 F, forgeabilities
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at these two rates were comp.~rabl.e. Thus, strain rate o~r dieformnation rate tends to
narrow the hot-working temperature ran&4 for the A-286 and similar alloys.

Below about 1600 F.. .-nnt of the iron-base. atperAlloyb C~ltprecipitation reat.-
tions that reduce forgeability. This iý* reflected b,, - marked drop in elcvated-tempera-
ture ductit-ty. Figure 15-2 comnpares thfi tensile e longa ions at elevated temperatures of
Discaloy and A- 286 with two austenitic stainless steels.13 Such graphs fo-c useful for
predicting forging temperatures. 3''we,.'er, it in believed that hot impac 't*tell uilo tests*
give a truer index of the relative ductillty at temperatures in the hot-working range and
at strain rates comparable to forgiug rates. Figure 15-3 shows how the ductility of the
V-57 alloy, &3 measutred by hot impact-tensile tests, drops 3harply in the precipitation
temperaturt; range. (4) These data indicito, tha. `v; optimum forging temperature for
V-57 is between 1700 F and 2000 F.

Because of their high aging temperatures, the Ir'nx-base superalloys retain high
strengths at comparatively high tempo er~ttres. Figure 15-4 compares the typical
elevated-tempo rature %.nslle strengths of two of these superalloys with that of Type 304
stainless steel. Such curves, however, do not adequately reflect the fo rging-presmsure
requirements for these alloys. Upset forgint,. stu,. *a at Bat, elle showed that forging
pressures increase as much as 50 per cent vith increasing reductions, even at tempera-
tures of 2000 to 2200 F. As shown in Figure 15-5, the actual forging pressures may be
from two to four timas &,.eater than tl~tensile strengths at corresponding temperatures.

StrieW rates or .' 4 z'ainrate& have important influences on the forging pres-
sures of those steels. k3-gure 15-46 fihows that the forging preature for A-266 alloy
increases significan~tly with a .10-fold increiase, in strain rate that is typical of the rates
common to presses. Si-nilarly tke specific energy required for upsetting increases with
increasing rate. It is shown in Figure 15-7 that increasing energy is required for
increasing strain rates (encompassing both presses and hammers) at each temperature,
and that the percentage increase becomes more slgnificint at the higher tempsratures.

For all practical purposes, the iron-base superal~loys exhibit essentialliy the samt.
levci of forging pressure. P' forging temperatures they require slightly greater ic~rgin.g
pressures than the 18-8 stainless grades. However, because the forging temperature
range is narrower, forging companies usually allow for 10-20 per cent larger equipme'at
capacity.

COMMENTARY ON FORGING PRACTICES

During the early 1950's, the die forging of iron-base super-Iloys was -r~mplicated
by many intermediate steps needed far remuoving ruptures caused by seeregzt~..; in '%
ingots. Since that time, segregation has been virtually eliminated through ad~vanced
melting techniques. The alloys 'may now be forged in a greater variety of configurations
with heavier reductions, approaching the forgeaa4ility of austornitic Plinlcss steels.. The
rib-and-web forging shown in Figure 15-8, for example, illustrates the. complex pakrtr-
made recently from vacuum-melted A-286. To forge such parts from the ei: Aii-r air-
melted alloys would have be*7.r i..ipractical because of the n~aa.y painsnalkirng 4trk. ýnediat~n
operations normally required. (6) Figure 15-9 shows a landing arres or ho.Nr alal forged
fr:zrn the A-,-'86 alloy. Thus, it can be seerk that manv at~vanc~a can '.-made toward
intprovit-3 ft~e forging o~vtity of a' loys that may, at on-.- time, be couride red extremely
difficult vofoge

*The bat lapect-~e:sile test fix fatgczbility is descsibed in Chapter 6.
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Selection of Forging Temperaturea. W. 'n selecting the forgirig temperatures for

these alloys, it is important to consider such factors as the amount and rate of reduc-

tion, and the sLarting billet condition (as-cast or wrought). Since th, alc:y-7 do not trý.ns-
form, grain size is controlled entirely by the. amount and temperatur. of reduction pre-

cedin.g the solutiovi-annealing treatments. The A-286 ailoy, for example, can be forged

at temperatures as high as 2200 F. In practice, however, forging temperatures between
1950 F and 2050 F are preferred to avoid possiblc incipient melting and to prevent exces-

sive grain growth. Table 15-2 lists grair, sizes for the A-286 alloy after forgi-g at

various temperatures and at reductions from 10 to 60 per cent, both before and after heat
treatment. These data show how the as-forged grain size increases with increasing

forging temperature and decreases with increasing t-rductions. The grain size of forg-

ings of these alloys is also affected by any subsequent annealing. In this case, the
temperature and degree of forging and the temperature and time of annealing govern the

grain size obtained. Actually, the intermediate forging temperature of 1900 F give a

most uniform annealed grain size although not necessarily the smallest.

TABLE 15-2. INFPOU•E OF FOR(iMlG TEMPERATUPF AND REDUCTION ON THE GRAIN SIZE
OF A-286 ALLOY IN THE AS-FORGED AND ANNEALED CONDITIONS

ASTM grain size of as-received bara 7.6 o 8.

Forging ASTM Grain Size at Given
Temperature, Per Cent Reductioui5. b)

F Condition of Sample 10 20 40 60

1800 As forged 7.5, 8 8, 6 8, 6 9.6. 8
1960 F, 1/2 hr 4, 2 4, 3 4, 4.6 5.5, 4.5

1900 As forged 6, 6.5 6, 6.6 7, 3 6, 6
1960 F, 1/2 hr 3.6. 4.6 4.5, 5 4, 5 4. 5, 3.53

2000 As forged_ 3. z 3, 2.5 3, 4.6 4, 4.5
-- 1950 F, I/2 hr 3, 2 3 3.5, 4.5 5, 4.5

(a) First numerical rating indk i es predomin.dtng grain size; second number indicates that
there were a number of grains of this size.

(b) Ratings represent average values for three observations made by two observers.

As-cast ingots of iron-base superalloys generally contain coarse columnar grains

that cause poor forgeability. For turbine and compressor disks, such materials cannot

ordinarily be forged directly with large reduction. Rather, opposed conical preform

dies are often used to impact small but uniform strains throughout the ingot (see
Chapter 6). Temperatures for this operation a:e generally lower than normal to insure

that the strained inetal will recrystallize to a fi.ver grain size during subsequent Lxeating

operations. It is sometimes helpful to anneal the preform at the maximum forging
temperatures (2050 F for A-286), before continuing the forging operation. This hastens

the recrystallization process and permits uniform to-rueability.

For wrought materials forging temperatures are normally adjusted according to the

amount of reduction the forging receives. Recomwended fo.ging ter. -perat.!es tior

I several precipitatiorn-hardenable iron-base superalloys are, given in TabL

Frhe ho'l-zold work grades (i. e., 19-9DL, 16-25-6) are normally fin~sh forged with
25 to 50 per c:ent veauction ,at temperatures betw -en 1200 F and 1700 F, and air cooled.

riia is done ordirarily to achieve 30 to 40 per cent higher yield strengths along with

satisfactory cre,.;p-rupture strength at the maximum operating temperatures than if
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fully annealed. Typical room-temperature strengths and hardnebses for hot-cold forged
16-25-6 alloy are given below:

Tensile Strength, psi

0.2% Hardness,
Condition Ultimate Yield Brinell

Annealed at 2100 F 1Z0,000 82,000 2C7

Hot-cold forged 250 at 1700 F 138,000 111,000 Z79

-ot-cold forged 23% at 1200 F 162,000 143,000 3Z6

These data show that much higher strengths can be ichieved when this alloy is forged at
lower temperatures with comparable levels of reduction. Ordinarily, the 16-25-6 and
19-9DL alloys are hot-cold finish forged in the vicinity of 1500 F with reductions of about
25 per cent.

TABLE 15-3. FORGING TEMPERATURES RECOMMEND5ED FOR SEVERAL WROUGHT SUPERALLOYS

Maximum
Forging Recommende-d Forging Temperature for Indicated Reductions, F

Alloy Temperature, F Light (Up to 150) Moderate (15-50%) Largda) (Over 50o) Variable(b)

A -286 2200 1950 2000 2060 1950
V-57 2160 1950 2000 1060 • 2000
Discaloy 2200 1900 2000 2050 1900
i-308 210 -- 2000 106O --

(a) If forgings undergo large reicietons at rapid deformation rates (e. g., in mechanical premses or high-energy-tate
machines), 50 to 100 F lower temperatures are recommended.

(b) This refers to forgings containing widely differing reductions. End upsets, for example, undergo sizeable reductions
on the head end while the shaft end remains esentially.undeformed.

Heat Treatment. The precipitation-hardenable iron-base superalloys must h-l
heat treated after forging to e.-chiDit maximum strength. The heat treatment usually coni-
sists of an anneal at about 1900 to 1950 F followed by an aging treatment at about 1200 ta
1300 F. Such heat treatment is normally performed in an air atmosphere furnace. Air
cooling after heat treating is recommended, although oil or water quenching may be em-
ployed after annealing heavy sections. Heat treatryient in a so-called reducing atmo-
sphere will not prevent scaling and may cause contamination from carbon or nitrogen.
Furthermore, the scale formed by nonoxidiring environments ic pa); .. arly difficult
to remove by pickling.
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CHAPTER 16I
COBALT-BASE SUPERAtLOYS

Crystalline Structure: Face-cvntered cubic

Phase Changes: None

Number of Phases: One at fcrging temperature

Selidus Temperature Range: 2350 to 2650 F

Reactions When Heated in Air: Jxidizes slowly

ALLOYS AND FORMS AVAILABLE

The phy,•ical metallurgy of cobalt-base alloys is similar in mF.ny respects to that
of the iron-base superalloys. (1) Solid- solution hardening can be achieved by a ich alloy
additions as chromium, tungaten, molybdenum, and columbium. Also, the alloys can
be precipitation hardened b, the addition of titanium. Nominal compositions of several
inilportant wrought cobalt-base superalloys are given in Table 16-1. Included are data
useful for prediAting forging behavior of each alloy.

TABLE 16-1. NOMINAL COMPOMITIONS AND FORGING CHARACTERISTICS
OF SF ZRAL COB,.,' -BASE SUPERALLOYS

Alloy Designation V-36 S-816 L-S0NHA-25) J-1370 J-16110

Nominal Composition, % 0. 30C 0.38C 0. 10C 0. 20C 0. 20C
25Cr 20C0 23Cr 20Cr 19Cr
2UNi 20Ni lONi 28Ni 26Ni
4. OMo 4. 0Wo 15W 7. WI 12W
2. UW 4.0"W 1.OFe 4. OTi 2.OCb
2. OCb 4. 0Cb 1. 5Mn 4.0T1
3.OFe 3. nFe 0. 0*
1. 0Mn 1.2Mn

Forging Temperature. F - -

Range 1600-2250 1600-2250 160042300 1.00-04.00 1950-2200

Recommended 2200 2150 2250 2150 i0,.;

. Re.ative Forgeability

Presses -- Good Fn.s. ..

Hamm,!rs Good Good Good Fair Fir

IGo
!
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Although cobalt-base alloys are st. 'ngthened at elevated temperatures by solid-
solution hardening and carbide precipitation, their strengths mry be increased C'en fbr-
ther by either hot-cold working or precipitation of the internmetalic cumpound Ni 3 Ti.(, t2 )
From the standpoint of forging applications, the ah.lity to strengthen the alloys by pre-
cipitation hardening is an advantage since hot-cold working is difficult to control in
forged shapes. Thus, the V-36, S-816, and L-605 alloys are ordinarily hot forged and
subsequently annealed. The heat-treatable J-1570 and J-1650 alloys are -4o~ution an-
neaded and aged in a manner similar to the iron-base superalloys.

The solid-solution and carbide-precipitation-hardened alloys are generally melted
with practices similar to those for austenitic sa inless steel. The precipitai.ion- .
hardenable alloys containing titanium, however, are ordinarily vacuum mAted. Billets
are usually supplied in wrought forms for subsequent fui.ging. Cobalt-base alloys are
not widely used in the form of forging. except in the case of blades and buckets for turbo-
jet applications. While cobalt-base alloys, rt a group, possess elevated-temperatvre
strengths comparable to nickel-base allays, the latter group has been more widely used
for large forginge.

FORGING BEHAVIOR

Clark(3) has pointed out that the requirements related to service conditions and hot
processing are diametrically opposed as far as wrought superal, oys are concerned. In
the one case, it is desirecl to have as high a degree of strength as possible at the operat-
ing temperaturei whereas at the otherx, a suitable degree of plasticity is required at the
processing temperature. In the cobalt-base superalloys this problem is complicated b-".
the fact that high alloy contents, which impart good properties, often decrease their per-
missible hot-working range, so that processihg and operating temperatures are brought
closer together.

Many of the cobalt-base alloys cannot be forged successfully. Compar..d witýi ,ne"
iron-base superalloys, the cobalt-base superalloys ordinarily contain more carbon and,
therefore, greater quantities of hard metallic carbides which lead to forgeability prob-
lems. Of the alloys which can be wrought (Table 16-1), the forging behavior can be
classified into two groups according to the hardening mechanism:

Solid-Solution and Carbide - Precipitation-Hardened Alloys . The V-36,
S-816, and L-605 alloys exhibit fairly good forgeability over a ratner wide
range of temperatures from about 1600 F to 2300 F. In this respect L";.e
alloys are comparabie to iron-base st:perallcys such as 19- DL and 16 .i.-A,
but the forging pressures are on tthe order of three to four times greater for
the cobalt-base alloys.

Precipitation-Hardened Alloys. The J-1570 and J- 1650 A.lnys also ex-
hibit fairly good forgeability, but their forging temperature range ia nar-
rower - between about 1800 F and 2200 F. Outsik,,,thii range th.e forgeal. .ity
of the alloys is limited el;her by the onset of precipitation or by :h. n. ... n
of low-melting constituents. In this respect, these alloys comparir with such
iron-base euperalloys as A-286 and M-308. Th;, forging press•ves required
arc siniilar to th. .'tner cobalt-base alloya.
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Figure 16-1 comp.res the elevated-temperature strength and ductility of several
I wrought cobalt-base superalloys with the A-Z86 iron-base superallUy. Here it can be

seen that the cobalt-base alloys are considrably stronger and far Jms& ductile than the
A-286 alloy at forging temperatures. These data al 3o ahow how the ductility (and the
forgeability) of the 3-1650 alloy ,narkodly improves above 1800 F where precipitated
intermetallic compounds begin to dissolve.

I
COMMENTARY ON FORGING PRACTICES

Of the cobalt-base superalloys, those most wide.y ua~ed in the form of lorgings are
S-816 and L-605. Even when forged st their upper forging temperatures, Lhese alloys
exhibit work-hardening behavior; thus, forging-pressure requirements increase with in-
creasing reductions. Accordingly, the alloys generally require frequent reheating during
forging. This promotes recrystallimation and lowers the forging pressure for succeeding
steps. Z•,rface cracks occurring during forging are generally remved mechanically
between theme forging steps.

I Forging conditions (temperature and reduction) have an important effect on the
grain size of cobalt-base superalloys. Since many characteristics, particularly low
ductility, notch brittleness, and low fatigue strength are associated with coarse grains,
the proper control of working and final heat treatment is very important.

I Selection of Forging Temperatures. Cobalt-base superalloys are subject to grain
growth when heated to temperatures above about 2150 F. The alloys heat rather slowlyJand require long soaking times for temperature uniformity. Forging temperatures (and
reductions), therefore, depend on the type of forging operation and the part configuration.

The alloys are usually forged with small reductions in initial breakdown uperations.
The reductions are selected to rnpart sufficient strain to the metal so that reci ystalliza-
tion (and usually grain refinement) will occur during subsequent reheating. Since the
partially forged section size is smaller, shorter times are necessary to reach tempera-
ture uniformity, and reheating temperatures are sometimes 50 F to 150 F higher than
for the initial forging operation. If tho part receives only small reductions in the subse-
quent forging steps, however, it is important to continue forging at the lower tempera-
tures. These small reductions must exceed about 5 per cent, however, +" avoid abnor-
mal grain growth during subsequent annealing.( 6 ) Forging temperature recommended for
two types of parts reflect these consideratior.,,:

Typical Plecomn'ended Forglng Ternperatues. F
€eratiolA s-816 L-405(HA-2) J-1570

Disk Fotglhn

Upset No. 1 2150 2150 2ioo
Upset No. 2 2250 2260 2200
Block 2200 2200 ,, 6n
Finish 2200 2200 2160

DiAk with integrai Shaft

I Drasw .. nd 2150 2150 2100
poll shift 2250 2250 2150
Block 2150 2150 100
Finish 2150 2150 2100

(Anneal) (2150) (2200) (2150)

!
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In forging the disk with an integral shaft, ordinarily the deformation given to the shaft is
compie--te aftur the rolling operation, Thus, the shaft rema.ins unde.i'rmod while the disk
portion is being worked. In this final operation, the .ower forging temperature is impor-
tant for preventing grain growth in the shaft. Under uhese circumstances" it is good
practice to maintain subsequent forging temperatures below the annealing temperatures
given in parentheses.

Control of Reduction. The final grain size obtained in wrought cobalt-base super-
alloys is controlled by the amount of reduction. Fo-ijrgs containing regions that receiv.
"critical" reductions (between 1 and 5 per cent) are subject to abnormal grain .xrowth
upon subsequent annealing. The preferred practice consista of forging with reductions
of greater than about 20 per cent to avoid such regions. It is worth noting that forging.
that are restruck in finish dies are particularly sensitive to abnormal grain growth.

Deeii. Large forgings from cobalt-base alloys are generally dusigned with gen-
erous contours and with a minimum of detail. Blades, on the other hand, may be forged
to thin sections as long as the blades contairn no abrupt changes in section size.
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CHAPTER 17

I NICKEL-BASt SUPERALLOYS

Crystalline Structure: Fco-eentered cubic

Phase Changes: Nonle

Number of Phases: One phase (gamma) at forging tempera-
tures. On cooling, certain phases
precipitale from matrix

Solidus Temperature Range: 2250 to 2450 F

Reactions When Heated in Air: Oxidize slowly

ALLOYS AND FORMS AVAILABLE

Nickel-base superalloys comprise a family of compositions that has grown re-

markably in the past decade. Initially, the alloys consisted of a few, rather simple
nickel-chromium alloys hardened by small additions of titanium and aluminum. These
alloys were useful for service temperatures up to about 1400 F. With the development

of production vacuum-melting techniques, it has become possible to produce workable
alloys containing relatively large amounts of titanium, aluminum, zirconium, colum-

bium, and other reactive elements. The levels of gaseous elements (e. g., nit)ogen and

oxygen) are reduced by vacuum anelting; this eliminates most of the nitrides an'! oxides

that otherwise contribute to poor workability. Hence, the second generation of nickel-
base superalloys consists of numerous compositions containing larger amounts of hard-

ening elements. Such alloys as Waspaloy, Rene 41, Astroloy, and Udimet 700 have ex-
tended the service-temperature range aipwards to 1800 F, offering useful strengths

closer to the melting range than most other alloy systems.

Table 17-1 lists nominal compositions for several commonly forged nickel-base

superalloys. The alloys having the highest ubeful service temperatures are generally

those containing highest levels of alurni mnl-n, titanium, and other reactive eicmensi.
They also are the most difficult to forge. These alloys are strengthened by three basic

mechanisms:

(1) Solid-solution hardening

(2) Precipitation hard•.iln

(3) Complex hardening derived from small boroe: and

.-iruoium adlei4 icns.

It is important t': review these mechanisms because they play important roles in the

forging behavior of superalloys.
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TABLE 17-1. NOMINAL COMPOSITION L " SEVERAL WROUGHT NICKEL-BASE SUPERALWYS

Nominal Compoiltion, weigh, pot c.ft
Alloy DeA.9iAaion C Cr Ni Mo 61 TI Co Fe B 4r Mn SJ Oditrs
llastaIloyAlloy W 0.10 5,0 Bal •5.0 .. .. 1.8 5.0 .-.. - 0.6 0.6 0,25V

Nirnonic Allo> 80 A 0.10 20.6 BI -- 0.20 0.35 -- 0.5 .. .. 0.5 0.8 --

HaatelloyAlloyX 0.10 22.0 Bal 9.0 .. .. 1.5 18.5 .-. . u, 0.8 0.6W
Inconel Alloy 718 0.04 19.0 82.5 3., 0.6 0.8 -- 18,0 .. .. 0.2 0.2 5.2 Cb
Incoloy Alloy 901 0.05 13.5 42.7 6.2 0.2b 2.5 1.G 34.0 Trace -- 0.45 0.4 --

Inconel AIIoy 0.04 16.0 Bal -- 0.6 2.4 0.4 6.5 -. .. 0.5 0.2 0.88 Gb
X-750

D-979 0.04 16.0 45.0 4.0 1.0 3.0 .- 27.0 0.01 -- 0.4 0.4 .0 W
Hutelloy Alloy 0.10 16.0 Dal 5.6 2.0 2.5 1.9 10.0 Trace A. C 2 0. -.

R-235
M-262 0.11 19.0 Sal 9.b 1.0 2.8 10.0 2.5 0.00b - 0.2 0.3 --

Waspaloy 0.06 19.6 Dal 4.2 1.2 3.0 13.5 1.0 0.08 0.09 0.5 0.4 --

Rene 41 0.09 19.0 Bal 9.6 1.6 '.2 U1.0 -- 0.005 -- 0.01 0.02 --

Incorel Alloy 700 0.12 S.u Bal 3.8 3.0 2.2 2,.5 0.7 A. .. 0.1 0.3 --

Udlmet 500 0.09 19,0 BDl 4.0 2.8 3.0 17.0 2.0 0.008 A . .. .. ..

Udimet ;b0 0.09 18.0 Bal 5.2 4.2 3.5 IP.5 0.5 0.008 .e .. .. ..
Astroloy 0.06 18.5 DIl 5.3 4.5 3.6 15.5 0.2 0.030 -- 0,05 0.3 --

Unitemp 1768 0.25 16.8 Bel 1.8 2.0 3.2 7.5 9.6 0.008 0.05 . . 8.5 W

SoUld-solution hardening of nickel is not different from thr-t of other metals. The
strength of nickel is increased by additions of soluble elements such as chromium,
molybdenum, and tungsten. Each of theme elements contributes to the strength of the
final complex solid solx.tion. Since the elements are completely dissolved and form a
homogeneous, single-phase alloy, they do not affect the forgeability of the alloy to any
great extent. However, the additions raise the recrystallization temperatures# thereby
raising the minimum hot-working temperatures over that of nickel.

Hardening also results from thp precipitation of compounds and phaseR formed
from alloy additions of carb i, alumnum, titanium, and columbiums elements whicn
are not completely soluble in the nickel. These compounds and phases exhibit increas-
ing solubility with increasing temperatures. When temperatures are high enough, the
compounds dissolve completely, .allowing for the classical strengthening by solution heat
treating and aging analogous to heat-treatable alloys like those of aluminum. The highly
alloyed superalloys differ in precipitation behavior from that of aluminum in that several
compounds and phases precipitate on aging. Also, the proportions l--4 compositions
vary, depending on the aging temperatures.

Figurc 17-1, reproduced from stud!-_; on the Rene" 41 alloy by Weiscnnerg and.
Morris(i), illustrates the relative abuncance of each of the three importarnt precipitating
compounds, as influenced by different aging temperatures. This graph shows that the
M 6 C carbide will precipitate at temperatures ur to about 2150 F. From the &icandpoint
of elevated-temperature strength this is desirable. However, the carbide3 reduce
forgeability especially .f located at grain boundaries. Although the aging tir'eti indicated
by Figure 17-1 are rather long for unstrained material, t}e Pjv.cipitvizpn reaci; .,n is
hastened by plastic deformation somewhat analogous to the strain-in:" - C ijtaon
occurring in the all-beta titanium.alloy under certain conditions. Tl-ts, when Rene 41
is deforn ad at temperatures just below 2150 F, the AC carbide causes reduced forge-

ability by precipitatinx ýuring deformation. Precipitation of the other compounds,
Ni 3 (AI, Ti) and M23C6, causes further reduced forgeability if the alloy is forged at
corresponCmugly lower temperatures.
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Moon, et al. (a), have rhown that the solution temperature for the gamma prime
phaco (Ni,3 (Al, Ti)] increases with increasing aluminum content a~s shown in Figure l7-2.
The solution temperature for this compound. is about 1950 F for Rqini 41, tldimet 500 and
Astroloy exhibit even higher garman-p rime fla~uluit temperatures because of their
higher alu-ninum contents. Alloya containing more than about 5 per cent aluminum are
c~onsidered casting alloys. and are not suitable for forging becauste they retain gamnma-
prime at temperatures very close. '. that ot incipient melting.

Small amounts of boron and zirconium have, been found to increase the creep re-
sistancr-. of nickel-base suppralloys. It is believed that these elements fill the lattice
vacancies iiormally present at or ne.ar the gr~iý Svundaries. Deckerp et al, ,(3) sug-
gested that boron retard. carbide formation at the grain boundaries by fi~iing these
vacancies. Zirconium is said to have a similar effect. If their plaumible explarnations
are correct, small additions of boron or zirconiumn should improve forgeability by' re-
tarding the formation of embrittling carbide:' at grain bou.ndaries; the reverse should be
trun when the amounti .)i -ihese insoluble elements exceed those necessary to fill the
vacancies.

Additions of cobalt have an opposite effect on forgeability from that of zirconium
atnd boron. Cobalt tends to stabilize the gamnma prime and carbides by raising their
solvus temperatures in nickel-base alloys, thereby retaining the phases at even higher
temperatures. Although this behavior in desirable from the strength standpoint, it im-
pairs .forreability.

Fo'r reasons relatedi to elevated-temperature creep atrength and weldability, al-
loys like Rene 41, tldiret 700, and Astroloy are often forged at temperatures belo'%
those where the M6C carbide dissolves completely. It is believed that once the M6 C
carbide goes into solution it does not reprecipitate in a fashion favorable for maximum
creep strength. Rather,, the compound change@ to the lower temperature carbide form
(M2 3 C6) and pre-cipitates at the grain boui~daries. This reduces rupture ductility and
stress-rupture strength to some extent and promotes sensitivity to thermal "-racking.
Thiis, there are times when #,he selertion of forging temperatures must be b-Ased C.g'. r

compromise with factors contributing to final mechanical properties.

The nickel-base superalloys are available in a variety of cogged billet and bar
sizes for forging. The alloys are ordinarily melted by one of the following techniques:

(1) Air melting followed by either vacuum- induction melting or vacuum
consumable-electrode arc meltisig

(2) VACUUM- induction melting follot%,vit by vsacuum consumiLble-electrL.de
arc melting

(3) Consumable-electrode arc-melting u4ndrr slag.

Compared with ordinary arc-.melting techniques, these melting procadý,I'ee have beemn
responsible for remarkable improvements in forgeab~it., %nd vnechai~kal pr'p- ~ties by
reducing the levels of negregaiion. However, the majority of ingots 1-vecA'o: ýý- ý-- a prou-
duedlon basis still cortain certain. amounts of ae,-regation tha~t influenicc forgeabililly.
Since vac-um-iraduction melted ingots solidify prugrc'sxvivly toward he center, and take
longer to freer-e, the . lays and impurities kend to concentrate at the center, The seg-
regation in c,3rsumnable- electrode arc-melted higots in generally on a smaller scale

Vorgeability refers o the ability of & material to undergo plastic deformation without fracture, regaidleaa of the forgia., pressurs.



with greate e onc~entration differences at the immediate ingot ntirface.,, Fro these
reasons, wrought bars from ctunsumable-electrode arc-melted ingots are goterally
more susceptible to edge cracking riuring foreing than barrs forn v a caurn- induct ion -
melted ingots. Conversely, the latter zirL more sus.;-.j-tible to center ciacking.

IFORGING BEHAVIOR

I A@ shown in Table 17-2) the temperatu~re limit.4 for forging nickel-base super-
alloys are determined largely by melting and precipitation reactiuns. The alloys appear
in this table in the order of progressively narrow~e. - n ges between maximum and mini-
mum forging temperatures, hen-ce of progressively pot ret forgeability. The estimated
maximum forging-temperatures are considered low eziough to av'oid incipien't melting

during heating for forging.

CABLE 17-2. CRMTCAL MELUVOC ANn PRECIPrrATION TEMPERATURES WlR SEVERAL NICKEL-BASE SUpEpRAUlOyS( 4,7)

I Aproxiate~~peatur, FEsttirn-.es Fueging Temperature
First Rangs, F

- Allpy Deisatrignom Melting Precipitation Maximumt MinimumnIHhbteil.oy Alloy X 2300 1400 2250 1500
Inconel Alloy 718 2300 ()1880 2200 1600
Waspaloy 2250 ()1800 2200 7.

lncoloy Alloy 901,, !.L901, A'tarnp 2200 1800 2140 1780

Inconel Alloy X-730 2350 (a) 1780 %fU0 1900
M-252 2200 (s) 1880 2l0 4j 1750
Hastelloy Alloy R-235. Unitemp K236 2300 1900 220k) 1580
Reng 41. Haynes Alloy N~o. R41. 2250 1980 220o 1900

Altatmp R41. Udiunet R41
Udimet 800. Unitemp 600. Hastelloy 2280 2000 2200 1980

Alloy 800. Allvac 500
IUdimet 700 2280 (a) 2080 2200 195D

Astroloy 2260 (A) 2050 2200 Lu00

g(a) Estimnated from data provided by producers.

Another basis for selecting forging temperatures is the elevated-temperature
ductility of the alloys. As shown in Figure 17-3, the tensile elongations for severalI ~nickel-base superalloys are lowest at temperatulres coinciding with precipitation behav-
ior and highest at temperatures corresponding with solution, of tbý pre: .:Zted
compounds. These data also show that such Ni-Cr-Fe-Mo alloys as Inconel Alloy 718I and 1Uastelloy Alloy R-235 reach higher levele of ductility than do NJ -Cr-Co-Mo Ddloys
such as Reni 41 or Udlmet 500. The latter alloys also exhibit the pcoore~r forgea.~L1ity-
based on other criteria.

Approximate forgeability ratings lor typical nu-hel-base supera!',:yj are suggeste-4
in Table 17-3. The raIngs are based on the span of the forging temperatilres range, as

limited by melting and precipitation, and on the ductility in hot-tensile tests at *Pfi)r-
pri-tte temperatures. On ~ibis aale of empirical ratings, the Roný 411 alloy v ould '.aveI about une-third the forgeability of Inconel Alloy 718. It should be noted :.ha)t xruiae
ratings refle-:t only a relative ability to withstand deforination w~thout 1Jl~are. They do
not indicate' thea energy o., :.,ressure requirements necessr 'ry for forg-ing, nor can theI ratings be relat.d to low-alloy steels and other- alloys that normally exhibit far better
forgeability t~lan these superallrsys.
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TABLE 17-3. EMPIRICAL FORCMAH)l ITY RATIIrS FOR SEVERAL NICKEL-BASE SUPERALL3YS BASED 01 LIMlTSW:

TEMPERATURES FOR t-ORGING AND TENSILE DUCTILITY I

Limiting Forging Approximate Tensile
Temperatures, F Elongation at Forging

(Based on Melting and Factor for Temperatuure
Precipitation) Temperature Temperature, Elongation, Factor for Forgeability

Alloy Maximum Minimuin Ransp(a) F .. n,,ctilivy.b) Ratins(C)

H atelluy Alloy X 2250 1600 .. 5 1900 40-45 4.6 12.0

Inconel Alloy 718 2200 1600 6.0 2000 >100 10 16.0
Inconel Alloy 901 2160 1760 4.. 8600 70-76 ?. 5 11".

Waspaloy 2200 1750 4.5 2000 >40 5 9.6

Hastelloy Alloy R-235 2200 1860 3.5 2000 65-60 6 9.6

Reni 41 2200 1900 3.0 1000 16-20 2 6.0

Udimet 500 2200 1960 2.6 4,c* , 24-80 a 6. .

Udimet 700 2200 1960 2.6 2000 25-30 3 6.7

(a) The factor for forging ternperatu.*. is, , iuixed to be cne-tenrd wo pean.ssible raqi lot forging a expresd a' 'egreea
Fahrenheit.

(I) The ducri.tt) factor is taken as one-tenth the elongation value in hot tern:c 'm•tt at temperatur- n-.ar the middl-e oi the

forging ra. The maximum value Is 10 on 'his scale.
(c) Forgeability ratin, is the sun: -1i factors for temperature ranf e and ductility.
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The forgeability of nickel-base superallr-s usually decreases witL, increasing
deformation rates, particularly for large Ireductions. The influence of rapid deforma-
tion rates and temperature on the forgeability of Rene'41 was studied it tht., Lockheed
Aircraft Corporation. (8) The studies consisted of upsetting cylindrical samples at
various temper.t'.ures ranging from 1600 F to 4Z00 F i.% a nigh-energy-rate forging ma-
chine (Model IZ0 Dynapak). The :samples shattered wvhen upset forged below 2000 Fand
above Z200 F but not at. intermediate teniperaturis. The inflbence of deformation rates
was studied by increasing the Dyfnapak fir, pressures. This change shortened the time
during which deformation occurred and increased the amnount of reduction obtained. Roth
of these factors contributed to increasing the metal temperature enough tc cause crack-
ing when the sampler were upset much beyond 40-50 p.,r cent in one stroke.

Figure 17-4 shows the combined influence of the rate and magnitude of deforma-
tion on the forgeability of Rene 41. The samples were upset at temperatures between
1950 F and 2100 F. The amounts and rates of reduction were controlled by varying the
sample sizes and the ram speed. To obtain reductions greater *han 40 per cent, it was
necessary to use restriking steps of 40 per cent reduction and to reheat between
operations.

I
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FIGURE 17-4. INFLUENCE OF .REDUCTION AND RATE OF DEFORMATION ON THE
FORGEAlILITY OF RENE 41 FORCED AT TWO TEMPERATURES ON
A HIGH.ENERGY-RATE MACHINEI)

Another significant factor that reduces the forgeability ,f spe•i.•lloy, is chii•ir,
causeo by forging between dies colder than the workpiece. Figure 17-5 sh: ,.A L..
waraple• of Rene'tl appear after upset forging betweun colder dies. The severest
ruptures occurieg ;n the regions in contact with the dies no,. on the tree surfaces. This
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condition is most severe in forging alloys vth the highest precipitation temperatures.
Methods for preventing this type of cracking include the use of heated dies in combina-
tion with i•nsulating coatings, like asbestos sheets, glass wool, or Lawdki.a, to retard heat
transfer from workpiece to dies. For obvious reasons, forgings •'ntaining thin, fast-
cooling sections are extremely difficult to forge. On, source reports benefits from
placing shee't metal backed with asbentos between the dies and workpiece. Reportedly,
the sheet metal helps to maintain a continuous layer of asbestos between the die and
workpiece, Various forging companie* have spent considerable time developing insu-
lating materialu. For this reason, the, preferred techniques are riot generally dis-
closed. It is believed, however, that 'he mnost successful methods include the use &
glass coatings. Prens-forging dies are probably hriated in the vicinity of 1000 F, while
hammer-ie temperatures are probably closer to 4,0 F.

The forgeability behavior of the Rene 41 alloy is typical of the nickel-base super-
alloys in general. At slow rates, the alloys exhibit reasonable forgeability at tempera-
ii.-res as low as 1800 F. At the more rapid rates, however, the minimum temperature
is about 1900 F. Thus, che widest temperature range for forging is obtained at low
pressine speeds. Unfortunately, die-chilling offsets most of the advantages gained by
forging at the slower rates.

Elevated-temperature strength data available in the literature provide information
on the forging pressure requirements for various superalloys. Table 17-4 compares
approximate yield strengthe of several superalloys with those for AI.SI 4340 steel and
the A-Z86 and 16-ZS-6 iron-base superalloys. These data show thtt, in general, the
nickel-base superalloys will require greater forging pressures at 6vorking temperatures.
This is particularly true for the alloys with high cobalt and Ti+Al conktents.

TABLI 17-4. SHORT-TDdH 1L9VATKD-TDIFIAT'.JRB YlELD STRENGTHS
VR SEVERtAL SUPERLLOYS(9. 10)

Tested at Low Strain Rates

Approtimate Yield Strngth. k1. at
Alloy Indicatul Temperatures P

Desuignation 1600 1800 2000 2200
Ninontic Alloy 40A 80-35 4-6 .. ..
lnconsi Alloy 718 45-50 10-18 4-5 --Sbwoloy Alloy 901 48-60 10-16 8-10 --
Hatelloy Alloy R-288 85-60 18-20 8-10 --
Hastelloy Alloy X 20-28 15-20 10-15 _-5
Wupaloy 65-70 20-25 8-10 --

R=441 6-60 20 -26 10-15SM-252 so 35-40 . .

Udirnet 600 70-76 35-40 . .

Astroloy 90-95 40-46 10-18 --

Udlmet '700 90-95 44-4 18-b0 --~~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I ,

4340 -- 3-5 2-3 1-2
A-286 20-25 10-18 8-S --
le-21 -6 26-30 10--6 .. ..
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FIGURE 17-6. ENERGY REQUIREMENTS FOR UPSETTING RENE 41 ON A
HIGH.ENERGY.RATE FORGING MACHINE''

Data for 4340 and A-286 Included for cemporlson
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FIGURE 17-7. INFLUFNCE OF TEMPERATURE ON TENSILE STRENGTH AIIn REDUCTIC)0 0O
AREA OF IHCOHEL ALLOY X-750 ON DIRECT HEATING AND AFTtiR tCOLING
FROM 23ES9 F 7O TESTING TEMPERATURE

After Nippon,sit *t.('
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The relative m~agnitude of the actual for-ing pressuras for the Rene" 41, A-286,
and 4340 alloys is indicated by the specific energy requirements for upsetting theseI materials to various reductions, shown in Figure 17-6. Specific ene-.gy d~ata fo~r
Rene' 41 alloy were developed from high-energy- rate forging studies con~ducted by
Lockheed Airciaft(8 ); shnilar data for A-286 arnd 434C weare obtained in studies atI Battelle. Because of overheating and attendant fracture problems, the larger reductions
on Rene'41 had to be obtained by incremental working with as many as four operations
and with intermediate reheating steps. :b _.r a 50 per cent reduction, thase datm show

that the forging pressure at 2000 F for Reiie' 41 will be at least twice that for A-286 and
three times that for 4340. These data also bring out the importance'of accurate tem-
perature control with alloys such as Rene' 41l- approxirmately 20-25 per cent higher pres-

sures are required for forging at Z000 Fi than at 2100 k.

D~ata from Nippes, et al. ,(ll1) in Figure 17-7 show the influence of temperature on
ductility and tensile strength of Inconel Alloy X-750 upon direct heating and, upon cooling
fro~a 2350 F to the testing temperature. Both strength and ductility are reduced byI superheating, since the higher preheating temperature causes both grain coarsening and
more comjieste solution of carbides. For either heating practice, mnax~imum ductility is
obtained at temperatures in the vicinity of 2200 F where~ the tensile strength is 15, 000-
ZO2, 000 psi. These tests were made at comparatively rapid strain rates of about 1. 0 in./
in. /sec. By comparison, at ordinary tensile -te-sting strain rates of 0. 01 in. /hi. /see
Inconel Alloy X-750 has a tensile atrength in the vicinity of 7, 000 psi at 2200 F. Thus,I from the standpoint of forging pressures, advantage is gained by using the lowest strain
rates practicable.

40
30

Iý a

1 35ME 760ME I

I0
,31 soP~A U C P

FIGUE 1.8.HOTTWIT TST ATAFORWASPALOY ADUIE '

II 1
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Although the various niý,.el-basc superalloys exhibit % rather wide range of

forgeability behaviors, the forging press•_ýe requirements for most of the Ni-Cr-co-Mo

alloys are not too dissimilar. This is evidenced by the hot-twist data for Waspaloy and

Udimet 700 in Figure 17-8. Waspalloy has markedly better forgeability than Udimnet700

over the forging termperature range, but the shear strength (as measured by the twisting

torque) and, hence, the forging pressure requirements are quite similar. The tempera-

tures for maximum twist ductility for these alloys agree quite closely with the forging

temperatures in practice - about 1950 F for Waspaloy and about 2000 F for Udimet 700.

INFLUEKCE OF FORGING VARIABLES ON MECHANICAL PROPERTIES

Factors influencing the mechanical properties of beat-treated nickel-base super-

alloys can be summarized as follows:

(1) The basi.'c rvechrnical properties are obtained through appropriate

heat treatments that are sometimes tailored to suit certain service
requirements.

(2). Aside from differing heat-treatment procedures, variations of

mechanical properties are caused by variations in cleanliness and

chemical coriposition, precipitation and recrystallization behavior,

grain size, grain flow, and amount of reduction.

Through deformation, forging has a significant influence on:

(1) Grain flow

(2) Recrystallization behavior

(3) Grain size

(4) Precipitation behavior.

Forging companies have expended considerable effo'rt developing detailed forging proce-

dures. Because of this, the procedures are considered proprietary and quantitative data

relating forging techniques and mechanical properties are difficult to obtain. Conse-

quently, the succeeding discussion contains limited amounts of mechanical-property data

in support of the interpretations expressed.

Grain Flow. Superalloys exh-ioit anisotropic mechanical properties caus'o- cr.,icJ

by carbide, nitride, and carbonitride strirpgers that remain undissolved thro.tghout the

forging and heat-treating cycles, Even the dcuble vacuum-melted alloys contain certain

amounts of these constituents. Brittle carbides and nitrides do nor longate during forg-

ing. Rather, they form a discoatinuous line of discrete particles. 'ncreasing redtc,-

tions, therefore, would be expected to improve transverse ductility in alloyi cc-ntaining

these compounds. Carbonitrides, on the other hand, elongate during forvwi w.,•A usualvy

pro.mote increasingly anisotropic ductility with increasing reductien.. ,in ce vacurum

melting raraxovea most of the carbonitrides, vacuurn-r.n.lted alloys t -hibit a minimum

level of rncchanical-p. "perty directionality with reepcct to grain flow. Table 17-5 comn-

pares tensile properties of several parts forged from vacuum-melted superalloys which
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TABLE 17-6. COMPARISON OF LONGITUDINAL AND T; NSVEKs MECHANICAL PROPrERTIES OF SEVERAL
SUPERALLOY FOaGINGS( 1 2)

Room-Temperature ropnrties of Diec Fotgings

Number 0.2% Offset Yield Riduction c Area,
Test Bat of Suength, ksI Tensile Strength, ksi Elongation. pet cent per c"It
Location Tests Range Averae k 'ie Average RPnge Average Ran& Averag.t

Part I - Wasp.Ioy Compressor Hub

Longitudinal 4 124.2-132.0 128 187, 1-194.0 189 21.0-26.5 24.0 23.1-34.5 28.0
Transverse 24 120.8-136.0 127 174.0-198.4 184 .15.4-25.0 22.2 14,1-28.5 21.0

Part 2 - Waspalov Rial

Radial 4 133.0-143.0 136 182.8-190.8 185 18.7-29.6 24.0 26.5-34.9 29.0
Rim tangential 6 132.0-137.0 135 177.6-185.2 180 21.8-28.1 25.0 26.5-3.. 1 31.0

Part 3 - Ren 41 Disk

Rim tangential 2 142.3-148.8 143 193.5-201.7 197.6 14.0-18.0 16.0 Iv. O- 18.2 17.11 Center tangential 2 138.9-142.1 140.6 196.0-187.0 191.0 18.u-20.0 19.0 20.3-23.6 21.9

Part 4 - Waspaloy Disk

I Rim tangential a 130.7-135.0 132.7 189.9-191.9 190.5 23.6-26.1 25.4 22.7-30.4 26.4
Center tangential 2 127.5-135.4 131.5 185.0-188.6 188.8 24.0-26.0 24.5 28.3-27.3 26.3

exhibited rather small differences in mechanical properties for various test-bar loca-
tions. (1) Isotropic properties are reflected by the small variations in ductility with

S, respect to test-bar locations representing longitudinal and transverse grain flow.

I Grain Sbae. The final grain size of iorged and heat-treated superalloys ha.i- an im-

portant influence on mechanical p..-operties. With increasing grain size, tensile and
stress-rupture ductility generally decrease and strain values become more erratic.

Dzugutov and Vakhtanov( 1 3 , 14) rhade a rather complete study of the influences of

forging temperature, forging reduction, and grain size on the mechanical properties of
a nickel-base superaflby similar to Nimonic 80A. Samples were forged with reductions
varying between 4 and 80 per cent at several temperatures between 1560 Ant 21Z0 F.I | Grain sizes wnre measured on samples in both the as-forged and in the solution-heat-
treated (1950 F, 8 hours, air cooled) conditions. Mechanical properties were deter-
mined after aging from either of these condit'Wrns (aging treatment: 16 hours at U8t0 F).
Table 17-6 shows the grain size of samples after 10, Z5, and 50 per cent reduct:,ons at
each of five forging temperatures. The study showed that the most uniform and ,inest
grain size was obtained by forging the alloy at 1830 F, The widest variation in grain

size was observed in samples forged at 21Z0 F.

Studies were also condu tterl on samples forged at 1900 F with redurtions bet:.-cn
4 and 80 per cent to determine how much reduction was needed to remov, '. eri-
ationi In grain bize. After only 4 per cent reductiox., th- samples were recrystallize,.

" . completely •.fce" colution b,-.a+ treatment, but the grain-s"e variation remained

I
1
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(ASrM 1-4). After about 12 _i- cent reduction, the solution-heat-treated samprles A/ere
recrystallized to a uniform grain size of A3TM4. Irn the as-forged condition, uniform
grain size was obtained at reductions above 30 per cent, At 80 per cent reduction, the
as-forged grain size was finer (ASTM 5-6) than after subsequent sobt .orn heat tratm.unt
(ASTM 4).

TABLE Ii-&6. ItLUENCE OF FORGING TEMFERATURE AND FORGING REDUICTION ON THE GRAIN SIZE OF A RUSSIAN ALLOY
SIMILAR TO NIMONIC BOA(13,14)

Grain Size Eq•uivalent to ASTM Standard Ratings

Heat Forging
Treatment Reeuction, Grain Sle -f Alloy at Indicated Forging TemmpErature

Condition(a) per cent 1560 V 1660 r 1830 F 2020 F 2120 F

F 10 4 4 4 4 2-4
S 10 2-4 2-4 4 2-4 2-3

F 25 3-4 4 4 4 1-3
S 25 2-4 4 4 2-3 2-3

F 50 4 4 4 4 1-3
S 50 4 3-4 4 2-3 1-4

(a) F - As forged: samples air cooled from forging, then aged 16 hours at 1380 F.
S - Solution beat treated: samriles solution annealed 8 hours at 1975 F. air cooled, then aged As above.

As expected, the beat ductility for heat-treated samples was associated with Lhe
finest grain size; actual values were:

ASTM Room- Temperature
Grain Size Elongation, per cent

1-3 19-20
2-4 17

,4 24-26
4 26-29

On the other hand, the room-temperature strengths of forgings produced at tempera-
tures ranging from 1560 to 2020 F were not noticeably influenced by grain size. How-
ever, samples forged at 2120 F exhibited 25 per cent lower ultimate strengths than those
produced at lower temperatures. The loss cf strength was probably associated mcre
with the altered precipitation behavior than with grain-size eliecis.

To illustrate the importance of hot d'formation on grain size, Figures t7-9 and
17-10 show etched sections from a disk and a blade forging, respectively, whith exilbit
unusually large grains. Both forgings received small reductions during the iina] forging
operation. Both are shown after heat treatme-,_t. The Incoloy Alloy 901 disk -,as -re-
struck at 2025 F and solution heat treated for 2 hours at 1985 F. 7..e Inconel Alloy
X-750 blade was coined at 2075 F then solution annealed for 2 hours ,t 2100 F. In boLsk
cases, the final reduction, were in the vicinity of 5 to 10 per rent. Suich .... - dxtc-
"ions are frequently responsibie for promoting abnorrrial grain growth 1'.... , t: trea4.-
ing as was the case for the two examples cited.
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I FIGURE 17-9. MACRoSTRUCTURI! OF FULLY HEAT RATDDISK FORGING
OF 1I4COLOY ALLOY 901 THAT WAS GIVEN LIGHTg REDUCTION DURING FINAL FORGING STEP

Onle-half mlz.

FIUE1-0 ARSRCUEO UI'YHA RAE LC OGN
OF IMCMLALYX75 HTWSGVN IH EUTODUIGFNLFRIGSE

In-u"rsz
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The known methods fc ,reventing abnormal grain Frowth in suchi parts are I) to
provido reductions greater than 15 per -ent during ýhe final operation and (2) to conduct
restriking or coining operations at temperatures higher than the subsequent annealing
tomperatures. It is desirable to avoid restriking operations vhentv,-' possiblc. This is
a factor to consider in forging design where forgings with mor, precise dimensional re-
quirements usually require freqlent restriking steps.

COMMENTARY ON FORGING PRACTK'S.

The forging of nickel-base supe.-alloys requires close control over both n,.Stallur-
gical and operational conditions. Particular a•tention must be given to the control of the
metal temperature on the die. Observers are usually required to record data on such
items as transfer time, soaking time, finishing tempetrature, etc. Critical parts are
frequently numbered to keep precise records of these factors on each forging. Records
of dimensional variations are sometimes kept for each part to identify the levels of re-
du,.,tion obtained during forging. Those steps are useful for identifying any forgings that
contain material or forging defects, and permit metallurgical analysis so that the de-
fect: may be avoided in the future. 'In a sense, each forging and each design has charac-
teristics that may or may not lead to satisfactory performance. Thus, such records
can be used to avoid recurring problems and to heip in optimizing the procedures for
subsequent production runs.

The nickel-base superalloys are quite sensitive to minor variations in composi-
tion. Subtle variations can cause large variations in forgeabiiktr, grain si!e, and final
properties. Zirconium has been shown to increase forgeability but, above very small
quantities, it can promote cracking during forging and even during heating. One forging
company experienced wide heat-to-heat variations in grain size in parts forged from
Incoloy Alloy 901 in the same sets of dies. For some parts, it was found necessary to
determine optimum forging temperatures for each incoming heat of material by making
sample forging. and examining them afte- heat treatment for grain-size variations.
Attempts to correlate composition with grain size were unsuccessful in this instance.
The experience indicates that even subtle differences in production practices con. b-
important.

Another company reported difficulty in maintaining uniform response t-3 heat treat-
ment in Waspaloy forging. until the effects of small variations in silicon, manganese,
and titanium contents were established. Although the details of the practices were not
disclosed, the response was improved by adjusting the time and temperature of the
stabilizing heat treatment according to composition. Large:- f...f silicon appear
to accelerate the precipitation reaction at the grain boundaries during thip intermediate
treatment, and stabilizing times are sometiires shortened to pr )vent exces'ive precipi-
tation. It is reported that lower s,,iicor, and irangarese contents load to improved rt,-
ture ductility in Waspaloy forgings. No data were made available to substc.i-tiate this
contention, however.

Companies experienced in the forging of nickel-base superallr'y.o generially ,gr',e
that the forging techniques developed for one part usually nust be modified .*o., producia,-
another configuration from. 0.• san•e alloy. I'or this reasoi, devel.rnme•nt tin.,:, often ýs
nteded to establish suitable forging and heat-treating cycles. Th:q .s cp-.pecia•1± true for
woe newer alloys (e.g., Waspaloy, Udimet 500, Re:; -1, Ud~met 7 -1, etc.).
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Heating for Forging. When neat-ng nickel-base alloys, it in inrportant to avoid
contact with sulfur. Preferred fuels for forgt, furnaces are natural gas and low-sulfur
oil. Furnaces used for carbon and low-alloy steels frequently contain sulfur-rich scaile
which should be removed before charging nickel alloys. A good practl°-e cuncists of
placing billets on clean bricks or p]ates of haat-resit t.i,' alloys. Furnace atmospheres
are usually ma~ntained slightly oxidizing.

Because of their lower thermal ett "ducttvity. nickel-base superalloys generally
require longer soaking periods than ateelA. Longer times are also necessary to insure
maximum solution of precipitated phases! and compounds which dissolve slowly. Alloys
having narrow working temperature ranges require more precise temperature c'ntrol
than ordinary steels. To achieve uniform billet t,. ,-::i'catures, it is common practice to
turn the billets and forgings while in the furnace. At 1tast one company uses .aat
nickel-alloy billet cradles to elevate the billets above the furnace hearth, They are
particularly useful when glasses are used for precoatings.

Volumetric changes ,•;curring when heating the precipitation-hardenable alloys
can cause internal cracking in billets and forgings containing large sections (3 inches or
larger). Such cracks can go unnoticed until the forgint]1 reach the final inspection step
(usually ultrasonic). Practices successfully used to prevent these cracks include
(1) preheating at temperatures corresponding to aging temperatures, soaking, then heat-
ing to forging (or heat treating) temperatures and (2) hekting slowly (about 50 F/hr) be-
tween 1200 F and about 1603 F.

Ingot and Billet Breakdcwn. In the as-cast condition, nickel-superalloy ingots are
gene,'ally characterized by roarse co'umnar grains that impair forgeability. Common
mill practice consists of press forging between flat dies with small reductions with fre-
quent reheatings at maximum forging temperaturc 3. Billets are often ground to remove
any cracks occurring during processing. After the cast grains are deformed) the billets
usually exhibit bettei: forgeability.

Dairiug fullering, drawing, -olling, c.ogging, or other types of side forging steps,
nickel-base superalloys are sensitive to center bursts. Rapid forging strokes cause a
"shear effect" at the center of the bar characterized by the appearance of an "x" at the
ends of the bar. The !'x" will be hotter than the rest of the bar and rupturing will occur
in this region if deformations are too rapid or too large. By observing the relative
brightness of the 11x" pattern, experienced operators are able to control the reductions
to avoid cracking. During upsetting the temperature increase is not as readily apparent,
but center bursts are possiblc if forging is too rapid.

Lubrication. The choice of lubricants for forging nickel-base superalloys is
limited to those free of sulfur. Lubricants containing molybdenum disulfide or other
sulfur compounds are believed to have harmful eftectc on nickel alloys. The moet
common lubricants are mixtures of oil and graphite. Certain glasses -,,re particu:arly
useful for coating the alloys having narrow forging temperature ranges since thev in-
sulate as well as lubricate during forging. Becauqe the nickel allc;yq revist oxidat'ý i,

seizing and galling between the workpiece and dies are freqevit problem. i7'-.',,-
rany indicateti that, if fu,,ging dies are tempered at i bout 750 F after mathirning, the
oxide formed )n .he dies serves as an excellent parting agent and also h•ps to retain
lubricant on the di, surfac s.



Asbestos sheets, mico. and. sawdust are sometimes used in conjunction xvith il-
graphite lubricants for forging superallr--s. Such materials are used mainly for rmini-
mizing die chilling when forging parts with a minimum of detail and generous contours
in hydraulic presses.

Control of Forsting Reductions. The recrystallization temperatures of most super-
alloys are quite close to the forging temperatures. For example, Rerne 4i recrystal-
lizes in the vicinity of 1900 F. Hok. a.ver, the process is apparently slow enough that the
alloy exhibits work-hardening behavior even when forged at 2050 F. The knowledge of
such behavior is important to avoi. "cl'itilcal-strain effects" and grain-growth problems.
If the alloys are forged at temperatures and reeuctions equivalent tt, about ? to 8 per
cent cold reduction, coarse grains ordinarily develop during subsequent solution heat
treatment. For this reason, it is important to conduct wedge-forging tests or other
studies suitable for identifying the combinations of forging temperatures and reciction
which lead to "critical-strain effects". Once the conditions are identified, they can be
avoided by selecting suitable forging cycles. Two generally accepted forging principles
are: (1) to finish all forging steps at true hot-working temperatures so that no recrys-
talli...tion will occur duting subsequent heat treatment or (2) to ;-orplete forging at hot-
cold working temperatures with a reduction greater than about 15 per cent so that fine,
recrystallized grains are obtained during subsequent solution heat treatments. The
latter approach is favored for forgings containing thin rapid-cooling sections. For
nickel-base superallnos, the maximum reduction is usually in the vicinity of 30 per cent.

For salvage forging operations (e. g., restriking forgingf, to correct dimensions,
underfill, etc. ) it is good practice to impart no less than 10 per cent reduction during
forging. This sometimes requires a special die designed slightly smaller than the
finishing die. Dies for salvaging disk shapes, for example, are usually designed with
webs that are 10 to 15 per cent thinner than normt.l. Forgings that need restriking are
often rough machined before forging to assure uniform reductions from part to part.

COMMENTARY ON FORGING DESIGN

The greatest use of nickel-base superalloy forgings is in turbojet-engine applics-
tions. For the most part, shapes required consist of disks, rings, and blades. From
the previous discussions, it is apparent that the forging designs are restricted to com-
paratively simple,- generously contoured shapes. * In the case of disks, for example,
the webs are rarely thinner than 3/4 inch when forged from such alloys as Rene 41 or
Udimet 500. As a rule, radius-to-thickness ratios fall between 5:' 1 15:1. For
example, the normal web thicknesses for disks of three sizes would be as follows:

Disk Diameter, Normal Web Thickness.
inches inches

10 U. 5-I.0
20 1.0-2.0
30 1.25-2.5

Thinner webs are possible by forging with additional reheating step-, inui:.. dio Eo ii-
L1reaseb th.. risk of "critical-strain effects".

Vorgitng-dczig', pFactices for nickel-base superalloys are also uescribed in Chapter 4.
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Errmpirical forgeability rating. (Tabi,: 17-3) indicate the re'Ative forging difficulty
for various alloys, but these ratings are not r;..ect)y relatable to specific forging de-
signs or dimensions. Such ratings are useful in a general sense, ho•'ever, since the
more forgeable Alloys can be forged in a greater variety of shaped anw to r1taller sec.-

tion sizes, and require the least number of f,,rging op~r'tions.

It is helpful to look upon the nickel-base superalloys as consisting of two Rroups.

The first group (Group I) would consist nf the more readily forged alloys such a. Incoloy
Alloy 901, Hastelloy Alloy X, Inconel Allav 718, and Nimonic BOA, The second group

(Group II) includes alloys that are difficultt to forge such as Udimet 500, Udimet 700,
Rene' 41, and Astroloy. Such groupings perr.ait a more comprehensive discussion of
forging designs.

Forging Site. Table 17-7 presents data on the size of typical forgings reported
for several nickel-base superalloys. Representatives from forging companies report
that the nize potential for Oi-ý r-peralloys is in the neighborhood of 1800 plan inches for
simple shapes and probably half that for shapes having ribs and webs. Limits on section
size result irom forging-pressure requirements. Small forging'. such as blades, are
rarely forged to section thicknesses less than 1/4 inch from the Group II alloys. In
harmmer forging, there is always the risk of cracking caused either by excessive tern-
paratire increases or strain-rate effects. Practical section thicknesses are given in
Table 17 .8 for various sizea- of die forgings from alloys in each. of the two groups.

I Availability. Figure 17-lI illustrates the most common design1 that have been
produced successfully from ,ickel-base superalloys in production-lot quantities. The
part illustrated in Figure 17-12 is typical of the type of structur'l designs that can bp
forged from the Group II alloys. The impeller forging shown in Figure 17-13 was made
on an experimental basis from Waspaloy and on a semi-production baais from Inconel
Alloy X-750. This irtricate design is not cons.'tered practical because of high tooling
and processing costs. However, the part does illustrate that such close-tolerance de-

asigns are within the technical cap-bility of present-day forging technology.

I
I



FABLE 17-7. SIZES OF FORGINGS SUCCESSFUI.LY FORVEP FPfnk SFVERAL NIjCI.,-o'ASl; UPpRAj,LOcw

-Forging Size

forging- Maximum
Difficulty rype of Dfineiuion, Weight,

Alloy Group Forging in. lb

Incoloy Alloy 901 1 Hub 22 long 190
Disk 45 dim. 650

Inconel Alloy X-750 I Impeller 8 din.

Rene 41 II Disk 26 dia. 241
Disk 45 di. -a-

Hub 20 dia, 200
Disk 44 dia. 950
Disk 3q ..a, 950

Udimet 500 11 Disk 45 dia, 700

Waspaloy 11 Disk 34 dim. 550
Disk 33 dim. 250
Disk V" dia. 180

Astroloy 11 Disk 7A din. 170

TABLE 17-8. SUGGESTED MINIMUM SECTION SIZES FOR NICKEL-BASE

SUPERALLWY Fs.GINGS

Minimum Section Size, inch
Group I Group II

Swell Forgings, 3/16 3/8
up to 10 lb

Medium Forgings, 1/2 3i/4
10 to 50 lb

Large Forgings, '/4
over 50 ib



A. Udirnet S0 Trhi.ne Disk B. Astroloy Turhi.,. Disk

I Oidleterl 45 Inches D;amoetef 26 inches

I
I ! I

I.

I I

C Ron;41 Cmnical Shaft D. Incoloy Alay 901 Shifrtard Disk
Diameter: 20 ;nches Disk Diamse-te: -1•5 inches

Shaft Length: '18 inhes

FIGURE 17-11. TYPiCAL NICKEL-BASE SUPERALLOY PARTS FORGED TG BLOCKERI AND COMMERCIAL DESIGNS IN PRODUCT!OM

A, 5, and C - Cowi'esy Wyman-Gordon Company

I
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I'' I Jill 412 11111 1l' 'I I IJ'I

Ctopt

FIGURE 17.12. TYPICAL STRUCTURAL FORGING DESIGN PRODUCIBLE FROM
NICKEL-BASE SUPERALLOYS ON A COMMERCIAL BASIS

FIGURE 17-13. WASPALOY IMPELLER IS AN EXAMPLE OF CLOSE-TOLERANCIE
FORGING DESIGN PRODUCISLE FROM NICKEL.BAS*
SUPERALLOYS ON AN EXPERIMENTAL BASW
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CHAPTEK 18

COLUMBIUM AND CULUMBIUP ALLOYS

Crystalllne Structure- Body.-enterod cubic

Phase Changes; None

I Numbor of Phases: One at forging temperatures

Solidus Tormperature: Unalloyed - 4475 FJ Alloys - 4100 to 4700 F

Reaction When Heated In Air. Continuc-.*3 oxidation oove

I about 1000 F" get con-
taminatlon above about 750 F

I

I ALLOYS AND FORMS AVAILABLE

Nominal compositions and forging characteristics of columbium and several colum-
bium alloys are given in Table 18-i. Relatively little forging, other than in ingot break-
down operations, has been done on columbiuxn alloys; most of the closed-die forging ex-
perience. has been with unalloyed columbiuin and the Cb-lZr alloy. Hence, the forging
characteristics indicated for seve al alloys, by necessity, are based on information
available for breakdown fabrication of cast ingot 1.d) sheet bar and heavy plate.

Columbium and several of its alloys (such as Cb-lZr and Cb-33Ta-lZr) are read-
ily cold workable and may be forged direztly from as-cast ingot. The more highly al-
loyed compositions containing tungsten or molybdenum (such as Cb-15W-5Mo-lZr) gen-
erally require hot breakdown fabrication by extru-ion to overcome undes.' v'Me features
of the cast structure and insure adequate forgeability. After initial breakdown, most ofthese alloys are ductile below room temperature. This has been evidenced by the ability
to roll many of the. alloys with up to 90 per cer,. reduction at or near room tempeo-t -e.

I Columbium and its alloys are generally prepared commercially in the form of
cylindrical cast ingots by consumable-electrode, vaoulrn-arc or electron-bean zaiting.
The most common ingot sizes are 6 to 8 inches in diameter, but ingots up to 16 inches in
diameter are reported to be available for some alloys.I I

I
I
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TABLE 18-1. NOMINAL COMPOSITION AND ORG1iNG CHARACTERISTICS OF CULUMBIUM AND SEVERAL COLUMIBIUM
ALLOYS(I 2,3)

Approx. Minimum Approx. Minimum Fotgin. Tempecature, F
Nominal Approx. Recryzailization ih;, Working Normal Lowest

Composition, w. jo Designation Solidus, F Temperatire, F Temperature, F(-) Range Reported Forgeabflitj

99.2 Cb Unalloyed 4475 1900 1500 RT-2000 RT Excellent

Cb-lZr FS-80 4360 1900 2100 RT-2300 RT Excellent

Cb-33Ta-rt.,Z FS-82 4570 2200 2400 1900-2700 RT t.,ood

Cb-28Ta-10W-lZr FS-86 4695 2250 2400 2300-2500(c) .- Good c)

Cb-1OTi-10Mo-0. 1 C D-31 4100 2200 2500 1900-2700 1900 Moderate

Cb--ow-lZr-0. 1 C D-43 4700 9100 2200 2 0 0 0 "2 2 0 dc) -- Moderatec)

Cb-10W-SZr Cb-74(b) 4400 2200 2500 2200-2600 2200 Moderate

Cb-10W-2.5 Zr Cb-752 -- 2100 2100 2 2 0 0 -2 6 0 dc) -- Good(c)

Cb-15W-5Mo-1Zr F-48 4500 2600 3000 2400-3000 1850 Fair

Cb-10Ta-10W SCb-291 4110 2100 2400 1700-2200 1600 Good

Cb-SV-5Mo-lZr B-66 4300 2100 2400 22 0 0 . 3 0 0 4c) -- Moderate(c)

Cb-10W- 10Hf-0. IY C-129Y -- 2000 2200 2 0 00-. 2 00c) -- Goode)

(a) Minimum hot working temperature is defined as the lowest temperature at which the alloy will begin to recrystallize during
forging. Below these temperatures, the alloys are cold worked.

(b) Production of alloy discontinued; replaced by Cb 752.
(c) Based on ingot brea!hdown and breakdown rolling experiece.

FORGING BEHAVIOR

Alloys containing titanium, vanadium, tantaium, molybdenum, and tungsten are

solid-solution strengthened by these additions. These alloying elements also raise the
recrystallization temperature and enhance the retention of elevated t-sn,•erature

strength. Zirconium and hafnium dispersion harden columbium by reacting with oxygen
or carbon present in the base materials as a residual impurity or as an intentional ad-

dition. Alloys containing large amounts c! dispered phases generally have o'educed
fc.rgeability. Since most of the alloys have been designed for high strength at elevated
temperature, they commonly contain both types of alloying elements.

Primary working (i. e., cast ingot breakdown) of the high-strength alloys requires
temperatures from about 2200 F to 3000 F. Secondary working operations Fcch as
closed-die forging and rolling ran then be carried out a. te.ziperattres from ab%.; .. 2500 F
to as low as 1000 F. Because most of the alloys in Table 18-1 can .% 1:;e

wrounts of hot-cold work without intermediate ah.nealing, once in the wrought conaitioil,
it should le p:,ssible to select iucýin:&g temperatures that represent a best compromise

between :'orgea.ility an..- forging-pres sure re quirements.



Columbium. and its alloys have great affinity for oxygen at elevated temperatures.
Exposure to aer at hot-working temperatures not only forms a hard.. brittle ,•urface oxide,
but also an oxygen contamination zone within +he meta), which progrerses inward with
continued heating. Oxygen contamination not only has .-m. adverse effect on properties,
but can seriously impair frrgeabili-,y. To avoid oxygen embrittlement, the surface of the
workpiece must be protected during heating and, if practicable, during the hot-.'orking
operation.

Darby and Carson(4 ) investigated the upset forgeability of four likely columbium
forglng alloys after breakdown of the a.'c-cast ingots by extrusion. The various coudi-

I tions under which the alloys were upset and the results uf the forging trials are sum-
marized in Table 18-2. The adverse effects of oxygen contn•.ination onforgeability were
evidenced in these studies by the occurrence of cracking of all of the alloys wherever the
protective coatings failed. With suitable protection, the applicability of the alloys for
cloaed-dic forging, based first on forgeability and then .n iorging pressure, was rated inI the following order: Cb- lOTi- 1OMo-0. IC, Cb- l0W-5Zr, Cb- 15W-5Mo- Zr, and
Cb--0W- 10TI-6Mo.

* TABLE 18-2. SUMMARY OF FORGEABILITY STUDIES ON FOL,1 ARC-CAST AND
EXTRUDED COLUMBIUM ALLOYS(4)

Sample size: 1-',/,..In. diam x 3 in. long
Coating: Al-lOCr-2Si
Heating atmosphere: Still air

Alloy Cb-10Ti-10Mo-0.1C Cb-20W-1OTI-6Mo Cb-10W-5Zr Cb-15W-5Mo-lZr

Forging 2000. 2200, 2400 F 2300, 2500. 2700 F 2200. 2400, 2600 F 2300. 2500, 2700 F

Temperature

Upset (a) 50% in one heating
Reduction (b) 75% (50% ir one heasing, another 5000 after reheating)

Forgeabillty Successfully upset 75% Succeusfully upset 50% Successfully upset 78% Successfully upset 50%
without cracking; at 2500 and 2700 F; without cracking; slight at all temp•ratures.
some samples had slight cracking at checking on flats. Upset 7 5% without
slight checking on 2300 F. Could rot cracking at 2700 F.

flats, achieve 75% without
cracking.

No. of Hammer 9 to 12 blows 12 to 13 blows 33 to 39 blows at 10 to 12 blows
Blows Required 2200 F
for 50% Upset 12 to 14 blows at

i 2400-2600 F

Similar forging behavior was reported by Nemy(6) in upsetting stu..es on the

3 Cb-10Ti-IOMo-O. IC and Cb-20W-1OTi-6Mo alloys. The Cb-1OTi-lOMo-C. IC alloy ex-

hibited much higher lateral ductility and required considerabliyiowwr preersures. ..

nure IC-I shows the pressure and temperature requirementn for i'psetting tl.• t,,, ,

to a .5 per cent reduction. A similar curve for Udimst 500 is included for comparison,
and illustrates Jhi. rel'atively wide range of forging temperittures ct.mmon to most colum-

Sbium, ailoys.

I

I
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FIGURE 18-1. FORIPING PRESSURES OF TWO COLUMBIUM ALLOYS FOR
25% UPSET REDUCTION AT VARIOUS TEMPFRATURES

DATA FOR UDIMET 500 SHOWN FOO COMPARISO.
AFTEr, NEMY(l)

In forging jet-engine blades from these two colurribium alloys at Thompt:on-Ramo-
Wooldridge(S), tWo different procedures for producing the blade preform wer'e re'quired
because of the differences in forgeability. The Cb-10Ti-lOMo-O. IC alloy p.eforms
could be produced by a comb' ation. o. end upsetting and roll forging. Both (,f these
operations require good lateral ductility. With the Cb-ZOW-1OTi-6Mo alloy, the pre-
forms had to be made from larger bar stock by a combination of extrusion and a low-
reduction, closed-die blocker forging operation.

Forging pressures for the various columbium alloys can be estimated to some
extent from the elevated-temperature properties given in Table 18-3. Included in the
table are data for unalloyed molybdenum and for the Mo-O. 5T'i-0. 08Z." (TZM) alloy to
permit comparisons. These data indicate th!.t some of the columbium alioys are much
stronger than the Mo-O. STi-0.08Zr (TZM) :-lloy. For example, at 2000 F ti:e --b-15,7-
5Mo-lZr alloy is about twice as strong as the molybdenum alloy.

Most likely, columbium-alloy forgings will Le used for many future apphications
in the wrought and stress-relieved condition to take advantage af the hlghe'- strengths
that. are possible by hot .cold working. Ingram and Ogden( 6 ) have sunmnarized the gen-
eral behavior of refractory metals and alloys •tder hoL-ccld working conditionz. %hat
would be representative of many closed-die forging operatiins. Altl-.. i,-,• 6i ,ae
presented for columbium and its alloys, they prfvide aon-e insight to forging behavior
under hot --old working conditions and the effects of ltorging variables. In the hot-cold
working r-ange, the inc :.hanical properties o' columbium an,! columbium alloys will be
titrongly influenced by:



(1) Amount of reducti.on after the final anneal
(2) Working temperature
(3) Intermediate anne.!iixg tempepstnre.

Similarly, these variables will influence forging behavior and, to a large extent, govern
the actual forging sequence and procedur~s.

TABLE 18-3, COMPARATIVE TENSILE. PROPERTIES Or COLUMBIUM AND SEVERAL
COLUMBIUM ALLOYS AT TE'APEPATURES LaO SPONDING TO

TYPICAL FORGING TEMPERATURFS( 1, 2 ,3)

Data for Molybdenum and TZM Included for Co,.iparison

Tensile Strength, Yield Strength, Elongation,

Alloy Temperature. F 1300 pik 1000 pit per cent

Unalloyed Cb RT 40. 0 30. 0 30
1800 12.6 37
2000 10.0 8.0 42

Cb-IZr RT 48.0 95.5 16
2000 23.0 20.5 14
2600 8.6 6.6 >60

Cb.-2aTa-10W-1Lr 2000 38.0 29.6 27
2300 25.0 29.0 36
2800 14.6 14.0 79

Cb-1OTI-10Mo-0. IC 2000 29.0 25.6 36
2300 17.6 -- 86
2800 10.0 8.0 100

Cb-1OW-2. 3Zr 2000 4.. 0 31.56 1
2200 33.6 26.0 27
2400 23.0 18.5 44

Cb-15W-bMo-lZr 2000 64. 0 68.0 92
2300 50.0 46.0 s0
2600 32.0 31.0 66

Unalloyed Mo 2200 21.0 11.0 38
2400 11.0 6.0 67

Mo-0. 5Ti-0. o0Zr (TZM) 2000 Sr. 5 21.0 1%
2500 26.0 16.6 19

$000 17.5 11.0 20

In workinig the alloys at temperatures below their recryetalliaation temperatures,

higher forging pressures wilU be required vwith progre-'!xvely increasing 'rmounte of'de-

formation. This in illustrated in Figure 18-2 by the room-ternperathtre yield strength of

columbium and two of its alloys after various amounts of cold work. It can be -esei that

the rate of work hardening is greater for the alloys than for unailoytl r coluabi•m•, a;.- '

that the yield strength can be increased as much au 25,000 psi by reductic: . 1.. -na or,•:•sr

of :)00o. IncreaaiL.g the amount of cold reduction, howover: aloo lowers thý. recrystalzi•a-

tion tenm.pere•.• t•.
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Varying the workirng temperature below the minimum recrystallization tempera-
ture does not have significant effects oxi strength, since strength is controlled primarily
by the amount of strain. Howevar, in the hot-cold working regioLi, the working tempera-
ture exerts a pronounced effect on the amount of strain required to reach a deliired
strength level. As the working temperature is increased, the working reduction must
also be increased to result in a corresponding amount of strain hardening.

COMMENTARY ON FORGING PRACTICES

Alloys such as Cb-lZr and Cb-33Ta-lZr are readily forgeable directly from as-
cast ingot. Two examplfs of large Cb-lZr di.e forgings, weighing ulp '- 1100 pounds,
produced directly from arc-cast ingots are shown in Figure 18-3. Die forging of the
Cb-lZr alloy is quite similar to that for alpha-titanium alloys, except that greater pre-
caution must oe taken against contamrinatic,,, aizd higher forging preesures are* *u.:-C

As shown in Figure 18-3, parts directly forged from cast ingots may contain shal.-
low surface laps and wrinkles traceabe to the co-rse grain structur,- For such large
forgings, therefore, ample allowances must be made for surface finishing to crapens1.te
for both wrinkling and contamination. Alternatively, to avoid excessive m.tý. .iA2l losses,
it may be desirable to initi.illy fc:ge the ingot Leween flat d~ej to break up tht ý- arse
grain structure before finish forging.

In V'ýt"r studies or ti-e Cb-ICW-5Zr alloy, Darby -nd Carson( 4 ) .'eported that ex-
truded ant re,-rystallized material has adequate workability and is amenuble to closed-
die forging. }7xamples of a small part hammer forged at 2200 to 2400 F in this alloy hre
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FIGURE 18-3. Ch.1Z, ALLOY PARTS FORGED FROM AS-CAST INGOTS AT 2250 F
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shown in Figure 18-4. Some difficulties . 3re experienced in achieving complete die fill.
because of a pronounced tendency- of the alloy to flow laterally, As evidenced by the large
amount of flash on the parts. Satisfactory protection against atA~tos-'"e;ic conta-n-nati.
of these parts was achieved with an Al- 00Cr-2Si .•lmy coating applies by dipping at
1500 F and subsequently diffusing at 1900 F in argon. This coating when applied in thick-
neises of 2 to 4 mile was found particularly useful between 2000 and Z600 F.

FiGURE 1-4 Chd104.JZt CLOSED.E11
FORGINGS PlOSN[OD AT

230 TO 240 W(4)(AS.
FORGED, FLASH REMOVED)

" " .... " ' - .? CFi l'l. VS|6ib,

Sls wui...• +3/44 - 1i/4 1".
C•urtely of C?"Olble steel
Compolty of Amorei

The forging-preasure requirements for alloys such as Cb-1OW-SZr are consider-
ably higher than normally encountered in routine production forging operatio.ne. A. a
rough comparison, Darby(4 ) estimateci that, on a given part of 8640 steel that cnuld be
forged on a 2000-pound hamnmer and in titanium on a 5000-pound hammer, the colunbi,,.n
alloy would probably require a 14,000-pound hammer. Accordingly, the combination oi

high temperatures and high pressures required to forge such columbiun alloys would
dictate that stronger and more wear-resistant, high-temperature die materials would be

required than normally used in routine production forging operations.

A typical shop forging practice is illustrated by the procedure- "- making la'.ge
rings of the Cb-1OTa-lOW alloy described by Perryman( 7 ). The finished dimensions of
the ring, contoured on both the inside and outside faces, were 35- I/Z in. OD) by 30 in. ID

with a 3-3/8 in. face height (Figure 18-5). Strting with 17-1/2-inch long s rio. , -,
from conditioned 8-inch-diameter ingots end weighing about 300 pounds, the rings were
produced by the following sequence of operations:

(1) Upset ingot sections to pancakes approximately 5-14£ to 6 inchec. hig.1,

by 14 to 15 inches in diameter on a 1500-ton forgi.g press.

(2) Punch 5-3/4-inch-dianeter hole in pawake to form heavy- yaA'. •i-a.

(3; Mandrel for-- to a ring having a 10 to i! incrh ID and a 3 to 4 inch wall

thickness on a 3500-pound steam .iarnme•r.

(4) Cot,' nnd condition surface by spot grinding.



(•) Steaight roIl on a r.ng rA|liv mill to & ring approximately 25 in. OD
h1. !I 4n- IP'3 fltten i h•mn.er

(it) Cot , _r ,r; .zroll n rng osll t4 Itarusat Qamnenq1_ I •

1 'be I -- rv?

t •p t-- I I

'P . s-s OPna wo Pam)=

The tamperatures satd heiatmg cycles for each opersaa waere as follows:

o Trm rafro,.F NIumber of

Upset aad pmnch 2100 17S0 2
Mandrel forge zOe 16 1
Straight roll 2100 1800 4
Contour roll 2100 1700 9

Starting billets were coated with a glass frit and heated in a gas-fired furnace with a
slightly reducing atmosphere. The over-all oxidation loss, based on the difference be-
tween the starting billet weight and the as-rolled ring weight, av:sr;ged .... " iO per cesit
of the starting billet weight. Surface removal to a depth of 1/8 inch by rough r.aehining
eliminated all effects of surface contamination After vacuum annealing, the rirjs ex-
hibited a recrystallized grain size of ASTM 4 to 6, and mechanical properties cunmp-
rable to those obtained in sheet.
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CHAPTER 19

TANTALUM AND TANTALUM ALLOYS

Crystalllne Structure: Body-centered cubic

Phase Changes: Nane

Numbe, of Phases: Usually on,- at forg' q temperature

Selidus Temperature: Unalloyed - 5425 F
Alloys - 4400 to 5500 F

Reactlons When Heated in Air: Continuous oxidation above
1100 F; gas contamination
above obta 700 F

ALLOYS AND FORMS AVAILABLE

Table 19-1 gives the nominal compositions and forging characteristics of tantalum
and several tantalum alloys tnat have been muccessfully forged. (1, 2) Applications for
most of these compositions hav'e been primarily In the form of sheet; thus, most of the
forging experience has been concerned with the conversion of ingots to sheet bar. Die
and ring forgings have been successfully produred on a limited scale from unalloyed
tantalum and from the Ta-10W alloy.

TABLE 19-3. NOMINAL COMPOeTTION AND FORGING CHARACTERISTICS OF TANTALUM AND
SEVERAL TANTALUM ALLOYS(1. 2)

Nominal Approx. Approx. Minimum ApproX. Minimum Normal Forging
Composition. Solidus, Recrystallisatlon Hot Working Temperature

wt% F Temperature. F Temperature, F(8) Range, p(b) Forgebillity(b)

99. 5Ta 6425 2000 2400 k7T -2COU Excellent
Ta-lOW 5495 2400 3000 1800-2300 Good
Ta-li. SW 5520 2750 3-3000 >200) 3ood
Ta-S0Cb-7. 5V 4400 2200 2000 2200-2400 Coed

Ta-SW -2Hf 5400 2800 ,AO0 A000 Good
Ta-IOW-SHf 5420 2400 3000 2100-2300 Fair

(a) Minimum hot working temperature is defined as the lowest forging temperatwe at which the itlcy% .egu: to recrystlUtize
during forging. Below these temperatures, the alloys are cold-worked.

(b) Based on ingot breakdown and breakdown rolling experience.

Ui-alloyed tantalum and its alloys are prepared corninerc.ally by po-.'de.' r..t;,l.-
lurg,', consumabie-electrode arc melting, and electron-bear,, melting. .•.1ets prepared

by powder-nm..tlilurgy tecl',.,.ues are aot amenable to direct forging, but .nost of the

alloys listed In Tý,bie 19-1 can be directly forge. from cast ingots. The most common

ingot sizes are 6 -o 8 inches in diameter but ingots up to about 16 inches in diameter are

reported to be avFAIlable for some alloys.

I
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FORGING BEHAVIOR

Unalloyed tantalum and most of the single-phase alloys listed in Table 19-1 are
readily forgeable directly from cast ixrgot. To rLu'j,,:e the resistance to deformation and
to overcorre undersirable effects of the coarse-grained cast structure such as wrinkles,
laps, and internal cracking, initial breakdown forging operations are al-. z-st always
performed at fairly high temperatu -s in the hot-cold working raz'ge - generally between
2000 and 2400 F. After about 5C per cent reduction, the forging temperatures for
several of the alloys can be reduced below 2000 F with no difficulty.

The forging behavior of the Tz-10W allny, "c.n which there has been the most shop
production experience, is representative of most o: the single-phase tantalum alloys.
Interstitial impurities such as carbon, oxygen, and nitrogen have a deleterious effect on
forgeability. Torti( 3 ) reported that the forgeability of the Ta-10W alloy is drastically
reduced as the carbon level increases from 15 to 120 ppm. This is illustrated in
Figure 19-1 by the bi.e upset at 2000 F from small ingots with carbon levels in this
range. Similarly, oxygen at levels much above 100 ppm causes difficulty in initial
breakdown and in conditioning the ingots. To perr.i[t direct forging of cast alloy ingots,
the carbon, oxygen, and nitrogen levels are each held "o less than 50-75 ppm, and the
total interstitial content to less than 150 ppm.

FIGURE 19.1. FORGEAWILITY TEST SAMPLES OF To-10W UPSET
FORGED AT 2000 F PROM SMALL INGOTS(S)

Analysis, ppm

C 0 N
Top 120 10 25
Center 60 24 29
Bottom 15 35 25

Courtesy of Ma;;onal Roe'arel, Ccrporatlon

Ta-10W alloy ingots can be readily forged at 2000-?,200 7, According n `'..ational

l.esearch Corporation( 3 ), btrea..down f :'ging below 1800 F, or continued .v'l,. ki,' below
1500 F can cause internal cracking. Binary Ta-W alloys with higher tungsten cont.nte

also car, b- directl.y forged, but higher tempecatures eire requ red th .r ior the Ta-10'W

alloy and .liAds are ,, ".',r. Several forging vendors have observed that the forgeability



of Ta-W alloys at 2000-2200 F decreases sharply (i. e., conditioning losses increase

sharply) at tungsten levels greater than 12. 5 per cent. For this rer.Jon, I?. 5 per cent

tungsten is regarded as the maximum permissible L'n tantalum ingot 'r adequate forge-

ability in direct forging.

In general, the single-phase, or solid-solution, alloys of tantalum are mrore
forgeable than the two-phase alloys. F.. example, Battelle( 4 ) observed that the single-

phase Ta-30Cb-7. 5V alloy exhibited much better forgeability than the two-phase Ta-

1OHf-5W alloy. The Ta-10Hf-5W alloy contains a hafnium-rich phase in the tantalum-

rich matrix as an equilibrium constittuent at temperatures below -700 F. Thus, mini-

I mum requirements for direct forging thi3 alloy wouiu probably involve the use of a

homogenization treatment and ingot preheating temperatares well above 2700 F. Through

the use of extrusion at temperatures above 3000 F to break down the cast ingot structure,

however, the Ta-0lHf-5W alloy can be forged readily at temperatures as low as 2150 F.

By comparison, Battelle's experience with the Ta-30Cb-7. 5V alloy indicates that direct

forging 4f cast ingots at teniperatures of about 2400 F should be practicable.

Like columbium, tantalum, and its alloys are couiarninated by exposure to air at

elevated temperatures. Oxidation at forging temperatures ,xot only forms a hard,

brit;tle surface oxide, but also an oxygen contamination zone below the surface, which

progresses inward with continued heating. This is usually not detrimental to workability

Lfn heavy sections, but can seriously impair forgeability where repeated heatings would

be necessaTy tv die ftige a part with thin sections.

For lack of actual forging pressure or flow stress data, forging pressures for the

various tantalum alloys can b•e estimated to some extent from the elevated-temperature

properties listed in Table 19-2. As these data show, the Ta-10W, Ta-12. SW and Ta-

lOHf-5W alloys have about the highest yield strengths over their normal forging tem-

perature ranges. Since the alloys are generally forged at hot-cold working tempera-

tures, the forging pressures will increase with progressively higher reductions. This

is illustrated in Figure 19-2 by the increase in room-temperature yield strength of

tantalum and the Ta-0OW alloy wi. ilacreasing amounts of cold work(5 ). Limited forg-

ing data for the Ta-30Cb-7. 5V alloy upset between flat dies in a hydraulic press at

2200 F show that actual forging pressures increased from about 40, 000 psi at the start

of deformation to about 130, 000 psi at 50 per cent reduction( 4 ).

200XF IS
mFION TRE STRENGTF OF TANTALUM AND

1 c To.n; ALLOY AT RaOOM "MPERATUP, '

To" DATA FOR MtOLYSOESUIM INCLUDED 1`01,

so 50 - COMPARISONI ma

I 0' • 4 60 80100

WORKING REDUCTION, %

!
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TABLE 19-2. COMPARATIVE TENSILE PROPERTIES OF TANTALUM AND
SEVERAL TANTALUM ALLOYS AT TEMPERATURES COR-
RESPON4DING TO TYPICAL FORGING TEMPERATURES(

1
. 2)

Data for Molybdenum and TZM Inclu•"d for Comparison

Tensile Yield
Temperature, Strengt,. Strength, Elongation.

-* Uy F 1000 psi 1000 psi per cent

Unalloyed Ta RT 67. 0 57.5 25
1600 22.0 12. 0 33
2000 17.0 8.0 43

Ta-10W 2000 80.5 8.0 11
2400 39.5 34.5 19

3000 19.0 16.5 84

Ta-12.5W 2200 50.5 38.0 18
2700 33.0 23.0 30

3000 22.0 16.6 55

Ta-30Cb-7. SV 1800 78 0 53.0 38
2200 46.0 33.6 51
240 33.0 27.0 87 v
2700 19.0 16.0 >100

Ta-8W -2Hf 2000 81.0 35.0 18
2200 49.5 28.5 25

2700 31.0 24.5 30

3000 15.0 12.0 48

Ta-IOHf-6W 2200 50.0 39. 0 8

2400 41.5 30.5 10

2600 37.0 25.0 17

3000 18.5 15.0 44

Unalloyed Mo 2200 21.0 11.0 38
2400 H. 0 6.0 57

Mo-0. 5Ti-0.08Zr (TZM) 2000 35.5 21.0 20

2500 26.0 16.6 19

i000 17.5 11.0 20
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COMMENTARY ON FORGING PRACTICES

Most shop forging experiences witn tantaluwn alloys have b.en on the Ta-10W all]y
and, except for working ingots to Rheet bars, ha;s been limited mainly to forging rocket
nozzle and ring shapes. In general., these have been shapes with relatively heavy sec-
tions that were produced directly from cast ixigots. A typical sequence of onerations in
forging rings of the Ta-10W alloy is shown in Figure 19-3(6).

For such parts, the ingots are us ially heated. to 2100-2200 F in gas-fired 1urnaces
adjusted so that the furnace atmosphere is alight.y reducing. Because of the large ,rain
size of cast ingots and the oxidation that occurs when the hot billet is exposed to air
during forging, the an-forged surface can be quite rough. The typical surface condition
that results under these conditions is shown in Figure 19-4. The seams on the heavily-
wrinkled surface are generally less than 0. 100 inch deep.

To avoid the large material losses associated with poor surface finish, it may be
desiraLle to breakdown.the cast ingot structure by first forging b.•ween flat die- and
recrystallizing the billet. Also, for relatively small closed-die forgings, it mr.y be
desirable to uae protective coatings to minimize surface contamination.

Two types of coatings have been used with success for protecting tantalum alloys
against oxidation during iorging - aluminides and glasses. The best protection is pro-
vided by aluminum alloy coatings applied by hot dipping. For e-€ample, a 3-mil-thick
coating of aluminum prov'ded effective protection against oxidat.•,n of the Ta-lOW alloy
heated in air to 2500 F for 30 minutes(7). A 5OSn-50A1 coating on Ta-lOW alloy samples
has provided good protection against oxidation at temperatures up to 3000 F(8). In
forging at 2150-2400 F, a hot-dippee Ai-12Si alloy provided effective protection of the
Ta-30Cb-7. 5V and T&-IOHf-5W alloys(4). This coating is applied by dipping billets in
the molten alloy at 1650-1700 F for about '10 minutes.

FIGURE 19.4. SURFACE Co0ain ION AFTER SAND.
BLASTING OF Ta.101 ALLOY PART
FORGED CIRECTLY FRe CAST I4GOT

Court•sy of C•mern Irte,, Work

Me ,al;c-coatings, while providing the beat oxvlation rt istan. v., are generally

poor lul-ricant2. Thu,, for forging, the usi oZ glass coatings would seem the preferred

choice since they offer both protection and lubrication. In the temperature range o0

2000 F to ".4'10 F, a variety of borosilicate glasses are available that would have suit-

able charact: stics (i. e., viscosity, reactivity, etc. ).
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Forging designs will depend, to some extent, on the condition of the forging billet.

Cast billets usually will require more gerierous allowances for mach;ning to remove
Ssurface defects such as seams and shallow laps than wrought-and-recrystallized billets.

With wrought stock, designs can be patternd along tl-- i.aes of stainless steel forgings.
However, beca,.se die forging experienne is limited, materials are expensive, and
forging pressures are high, designs shbuld be of more generous contour, partc..ularly
in the fillet and corner radii on parts ha ing vertical projections near the edges.
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CHAPTER 20

MOLYBDENUM AND MOLYBDENUM ALLOYS

Clystalllne Structure: Body-centered cuL'c

Phase Changes: None

Number of Phases Present: One at forging temperatures

Liqulidus Temperature: Unalla,.2 .. 4730 F
Mo-W alloys -4750 to 5400 F
0ther Mo olloys -4650 to 4750 F

Sllidus Tempereture: Unalloyed - 4730 F

Mo-W aloy-4700 to 5300 F
Other Mo alloys-4700 to 4750 F

Reactilens When "eeted In Air: Continuous oxidation above 100U Fj
oxide volatile above 1250

I ALLOYS AND PORMS AVAILABLE

Nominal compositions ,%nd forging characteristics of molybdenum and several

molybdenum alloys .are given in Table ZO- 1. As a rule, molybdenum alloys may be
forged over a wide range of teniperztures. Since the alloys have higher recrystalliza-

tion temperatures than unalloyed molybdenum, the forging temperatures are usually
higher.

Molybdenum alloys are preo arcd commercially by two basic methods: (1) vacuumfl

consumable-electrode arc melting and (2) pressing and sintering. Melting is preferred
for preparing the alloys containing reactive elements (e.g. , titanium, zirconium, etc.).
Billets from arc-melted ingots are generally extruded, and recrystallized to achitve
grain refinement before forging. Billet. are hot rolled for smaller billet sizes.

Pressed and sintered billets are forged directly. Billets of both types of material are
available commercially in sizes up to about 6 inchtes in diameter.I

I FORGING BEHAVIOR

Molybdenum and molybdenum alloys produced by powder-metallurgy methotz

normally contain fine grains; arc-melted ingots contain large, rad"-al-col'u-nat grains.
These two conditions are illustrated in Figure 20-1.

SThe influences of billet processing history on forgeabilitv are sum: i: ,
Table 20-2. Pressed and sintered billets normally have a dcýsity less t,1an theoretica¢
and exhibit z:.nio porosity. i.-srticularly at the billet ccntern. The amount of porosity

increases wi!h in.creasing fiection size. Producdion experience indicates that forge-
ability improves -vith increasing density, and that the minimum density for reasonable

Sforgeability shoa!cl be at least 90 per cent of theoretical. The average density for

I
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LONGtTLOINALI..MACROSTRUCTURES

I
I S~TRANSVERSE

MACROSTRUCTURES

MICROSTR ICTURE5

KXGGERATED)

I PRESSED AND SINTERED ARC CAST

I
I

I FIGURE 20.1. TYPICAL MACROSTRUCTURES AND MICROSTRUCTURES OF
PRESSED.AND-SINTERED AND ARC.CAST MOLYBDENUMI

I
I
I
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billets larger than 4 inches in diametter should be at io~at 1ý per cent of theork~tical,
since the dcnsity decreaves from surface to center.

TABLE 20-2, INFLUENCE OF PIET HISTORY ON FORGF.AVILITY OF MOt Y8DL-X..i ANt)
MOLYBDENUM~ ALLOYSM1

Billet Condition Comments ani Fotgebiiity

Pressed and sinteted C.enerisU' forgeable in any dire, tion; bMlet centrsn tecanne wealer with
lncr~e.1siusg diameter because of decreasing density: large billets are
either extru~ded or side forged before die forging

Are cast Not forgeable except at very high temnperatures (3600 F or hlghoz

Arc cast and exunsdsd Forg.Ability improves with increa~ing extrusion &UotiO akjo of 411 is

about minimum foe reasonable forgeability

Arc cast, extruded, aa.. Yorgeable ins any direction; bMllet extruled with ratios of Ie*# than 2a1
recrystasiaied do not always recrystailliz comnpletely during subsequenti annealing,

hence,& they often show redticed upset forreability

Because of their coarse, radially oriented grain@, arc-melted inigots, are generally
-....... brittle when subjected to tensile deformation. For this reason, ingots are normally ex-

truded at warm-working temperatures with at leasnt a 2: 1 ratio. The most common
practice fo~r achieving good forgeability consists of extrusion at hiot- cold- working tem-
peratures with at least a 4-:1 eittrusion ratio, anid recrystallization of the extruded bar
to refine the grain size. The forgeability of arc-cast ingots improves at true hot-
working temperatures, but such procedures have not proven as reliable in practice as
extrusion breakdown. Furthermore, in closed-die forging studies on the Mo-0. 5Ti-
0. O8Zr alloy, Westinghouse found that billet stock produced by direct forging at true
hot-working temperatures did not have as Pood forgeability af. extruded and re~crystal-
lized billet stock. (2)

Wrought molybdenum a..4 uiolybdenun- alloy billets with a fine grain structure
may be forged successfully with large reductions over a wide range of temperatures and1
deformation rates. This has been demonstrated in forging studies on arc-cast-and-
extruded billets of unalloyed molybdenum at Lockheed s) and the Mo-0. 5Ti-0. 08Z.- alloy
at Battelle(4 ). A summary of the ccrnditions under which these materials could be
successfully forged is given below:

Maximum
Forging Reduction

Teir-peratur v Rates, Without
Alloy Range, F in. /sec Cracking,%

Unalloyed Mo 1101'-2200 .0 to 4008.

Mo-O. 5Ti-0. OBZr 1200-2000 0. 1 to 200 94

Mo-0. MT-0. OBZr 2560-3000 0. 1 tos 200 50
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Forgeability of both rrt.terials was virtually u. iffected by drastic cnanges in the forging

rate, Gtoss changes in forging tempe.ratkire In the hot..,;old-working region uimilarly

had no noticeable effect on forgeability. However, forgeabillty is m..rke.'1, reduced z-.t

high temperatures in the hot-cold- Yorklng rý.glon approaching true hut-worl-ing condi-I tions, ab indicated by the data for the Mo-0. 5Ti-0. 08r alloy. The Mo-ZSW-0. lZr

alloy exhibits the same type of forging behavior.( 5 p 6 ) Reductions as high as 90 per cent

can be achieved at temperatures In tho. range 1400 F to 1900 F, but forgeabilltý. Iecomes

progressively poorer at higher temperatres, particularly above about -400 F. The

lowest practical forging temperature for these alloys (for such operatiors as finishing,
siting, coining# etc.) appears to be about ICOO F.

Table 20-3 lists temperatures for forging, recryotallization, and anneal4rig sev-

eral commercial and experimental molybdenum-base alloys. The forging temperatures

given represent normal ranges reported by industry; however, these temperatures artc

sometimes adjusted to obtain special properties. For example, higher forging tem-

peratures are used to raoi-t.'in higher recrystallization temperatures; lower forging

temperatures are used to develop higher room-temperature strengths. In general, most

alloys are work hardened during forging, since the forging temperatu esm listed in

Table 20-3 are lower than the minimum hot-working temperatures.

Table 20-4 gives average forging pressure and forgeability data for upsetting un-

alloyed molybdenum and severel molybdenum alloys at a constant temperature. The

rapid increases in pressure with increasing reduction demonstrate th. work-hardening
characteristics.

I The pressure and specific enerpy (work per unit volume) required for forging

molybdenum alloys are not influenced greatly by differences in either temperature or

forging rate in the hot-cold-working range. Upset forging pressures for the Mo-0. 5Ti-

0.O8Zr alloy are presented In Figure 20-2 for reductione up to 30 per cent at tempera-

tures between 1500 and 3000 F at two strain racer characteristic of normal press-

forging operations. The forging pressures at temperatures between 1500 and 2500 F

are almost the same. At 3000 F. howeve-, the pressures are slightly lower, particu-

larly at the lower strain rate. The influence of forging temperature on forging pressure

is illustrated in Figure 20-3. Hot-working conditions are approached only when the

Mo-0. 5Ti-0. O8Zr alloy it forged at 3000 F. The forging-pressure behavior for two

9 steels is shown in Figure 20-3 for comparison.

The essentially constant specific-energy requirements for upsetting unalloyed

molybdenum and Mo-0. 5Ti-0.O8Zr alloy over a wide range of tenuperat.a&.S, are shown..

in Figure 20-4. By comparison, data obtained similarly for A-286 and AISI 43-() steels

show a marked rsduction in the specific forging; ,nergy with increasiLg tempera t '.,es.

It is interesting to note that, at 1800 F, the specific energy required tf" 50 per cent

upset is essentially the same for both the A-286 and the Mo-0. 5Ti-0. O8Zr alloys.

I When forging molybdenum, it is important to realize that reheati 4 a blank during

forging in the hot-cold-working range does not remove the effects of cold work imparted

by preceding forging reductions. The data given in Table 7.0.5 show that pressil as

required for reforging previoufly iorged blanks are nearly equal to the for:..ir- r•-. 'ares

fcr the previous reduction. These data show again that forging pressures are influence.l

only slightly I / large temperature changes in the warrn.--; orking x .gion.

!
I
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TABLE 20-3. TYPICAL FORUING, RECRYS. iLLIZATION, ANO STRESS-RELIEF TEMPPRATURES FOR SEVERAL COMMUC AL
AND EXPRlIMENTAL MOLYRD.NUM ALLOYtr

Data Uased on Indistty Survey

Sstes.-
Relief

Fo_.jli Tem 'a..tures. P kef.ytllial tion Annealing
Initial Final Tanipetatutes of reonperatures,

'Aloy Poet. Fl pr.

Cunimorutal Alloys

Unalloyed molybdenum
Prass*4 and snteared 2100-2400 2000-2200 2100-2200 17"4-2000
"A:c cast and extruded 9100-2400 19000-200 2000-2200 1'h10-2000

Mo-0. ,ri 2300-2o00 2100.2400 2300-2500 2000-2200

Mo-0. 6TI-0. 08Z1 U400-2700 2900-2800 2100-3000 2200-2400

Mo-3OW 2200-2400 V200-2300 2300-M,500 1900-2000

IEpatimentAl Ally•y

Mo-25W-o, IZt 2000-2400 1900-2300 2800-3100 2200-L400

Mo-0. 9SZr 2400-2700 2400 3000-320. --

Mo-0. 5Zt 2400 -- 2800-3000 --

Mo-1. 5Cb 2400 2- 400-2800

Mo-i, 2Ti-O. 25Zr-O. 15C 2100 -- over 3100 --

TABLE 90-4. AVERAGE FOR3ING PRESSURf FOR EXTRUDED AND RECRYSTALLIZED MOLYBDENUM-ALLOY BARS

FORGED AT 9400 F(5)

Single Upset in a 100-Ton Press at 80 ipm

hiola Petersue. psi, to Achieve e.r.t.e. R.'.,.
Initial Reduction in Height Indicated Aciteved

Defoametion 45-55 ,6-65 66-75 Witshout Fracture,

AUoy Pressure, psl Per Cent Per Cent Per reat per cwet

UnalloyW. molyl•esum 2.000 84.000 91,000 --

Mo -0. 5Ti-0. OZL $9.000 95,000 118.000 132,000 83

Mo -25W -0. lzr 611. .(.C 12C.000 181. 000 --

Mo-2. Cb 30.000 99.000 109,000 -0

Mc. . 5Zt 32.000 88,000 q. 000 -- 6

lo-0.25zr _21, 000 83.000 97.000 -- 66
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FIGURE 20.2.
FORGING.PRESSURE CURVES FOR • NTALLV ,C*NTICAL. * 50P

AT VARIOUS TlMPREtTURES 2i OP 0.0? AND 0.7/S1C 1*00 F
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ACTUAL PER CENT
REDUCTIONS OBTAINVD

120 ARF GIVEN IN
PARENTHESES

' 0 UNALLOYED Me
85% REDUCTION

A.286

50 REDUCTION

60 50% REDUCTION

W 40 a

(L0.1 (50.1) (42.9) (50.5) (25
0 (50.9) 0O (48.9) (49.5) •
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FIGURE 20-4. INFLUENCE OF TEMPERATURE 04 THE SPECIFIC FORGING ENeRGY
FOR UPSETTING MOLYBDENUM AND Me0.STI-0.O3r A' ',.OY TO
ESSENTIALLY CONSTANT REDUCTIONS IN A DYNAPAKt3°4'

DATA FOR AISI 4340 AND A.2I$ !TEELS SHOWN FOR COIAPARI'.O4
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TABLE 20-5. INFLUENCE OF PRIOR COLD WORK ON THE FORGING PRESSUPR OF Mo-0. MTI-0. 08Zr ALLOY"')

After initial 50 per cent upset, samples remachined to cylinder with original dirmeter of
1.5 inches. Upset at 80 1pm.

Average Forgh-W Pressure, 1000 psi, at Given Per Cent Upset Reductions

Temperature. First Upset'_"a _ Seoond Upset
F 6% 10o ý of* 60% 61% 1o 20%

2000 44 50 57 81 76 84 96

2600 48 53 57 74 79 90

(a) Samples from arc-cast, extruded. and recrystalsized bat.

INFLUENCE OF FORGING VAPIABL-S ON
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES

The strength of molybdenum-alloy forgings is developed primarily by work hard-
ening. Thus, the control of mechanical properties requires carefully planned forging
sequences. These can be readily established since molybdenum exhibits classical
strain-hardening behavior, i, e., hazdness increases with increasing reduction, and
decreases wiVt. incrca-ing forging temperature.

There are limits, however, to which these alloys should be cold worked to achieve
a desired level of elevated-t-mperatuz'e properties. The amount of cold work influences

Sthe recrystallization behavior of the alloys which, in turn, establishes the maximum
service temperatures. Hence, the affect of forging variables on recrystallization be-
havior must be taken into account in planning a forging sequence. At a given forg:ng
temperature, the recrystallization temperature generally decreases with increaeing
reduction. Conversely, at a given level of reduction, the recrystallization temp.2rature
generally increases with increasi .g forging temperature. This is illustrated by 6he data
given in Table 20-6, which shows the influence of forging conditions on the recrystalliza-
tion behavior of the Mo-0. 5Ti-0. 08Zr alloy. These data show that the recr~ystallization
temperatures of the alloy may vary as much as 600 F, depending on forging conditions.
The lowest annealing temperature for ccmplete recrystallization of the Mo-0. 5Ti-
0. 08Zr alloy is about 2500 F. This was observed for sheet rolled to reductions exceed-

"ing 90 per cent at temporatures below 2200 F.( 7 )

Hardness., A method for studying the w;,ck-hardening behavior of niolybdonur-,
alloys is the wedge-forging test illustrated in Figure 20-5. This test consists of forging
a wedge-shaped blank to a constant thickness at various temperatures. After being
forged, the sample contains material with constantly increasing linear reductions vary-
ing from zero to about 65 per cent along the sample length. Thus, this ceas provides
quantitative data on the influences of forging temperature and forging reduction r-n
hardness.

I
I
!
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TABLE 20-6. INFLUENCE OF FORGING TEMPERALtURE AND FORGING REDUCTION ON "I'IS RECRYSTALLIZA NON BFHAVIOR
OF THE Mo 0. 5Ti-0. 08Zr ALLOy(4.

8
)

Apptoximate 1-tour A,,,aelirg
Forging . .Temperature for Rerysta!'ization,.F

Temperature. Per Cent Recrystallization Rcrystallizat ion
F Reduction Baeins Complete

2200 30 2600 2800
60 2600 2700

2400 10 -- 3000

30 2600 2800
60 -- 2700

2900 10 2800 3200
s0 2600 3000

60 - 2700

3400 10 3000 3200
30 2800 3000
60 2700 2800

T2.•TT,

STEP I MACHINE WEDGE-SHAPED SAMPLE PROM DAR

ST!

STEP 2 - FORGE WEDGE TO THICKNESS TI AT SELECTED TEMPERATURES

6S% 0%

STEP 3 - MACHINE SLICES PROM SAMPLES AND TE'T FOR HARDNESS

FIGURE 20-5. SEQUENCES FOR THE WEDGE-FORGING TEST
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Hardness curves for unailoyed molybdenum and several ro)ybdenum alloys deter-
g mined by wedge-forging tests at various temperatures are shown in Figure Z0-6. Un-

alloyed molybdenum and the Mo-0. 5Zr alloy exhibit classical work-hardening behavior.
Alloys containing titanium, however, exhibit a f 'rm of strengthening in addition to strain
hardening. %i'his is evident from the haroness increases with increasing forging tern-
perature. It is believed that the hardening is a result of an accompanying aging reac-
tion. This is suggested by studies at General Electric( 9 ) which indicate an V,4-
hardening response attributed to an "e.. -ensive precipitation of titanium carbide" at
temper&.4,ires in the vicinity of 280U F. Other investigations( 4 , 7, 8, 10) have described
a similar hardening response for titanium-bearing alloys between 2600 F and 3000 F.
This behavior appears to be the reason for the slight increase in forging pressure noted
earlier for the Mo-0. 5Ti-0. 08Zr alloy when iurgiis iemperatures were increased from
2000 F to Z500 F (Figure 20-3).

Over the range of forging temperatures from Z700 F to 3450 F. the Mo-25W-0. lZr
alloy exhibits progressively smaller hardness increases with increasing temperatures.
This alloy also appears to exhibit an aging response, since the hardnesaes at low reduc-
tions arc: considerably higher than those for the starting blanks.

Tensile Properties. The following points summarize the influence of forging
procedure on the tensile propezties of molybdenum forgings:

(1) Strength and hardness decrease with increasing forging t.emperature,
but are not significantly affected by the forging rate. Table 20-7 gives
the mechanical properties of unalloyed molybdenum upset forged be-
tween 1100 and Z200 F at high forging rates in a Dynapak. Forging to
comparable reductions in both a drop hammer and a hydraulic press
at the same temperatures produced the same hardness levels and,
thus, comparable strength levels.

TABLE 20-1. INFLUENCE OF FORGING TEMPERATURE ON HARDNESS AND
STRONGTH OF tINALLOYED MOLYBDENUM(3 )

Upset forged in a Dynapak from arc-cast, hot rolled, and
recrystallized bar.

Room-Temp Mechanical Properties

Forging Yield Ultimate
Forging Reduction. Avg Hardnes Strength, Strength, Elongatiov.
Temp, P per cent RA DF-i 1000 psi 1000 psi er cun,

As Received 5- 6-5' -- 7F, 86 P4. 9
1100 84 6S 268 112 123 9
1500 84 62 262 109 124 14
1900 9' 61.5 240 102 112 18
2200 90 59 226 W 108 24

(2) Parts forged with large reductions usually exhibit anisotropic prcppv-
ties. Highest strenrghb are obtained in directions piYrUel ts the
direction of greatest metal flow, as indicated by these typicý ;
roorm-temperature tensile properties for rni.,lybdenum rollecd-ring

lo.gings:
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Yield Ultimate

Strength, Strength, Elougation, Reduction of Amea,

Direction 1000 psi 1000 psi per cent per cent

I Transverse 73-75 83-94 38-42 56-62
Longitudinal 81-31 90-97 16-22 20-42

(Data courtesy of AeroJet General Corporation.)

(3) Forgings containing regions givvn varying amounts of reduction
exhibit strength properties that vary accordingly. These room-
temperature strength properties are typice! of large molybdenunm
nozzle forgings which contain both a severely deformed flaredg section and a lightly worked apex section:

YVeld Ultimate
suano, Strength. IlongaUon. Reduction or Area.

Location 1000 si 1000 Psi per cent ON cent

I Flared section 15-81 86-92 11-29 16-43
Apex 65-69 71-81 7-19 11 20

Mechanicai properties given represent three heata of mc-cast

and extruded una&y.d molybdenum forged at 2200 P and
stres relieved for 1/2 hr at 1900 P.g (Data courtesy of Cameron Iron Works.)

* (4) Parts forged with severe reductions will recrystallize at lower
3 .temperatures than parts given light reductions. For example,

thin molybdenum blade forgings may recrystallize when heated
to temperatures as low as 2000 F, while large cones wIll not
recrystallize until heated to temperatures over 2200 F. Thus,
careful control of forging temper atures and reductions is neces-
sary to avoid premature, recrystallization in service with an
attendant loss of strength.

Impact Toughness. Close control of the forging operation to avoid recrystalliza-
tion is important in achieving good impact properties in unalloyed molybdenum parts.
Residual carbon in arc-cast molybdenum formp grain-boundary emrbid.t,ýi "*c. affect
ductility adversely. Roshong and Leeper( 1I) found that unnotched impact properties
equivalent to those attainable with powder-metallurgy molybdenum billets could be ob-
tained with arc-cast molybdenum contairing less than 50 ppm of carbon and corrZrpond-

ingly low oxygen. With both types of materiale, however, it was necessary to ure the

I following forging practice:

(1) Forge with at least 20 per cent reduction in the finish forging
operation

(a) Finish lorge at a temperature sufficiently low to avoid self-
rev ystallination

I
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(3) Stress-relief anne-, belowv th',e recrystallization ternperature.

The effect of recrystallizatior. on tie impact and tensile p~roperties of unalloyed
molybdei-umr forgings is shown in Figure 20-70l1). It can be sean tlhaý impact toughne..s
is reduced quite markedly at the very onset of r~crvstallization. On the other hand,
strength and ductility do not significantly change until gross, recrystallization has
occurred.

TENSILE --.-

STRENGTH, KSI

so IMAT0
20 IMPACT

- -~ENERGY, PY-L8

S40 ELN.10

AS FOR1'1ED 1700 0010
ANNEALING TEMPERATURE, F

FIGURE 20.7. IPFF ICY OF ANNEALING TEMPERATURE 0ON IMPACT AND TENSILE
PROPERTIES OF UNALLOYED MOLYBDENUM FORGINGS( 1 1)

Control of Properties. The control of properties in die forgings can be illustrat.ud
by planning the forging sequences for a hypothetical part:

Example. A mnolybdenum. die forging is derigned in such a way that it will
require forging reductions varying between about 30 per cent and 80 per
cent. The forging contains thin sections that are characterized by pre-
dominant longitudinal grain flow. The part requires oue open -air and two
closed-die forging operations (draw one end, block, and finish) and '.iree
heatinga operations.

Problem. How to obtain uniform meezhanical properties and recrystal Ii-
zation behaviors throughout the forging?

Solution. Referring to the hardness curves in Figure 20-6, it is apparent
that hardness increases with increasing reduction at any- f~ven forghin
temperature. Also, incr'easing reductions will reduce the rec --.1 I.
tion temperature of molybdenum. These two effccts are illustrated by
the -,%Aematic diagram shown in Figure 20-83. Since -the hypo'.'.etical
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forging will receive between 30 atid 80 per cent redoction, its hardness

and recrystallization temperature will vary widely. To avoid this varia-

tion, it is desirable to use an in-process recrystallization treatment,

probably after the drawing-out operation. This would remove the effects

of d~iier2ntial reductions during draving. Durk',g subsequent die forgiel,

the ,)art would then be given effective reductions varying only between about

40 and 60 per cent. In this way, the part would exhibit more uniform re -

crystallization and mechanical-pr -,.arty behavior than if forged diirectly

from the starting billet. As aa add*.d benefit, the in..procebs annealing
treatment would reduce property directionality in regions that otherwise

would have strongly oriented grain flow.

IL

I
I i

I RECRYSTALLIZATION

II

0 10 20 30 40 50 0 7 W 30 90 100

FORGING REDUCTION, %

FIGURE 20.. RELATIV. INPLUEKCE OF FORGING REDUCTION ON
HARDNESS AND RECRYSTALLIZATION BEHAVIOR OF
COL0-WORKED MOLYBDENUM

I
Essentially this procedure is used in forging practice for such parts. However,

molybdenum recrystallizes at temperatures obtainable in conventional f,'hi-ces. For

this reason, the most common practice consists of performing initial forging operations

at about 2200 F. where recrystallization occurs during forging. Final forging opera-

tions are then conducted at lower temperat-irzo (1900 to 2100 F) to provide the necI.s-

sary work hardening. These procedures would be considered for alloys having recrys-

tallization temperatures above about Z300 F.

COMMENTARY ON FORGING PRACTICES

The meta;'Aurgical principles involved in the forging of molybdenurr 9ae similar

to those for %.e •ork-hard4.nible austenitic stainless atee]s and superalloys (e.g.,

16-25-6, 19.-9-DL-J. Printoiples common to bot. systems are:

I
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(1) Cold work is necessary to increase strength.
(2) Recrybtallization temperatures decrease with increasing cold work.
(3) ;7orgeability increases with decreasing grain size.
('i) Forging pressure increases with increasing reduction.
(5) Forgeability is not t.nfluen.id greatly 1,,v leformation rate.
(6) Die-chilling effects place practical limits on section sizes obtainable

in die forgings.

About the only significant diffezence between the two systemb is their oxidation behavior
which influences heating, lubricating, and handling procedures.

Heating. At forging temperatures above abc 't 1400 F, molybdenum forms a
volatile oxide so fast that surface contamin&tion is rarely a problem. ror this reason,
conventional oil- and gas-fired furnaces may be used for heating to temperatures in the
vicinity of 2500 F. Argon, hydrogen, or caobon monoxide atmospheres are used wher,
metal losses become sxcessive. Higher forging temperatures require electric-resis-
tance or induction furnaces. In these cases, the use of protective atrmospheres is
increasingly important to protect the billet from axidation and the furnace from attack
by the oxide vapors. Molybdenum oxide vapor (1) attac!:s thermocouples, causing
erroneous temperature Teadings, (2) reacts wiLh electric-resistance heating elements,
causing brittleness and pre.nature failure, and (3) attacks refractory brick, lowering
its refractoriness. For these zeasons it is helpful to "bunn-'(ff" a furnace Jor 1 or 2
hours after the lIst piece of molybdenum is removed. This rr..y be done by holding the
furnace at about 2200 F and allowing air circulation to flush ouW the vapor.

Lubricants. The liquid oxide formed on molybdenum during heating serves as an
excellent lubricant. However, to reduce metal loss, glass-type billet coatings are often

used on large forgings. Glass coatings also reduce heat losses during forging. Colloidal
graphite and molybdenum disulfide are suitable die lubricants for small forgings.

Die Materials. For hammer-forging dies, low-alloy tool steels (e. g. , Ladish
D6, Heppenstall Hardtem, Finkel FX) and medium-alloy Type H-II tool steels are most
commonly used. These same tool steels are used for press-forging dies. For longer
die life, inserts of Types H-12 and Ti- 13 tool steels are sometimes recommended for
press-forging dies.

Cooling from Forging and Stress-Relief Annealing. Forgings are usually either
air cooled from forging temperatures or char'ged di-ectly into a stress-rel),a f-irnmc-
Some of the alloys are cooled in an insulating materAl to prevent stress cracking.
When forgings are cooled very slowly through the range of 1500 F to 1100 F, however,

the liquid oxide can penetrate the grain bounday,'!a and cause a "network". Although
this "network" is generally shallow, it presents an unattractive surface appearance that
can complicate the subsequent inspection for major defects.

Forging. are usually given a stress-relief annealin& treatmei... at ÷. ý;.npq.rature
.2jout 100 r below the recrystallization temperatire. This treatm.-,t improves both
room-t.nr:erature dun.tility and machinability. 3pecific 1-hour annealing temperatures

reported for iorgings are:



Unalloyed Mo 1600 - 180u F
VIo-0. 5Ti 2000 F

Mo-0. MTi-0. 08Zr 2000 - 2200 F
Mo ?5W-0. lZr 2000 2! )0 F
Mo- A0W 2100 - 2300 F

Since the ductile-brittle transition tenir.- ratures of most molybdenum alloys ar'. close to
room temperature, cool forgings should be handled carefully.

3 COMMENTARY ON FORGING DESIGN

SSince the metallurgical quality of molybdenuma and molybdenum alloy forgings
depend greatly on the control of forging reducticns, the designs are mc're critical than
those for aluminum or stcý.s iorgings. The designs should be more generously con-
toured to provide both smooth metal flow and more readily controlled reductions. *

3 T?%e size of molybdenum forgings is limited somewhat by the billet sizes available.
Onie of the largest forgings produced is a 150-pound nozzle cone about 12 inches in
diameter by 12 inches long. This was forged from an 8-inch-diameter pressed-and-I .sinteired billet.

Forging Shapes. The greatest die-forging experience has been with circular
shapes (e.g. , cones, rings, disks) -arying in size up to about 16-inch diameter, but
structural shapes, blades, and shafts also have been successfully forged. Some typical
examples of molybdenum die forging are shown in Figures 20-9 and 20-10.

I Deosin Details. Since inolybdenunm alloys require greater forging pressures than
low-alloy and stainless steels, . ir goo, practice to use more generous fillet and corr.,..:
radii, and allow for more die wear than for steel. The draft angles necessary forS-molybdenum forgings are about the same as those for austenitic stainless steels (5 to
10 degrees). When desired shapes contain abrupt changes in section sizes, it is good
practice to use generous radii betweer such areas. As an example, the sketch below

F INISH PART O JTLINE

... STEEL DESIGN

wf m MOLYBDENUM DESIGN

VForging-design iwactirrs for rnolybd:inium and its alloyr am also de, cribed in Chapter 4.

I
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shows the preferred method of designing a molybdenum part containing a ?- I/2-inch
section adjacent to a 1/2-inch sectiona by comparing it with the nornial~ desisn for steel,
This approac.h allows for a more gradual change in the amount of reduction during forg-
ing. Greater reproducibility of both dirnei.asions and itraperties can be expected because
the more-gene.- ously contoured design., require fewer forging steps,

Coreyo Iecto opn Cvts fCiee t ek
FIUE2-0IYIA NLOE OYDNMDEFRIG RDCDFP

TABLRE 20-10. TYMPARSNO I RCICAL UNLOYDEOCDEUTIEN SINES PORFODUCEDPM

A MCCLYBAD.ENTUMLLYSAD ILO-LET SUL

tionsfo Fmoida m n lowloyselfgis Mar copted nTbel 20-S %wIt

Bl.ades 1/4 1/4 1/ /S 3/32 3/32

Louithan $-W. diem 1/2 1/2 1/4 1/4 11/8 3/32

6 to 12-La. dianm 5/S 1/2 3/s 3/8 .-

ova t 1-Ia. diem 3/4 8/8 1/U ,' -

0"4UI 3-1n. long 1p. 1/2 3/A i/4'-
$to 12-Lin. long 1/2 1/2 i/n 3/8 --

(a) The values listed hsm - been approximated flos data obained from the 3sadx Capotation aud haom Use General D~wam1zrs
Corpotation.

(b) rot thisa comparison. 1 am deftned aI h-sections tapred ead-to-ead and havir* a width of about 1/3 the lengh.
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should be recognized that these minimum section sixes are producible in forgings of
rather simple shape. For increasingly complex configurations, these values shoulh be
looked upon only as target minimum thicknesses.

Tolerances. As a general rule, close toletances on die forgings require added
operations such as coining or reatriking. These added operations usually result in a
greater scatter of mechanical pri.-ertics in molybdenum forgings am well ý. addedpro-
cessing costs. While it is possible tj achieve dimensional tolerances in tixe vicinity of
*0. 020 inch on typical forgings, tolerances of *0. 060 inch would insure greater repro-
ducibility and minimize the number of forging operations. The closer tolerances might
be recommended for parts where there is a p.vntial for large quantities of forgings.

Tolerances suggested for molybdenum-alloy disks of varying dismeters gre:

Disk Tolerances, inch
Di-raeter, inches Die Closure Diameter

3 *0. 040 *0.010.
5 *0. 060 *0.0:20

10 *0. 080 *0. 030
20 *0. 120 *0.060

The sugested die-closure tolerances are about double those recommended for low-
carbon steels; the diametral tolerances are about the same.
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CHAPTiR 21

TUNGSTEN AND T'JNGSTEN ALLOYS

Crystalline Structurel Body-centered cubic

Plýuse Chnges: None

Number of Phases: One at forgih.g temperatures

Liquldus Temperature Rang.: Near 6170 F

Solidus Tamps.e01111 ange: 5000.6100 F

Reaction When Heated In Air: Continuous oxidation above 10% F,
oxide volatle o1* !,-v 1400 F

ALLOYS AND FORMS AVAILABLE

Table 21-1 gives the compositions and general characteristics of tungsten and

several tungsten alloys that have beeii forged. (1,4) Tungsten-base materials, like the

other refractory alloy systems, can be classified into two broad groups:

(1). Unalloyed metal and solid-solution alloys (typified by additions of

molybdenuin or rhenium)

(Z) Dispersion-strengthen. 1 alloys (typified by additions of thoria).

This classification is convenient because it categorizes the alloys not only according to

their metallurgical behavior, but also by the applicable consolidation methods. 1hus,

while the solid-solution alloys aid unalloyed tungsten can be produced by either powder-

metallurgy or melting techniques, forging billets of ThO dispersion-strengthened

alloys can be produced only by powder-metallurgy methoAs.

TABLE 21-1. GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF TUNGSTEN AND SEVERAL TUNGSTEN ALLOYS( 1 -,g.,3 4"

Typical Forging- Typical Typial

Nominal Consolidation Approximate Temperature Recrystallisation Stret-Relief
Composition, % Methods(&) Solidus, F Rang.,, F Temperature, F Tempt,,ure, F

Unalloyed W PS, AC. El. PAS 617W 2200-3000 2600-2900 2900-2400

W-ITh0 9  PS 6170 9400-3500 2900-3000 2, .0-100

W-2ThO. PS lio0 2400-2000 3skC-3200 ,0 -ý" .)0
W-2mo AC, PS 6125 2200-2500 1;800-3000
W-A..:) ,kC, PS 5970 2000-25u0 2700-2900 2300-2$00

W-20SRe At', PS 6650 ).2700 >3400 >3000

W-;0.3Cb AC, PS 6160 2o00-3000 3100-3400 2700-2900

(a) PS • pressed and s.n:.',ed; AC - arc cast; EB - electron-beam melted, PAS - plasma-arc rn.-yed and sintered.

!I
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Tungsten and tungsten-alloy productm historically have becn made by powder-

metallurgy techniques, and these are still the primary means for commercial produc-

tion of bar and billet stock. The most reliable of these methods 'or producing forgeab¼.
tungsten alloys is isostatic pressing followed by aintering in vacu' m or hydrogen.
Pressed ar! sintered tungsten billets normally ex.',uji some porosity, particularly at
the billet craiters, and have a density less than theoretical. The amount of porosity

increases with increasing section size, thus, the larger the billet, the lower the aver-
age density. Average densities exceL !'Lng 94 per cent ensure at least 90 per" ont in
all regions, but this is difficult to acco.mplish in billet* la ger than about 5-6 inches in

diameter.

To overcome billet section-size limitations, larger parts have been produced by
pressing and sintering a preform shape, and then hot forging to improve both the density

and mechanical properties. Another method consists of plasma-arc spraying a predorm
shape onto a mandrel. (5) The mandrel is then removed and the blank sintered to a
forgeable preform. Forging blanks prepared in thio manner have been successfully
forg6d into hollow conical shapes weighing up to 80 pounds.

Cast ingots of unalloyed tungsten and tungsten alloys can be produced by either
consumable-electrode arc melting, electron-beam melting, or arc-melt centrifugal

".asting. The application ci theet techniques to the production of tungsten bar and

billet stock is fairly recent in compariso.i with powder-metallurgy methods. Unalloyed
tungste, ingots as large as 9 inches in mneter have been made bi, consumable-
electrode arc melting, and ingots of binary W-Mo alloys such as W--lMo havt been
melted in sizes up to 12 inches in diameter.( 6 ) Electron-beam melting of unalloyed
tungsten injots .up to about 4 inches 4- diailxeter ham been accompli.shed, and vacuum-

arc centrifugal casting of W-ZMo 1.... up to about 6 inches in diameter has been

reported. (4,6) By extrusion breakdown of the cast i:ngots, .xrought forging billet stock
ranging from about 1-1/2 to 5 inches in diameter can be produced.

FORGING BEHAVIOR

Like molybdenum, the forgeability of tungsten and tungsten alloys is directly

related to billet density, grain size, and interstitial content and, therefore, to the

method of billet production. The general influences of billet processing history on the

forgeability of tungsten materials are summarized in Table 21-2.

The forgeability of pressed and sintored tungsten increases with incregsing
density. Production experience indicates that the minimum density for reasor'.ble

forgeability should be at least 90 per cent oi thcoretical. As mentione•d above, t•i's

requires an average billet density of about 94 per cent. At this density level, pressed
and sintered billets and preformfs can be readily fnrqed in all direct.ons, i. •e. eet,
'ide forged, and roll forged.

Although there are indications that cast ingots of tungsten with a fine Srk.-n ;truc-
ture may be directly foe'ged, t-c ,most reliable niethod of prodtucing forgeabl.- 40i-i. |

stock is by extrusion breakdown of the cast ingot. Based on work at Teoripfon-Rair'c- I
WoýýMridge, extruded billet stock is readily forgeable in ither Ohe sti %66-relieved or
recrystall'zed ccandition pr.vided the structure is fine .rained and unizorm. (4)

I
,!



TABLE 21-2. INFLUENCE OF BILLET Ii:STORY ON V, 7GEAB[I,ITY OF T.JNSTTEN AND TUNC;STEN ALLOYS

Billet Condition Corom ats on _orbil ...

Pressed ari' sintered Billets up to about 6 inche% in diameter can be forged in Any direction.
Since ballet centers become weaker with increasing diAmeters, larger
billets utually must be either extruded or side-forged before they cni beS~upset by hit'ging.

Slip cast and sintered Not forgea.le.

SArc cast Usually rot forgex.ble.

Arc cast and extruded Forgeability increases with increasing extrusion ratio. A ratio of about
4:1 Is about minimum for reasonable for-eability; can be both side and

upset forged.

Electron-beam melted Limited data indicate that as-cast tungsten can be directly forged If
grain size is fine. Otherwise, ingots are usually not f'rgrble.

!
SThe levels at wliich interstitials begin to impair forgeability are not only a func-

tion of the total content, but also of the amount of grain surface available to accom-
modate thenm. This point is reflected in the superior forgeability of fine-grai.s,
powder-metallurgy-tungstea compared with that of coarse-grain, arc-cast tungsten.
Also, the critical transitinns between ductile and brittle behavior of the latter are far
more sensitive to small changes in interstitial composition. Consistently good forge-
ability is obtained in tungsten containing less than 75 ppm oxygen and less than 30 ppm
nitrogen. A tentative Aerospace Materials Specification for pressed and sinteted un-
alloyed tungsten fcrgings recommends the fullowing maximum compositional limits for

I satisfactory forgeability and forging quality:(7)

Carbon 60 ppm

IOxygen 60 ppm

I Nitrogen 20 ppm

Metallic elements, each 20 ppm
(Al, Fe, Cu, 'Ni, Si)

I Hydrogen 10 ppm

Others, each 10 ppm
U
g Pilot-production forging of a thin-section tungsten shape in the 50-pound range indicate&

similar limits are applicable to arc-cast material. (4)

I Tungsten and sevural W-Mo alloys have beens successfully forged o,,-r a wide
range of te. speratures from as low as 1800 F to 3500 -.. Temparatur,-s in the vicinity
of 3000 F are favo,.ed i'-. initial breakdown of piessed and sintered billets, but finish
forging is usual.ly done at temperatures ranging frorn Z600 F downward to 3000 F. In

!
I
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AbLLE 21-3. TENSII.E PROPERrIES OF; SELECTED TUN6STEN NOZZIF. AWD RING PARIS PRODUCED

FROM PRESSED AND SINTERED BILILTS BY HOT-COLD WORKING TECHNIQUES(S)

Test Axial Dim.ctloii Tangeittal Direction

Temperature, rltirnsae Elongar in, Reduction Ultimate, El.'ngation, Reduction

Fabrical•ion Method F Strength, ktr % in 1 inch of Area, lo Strength, kIl _1%in 1 Inch oi Area, In

Upset forged to 801. reduction, RT 
1 U:1. 3 0.3 .0 1.57.0 0 0.0

warm formed 200 Vf;2, 8 6.0 2.0 148.5 1.5 o. a
400 1'0.0 13.0 30.0 121.0 5. Ij 4,0

Ring rolled with 50' wall 300 100.5 0,. 0.0 126.0 2. 0 0.0

reduction (14.1/2" OD x 12" 400 90.6 2.. 3.0 11'.7 18.0 21.0

ID x 3-1/2") 600 82.0 14.0 18.0 111.86.0 55.5

Back extruded and ring rolled 400 113.9 10.6 40.6 111.6 27.6 66.57

Die forged to dogbonle shape AOO 110.5 32.0 58.1 115.1 18.5 45.2

and ring rolled

so

I- .M FIGURE 21.1.

0 - CHARACTERISTIC AS.WROU0GHT TENSILE
D , ,- PROPERTIES OF VACUUM.ARC-MELTED

, YAM AND POWDER .METALLURGY TUNGSTEN(9)

w- 60-FM

w 20

1000 200o 3000 4000

TEMPERATURE, F
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rocket-nozzle forging, a billet-height redUr-~ion of approximrately 80 per cent. at forging
tem-peratures at all times below the critical recrystallization temperature is consid-
ered essential. (8) This imparts the fine-grained, fully wrought, !fi~rou~ stricture 'hat
is characteristic of high strength and good ductility at low transitiun temperatures, as
indicated by the data in Table 21-3.

Similar working temperature ra~nges appear to be applicable to arc-cast un-
ailayed tungsten, W2,Mo, and W-l5Mo, except that breakdown operkat ions are per-Iformed by extrusion rather than forgirng. Optimum iorgeability of arc-cast and
extruded billets of these three materials is obtained at temperatures ranging downwnrd
from about 2350O F to 2100 F, according to Lake. (4) This is also coincident with achiev-

ing the most desirable structure in the forging from the standpoint of properties.

Recrystallization temperatures for tungsten materials vary irom P-a.~ 2500 it, to

:3200 F, depending on the amount of prior deformation. When forged be) , its recrys-
talliza~ticin tempe rature 'ii~s ten work hardens; thus, progres sively higher tirging
prespures are required with increasing reduction and decreasing temperature. A
measure of the relative forging -pressure requirements and the forge.abiitv at various
forging temperatures can be obtained, respectively, from' elevited-teg~riperature tensile
Letrength and du~ctility data. As illustrated by the data for unalloyed tungsten in Fi",

ure 21-149), the strength increases quite drastically as the temperature is reduced
from 3000 F to Z000 F. Similarly, the ductility of pressed and sintered tungfiten im--I proves as tho temperature is reduced below 3000 F. The ductility of vacuum arc
melted, on the other hand, is not very sensitive to temperature v;triations in this range.
The tensile strength of tung.aten is compared with that for various other types of alloysI at their respective forginf' temperatures in Table 21-4. The higher strength of tungoten
is indicative of higher forging pressure requirements.

I TABLE 21-4. TFNSILE STRENGTHS OF SEVERAL ALLOYS AT THEIR
RESPECTIVE FORGO-4 TEMPERATUIRES( 2 )

Iforging Ultimate Strength,
Metal or Alloy Temperature, F psi

AZ80 Magnesium qD3,500 - 4,000
6061 Aluminum 800 4,000 - 5,000
304 Stainless Steel 2100 5,000 -'7,000ITi-6A1-4V 1700 10,000 - 16,000
Waspaloy (Ni-base) 2000 10,000 - 16,000
MoO0. 6Ti-0. 0SZ?(a) 2500 20,000 -30,000
Unalloyed W(a) 2500 25.000 - 40, 000

(a) Data represents recrystallized condition.

IUpset forging studies at Thompson-Rarxo-Wooldridge( 4 ) showed that initial defor-
mation pressures for the W-l5MAo alloy' at tem~persttures between 2000 F and 30).') F
vary between about 90, 000 and 105, 000 psi. Upon reaching 50 rar cUnt ivpSet reduc

U tion, the forging pressures were estimated to be in the vicinity of 150, 000 nsi. A
slinificant pt .nt is that a 1000 detgree F change in ternpuratut ~'-ad little iflhluvwk.- - n
forging -ýres satre re4fiiremlents. This corresponds well with the forgl-g-,,:'-

he!!-:vior of the molybdenium alloy Mo-O. 5Ti-0. 08.1r ox--er this temperaturi. range. 0!
The initiasl .ipsat forging pressure drops off apprec4-abty on heating above 3000 F, as
shown in Figure 21-2, L.,t rupturing occurs i-i increasing degrees of severity as the
temperature i?-:creases. In the range from 3000 F to 4000 F, the initial uponetting
pressures fo% the W-1l5Mo alloy are twice those for the Mo-0. 5Ti-0. O8Zr alloy, ind

nearly five tim. -those for unalloyed molybdenum. (3, 10)
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Similar data for W-5Mo and W-O. 5Cb alloys are irn.iuded in Figure 21- 2. Both
of these alloys require higher initial forging pressares than W-15Mo at temperatures
below about 2500 F, but their pressures drop off niore rapidly at higher temperature..
These data reflect the differences in recrystallization behavior of the alioys. The
forging lb.ads for 50 per cent upset reductions fcr tl.e three alloys also rtflect this be-
havior as a function of temperature, as ahown in Figure 21-3.

COMMENTARY ON FORGING PRAC T ICES

Metallurgical principles in thz forging oi Li.igsten are mucn the same as those
for molybdenum. Tungsten is generally forged in ;he hot-cold-work temperature range
where hardness and strength increa.e with increasing reductions. Botih systems ex-
hibit increasing forgeability with decreasing grain size.

Tungsten requires considerably higher forging pre ares, which tax the stress
limits of most forging die materials. For this reason, i . oftern necessary to use
in-process recrystallization annealing treatments to reduce load requirements for sub-
sequent'forging steps. The need for lateral support during forging is greater for
tungsten than for molybdenum, and the design of preliminary forging tools is more
critical. This is particularl.y true for pressed and sintered billet stock which Las
some porosity and less Chan theoretical density.

Control of Reduction. Control of the amount of reduction imparted to tungsten
during forging is quite Lrltical. Initial reductions are generally limited to 30-40 per
cent. This practice avoids excess hardening that may lead to fracture. Forgings are
sometimes recrystallized at this point to achieve grain refinement, to lower subse-
quent forging-load requirements and, in the case of pleased and sintered billets, to
further aid densification. Once complete densification is achieved, intermediate
stress-relief annealing between successive forging operations is often adeqvate for
good forgeability.

Opposing conical dies are sometimes used to provide lateral restraint to the
billets during initial upsetting. This helps to minimize the possibility of center crack-
ing of billets with height/diameter :atios of 1:1 or higher. The control of reductions
for upset forging billets with small height/diameter ratios (e. g., 1:2) is not critical
because the stresses are essentially compressive at the outsot of d, nation. Billets
5-1/2 inches in diameter by 3 inches high of pressed and sintered tungsten have been
upset forged successfully to reductions exceeding 80 per cent.

In hot-cold forging a rocket nozzle shape from arc-cast and extruded billets of
W-2Mo alloy and unalloyed tungsten, Lake(4 ) reported total upset reductions of 70 per
cent were readily attainable by multiple upsees with intermediate st-iss- relief annel.Is.
At 2350 F with-billets having a height/diameter ratio of 1. 75:1, the maximum ii.itial
upset reduction without sidewall restraint was limited to about 40 per cent t; avoid
shallow intergranular crackirig on the sidewall. The complete iozging seque.acý. for
producing a thin-walled unalloyed tungsten nozzle shape with a major diarn.eier ,j
8 inches frcu-n arc-cast and extruded billet stock is rho.,m in Figure *A 4. This part
was for•,•.• c-r, an 8000-to, mechanical crank press at the following temnperatures for
each operation.
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Operation Temperature F

Upset No. 1 2350

Upset INo. 2 L300

Upset Na. 3 2300

I Blockdowa Z250

Semi-coin ZZ00

I Coin ZZO0

SBillet Hesting. Like molybdenum, tungsten forms a volatile oy..Ide at forging
temperatures, and ourface contaminatior id usually not a problem. Thus, except for
the problem of creating undesirable vapors, conventional billet-heating furnaces are
generaly applicable for heating tungsten to temperatures up to abC.Ut 2500 F. To re-
duce the amount of oxidation (and the metal loss), various types of glass coatings can
ae used ou the billets. Alsop in the case of electric resistance or induction furnaces,
si•mply purging the furnace retort with inert gas is effective.

Die Materials. The selection of die materials for forging tungsten depends a
great deal on the forging equipment being used. For harnmer-foging dies, the com-

mon low-alloy Cr-Mo-V die steels are used with considerable success. The AISI
H-11 and H-12 types of tool steel are often favored for press forging. Lake(4) re-
ported excellent performance for dies of H-12 hardtned to Re 50-52 in crank press
forging of tungsten and several tungsten alloys at 2100-2350 F; in forging a lot of
32 parts, die weer occurred only on the flash radii. It was estimated that at least
100 forging* could have been produced before polishing of the flash throat would have
resulted in radii so large that trirnmiiq of flash from the forging@ would become
difficult.

Lubrication. Tungsten oxide, which becomes molten and volatilizes at forging
temperatures, serves as an effective lubricant for forging 1oare" tungsten. Mixtures

of graphite and molybdenum disulfide sprayed on the dies aid in lubrication and act as
effective parting agents to ease removal of the parts from the diaee. ._•_.ce finishes
of less than 100 microinches, rms, on small rib-and-web type parts are Ott')PIable
by this practiee. (4)

I A variety of glasses that can be used as coatings to reduce oxidation are also
effective as lubricants. Glasses have the added' ad,,antage of providing insulatiOn be-
tween the dies and the much hotter workpiece, but rougher suriaces .:e produced.

SAlso, there is a probler, of glass collecting in the crevices of irnpre.°3ion dies, which
can interfere with achieving complete die fill. Thus, glasnes are most appli able forSs.a.mpler forging operations sUCh as upsetting or back extruse.n.

C ioclzg Fromn Fc, Having a comparatively high ductile-brittle transition
temperature, tungsten :,s subject to thermal cracking if cooled too rapidly below about

I
I
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1000 F. For this reason, forging8 are generally cooled aiuwly either in furnaces or
by burving them in insulating materials after forging.

Since finish forging is almost always dop'e in the hot-cold working range, a de-
sirable Fractice is to stress relieve the parts diriLtly after forging prior to slow cool-

ing to room temperature.

COMMENTARY ON FORGING DESIGN

The greatest use for tungstern forgings hike been in rocket-nozzle applications.
Production forging of tungsten nozzle inserts has ueen largely limited to billets pre-
pared by powder-metallurgy techniqaues because of their earlier availability thAi- cast
tungsten.

Until recently, the closed-die forging of tungsten wp.s confined to generously
contn-ired, solid shapes. Even slightly hollowed cones required back extrusion that

often led to cracking. Thus, size capability was restricted to short, conical shapes in
the vicinity of 10 inches in diameter and ring shapes up lo about 15 inches in diameter.
This problem has been largely overcome through improved billet unifoim'nlty and the
development of improved forging practices. By careful die staging and by combined
methods of fabrication euch as upsetting, back extrusion, and ring rolling, size capabil..
ity has been increased and thinner sections with improved tolcances and surface finish
are possible. For example, Evans(8 ) reported the successful .abrication of a 33-inch-
OD x 31-1/i-inch-ID x 4-inch-high r' . wdighing approximately 220 pounds from a
pressed and sintered tungsten preform.

The production of conical tungsten shapes of the type required for rocket-nozzle
applications, canbe conveniently categorized into the three forging designs illustrated
in Figura.21-5. Assuming the starting material is pressed and sintered billet stock

with a nominal diimeter of 5-1/Z inches, the general features of these forging deslry-:.
would be roughly as follows.

Type A. Solid Design. This design would require a 5-1/2-inch-diametcr x
15-inch long billet weighing about 250 pounds. The billet would be upset

forged to about a 7-1/2-inch- thick biscuit between flat dies (about 50 per
cent reduction). Because the length-to-diameter ratio of the billet would

be nearly 3:1, initial upsetting would be done in sm&:i ircrer4. -- to avoid
buckling. Upsetting would probably require at least one, and possibly two
reheating steps. The. upset biscuit would then be forged ir the finishirg
die. A major disadvantage of tzis forging design is that the deformatr.nar
imparted would be comparatively small and nonuniform. The metal r.ýear-

est the top die would receive the greatest reduction while the. metal aear

the bottom of ýhe lower die woald be easentially unworked.
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SI _I T*i.EoA M SoID DE SIGN

I ~~TYPE 6 H4OLLOWED-OUT DESIGN -

I
I TYPE C - DEEP CUP DESIGN

FIGURE 21-.. THREE TYPES OF FORGING DESIGNS FOR PRODUCING TUI4GSTEN ROCKET
I NOZZLE SHAPES

Typical con#isureflmn of nozzlesthroot Insert is shown by dashed outline

I
Type B. Hollowed-Out Design. The typical forging sequences for this de-
sign are illustrated in F,'rure 21-6. The first step would be to upset a
5-1/2-inch-diameter x 11-3/4-inch-long billet weighing about 180 pounds
to a biscuit about 6 inches thick, probably with one reheating. The second
step would consist of forging the biscuit in a closed die to a "dog-bone"
shape something like that illustrated. This die would be designed so that
the side wall of this shape would be supported by the finishing die. Thus,
the finishing die would provide lateral sipport to the part at the outset of
deformation. Depending on the levels of deformation irn, 1a,'tcd, ..Aight
be deirable to recrystallixe the dog-bone preform before finishing t.e
reduce forging-pressure requirernentr This design would r aquire less
material and the forging would receive greater and more unifom:rr. defor-
rmation than the Type A design. This type of forging design is quite
versatile, and would be applicable for s;.apcs other than simp!e cones.

Type C. Deep-Cup Design. This type of design is particularly zuited to
short conical shapes. The typical forging sequences for this design are
illustrated in Figure 11-t. A billet about 5-1/2 Inches in diameter A??.!
8 inches high weighing about 140 pounds wovld be required. The fir.st
step --ould consist of upset forging to a biscuit al-out I in,'h thic' (,8 per
cent reducticn). ,w b likely that at least two, and possibly three, re-
heating zteps w.-uA be required to accomplish the upset. The

I
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(1) UPSET BILLET TO FLUSH SISCUIT AT
I 2500.3000 It

-'- -.. (2) DIE FORGE TO "DOG.BONE" SHAPE

;IZKU TO FINISH DIES AT 20002300 F

(3) FORGE TO FINISH SHAPE AT 2000.2300 I

PICURE 21.. PROBABLE DIE STAGES IN FORGING PRESSEDI AND SINTERED
TUNGSTEN FOR TYPE B FORGING DESIGN

BIlank$ ewld 6e reahated In each stage as needed.

20 (1) UPSET BILLET TO ABOUT I*IMCH PANCAKE

IN MULTIPLE REDUCTIONS OF ABOUT 50%.
RECRYSTALLIZE PRIOR TO FINAL UPSET

42000.23co F

(2) DRAW TO FINISH SHAPE IN PROGR.S.AIVE
STAGES AT ABOUT MD-2.300 P

FIGURE 21.7. PkGBABLE DIE STAGES IN FORGING PRESSED AND SINTVI*I.0]
TUN(,STEN FOR TYPE C FORGING DESIGN



1-inch-thick plate would then be cuppeJd by a hot-drawing uperation. To lower
forging pressure requirements, the biscuit might be3t be rmcrystaltized
he'orre the final upsetting stage, which would restore the desired ,vrought
struct ure for cupping. Quite likely the drawin; operation iliustrated would
be too severe to avoid rupturing of the blank, and a multistage drawing
operation would be required. A single draw operation probably would be
limited to shallower cones lest than 4 inches high, having diameter-to
height ratios exceeding 2 to 1. An important feature of this design approach

is that the part receives more uniform deformation than do those with Design
Types A or B.

SAnother method for forging tungsten into sligh'ly tapered conical shaje, of
Type C design is by back extrusion. A typical sequence "'or such parts was illustrated
in Figure 21-4. The procedure consists of upsetting to a biscuit that fits the container
and then back extroding around a punch. Folliwing this technique wi'h arc-cast and
extrded billets of una.lyed tungsten and W-ZMo alloy, Thompson-Ramo-Wooldridgo( 4 )

produced pilot lots of experimental thin-wall forgings with very close tolerances, as
shown in Figure 21-8. The properties obtained on the forged parts are given in
Table 21-5.

TABLE 21-5. TENSILE PROPERTIES OF THIN-WALL TYPE C SHAPES FORGED FROM
ARC-CAST TUNGSTEN AND W-oMo ALLOY

Test Ultimate 0. 2% Yield Reduction Elongation,
Temperature, F Strength. kii Srength. kal of Area, I %.Sn 1 inch

W-2Mo Alloy - As-Extruded Billet Stoc4

I 310 161.2 100.5 1 4.8
400 144. 3 143.8 12 15.1
m40 121.8 121.3 97 13.8
655 117.4 116.9 s0 10.6

3000 52. 4 47.1 79 22.1
o3960 8.3 6.2 99 91.0

IUnalloyed W - Recrystallized Billet Stock

200 166.4 163.8 2 1.4
300 14.4 141.0 5 10.5
350 139.9 13. 0 37 19.4
450 114.6 110.2 51

3000 16.2 7.3 88 66.0
3500 11.8 6.0 96 77.8

Unalloyed W - As-Extruded Billet Ftock

900 167.7 M87.5 3 3.1
300 147.3 146.53 1 ".2
380 137.5 136.7 13 1..U

J 400 119.3 119.3 30 17. e
3000 15.8 8.4 9g 69.0
$500 10.4 5. 98 64.9k

I
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DIMENSIONSOf' PP01f.O LOTSOF S IlORGI,,"ý . .

3ii4" A - 0,382t 0.012"
6 - 3.283 ± 0.00oo
C - 0.304 ± 0.11l0
CONCENTRICITY (TOTAL VARIATION)

0.250' - 0.031
0- 0.002"

C y

3,112*

W.2Ms ALLOY

A 0.450

DIMENSIONS OF PILOT LOT
OF I PORGINGS 4-1/4*

A - 0.42(0 .0.021O.
a - 0G.32 : 0.016"
C - 6.409 0.009"
CONCENTRICITY 0.375"
(TOTAL VARIATION)
ID -0.0650

OD - 0.022"

6.438'-,,,,,

UNALLOYED TUNGSTEN

FIGURE 21.8. NOMINAL DF$SIG AND ACTUAL. DIMEN4SiONS 12F TWO SIZ!! OF TQ Y!+ *"
SHAPES, TUNGSTEN FORGED FROM ARC-CikT AND EW"PU!.ri3ILL ETSA'



PICURE 21.9. STRUCTURAL PART OPt W-ItSM ALLOY FORCED TO PRECISIOM TOLBR.,NCES

.30~

0300 f/. It.6

1.250 
20

DImENSIONS. UNLqSS OTHERWISE NOTRID:
DRAFT - 70 v
CORNER RADII -fS 1 4-
FILLET RADII - 1/4*..'

TOLERANCESt LENGTH A14D WIDTH
4 A.030'L.2

-0.015"
Rit AND WES THICKNE1SSI±0.015* SURFACE FINISH: 125 MVZROINCHES. f mcA

I ~FIGVIE 21.10. .1ETAIL DIMENSIONS AND TfoLIERANCtIE FOR EXPEIRME14AL
PRECISIO FORGING OF WA S~a ALLOY
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An experimental structural part of W-15Mo alloy fc•'ged to precision design
tolerances is shown in Figure 21-9. (4) ihis part was forged on a 1300-ton mechanical
crank press in three operations, starting with a 1-1/8-inch-dii, meter x 5-1/4-iiuch-
long bi.let:

(1) Preblock to a dog-bone shape at 2100 F

(2) Block down to generous', contoured part outline at 2150 F

(3) Coin to finish size at 2150 F.

The parts were sand blasted, vacuiumn streF t .1.eyed at 2400 F, and trimmed of flash
after each operation. Details of the part design a.'e shown in Figure 21-40. In a
pilot-production run of 32 billets, 31 sound forgings were produced with total dimen-
sional variance less than that allowed by the precision-design tolerances. This ex-
perimental program demonstrated the feasibility of applying convenitional forging
practices to the prod.iition of tungsten shapes witb close dimensional control and good
surface finishes from arc-cast and extruded billet stock.
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CHAPTER 22

BERYLLIUM

Crystalline Structure: Close-packed hexagonal

Crystalline Changes: CPH to BCC on heating above

2300' "

Number of Phases: One at foiging temperature

Liquidus Temperature: 2345 F

Solidus Tefn -a!u'e: Over 2300 F

Reactiou When Heated in Air: Oxidation above about 1400 rI

I GRADES AND FORMS AVAILABLE

I Several common grades of beryllium, their basic compositions, and the forms in

which they are available for forging are listed in Table 22-1. These beryllium gredes
which contain BeO in nominal amounts ranging from about 0. 8 to about 4. 3 weight per

cent may be considered as alloys of beryllium, in that they have been shovn to age

harden and possess other characteristics of alloys. (1) Otherwise, the nearest approach

to a cornmercial.beryllium-base alloy system would be the more recent beryllium-

aluminum alloys containing fro . about •4 to 43 per cent aluminum. (2)

TABLE 22-1. COMPOSITIONS OF SEVERAL GRADES OF BERYLLIUM AVAILABLE FOR FORGING

Nominal Composition, wt l
Be BeO Al C Fe Si Mg Others Formsg Grade min max max max msx max max max Av-41-. (a)

Nuclear 99.0 0.9 0.075 0.1n 0.10 0.06 0.08 Trace P,B

Structural 99.0 1.0 0.10 0. i2 0. Ib 0.08 0. 08 0.04 Pr,
98.5 1.2 0.14 0.15 n. 16 0.08 0.08 0.04 P, B
98.0 2.0 0.16 0.15 o.19 n. 08 0.08 0.04 P,B
97.4 3.0 0.18 L0.20 0. 20 u. 12 0.08 0.06 P,B

Inst•umc-nt 92.0 4.25 0.20 0.50 0.50 0.16 0. 10 0.10 B
(min)

(a) P = powder, B hot-pressed block.

i
I
I
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Beryllium exhibits many desirable engineering charaqteristics: high strength,
high modulus of elasticity, low density, z. -d oxidation rediatance up tn about 1400 F.

However, the rnet/l has seen only limited applications becai-te it is expensive, brittle,

and toxic when inhaled in the metal powder form.

Beryllium billet stock can be produced eithet by consumable-electrode vacuum

arc melting or by vacuum hot pressing of powder. Because hot-pressed block is more

readily workable than cast ingot, i, has been the principal form of billet st:':k used for

forging. Beryllium block in sizes up to 6 feet in diameter and weighing up to about

5 tons has been produced. Billet manufacture can be bypassed by canning loose beryl-
lium powder in evacuated steel containers and hot forging to consolidate the powders

during deformation. This technique, described rn detail later, has been used to produce
a variety of forged parts weighing from about a pound to over a ton. (3)

FORGING BEHAVIOR

"beryllium, in many respects, behaves like magnesium during plastic deformation.
Both metals are characterized by a CPH crystalline structure, which imparts low duc-

tility at room temperature. The plasticity of beryllium is dependent on grain size

(brittle when coarse, more ductile when fine). Because it is strain-rate sensitive, it

exhibits better forgeability in presses than in hammers. Also like magnesium, beryl-

lium exhibits strongly anisotropic flow characteristics. Essenti%lly, this means that

once flow has begun in one direction, extensive plastic flow in that direction can occur.

This increasing plasticity in one direction is usually accompanied by reduced plasticity

in other directions. (This effect might be termed "oriented plasticity".)

Since beryllium recrystallizes in the vicinity of 1400 F, it exhibits hot-working

behavior above and cold-working behavior below this temperature. The simil.arities

between magnesium and beryllium end when their ductilities i- the hot-working range

(above-their respective recrystallization temperatures) are compared. Ber-lliurn does

not exhibit the sharp rise in 1uctility hat magnesium does.

Beryllium has a low tolerance for cold work. Its ductility increases to some

extent on heating, reaching the highest values at about 800 F and 1400 F. (4-7) Even at

these temperatures, however, beryllium is generally less ductile than most other ma-
terials. For comparison, elongations reported for heated beryllium specimens are

listed below for various materials tested in the vicinity of 800 F:

Material Elongation, per cent

Hot-pressed block 30-40

Hot-pressed and extruded bar 15-20 (longitudinal)
<5 (transverL .j

Arc-cast and extruded bar 25 (long;t'idinal)
<5 (transversel

"The low t an.4verse ductility of the wrought material is charaLterist.- of beryllium.

One would expect pco' -,pset ductility from nuch material, and this is the case with

extruded bar (8)
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All forms of beryllium exhiblt unstable structures when liforrmed above 1400 k.
As little ac 2 per cent deformation can promnure recrystallization and subsequent grain
growth, leading to wide variations in ductility.

Above 1400 F, it is extremely impo:tant to pr.t,.:t beryllium from oxidation
and/or to incoeporate suitable safety measures against possible beryllium oxide poison-
ing. * Because beryllium oxidizes at a slow rate up to 1400 F, it is safe to fr-ge the
material below 1400 F without resortir,. to elaborate safety measures agahinst toxicity
problems. Thus, much forging develop.rment work has c.ntered around the use of tem-
peratures between 1300 F and 1400 F for forging. In this range, grain growth is slow-
est and the metal exhibits mostly hot-working behavior.

In a program at the Ladish Company(g), upset fo-ging trials were conducted on
small billets produced by four techniques:

(1) Consumable-electrode vacuum arc melted

(2) Vacuum arc melted and hot extruded

(3) Vacuum hot pressed

(4) Vacuum hot pressed and hot extruded.

Forging trials were conducted over a range of temperatures, reductions, and speeds.
All but a few samples were encased in 1/2-inch-thick mild steel jackets. Attermipts to
gain adequate support from thinner jackets (0. 01 inch electroplated nickel + 1/16 inch
mild steel) were Cinsuccess;ul. Important conclusions based on these upset forging

trials were:

(1) Beryllium exhibits better forgeability when upset slowly in a hydraulic
press than when upset rapidly in a drop hammer.

(2) Lateral support is retc.ir•d for upset reductions beyond about 25 per
cent.

(3) Billets produced by vacuum hot pressing showed better forgeability
in the au-pressed condition than when extruded. Samples were suc-
cessfully forged with reductions exceeding 85 per cent. (The evaluation
of arc-cast and arc-cast-and-extruded materials was hampereld because
of difficulties in obtaining sound, fine-grained billets.)

(4) Best torgeability was obtained by upect forging at pressing speeds, a%
temperatures between 1300 F and 1400 F, and at reductions less than
40 per cent.

(5) Forging pressures on the order of 10,000-12, 000 psi w..re required for
upsetting nickel-plated samples at temperatures from 1650 F to ?050 r.
This indicates that the p-ressures required for trginas uerylliumn are
similar to those required for some of the magnesium alloys (, . ,

requires 11,000 psi at 600 F).

"References 16-19 cotn.An information egarding the handling of ber!llium oxide sand many of the precautions necessary for
various shop handling ,rocedures.
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(6) Highest strengths at room temperature and at 8(0 F were obtained by
forging at temperatures between 1300 and 1450 F (tensile data are
presented in Table 22-7).

In ,,,-rk at Wyman-Gordon repo.,:td by Ci,-:'I.-ki( 3 ), studies were nade to deter-
mine the iafluence of forging temperature on the mechanical properties of various
shapes produced by the canned-powder technique. Comparisons were m.-It with parts
forged at 1600 F and 1900 F. As C-own in Table ZZ-3, the 1600 F forging %emperature
imparts higher strengths and slightly higher averaga elongation values.

Cne of the features of beryllium shapes produced by the canned-powder technique
is that the mechanical properties of the part. .-. -. less direction sensitive. This cumes
from the fact that there is comparatively little me'ai flow occurring in fc..rging of beryl-
lium powder. This, in turn, rediices the crystalline aniisotropy ordinarily found in
severely deformed wrought beryllium.

The most wide±y usod production specification for commercial beryllium coin-

ponents forged from canned powders calls for the following mechanical properties:

Ultimate tensile strength 40,000 psi

0. Z per cent yield strength 30,000 psi

Elongation 1% in I irch

This specification can be readily met in production forging operations, as evidenced by
the datm in Table Z2-4 :or a production run of over 400 parts. (3) It will be noted, how-
ever, that both the strength and ductility of parts forged from hot-pressed block (stan-
dard structural grade containing about Z per cent 3eO) are substantially higher than
parts forged by the canned-powder technique from an equivalent grade. One commer-
cial specification(9) for forging from hot-pressed block of the Z per cent BaO grade
cites the following typical minimum properties:

Ultimate tensile strength 60,000 psi

0. Z per cent yield strength 35,000 psi

Elongation 3% in I inch

Compared with available data on forgings, these values are quite conservative.

According to Hornak and O'Rourkc(I)0 , significantly higher strength., at both ,)orn
and elevated temperatures can be attained with instrument grade of beryllium containing
over 4 per cent BeO. Comparative tensile properties on a simple wheel forging pro-
duced from standard commercial-grade (Z per rant BeO) and instrument-gr.ae (<4 per
cent BeO) hot-pressed block are presented In Table 22-5. It was observed in this work
by The Brush Beryllium Company- and Ladish Company, however, that tMiP ir.-prove-
ment in properties is gained At the expense of reduced iorge-I.-.ity.
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TABLE 22-2. EFFECT OF FORGING TEMPERATURE ON TENSILE PROPERTIES

OF HOT-PRESSED ANV XPSET-FORGfn F'rRYLLIUM(8)

Samples upset forged with reductions between 83 and 86 per cent.

Aveia6 Average
Test Ultimate 0. 2% Yield Average Average

Nominal Forging Temperature. StrengLi. Strength, Elongation. Reduction of

Temp•tature, F F kit kal k in I inch Area, io,

1300 80 78.6 4n. z 13.5 14.2

1375 80 81. 7 50.5 9.7 13.7I 1450 80 717.0 42.5 16.0 14.0

1550 80 75.4 98.4 12.8 122.7
1650 so 89.5 32.8 9.3 6 .7

1750 so 7. 6 33.6 9.3 10.2
1900 s0 68.8 33.3 7.5 8.1
200 so 9.3 298.2 6.1 6.1

1800 800 32.3 80.8 21.6 48.4

1375 800 81.4 81.4 13.7 56.1
1450 800 81.2 27.7 30.8 63.1

1550 800 34l.4 24.6 29.3 59.0

I

I TABLE 22-8. KOOM-TEMPRRATURE MECHANICAL PROPtRTIES OF THEE PARTS FORGED

AT 1600 F AND 1900 F BY THE CANNED-POWDMI TECHNIQUE(
3

)

Average Average
Forging u.tilatd o. 2% Yield Average

Temperature, Steangth, strength, Elongation.
F Part (a) ka hat pue cent

1c00 A 67.0 55.0 2.00
j3 58.0 36.0 1.93

C 60.9 41.1 2.90

1900 A 58.4 86.1
B 48.9 32.8 1.86

C 52.2 38.6 1.20

S(a) Part decriptious:

Part A - 14-inch-lcng angle shape with $-1,j1-1"ch legs. 5/8 inch thick

Part B - 12-inch-lar.g shaft having 3-inch-diameter x 3-inch-long hoUnw en.,.
and 4 a 4-inch-square section 6 inches long at center. lids flanged tc
5 inch diameter

Part C - 8-inch-ID x 5-inch-ID x, 4;inch-thlck ring with tree 3-inch-long run:
extending from the OD.1

I
I
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TABLE 22-4. RANGE AND '.ISTRiBUTLON OF ROOM TENIOERATURE MECHANICAL PROP•ERTIES

FOR BERYLLIUM PARTS FORGED BY THE CANNED-POWDER TECtINIQUEP
3 )

Test bets removed fiim 441 part; having hollow bowl clonfiguration,

Ultimate Number 0.2% Yield Number Number

Strength. Of Stra:ngth, of Elongation. of

kil Parts kl ..rt:I per cent Part:

<45 8 '30 1 .b 1
45-80 121 30-36 84 0.3-1.0 3

60-85 195 38-40" 19 1.0-2.0 111

55-60 45 40-45 11. 2.0-3. C 100

60-65 36 46-50 27 3.0-4.0 69

68-10 B 50-65 5 4.0-5.0 34

>70 4 55-60 1 5.0-6.0 a
>60 2 6.0-"ý.o 3

>7.0 1

TABLE 22-5. COMPARA¶IVE PROPERTIES OF A WHEEL PART FORGED FROM STRUCTURAL (2%I O)

AND INSTRUMENT (>4% 3eO) GLADES OFJ BERYLLIUM HOT-PRESSED BLOCK(1O)

Tensile Propenies(e)
Test Ultimate o. 2% Yield

- - Temperature. Strength Strength, Elongation,

Grade F - kll MI. chin 1 Inch

Insutment RT 110.0 75.0 10.0

Smactural RT 71.6 47.0 10.7

Insaument 500 11. 1 87. 5 123.7

Structural 500 54.6 43.1 52.0

Inasunmint 900 1,6.6 54.8 10. t,

Stuctucral 900 34.3 32.2 43.(,

Intmmunt 1100 46, 4 44.8 12.0

Structural 1100 oo.1 08.6 98.5

(a) Both materials wsre forged In a similar manner with the same amount of reductio,.. Teat bptct-

mens were taken at similar radial locations near the rim of the w.heel.
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While beryllium exhibits J 'rea.;n!; strength with increnasing reductions, it alsn
exhibits increasingly pronounced anisotropv Table ZZ-6 compares rootri-temperature
tensile properties and the transverse/longitudinal strength ratios for circular forgings
receiving diffcring amounts of reduction in differing directions of .net! flow. A ge.i-
eral aim in forging beryllium is to provide a minitnum amount of r,,etal flow consistent
with the development of unifvrm mechanical props-r.ie. part-to-part. This way, the
ratio of transverse strength to longitudinal strength can be maintained closer to the
desired value of 1.0.

TABLE 22-6. MECHANICAL PROPERTIIS OF DIE FORGING S SHOWING RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
AMOUNT AND DIRECTION OF METAL FLOW AND THE DEGRME OF ANISTROPY

Tcnsic Propertics Stren th
Iblative Direction Direction 0. 2.r Yield Ultimate Elongation. Rtduction kRAfto'C

Amount of of Metal of btrcngth. Strcngth, % of Are&. UT
Reduction Flow(a) Test (b) kid kri in 4D UL

1. Medium I. A. T 33-37 56-63 2.0-2.8 2.0-3.2 1.2
L 34 46-54 1.1-2.3 1.6-2.4

2 Medium A T 40-46 6G-70 3.3-8.6 3.2-8.2 1.02
I, 34-38 62-64 3.7-7.2 4.7-7.1

3. Medium P T 41 58-64 2. 6-3. 5o 3.2-4.0 0.9
L 41-44 67-68 4.6-6. f, 4.7-7.1

4. Large A T 54-55 84-88 0.4-1.8 0.6-1.7 0.8
L 56-56 77-86 2.9-6.5 5.0-7.7

(a) R - flow in radial direction; A - flow in axial direction; R. A. - flow in bnth radial and axial directions.
(b) T - transverse to direction of predominant flow; L - parallel to direction of predominant flow.
(c) Patio of average transverse ultimate strength to average longitudinal ultimate teength.

I The amuunt of deformation imparted during forging also influences the degree of

preferred orientAtion. Samples upset forged from hot-pressed billet with about 85 per
cent reduction show preferred orientation [determined by X-ray of the weakest b-tsal

(0001) plane] , as high as 8 times random orientatior. (8) Two die forging*, represent-
ing lower levels of reduction, exhibited preferred orientations up to 3. 5 thnaes random.

These preferred orientation values are low conpared with extrusions (18:1 extrusion

ratio) having values of 14R and cross-rolled sheet having valuei. as higs, .,. 28R. ( 1)

Thus, it is important to limit the amount of deformation during forging tc avoid
. excessive preferred orientation. The actual limits for usable propertic have not yet

been established; however, it seems that reductions could be limited to levels of the
order of about 60 per cent reduction.

I
!

!
I
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COMMENTARY ON FORGING PRA-_ ICES

Fo-rging of beryllium, according to Hornalk and O'Rourke(12 ), coaii b-, broken dowl,
into at leat five significantly different Lorging te~Ari'quesp as shown by the comparison
in Table 2?.-?. The economic advantage of any one technique over another method would
depend upon the defined character' itics of thý- desired end product. Thus,, 1he choice of
the forging technique would be gove.ý ed by such factors as part si7.c, tens; le-property

requirements, isotropic -property req'ir ernents, machining COUS, etc.

TABLE 22-7. SUGGESIED CLA'siFicArION OF 'v,'LLIUM FORGYNG TECHNIQUES( 12)

Forging Typical Forging Forging D~uration __Atnosere

Technique Temperatures, F Pressure of Loading Preheat Furglný

Ito? tgressng (a) 1980 500 psi hr -days VACUU11 Vacuum

Forging "armed powder 1600-1960 10-20 tsl sec-mmi inecrt Air

Forging steel-clad hot- 1400-1960 20-40 tsi see Liert or Air

preasd block Isit

Forging bare hot-premed 1200-1600 30-60 tsi sec AIf Air
block u~sing -upport rings

Forging h~am lsot-preued 1200-1500 10-60 tsi icc Air Air
block

(a) Hot pressing Is included for comparison and cýan _be coiisidecj red p a tyre o! "creep" forging operation.

Based on the starting material rather than the forging procedure, a more general
breakdown of beryllium forging would nomprise only two basic categoriesl

(1) Canned-powder forging

(2) Billet forging.

By this classification, the processes are more distinct with respect to the forging prac-

tices and the production capabilities in terms of part geometry and r".erties.

Canned-Powder Forging

The canned-powder forging process is illustrated in its simplest form in Figure
22-1 for the case of an upset disk. Since the gr.-itest density of po'uder.r ia 0111y about
50 per cent of theoretical, the container is designed to hold a little more thian twice the
volume of the fully dense forging. The container shape is ordinarily geornAeýi-,ally
similar to the final part c~rfiguration, with aillowances to prcvidle fo: enough fii -v to
fill the die. A~n examp~le of the canned-powder billet shape and its r<%r.7tivV. .irz 'r
pi i.3ducing an actual part (a flat-bottom cup) is slxown .r Figure Z2- 2 ~
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When adequately suppor -:1 by the dies, the container material may be thill,
mild-steel sheet. When die support is not possible, t.ie cortdiner walls are ,generally
made from heavier plate to provide sufficient pressure on the powder during forging.
Thick-walled plates of stainless steel (e. g. , Type 304) are sorrn:-tirnc used to provide,
even greater constraint.

Powders are loaded through ports provided in thb enclosed containers. Vibration
is used to obtain the highest packi.g density of the powder. The containers are some-
times purged with argon before loac.,ig to reduce oxidation during ;qubseqiuent heatup.
The ports of the packed containers :are then sealed off with threaded plugs. Unusually
large containers are sometimes evacuated to reduce the volume of entrapped gases.

The sealed containers are heated in the temperature range of 1600 F to 1900 F for
forging. Because the powdered metal heats slowly) longer-than-normal heating timer
are required to achieve uniform temperatures. This brings about some presinte ring,
particularly in the powder nearest to the container wall. Once heated, the canned-
powder forging blanke are press forged at speeds comparaible with thiose used for alunmi-
nurn forging. When the dies close, the high forging pressure is maintained for a brief
dwell period to insure proper densification. The composite forgln,gs are then cooled
slowly to room temperature. The canning material is generally removed from the
forged beryllium shape by either acid pickling or machining.

Cieslicki( 3 ) described some of the procedures and problem are-is in the production
of a truncstad conical shape by the canned-powder forging method The container for
such a part is made up of two concentric conical jackets with r!ngs w. "ded at the ends,
as shown in the schemati.- drawing in Figure Z2-3. During forging, the cap rings have
a tendency to turn inward against the punch, ciiusing the beryllium to flow toward the
outer circumference and form a tapered fin. Because of differences in shrinkaqe

CAP RING MAY POLD
OVER TO FORM TAPERED FIN

LOADING
POWDER CAP RING

STEEL JACKET DOI

CANNED-POWDER ASS" LALr•rm, G ]

FIGURE r? 3. SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF CAi4HN~.,.POWDER FORGING
METHOD FOR CONICAL SHAPES
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subsequent cooling. This can be a partict,..r prl•h'vm \Niti clIp Ilng, of mild steel ,
which expands upon transformation. °2"his problem can be rninri ,'ed, however,

using Type 304 stainless steel for the. rings.

Anothe" problem when forging such hollow p-rts Lctn arise from shrinkage of the

beryllium cone onto the punch during pressing. 'Ihis can occur particularlv during thc

final pressing stage when the forged -omnposite is thinncst and most readily ý.iilled by

the dies, and can set up sufficiently high stresses to Lause cracking )f the berylliumn.

Thus, it is important to maintain die temperatures as close as possible t.., the forging

I temperature.

Lubrication techniques for forging conical shapes can have a significaIt influence

on the flow of both the canning material and the beryllium. The flow of both materials

should be as uniform as possible from surface to surface. Thus, it is not uncommon to

use different lubricants for the opposed dies tc achieve balanced flow and minimize the

chance for jacket failuri

Billet Forging

Vacuum-hot-pressed beryllium billets can be readily forged in closed dies, pro.-

vided that a positive metl.od for kseping the billet in compression is employed. The

necessary r.straint (to avoid cracking of the forgings from the higi tensile stresses

I normally induced during forging) can be achieved in several ways

(1) Canning the bill-t in thick steel jackets

I (2) Application of expendable steel support rings

(3) Carefully controlled die design ann die staging.

The latter two methods employ %are bil'ets which offer the advantages of lower bill"k.

preparation cost and greater definition of part geometry than for clad billets.

The steel-jacketing technique for forging hot-pressed billet is similar to the

canned-powder forging method, as shown by Figure Z2-4, which gives the details for

forging the same beryllium cup shape described in Figure 22-2. It is important to

shape the billet so that it will be subjected to high restraint throughout the forging

cycle. As shown by the details hi Figure 22-5 for forging the heat sink for the Project

Mercury space capsule, this can be achieved by starting with a billet preforzned to the

same contour cs the die.

Because of production and design limitations and the additional costs associated

with the use of jackets, considerable effort has gonc into the developrlent of m.tt~ods

for forging unclad beryllium billet. The forging of a part by a ccrbnibation of back ex-

trusion and upsetting operations using hot steel support rings is illustrated in ri,%u'c

22-6. In this technique developed by Ladish Company( 8 ), thk. st,:-rl rinr3 coaifike "

workpiece and provide restraint to the free surfaces during dejorriatic".
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STEEL-.
RiNG

F C XTRUSIONOF CUP

BLLET~

STEEL

RIN
UPETIG OF FLAfEJ

FIGURE 22-6. F13RGING OF BERYLLIUM PART BY BACK EXTRUSION AND
UPSETTING WITH STEEL SUPPORT RINOS()

With a maximum billet temperature of 1400 F (for reasons of forgeability, prop-

erties, and safety), the carbon-steel rings are heated to temperatures ranging from

about 1600 F to 7000 F, depend"ng on th- restraint requirements. Dies are he;ted to

800 F and 3prayed with a standard oil-base forging lubricant. The beryllium blanks

are etched in a 3% H 2 SO 4 - 3% H 3 PO 4 acid solution and coated with a low-temperature
glaus-frit enamel. If two or more forging stages are required for producing a part,

the blanks are vapor blasted, etched, and recoated between each operation.

Hot-pressed beryllium can undergo a limrted amount of deformation without re-

straint. The amount of deformation can be inreased in closed %liec ' •, ,-igressively

restricting or "choking" the die cavity so that the die wall offers restnaint t:% the work-

piece. The selection of die de.3igns and lubri'.ants is quite critical .o avoid cr. ..king

that can result from a poor metal-flow condition-or gaL:ing ofthe dies. ,Denny and

McKeogh( 1 3 ) demonstrated that a hub section with a circumferential web around the hub
could be forged from a cylindrical hot-pressed blocl. of beryllium. Ai importat fea-

ture of the part design, shown in Figure 22-7, is the full-radius inte; .al fillet. The

gradual transition with thiu fillet design facilitates lubrication, reduce; tike amount o.

redundant shear deformation of the surface and the attendant qhcar stresces, :;.d io

aids metal flow. For small fiilcl radii, multiple forging stages would be r,,c r,- : to

' radually distribute the metal into the desired locati•ons before the fiai fiz•.arge ope•r-or,.

By exact control o." .'c starting billet geometry an.- carefully designed die staging,

Hornak and O'P.uirke(l0) showed that quite complex structural. parts can be forged With
reasonable success from hot-pressed beryllium without artificial restraint. An experi-

mental aircraft .-racket design of the configuration shown in Figure 22-8 war used -.7.
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FROM UNCLAD HOT-PRESSED BERYLLIUM(lu)
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this study. The recommended fabrication procedure for this experimental part is
summarized in Table 22-8., and the forging sequence is schematically illustrated in
Figure 22-9.

Stress Relief. The term 'strei;s relieving" involves heating to a suitable tern-
perature, holding long enough to reduce residual stresses, and ther, cooling alowly
enough to minimize the development oi -ew residual stresses. For Lerylliurr that has
been fabricated in one manner or another, the deformation is accompanied by the
accumulation of residual stresses of significant magnitude. (14) These stresses have
L-nportant effects both on the strength of the structvre under service loads and also on
the propagation of cracking, once faiiure ii iniLiatec. Plroducers therefore recommend
that all wrought shapes of beryllium be stress relieved following deformation Temper-
atures in the range of 1300 to 1400 F are most effective in accompiishing adequate
stress relief although stresses may be relieved with long exposures at temperatures as
i.•w as 1150 F. Temperatures above 1400 F are likely to cause recrystallization and
grain growth, thus destroying the favorable properties of the wrought product. Usually
stress-r4Jieving times of 10 to Z0 minutes are adequate.

TABLE 22-8. FABRICATION PROCEDURE PCR FORGING A STRUCTURAL
l, PArr FROM BARE HOT-PRESSED BERYLLIUM (10)

A. Forging Equipment

1. Hydraulic press
2. Hot-work tool. steel dies at 800 F

I B. Forging Stock

1. Vacuum-hot-presed preform
2. Preform shape to be fiat with perimeter to match blocker

dia cavity
i C Oprston3. Stock temperature - 1350 & 25 F

C 1. Machine beryllium preforms

(a) Visal inspection after light etch

(b) Sonic and dye-penentrnt inspection
(c) Coat with lubricant

2. Block forge preforms with heavy flash
(a) Remove 'ndherent iubrIant by vapor blast
(b) Visual inspection after light etch
(c) Sonic and dye-penetrant inspection
(d) Candition srface by grin4nlr out defects
(e) Mill off heavy fla.h
(f) Etch and coat with lubricant

3. i'n0'- forge machined blocked parts without flaz'
(a) Remove adherent lubricant by vapor blast
(b) Visual inspection after light etch
(c) Sonic and dye-penetrant inspectic,
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MACilHIEt PREFORM

BLOCKED FORGING

(Si'ded armas removed by mrillling off oall-
flash pror to finish forging)

L ~FWISH15ED FORGING

FIGURE 22.9. SQIEMATIC DIAGRAM OF FORGIN% S.EGQJENC E FOR EXPERIMENTAL
BERYLLIUM STRUCTURAL PART('hi

Sometimes forgings are stress relieved at slightly higher: temperatures and for
longer times that approximate an annealing treatment. Hayes and Yoblin(15), for ex-
ample, reported stress relieving forgings at 1400 to 1470 F for times ranging from
lI/Z to 1 hour.

Safety. There are some basic requirements for the maintenance of health and
safety in facilities handling beryllium. Good hansekeeping and sensible shop-safety
measures can offset the hazards associated with working with beryllium to a great ex-
tent. However, the absolute necessity of ke-eping beryllium dust out of the atmosphere
is a subject that can never be neglected ini handling this maierial. C - 7)

Practical general suggestions for v-irking with beryllium mnight inclu:e the
following: (18,19)

(1) Equipment and other surfaces on wh&dust may collect must be
cleaned -thoroughly and frequently. Use of smooth surf.. ;es covered
with glossy paint assists in such cleaning.

(2) Vacuum cleaning is the preferred procedure for removinv. bervVitr;
dlust from equipment and other plant trea,5 Central or- movsbie
vacuum equipment may be used, but air passing through auch equip-
ment must ;cAt be discharged into the work area.
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(3) Dry sweeping and the use o0 comn-ressed air fcr blowin~g dust from any

surface must be avoided.

(4) Damp cloth-s must be used for wiping surfaces that carnivt be adequately

cleaned by vacuum.

(5) Streams of water should not be used in open work areas since the),
disperse contaminated mis,. ur spray into air, particularly if woriklng
pressure is high.

For machining operations, every machine should be equipped with a specLalI vac':um line near the tool for evacuating air at velocities usually ranging from 500 to
3000 feet per minute. Some machiniab operations stich as milling, broaching, and

rotary and bandsawing operations require the use of cutting fluids in addition to locarl

exhaust ventilation to minimize dispersal of dusts. In such cases, provision must be

,nade to collect the contaminated mists and sprays.

COMMENTARY. ON* FORGIJ %I J

Table Z2-9 lists seven possible techniques for producing forgings and describes
briefly their potential for producing various shapes and sizes of parts. The canned-
powder forgini techniqueprobably offers the greatest size versatlityp" but it is limited

to simple geometric shapes. Likewise, the technique of forging jacketed hot-pressed

block is limited to simple shapes of varying sizes. Of these two techniques, the
canned-powder method seems to be more useful for producing nonsyrnmetrical parts

having bosses and other projections. This is because the hot-pressed preforms re-
quire complex, close-fitting jackets that are more difficult and costly to make.

The techniques for forging complex, hot-pressed, unjacketed preforms show a
real potential for producing snmall forgings having a comparatively high degre: of sha-1,
complexity. Perhaps preformi• made by canned-powder forging technique will prove
more forgeable or economical than hot-pressed preforms. Probably the most complex
preforms could be made by slip casting powder slurries into absorbent molds, and

then sintering the dried preforms to increase strength and density. A major problem
with this type of preform would be the prevention of gas penetration when heating the
preforms for forging. Approaches t6 this problem may involve plating), flameisprayi-
ing, cold pressing, or other techniques for sealing the surface.

Drawing on successful practices for forgir.g berylliumn and e-perience w"I.h other
low-forgeability materials, the over-all approach for designing beryliurri forging,.S

should include:

(1) Large fillet radii about two to four ti'mnes that for alurninur- orgings

(blocker-type design)

(2) Generous corner r-d;i - miiainum of iJS inch and probably two tiu.-ss
that for aluminum forgings

(3) rapered web.-. +%ickcning toward outside at 3 .o S degrees per surface

Ipe
!
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TABLE f2-9. SHAPE AND SIZE POTENTIAL FOR VANOUS POSSIBLE METHODS OF FORGING EXPYLLIUM

based un an Industry siurvey

Forging Method Shape Potential .jeneral Size Potential

1. Porging of canned powder Generously contoured ditjs, hem•ispheres; Section siv.-s up to 4 inches thick forged
hollow cylinders and cones; parrm having on a semiproduction basis, up to 12
small boses and other short projections; inches thI"I on a developmental basis;
simple structural shapes such a& smigles disk shapes up to about 100-inch
and channels diameter

2. Forging of steel-jacketed Generously contoured disks, spherical Largest part prodticd is 80-inch-
hut-pressed block surfaces, and shallow cones diameter spherical surface; size poten-

tial limited by capacity of vacuum
hot.-pressing facilities: section sizes up
to a bout 12 inches thick

3. Forging of haze, hot-pressed Back extrusions, disks Small parts with major dimension prob-
block ably no larger than 5 or B i.ches;

section thicknesses of les than 2 inches

4. Forging of bare, hot-pressed Back extrusions, dis.s hubs. cups. Sectdon sizes of les than 2 inches;
block using support rings -hemispheres diameters up to 6 inches; back extru-

sions up to 10 inches long

5. Forging of bare, contoured, Low-profUe disks (more refined detail Small parts ranging in size up to about
hot-pressed prefornms than Method 3), small stuuctural shapes 8-inch diameter; section sizes up to

with shallow profiles about 1 inch thick

6. Forging of slip-cast and Intricate corttours Small parts; probably less than 3 pounds:
sinrared preforms section size limits probably on the

order of 1"

7. Reforging of bare preforns Similar to Method 1, but more refined Small parts, probably Icss than 10
made by Method 1 detail pounds



(4) Draft angles of 8. on inside surfaces and 5* on outside

(5) Section thickness of about 112 incl. or larger

(6) Designs should avoid lateril flash; dies ehould be parted at the tops
of ribs, rims, and other edge projections

I (7) Bead at the parting line recorrmended if lateral flash unavoidable.

I Figure 27-10 illustrates several typical sections found frequently in die-forging
designs. The shaded designs in each view are those for aluminum-alloy forging..* The
envelope outlines illustrate the designs recommended for berylliwm. The generous
fillet radii help provide for smooth metal flow. The tapered we4s aid lubrication and
promote lateral spreading of surface material. This ordinarily helps to maintain a
greater degree of compressive stress at the unsupported edges during forging.I

A. DISKS AND CHANNELS
rf (Be) - 3.4 x rl(AI)
re (Be) ,=•x rý(AI)

0. CUP$
rfl(be) 2.3 x rflAl1)
r(Be) "2 x r.(AI)~~YTP ERGD.

I
I

C. NUBSYi19f ) , 3-4 x 'AllI'. B•-€e.) -2 x ,(-'a"

TAPERED.

I SHADED AREAS INDICATE ALUMINUM FORGING DESIGN

FIGURE 22-10. COMPARISON OF DESIGNS FOR ALUMINUM AND BERYLLIUM
FORGINGS

I

S• lefer to Chapters a, •. •nd 7 for dlscusslons of aluminunm forging design.

I
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APPENDIX

FUNDAMENTALS OF PLASTIC DEFORMATION

Metals and alloys have played vital roles throughout the history of mankind, both
as tools for fashioning other materials • 'd as materials of c•onstruction. Ferrous alloys
are the framework upon which our mode.•*r, technological •ociety i• constructed. The use
of metals has progressed from those fot'.nd in nature in the metallic state (gold, silver,

copper, iron-nickel meteoritos), to the metals and alloys first produced by accilentai
smelting operations (dur!.ng the bronze age, •.ol!owe.: "..:/.the iron age), to metal• •asily
smelted (lead, zinc, tin), and finally to metals won fror• their ores with dtffic.•l•y (alu-
minum, magnesium, titaniurnp zirconium). Fabt'ic•tion methods have advanced from

i simple forging and casting procedures to a multitude of prim,•ry artd secondary forming

operations, powder-metallurgy techniques, •nd con•,iderably expanded casting tech-
j niques. The continuously increasing d•,nands of designers on materials performance

has led sc•-ne writers to call the present era the Materials Age. Requisite to satisfying
these demands is the ability to form metallic material • into the •lesired shape, which is

Sbased primarily on the phenomenon of plastic deformation.

A precise definition of a m•tal is not easy to formulate. The terra "metal" refer•
Sto a class o• more than 70 elements in the periodic chart, each with a characteristic set

of propertie•. T•ese characteristic properties arise from the nature of the bonding
forces which hold crystals together; namely, interaction of an arra! of electric•,lly

I charged atom cores (ions) with a free-electron gas. Some importan• manifestations of

such "metallic bonding'W are the following: (1) metallic luster, (Z) opt•city to light,
(3) good thermal and electrical conductivity, (4) capacity for plastic deformation during

I relatively short times of loading, and (5) formation of a positive ion in the electrolysis

of its compounds. A rigorous scientific criterion for a pure metal is that its tempera-
ture coefficient of electrical conductivity be negative, i.e., a n•etal becomes a poorer

conductor as the is raised•. Insulato•rs and semiconductors exhibit •.ncreas-
Stemperature

ing conductivity with increasing • •mperature.

SAside from the iactors of availability and economics, the two nlost important

properties giving rise to the widespread use of metals and alloys are (1) their ability to
Sbe formed into useful shapes by plastic deformation and (Z) their ability to develop a

wide r•nge of proporties, particularly in terms of attractive combinations of strength
and ductility, after suitable thermal and mechanical treatments. Of th• two factors•

Sthe capacity f•r permanent changes in shape while maintaining coherency ,•nust be con-

sidered the .most important. This is a particularly impressive property when one con-
siders that metals are generally used a e pol•rystall-•ne aggregates, each grai• of which

Smust accommodate to the deformation of its several immediate neighbors. W•thout th•s

remarkable capacity for plastic deformation, forming of metals would be restricted to
cr.sting• powder-metallurgy techniques, and metal-.-e•noval processes (raachtnin•,Sgrinding, electroforming). It • •.,'eresting to note that casting it. a broader een•:e is a

deformation process which takes advantage of the flowability o• the liquid sts•.• I.•.ro •e-
sistance to flow, or inability •.o r•h•tain a shear vtress) t• iill • i•'epar•d •=avi•y. Thus•

the twe most for rnctale involve •low in th<: .•..•: •nd
Simportant forming processes

flow ,n the •oli•i .•tote.

!
•.

!
I
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MECHANICAL RESPONSE OF PSRfr-eCT ELASTIC SOL!D

All theoretical considerations of the flow and fracture of sulids a; e hased on the
ideal elascic solid, one which is Ft perfec.,; crystal'in.- solid free ot defectm of any type.
The ideal solid is crystalline by definition, meaning that a certain atomic arrangemn-~rt
is repeated indefinitely in space. The position oi neighborimg atorns is identical as we
pass from atom to atom. Each ator.' for example, in the face-centered cibi,c eor
hexagonal -close -packed crystal struccures has 1?. clome neighbors at characteristic dis-
tances. The processes of slip by shearing a layer of atoms rigidly over atiother,, or
fracture by separating two planes of atorais, requires the surmounting of the Coulornbic
forces of attraction and repulsion arising from tb- olectrical fieldR absociatcti with tVle
atoms. ItiIs useful to estimate the theoretical shea:- ttrength and fracture strength of
an ideal elastic solid, which will represent the maximurm. attainable st'rength of solids.

Theoretical Shear Strength

mIe Frenkel(1 ) estimate of the theoretical shoar strength, or resisLance to flow by
slip, is outlined below. The forces involved in translating a row of atoms over another
to the next equilibriumn position is illustrated in Figuare A-1. As Row (1) moves over
Row (2), a restoring force tending to pull Row (1) to its original position must be over-
come. This restoring fnrce reverses Its sign as the midpoint posiloto is paused and the
row of atqrns *,snaps" into the next equilibrium position. The estt mation of the theoreti-
cal shear strength depends on estimating the maximum restorinj force.

The force -displacement relationship in approximated by a mint curve,

T z K sin (2.flx/t.) ,(A-I1)

as illustrated in Figure A-Z. The constant K is evaluated fromi the fact that the force-
displacement curve must have a slope equal to that of shear modulus curve near the
origin. Near the origin, it follows that.

T K Z7Tx/b (A-Z)

from the small-angle approximation.

r

(1) ~:~04" O(X_`~ r
(2)0 0 00 ..

We- b -4-0

FIGUIZE A-1. SC.-fMATIC ILLUSTRATION OF F'ORCES IN ThE TRANSLATION
OF; ONE ROW OF ATOMS OVER ANOTHER
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I DISPLACEMENT

FIGURE A.2. APPROXIMATION OF FOR':E-DISPLACEMENT
CURVE BY SINE CURVE

Frum elasticity theory,

T u x/a, (A-3)

where

IA • shear modulus

x/a n 0hear strain.

Thus

K ZITx/b u.L-x/a (A-4)

or

K . Ub (A-5)
27ra

Then

a Z7r b

The critical shear stress comes at x a b/4., yielding

Tin. (A-6)

Since a w b, the theoretical shear strength is about IA/27T, or one-sixth of the shear
modulus. Slip occurs in pure metals at very small tnear stresses, about 1O"4 A;, Vhich

is about a thousandfold less than the theoretical shear strength.

Theo•eticl Fracture Strength

Frac•',•e -r, the ideal elastic solid requires that the atomic iorces of inte-action

be overcome. Consider a iine of atoms in such a perfectly crystalline solid as illus-
trated schernatic'lly in Figure A-3.
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6. 1.UbJtCT1D TO FORCS (F)

FIGURE A.3. LINE Of ATOMS IN A PERFIC) CRYSTALLINE SOLID

The 1lectrical fields a.. t with each atom give rise to potential fields of attraction
and repulsion which are functions of the distance of separation of the atoms. The poten-
tial energy(Z) of interaction, 0(r), can be expressed as:

¢(r) r m+ - (A-7)
rm' rn

where r is the distance of separation, a and m are constants for the attraction potential,
and b and n are constants for the repulsion potential. It should t-e noted that n < m,
since the repulsion potential (b/rn) must increase more rapidly with increasing r in
order that an equilibriunm can be established betwaen the atoms at ro.

Equation (7) may be differentiated with respect to the distance of separation (r) to
obtain the interacting forces:

F(r) - b. (A-8•F Ir) (r r(m+l) r (nx+ i'-•

(attraction) (repulsion)

This relationship is plotted in-Figure A-4. -

/ 0
MAX

APPROXIMATION

IFIt.&E A-4. RESULTANT-FORCE CURVE BETWEEN TWO ATOMS AND APPROXIMATION
OF CURVE FROM r- ro BY A SINE CURVE
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The sine-.cueve approximation is given by

a= Z nax sin (Zlrx/a) (A-9)

The calculation of the theoretical strength of an ide,.l elastic solid is based on the
hypothesis that all the energy of separalion is available for the creation of two new sur-
faces, which would amount to the surface energy of the new surfaces. The tot4.1 energy

available for the fracture process correst ,nds to the area under the cu;,ve froun the

equilibrium distance of separation (r = r,,) to infinite separation (r = oo). The calculation
so carried out( 3 ) yields the result

ix = - ' (A- 10)

where

arnax = theoretical fra".ture strength

h = modulus of elasticity

S = surface energy per unit area

a = lattice parameter, or the equilibrium spacing ro.

The theoretical fracture strength of perfect crystalline solids, accordingly, is

directly proportional to the square root of the modulus of elasticity and the surface
energy, and inversely proportional to the square root-of the lattice parameter of the
crystal. Substituting values of these three properties, it is found that the theoretical
fracture strength would be expected to be about, one-tenth of the modulus of elasticitz.

The expected values for iron, copper, and aldIminum would be expected to be 3 x 10 psi,
1. 6 x 106 psi, and 1. 0 x 106 psi, respectively. In real metals, the theoretical elastic
response terminates at a stress of 0. 1 to 0. 001 7maxlby thi onset of p"astic flow, which
terminates by iracture afterivarying amounts of plastic flow. It is ass.umed hev*-h t
plastic flow is a prerequisite for the onset of fracture in real metals and solids.

Both the resistance to plastic flow by slip and the resistance to fracture in r'-al
metals thus are several orders of magnitude lower than the values characteristic of the
ideal elastic solid. In the following discussion, the fundamental problem we will be con-

cerned with in understanding flow and fracture in real metals and alloys is to rationalize
the discrepancy between theoretical and observed values. This r7.t*.a•'-` :" will be
based on the hypothesis that real metals contain discontinuities in an elastic continuum
which are regarded as viscous elements in an elastic matrix. These elements cs; relax
under load to produce plastic deformation ac,:ording to a limited number nf basic •,ie±il-
nisnis. The nature of these relaxation centers will be examined.

THE RHEOLOGICAL MODELS FOR REAL SOLIDS

In the field of rheology, which deals with general laws of flow of ;'ei.-i.s, reai

solids are :'at'oi-.lized as combinations of two basic eler-.enms, na.-nely, '. perfectly
elastic or Hcokean solid, .. the perfectly viscous, or Ncwtonian fluid. (^-) The Hookear.

solid is one which has the 'lollowing relationship between stresr (") and strain (C),

i
I
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where K is a constant of the material. A linear relationship between stress and strain is
assumed and an instantaneous response of strain to stress is inrherent. This element is
reprebentel by a spring, as shown in Figure A-5t. The Newtonian fluid lollows the rela-
tionship

a = (A-la)

where r, is a material constant and C (or e./t) is the strain rate. The Newtonian fluid is
represented by a dashpot, as shown in Figure A-5b, and is the basis for relaxatior under
an imposed load, since if c = 0 when t = 0,

C =cyt/0 . (A-)3)

Rheological models of the response of real solids to stress are built up as combinations
of springs and dashpots.

PISTON FLUIK,

a. THE HOOKEAN SOLID b. THE NEWTONIAN
FLUID

FIGURE A-S. THE BASIC ELEMENTS IN RHEOLOGICAL MODELS

There are two important deviations from the elasticity of the ideal elabtic solid,
namely anelasticity and inelasticity. The state of anelasticity is one in which the
stresses are not sufficiently high to induce gross plastic flow and is a condition in which
strain is not uniquely a function of stress, as is the case with an ideal elastic solid.
Such a condition leads to a time dependency of strain, giving rise t, K. " "nal-friction
effects and strain-rate sensitivity in real solids. Figure A-6 is an example of a model
that illustrates anelastic effects in the "general linear substance" An instantAneous
elastic strain is experienced on application of a load. The remaining incrern,-nt of
elastic strain is gained as the dashpot relaxes with time. In the absence of the dashpat,
the full strain expected by elastic theory would be developed instantaneously, The an-
elasticity of a body gives rise to a hy-storesis effzct when cycling in +he elastic range, as
illustrated in Figure A-7. The anelastic properties result in a mechanical hysteresis in
stress cycling of such a body.

Inelasticity is the property of a substance which enables it to ui, ..ergo PF'nianent.,
":r.eversible strain as a result of imposed loads. in mtore common tc-rns, the substanc,.
can unde go piastic def,-rnation. In the spring and dashpot models, L• least one dashpot,
or viscousý elouient, must be connected in series with the other elements. Figure A-8
shows two cornmon models that illustrate the inelasticity of the Maxwell substance and
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the Bingham substance. The Maxwell sabste rce when loaded responds instantaneously "n

the elastic elemcnt, and the inelastic strain increa,;es as a linear function of elapsed

- time. The Bingham substance differs from the Maxwell substance i,- that , frictional
element simc.lates a yield strength; the rest:onse is elastic until the irictional resistance
is overcome.,,K

n/K

0
TIME --

FIGURE A.6. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE GENERAL LINEAR SUBSTANC.E
UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF A CONSI'ANT STRESS, o

K AND KI ARE MATERIAL CONSTANTS.

ELASTIC SOLID ANELASTIC SOLICt'log
0 STRAIN -:7 0 STRAIN

FIGURE A-7. CYCLING OF ELASTIC AND ANELASTIC BODIES

No energy Is dissipated In cyc¢lng an Ideal elost|c
body, whereas energy proportional to the enclosed.
area is dIspIpated per cycle in the onelastic body.

a. THE MAXWELL SUBSTANCE L THE lINGHiM SUBSTANCE

FIGURE A-8. RHEOLOGICAL MODELS POSSESSING THE
CHARACTERISTIC OF INELASTICITY

I i
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The above are but a few of the models composed of P.prngs and dashpotm that nave
been formulated to simulate the response of real materials to imposed loads. It is ir,-
portaznt to note that, in such an approach, no physical characterization is made of the
viscous elemente; all are characterized by dashpots. Real metals and alloys possess
several recognized types of viscous eloraents intw.-ripersed in an elastic matrix. The
more impo,,tant types of viscous elements, or relaxation centers, in real metals are
reviewed in the next section.

DEFECT STRUCTURE IN REAL METALS

The viscous elements in real metals and allo,-s are classified as crystal defects.
A defect is any deviation from a pf, rfectly regular lattice or structure. The localized
deviations from perfect periodicity result in loss of the characteristic high degree of
order and produce disordered liquidlike stru-ztures that are viscous in nature and can
relax under imposed Lz.i4ds. The crystal defects are classified as (1) point defects,
(Z) line defects, and (3) surface defects.

Point Defects

The simplest type of defec~t is bne in which an atom is removed from a nox'mal
lattice sitw, leaviag a vacancy. The two types of vacancy defects are illustrated in
Figure A-9. The Schottky defect is a lattice vacancy with the missing atom displaced
to the free surface. This lattice vacancy, dissociated from the displaced atom, is the
type normally present ii. metal crystals. The Frenicel defect is a lattice vacancy and an
irxi rstitial atom pair, i. e., the atom which vacated a normal lattice site is located in
some nearby interstitial space. Such defects are characteristic of metals that have suf-
fered radiation damage. Such a structure is highly strained (disordered) aroand the
interstitial atom because the atom fits very poorly in the available interstitial space.

0 O\ 0

0 0 0 0
o 0

0 0 0 0

FIGURE A-9. BASIC LATTICE VACANCY DEECTS IN CRYSTALS

A represents the Sci'rttky defect and B represents the
Frenkel defect
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The S, hot~ky defect is normally of more interest in metals id.an the Frenkel defect.
When an atcm is removed from the lattice, the local equilibrium cf forces is disturbed
and the neighboring atoms "collapse" on the hole to re-establish equiliLrium of forces,
as illustrated in Figure A-1O. rhis collapsed structure around a valu,tntcy creates an
element of liquiu structure according to the rilole" theovy - liquids and was termed a
"relaxion" by Nachtrieb. The disoider around Lhe vacancy gives it a higher inherent
mobility as compared with that around a hole with an unrelaxed structure.

0 0000 00000

0 0 - o00o c'&' oo o
io0 e Nbo 0 0 J I

000uo00000
AN ATOM IS REMOVED FROM A b. ATOM DISPLACEMENTS TO RE-
LATTICE SITE ESTABLISH RQUILIBRIUM OFg FORCES

FIGURE A.10. ATOMIC ADJUSTMENT AROUND A LATTICE
VACANCY =SCHOTTKY DEFECT) CREATING
LOCALIZED DISORDER

That lattice- vacancies are normally expected to be present in a crystal follows
logically. As holes are mixed into a crystal, entropy increases as a result of the en-
tropy of mixing, which in turn'lowers the free energy of the crystal. An equilibrium
concentration of vacancies (n) is expected at each temperature, which can be calcu.ated
by writing the free-energy change in introducing M vacancies in N lattice sites (energy
required to remrove an atom to the surface minus the temperature times the entroy of
mixing), taking the derivative of tias iree-energy change with respect to M, equat~ng
the derivative to zero, and solving for n. The form of the expression so obtained for the
equilibrium number of vacancies is

I
n-Ne kT , (A-I4)

where E. is the energy to remove an atom to the surface, k is Boltzmann's constant,
and T is the absolute temperature. It is clear that the higher the temperature, Oe
larger is the equilibrium concentration of vacncips.

Vacancies in metal lattices are important in several respects. The exchange of a
vacancy with a neighboring atom constitutts the basic process of self-diffusion in pure

I metals and in substitutional alloy diffusion. Such an interchange alio constitutes the
process of the important mechanism of "climb" in the creep of metals (time-depenident
plast4c flow) at elevated tempeurz.'oerj. It is now recognized that cituters ot two, tli. -e
or more vacancies are very mobile in metal crystals. Large groups of .v, caL
collapse into L;slocation rings; this movement const1.tutes salp in metals. It is gener-
ally recognized that the pr, .-.vs of plastic flow produces a ý,arge number of vacanciesI which can coalesce into pores that join up through the process of plastic flow to consti-
tute the mechanism of ductile fracture in metals.I

I
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Line Defects

Lattice disregistry which is manifested by a straight or'cuived line in space is
termed a dislocation line. These dislocation lirnes ire formed by two basic types of dis-
locations; 'amely, the edge dislocation and the sa,. cv. dislocation, illhstrdted in Fig-
ure A-i. f he edge dislocation is formed in a lattice by introducing an extra row of
atoms. Th screw dislocation is a spiral-ramp configurati-ni along a partni.ular direc-
tion called the line of dislocation. S(',cmatic atomic models, of the'.e dislocations are
presented in Figure A-IZ. Dislocatio..s in crystals occur as lines terminating at free
surfaces or closed loops in the crystal and are generally composed of combinations of
edge and screw components. The movement of st.ch lines or loops or certain crystallo-
graphic planes is believed Lo constitute the basi'c ,lechanism of slip. It is clear from
Figure A-lZa that, when an edge dislocation reaches a free surface, the upper part will
project one atomic distance over the lower part. This constitutes a ur."t slip. T11.-. dis-
location line is particularly mobile, since the restoring forces essentially cancel out
because of the symmetry of the configuration.

LINE Of
DISLOCATION

EXTRA ROW OF

LINE OF
DISLOCATION

a. BLOCK WITH CUT b. EDGE DISLOCATION .- SCREW DISLOCATION

FIGURE A-11. ?-'S.EMATIC DEPICTION OF EDGE AND SCREW DISLOCATIO4S

Surface Defects

Neglecting the external surfaces, the concept of surface defects includes all types
of interfaces in the interior of the polycrystalline aggregate that constitutes the usual
metal or alloy. The usual states of subdih-imion are illustrated in Figure A-I.:. Thret.
types of interfaces are depicted; namely, the grain boundaries, the subgrain bounda-
ries, and the mosaic block boundaries. The energy of such boundaries is dependent on
the degree of mlsorientation of the adjacent units. Grain orientations differ b". 3everal
degrees of arc and are called high-angle boundaries (high energy), whereat subbounda-
ries differ by degrees and minutes of arc, and mosais blocks (about 10-4 .:-Il ,rk a side
differ by minutes and seconds of arc. The latter two ale cailsea !ow-i.tgle b.u-.n. .,ies
11ow energy) as depicted in Figure A-14. These hnindaries are tran-"e lo-% -. • r es om
on'. crystal orientation to another orientation and, ac•cordingly, posseqs disordered
liquidlik- .tructure and are rightfully considered viscous elements. 8pecial interfaces
are those formed with tihe matrix, by twins e• d stacking faults, and will be discussed in
a later section.
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FIGUP•! A-13. SUB-DIVISION OF STRU;CTURE OF A METAL
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GRAINS RANGE IN DIAMETER FROM 20 TO ,SO-MICRONS.

Thus, all three basic classes of crystal defects can be regarded a, viscous cle-
ments, dispersed in an elastic matrix, which are potential relaxation centers that !ini be
activated under load. The single or couple relaxation of these elements gives ri. a ko the
observed anelastic and plastic respaonse of real metals when sub.jkcted to ;oading. T* •
deorrnadion finally becomcs unstable and is terminated by fracture occur~irgt,ý QP L -')f
several mech. •iis•ras.
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HIGH-ANGLE LOW-ANGL E
BOUNDARY BOUNDARY

FIGURE A.14.' ILLUSTRATION OF HIGH-ANGLE AND LOW-ANGLE BOUNDARIES

ELEMENTS OF DISLOCATION THEORY

The atorrdstic aspects of plastic deformation in solids cu-zrently are considered
largely in terms of the dislocation theory. The concept of the slip process of plastic
flow as the movement of dislocations serves to reconcile the difference between the
theoretical and the observcd strengths of solids and has had reasonable success in
rationalizing the 11ow processes and some aspects uf fracture initiation. Only the rudi-
ments of the dislocation theory will be reviewed here. There are several excellent
books available on the subject. (5)

The concept of edge and screw dislocations was introduced in the previous section
dealing with the basic types of defects found in real solids, and are illustrated in Fig-
ure A-12. A basic idea in the theory is that of dislocation lines and loops. Thase lines
and loops are composed of combinations of edge and screw dislocations; the lines may be
straight or curved in space. It is a geoinetric requirement that the dislocation line cr-n.,',
end within a crystal or a grain in a polycrystalline aggregate, but must terminate at a
free surface or grain boundary, or form a closed loop (Figure A-15). It is also ageo-
metric requirement that the termination of an edge dislocation generates a screw disloca-
tion and, conversely, that the termination of a screw dislocation generates an edge dis-
location, as illustrated in Figure A-16. The components of a dislocation line can be
correctly thought of as the dislocation in the edge of the screw orientation. Both edge and
screw segments can be of two types: edge segments can be posit've o; ative, depending
on whether the extra row of atoms is above or below the slip plane, and screw segments
can be clockwise or counter-clockwise. The dislocations interact 4n the usual -nanner:
attraction between unlike signs and repulsion bctween like signs.

The dislocation line or loop is the boundaryvline separating the slipped from the
unslipped portion of the slip plane, as .Ilustrated in Figure A-17. Tý : baaic character-
istic of the dislocation line is the Burgers vector (b), which is tne vector describ~ng th- .
distance and direction of the translation in a unit slip process of the plane of i: ..oi.. above
the slip plane across the plirw. 7,-,iow the slip plane. The movIrneni of an e g.e &. loca-
tion is restricted to the plane and direction in this plane that gives the z:ral'.it BLuBrperst
vector. Sl.n planes and slip directions can be rationalizcd in tiis ma.' ,;r. The mnove •
merit of a ,uý-e screw d" ½c:•ation has no particular geom.etric limitatioAs, The Burgers

.1
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vector is the same at every point on a dislocation line or loop. The force, per U.ait
length of dislocation, in given by

i F z: Tb ,(A- 15)

where

T is the shear stress on ti" •4,p plane, and

i is the strength of the dislocation.

That only a small force is necessary to move a dlislocation can be understood from ex-

amination of the atomic arrangement of an edge diRlocation. It is evident that corre-

sponding atoms on. each side of the extra row of atoms have restoring forces of oppo:ita

I
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sign, essentially cancelling each other or". This allows the atomic disregistry to pass
through the crystal at low stresses. The Burgers vector of dislocations determines the
energy of these defects and also the strength of interactions arnr rig thein.

A sia•ple viewpoint on the hardening of met.ali oy plastic straining (strain harden-
ing) was introduced by G. I. Taylolr( 6 ) in terms of a concept of a super-lattice of disloca-
tions having like and unlike signs. The greater the deninity of dislocations, the stronger
the interaction between them and the g(reater the resistance to plastic flow, The strain
hardening of metals thus requires the generation of new dislocations, and the nof~ening
of a metal requires the red, ction of the dislocation density.

New dislocations are generated by surface sources, internal sources such as inclu-
sions, and the Frank-Read source, which is a specific type of internal source. The
Frank-Read source pictured in Figure A-18 will be described, since it is the most widely
recognized type of source. Segment A-B represents a pinned segment of a dislocation
subjected to force T. Th'o force causes the segment to bow out to th, last stable posi-
tion (2), at which point it loops around the pinning Points A and B and joins in position
(5) at roaint C. The loop moves off and the remaining segment reLurns to position A-B.
Each source can generate many loops on being activated. The loops may pile up at an
obstacle and e:cert a back stress which eventually stops the operation of the source, as
shown in Figure A-19. This concept differs ornm the simple one suggested by G. I.
Taylor.

0- 4-" "- - --- "" /,,*,-,,.-, ,o,, ,,, ,,,,oo,

PRODUCE$ DISLOCATION LOOPS

I!

OISTACLE

TT T T T
(LOOPS)

PRANK.READ FIGURE A.19, COHr'"T Of PILII-UP AT
SOURCE A BARRIER OF DiSLOWA1ION LOOPS I

EMANATING PROM A FRASk-MRi ;AC SOURCE

In summary, the hardening of metals by plastic et.•aininv requ. aý an increase in
the denslty o.f dislocati.io, and the softening requires r- decrease in the dislocation
density. Redaction of ,islocation densihy cai, occur by annihilation of unlike-sign disloca-
tion pairs, by dissipation at a free surface, and presumably by disappearance back into !

I
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dc' source. The theoretical streL4Lh is expected if the dislocation density' goes to zero
the observed zange of dislocation densities i. froam 106 to 10" lines per squareI centimeter.

Disloct.tion theory has been used t, rc'tionalize many flow and .racture phenomena
in metals including the following: slip, twinning, ki;,k~ng, deformation bands, formation
of stacking faults, cross slip, interface structures, strain hardening, polygonization,
recovery, strain aging, the yield point, delay time, strain-rate sensitivity, enibrittle-
ment of body-centered cubic metals with reduction of temperature, creep, fracture ini-
tiation, and fatigue initiation.

I DEFORMATION PROCESSES IN METALS

Plastic deformation occurs in tals by several mechanisms. It is convenient to
discuss deformation in terms of two temperrture ranges: (a) temperatures below Tm/!,
where Tm is the melting x.-'i.t in degrees Kelvin, and (b) temperatures above Tm/2.
Range (a) is usually referred to as the low-temperature range, and Range (b) as the
high-temperature range. This temperature division has a physinal basis, since self-
diffusion rates become appreciable at TrrL,/, which corresponds roughly with the tern-
perature above which cold-worked metals are softened by recovery and recrystalliza-
tion. Plastic deformation in this high-temperature range is referred to as "hot working"
-since softening keeps up with strain hardening and. no residual hardening persists. An-
other imporid-it distir-ction in that metals and alloys deform continuously with elapsed
time in the high-temperature range at nominal loads, a process referred to as "creep".
The high-temperature range, therefore, is also referred to as the "creep range".

I Deformation Mechanisms in the Low-Temperature Range

The deformation mechanisms in the low-temperature range (T < Tm/2) include
slip, twinning, deformation bands, and kinking. Slip and twinning are the most !mportant
modes of deformation and account largely for the plastic strain that is generated before
fracture. Kinking is of minor in. ,ortanco in the deformation of polycrystalline nmetals
and will not be discussed here.

Slip. Deformation by slip can be said to take place by the movement of lam.llae of
the crystals over each other, much like the shearing nf a deck of playing cards. The
elements of the slip process for a single crystal are illust!7ated in Figure A-20. TlIe slip

I t . ...

SLIPDIRECT ION "
I 

FIGURE A.20. SLIP SYSTEM FOP A SINGLE
CRYSTAL

.,LANE

SI
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translation takes place on a definite slip plane in a definite ciystallogr4phic direction,
the combination of these two elements constituting a slip system. The slip systems
operative in the common crystal syntems in metals are listed in rable A-I. It is to be
noted that, although several slip plan- may be available in a given crystal structure,
the slip direction remains the same. Nuw slip syatet.ls may be introduced at elevated
temperaturcs, but the slip directior. remains invariant. The slip planes for the three
most common crystal structures are illustrated in Figure A-21.

TAKE A -1. •LU SYSTIMS IN METALS( 7 )

Low . .ratures High Temperstures
Srlucture Metal Plane Ditection Plane Directionr

Face-centered cubic At (111) rlol] (I00) [1,)I]
Cu
Ag
/, U

NI
Cu-Au
aCu-Zn

aCv-Al
AI-Cu
Al-Zn
Au-Ag

Body-centered cubic a-re (110) (111]
S.. .. A(119)

(123)
Mo (112) (110) L11 1]
W (119)

K (1) O.(123) [111)Na (1 i9) "(110) (111]
(193) (Itl]

p Wess (110)
a Pe-,g 8" :i (110)

Close-packed hexagonal Mg (0001) (9110] (0001) (9110]
(1011) [9110]

Cd f
Zn
Be
Zn-Cd
Zn-Sn

Rhornobohedral Di (al) [106]
Sb
To (3010)
HS (100) and C(tniplex

Tetragonat It-Sn (110) 001 (110) Ct1i1
(White) (100) 001

(100)
(101) 103
(123) o01

4

I
I
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FmCE.CENTERED CUBIC CLOSE-PACKID HEXAGONAL
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FIGUR A-Al. SLIP PLANES IN THE COMMOt CRYSTAL STRUCTURES h4 MIETALS
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The translation associated with slip causes the portion, of tha c rystel abuve tl." slip
plane to be displacud rigidly across the lower portion, as *-hown in Figure .A-22. A uit
slip gives rise to a displacement of one interatomic distance. It, terms of dislocation
theory, this displaceinent results whr L dislocotion line or loop reaches . free surface.
Multiple di-.placements on a slip plane pi'oduce st,'•.e displacements, wiich enables
slip lines tr be seen with an ontical microscope on previously polished surfaces. On re-
polishing of the surface, the discontinuity id removed and the slip lines no ..onger can be
observed. Slip-line traces can be s: a4.ght or wavy, depending on. the cristal system.

0000 0 00 0000oo0 o
0000 00000o 00000

0 00 00000 0 0000

S ,L It (0 & " 0 J IIt 0 0
0000 00000

000 SIP 00 000 '

00001 001 SLP 00000o0 0 o 0 ol TRACE o0000

SHEAR
STRESS

FIGURE A-22. DISPLACEMENT OF LATTICE LAMELLAE IN THF SLIP PROCESS

Twinning. The prc...eus of twinning results in a limited amount of plastic deforma-
tion, but is particularly important in hexagonal close-packed crystals which normally
slip only on the basal plane. Twinning can be said to result when a lamella within a
crystal takes up a new orientation related to the rest of the crystal in a definits sym-
metrical fashion (see Figure A-23). The twin, thus, i. a segrment that has rundetgone a
reorientation with respect to the parent crystal without change in crystal structure. The
lattice within the twinned port. mn s a riirror image of the rest of the crystal. The plane
separating the twin from the matrix is called the twinning plane. An axis perpendicular
to the twinning plane is called the twinning axis. The twinning direction is the Slide di-
rection in the twinning plane of the atoms involved in the twinning process. The sym-
metrical relationship of a twin lamella and the matrix can be described as a rotation of

TWINNING
DIRECTION

•'.,•0 . 00" i ,,

PIGURE A-73. EL,- MENTS OF A TW!N

TILAMELLA WITHIN A GRAI.N

TWINN14p AXIS
PLAN.
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ti•e lamella throagh 180' about the twinning axis. It is not to be infferrcd that the atomic
motion produces a iwin. The atome actually unoergu some specific shearing translation
over distances )I.,cis than the interatomic spacing. The twin is describned crystallograpIdi-
cally by the twinning plane and twinning di- ction.

The crystrllography of twinning is illustrated in Figure A-24. It should be noted
thai the distance an atom in the twin lamella moves i proportional to the distane from
the twinning plane. The twinning process .- roduces a disregistry on the "ree surface. On
repolishing, the disregiatry is removed but the twin can be discerned on etching because
a permanent, specific reorientation of the lattice has occurred. The deformation that
accompanies tvinning leads to intense local stress in polycrystalline materials. The
formnation of a twin will be accompanied by slip-lne ... •.niation in adjacent regions and
may trigger the nucleation of twins in an adjoining grain. The regions at twin boundaries9 are favored positions for nucleation of recrystallization.

TWINNIN

P 
AOFSHTER REPOL ISI

FIGURE A-24. CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC ASPECTS OF TWINNING

There are two classifications of twins according to the mode of formation, namely
(a) deformation twins and (b) annealing twins. Deformation twins are those which develop
as the result of meclianical loading. They form very rapidly and Pre usually thin lainel-
lae within a grain. Their formation is favored by increasing the strain rate and by lower-
ing the temperature. both of which mitigate against the slip -rocess. Mechanical twinning
occurs in body-centered cubic and close-packed hexagonal metals. The cr-.otallography
of these twins is summarized below:

e Crystal system Twinnir.i plane Twinning direction

Body-centered cubic (IIZ) [Ill]

9 Close-packed hexagonal (1I0) [l 07]

Face-centered cubic metals normally do not formr, deformation twins. They '.j,
however, form twins on annealirg fta. p•stic, straining, which acaordilngl, are caile
annealing twins. They are believed to form concomitantly with g.naLn growi .., oe2..nhe
the torvi, .1rientation can give a lower grain-boundary energy. annealing t'.-:" are gen-
erally much badsr than def-rmation twins. The twinning piae is (1II) aid the twin-
ning direction is [i2 for face-centered cubic meuals.

!
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Deformation Bands, Many face-centered cubic rretalp and some body-centered
cubic metals form bands on plastic deformation that resemble twins. The deformation
bands differ from twin bands in that the orientation difference in a deformation band
varies with the amount of straining, w' reas the twin immediately takes up a fixed-
orientation . qlationship with respect to the matrix. A grain begins to slio on a particular
slip system. Eventually a band withi•n a crystal prefers to slip on a different system.
This event causes the band to rotate with respect to the grain and an orientsaion differ-

ence is produced which increases witi. ,ncreasing strain (see Figure A-25). The forma-
tion of deformation bands creates new jiterfaces which can offer resistance to slip and
thereby harden the metal to a minor extent.

GRAIN C.EFORMATION

ORIGINAL SE :OND
SLIP SLIP ,

SYSTEM SYSTEM

FIGURE A-25. FORMATION OF A
DEFORMATION BAND

Deformation Mechanisms in the High-Temperalure Ringe

The high-temperature range was defined previously as the range Tm/2 to Tm,
where Tm is the melting point in degrees Kelvin. The temperature Tmn/Z has teen
named the "equi-cohesivel" temperature, below which the grain boundaries are more
resistant to deformation by grain-boundary sliding than to slip inside the grain, the
converse is true above this ter.pe.ature.

Perhaps the most significant factor at Tm/Z and higher temperatures is that the
rate of self-diffusion in metals becomes significant. This atomic movement takes place
by exchange of atorne with vacancies. The exchange makes possible the phenomenon of
"climb" of dislocations out of their slip planes, as illustrated in Figure A-Z6. Each ex-
change process lifts the die. cation one interatomic distance out of thý '-'h plane. This
climb process allows dislocations to climb over obstacles and to recover from strain

hardening. The rate of recovery increases with rising temperature because tihe rate of
self-diffusion, increases according to the weli-known Arrhenius-type equ&tion,

D = Do(-Q/RT) (A-16,

where

D is the coefficient oi.sel; .ciffubiozf R is the .niversa4 gas coonstut

Do is a ccistant T is the tcmpera: ae in
degrees Kelvin.

Q is ,he .ctivation energy
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I FIGURE A-26. CONCEPT OF CLIMB OF A DISLOCATION OUT OF THE SLIP PLANE

I The processes occurring in the high-temperature range can be sur'•narized as

follows:

(a) Breakdown of grains into subgrains through dislocation climb
(b) Grain-boundary ehea ring and grain-boundary migration

(c) Fine slip, difficult to resolve by ordinary optical-microscopy techniques.

I MACROSCOPIC DEFORMATION

I The specific microscopic elements in the deformation of metals have been reviewed.

The macroscopic manifestations of plastic flow in metals will be examined next.

Deformation of Single Crystals

It has been well established experimentally that deformation by slip begins when
the resolved shear stress on the slip plane in the slip direction reaches a critical value,
Tc. The critical resolved shear stress is a function of alloy content, temperature, prior
strain', grain size, and strain rate. Each slip system has a characteristic critical re-
solved shear stress. The resolved shear stress; depicted in Figure A-27, given by

TR = F/A cos. cos . (A-17)

The condition for onset of slip is determined by the condition

TR=TC , (A-l8)

where TC is the critical resolved shear stress. For brittle materials (e. g., NaCI, Bi,
Te, Zn), Sohnkets law is obeyed :-. onably well in predictinlg the ri•;et of Jieavage ZC-ture. It states that cleavage fracture will occur when the ::esolved normas rLe,
reaches a criti,al value. The resolved normal stress is ,,iven by

CR = F/A co32 p (A- 19)

!
!
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FIGURE A.27. THE RESOLVED SHEAR STRESS
IN A SINGLE CRYSTAL IN SIMPLE TENSION
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The critical condition for cleavage fracture is given as

a R = TC . (A-20)

Sohnke' a law is not applicable to materials which exhibit significant capacity for plastic
deformation.

It was previously stated that real solids contain viscous elements and that pure
elastic response is expected only at absolute zero temperature and at zero load. The
critical resolved shear stress is correctly interpreted as the shear stress at which the
plastic strain rate becomes appreciable ared easily detectable. In terms of the dislocation
theory, the critical resolved shear stress, T C, iL usually interpreted as thq stress at
which dislocation sources are activated.

Rotation in Slip. An important crystallographic feature of slip in metals is the
crystal rotation accompanying this deformation mode. The slip plane rotates into the
direction of the applied force in the case of tensile loading. In compressive loading, the
rotation tends to orient the slip plare normal to the direction of the applied load. These
rotations are thought to be the basis of preferred orientations or "textures" in the plastic
deformation of polycrystalline metals. Theie deformation text'tres ' , rise to a "crys-
tallographi.c"'-anisotropy of properties in metals in which the single crystal shows aniso-
tropy. (The value of the property depends on the direction of testing. ) A rardom texture
is one in which every orientation in space ba - equal 'robabiliit 'o6 ccurren• ;: ! tc, ,"
other orientations. When such a polycrystalline aggregate is tested for a particuiar
property, it appears to be isotropic because a statistical averaging out of the property
occurs.

The rotation of a crystal in the process of slip is demonstrated graph- -aly in
Figure A-28. For mather;tical conven•.ence, the glide plare iz "ssirred to rc? -ain
stationary, and the specimen axis to rotate. The specimen has leng:.'. o " and
]•ngth I,. aiter deformation.
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FIGURE A.26. ROTATION OF A CRYSTAL AS A RESULT OF THE SLIP PROCESS

In pure 3-ear, each point Po(xo, yo, z0 ) is transformed to PI(x,, Yl, zl) by gliding
parallel to the Y-axis. In homogeneous shear, the displacement is p::oportional t- the

vertical distance zo of P. from the glide plane, leaving X- and Z-coordinates unchanged.

Xl = Xo

y 1 =Yl +Z 0 S - - - - (A-21)

z I[ = Z0

i Since
2 x° + Y °2 + z2 2 2 2 2 2: •~12 :~ x +yl2 + z 1

Y"o := 0 cosX 0o Zo = to sin Xo

it follows that

'02 X12 + yl2 . Zl2 Xo2 + v.2 2- ZS + zo2S2 + zo2

to 
o2 X o + Zo z X2 + yo2 + Zo2

+ ozo xo 52oZo2

+ZSy0 Z&0 + S z0 
2

•oz

-+ 'S cos Xo sin Xo + S 2 sin Xc

This equation enables ,mne to calculate the r.mnunt of ahear, S, from the extension
in tension if the orientation of the crystal is known:
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6 t. = cxtnsion /to

Then

/2 1 0
2 = 1 + z-j FinXo coXý 4 52 sin (Xo

S 2 sin2 Xo + IS sinXo cosko + (I - CZ) 0 (A-23)

and

-Zusin)(o cosa0 * sin, Xo Cos 2 Xo - 4( E- ) s.lnZxo
S =n (A-24)a sini'-

and
1 ',. inX ' CUo'l coskl cosXo

S.inZX_-/c,,X. s.nCOo . cosAX• (A-Z5)

sinXo 1 sinXI inXo

Equation (A-25) follows from

0 sinXi sirX1

and so
Ainz% o •sin.2 ,s nZ .

ain0 S !z!Ll
sinzXI

and

/-i -)o sin2 xo sinzx X

,_snao -s/l 2 Xi nX1 •_I I- i •
sinXo sinX0  sin)XI sin X

It is evident from Equation (A-25) that the same amount of shear can givn different
extensions, depending on the orientation of the crystal.

The nature of the rotation of the crystal in slip is evident from the following
argument:

z1 ui 1 sinXo

since

' s oo W ilxo •

Then

sinXo

also

j6 sin~o = 1l.sinX1
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b,ýthat

eiX inXo

The angles Xo and X, are fixed by the original orientation. As F- increases, itfol-
lows that Xi and Xmust decrease. Thu.;, the orientation of the crystal change.ý -luring
extension so that the glide plane and glide .;rection approach the specini:an axis,

Twinning The deformation strains reslilting from twinning in a crystal are repire-
sentr-d in Figure A-29. (8) The configuration before straining is a sphere of unit rcdcius.

I The upper hall of the sphere is then distorted by a prui.~s of uniform shear into the
ellipsoid that is the twinned position with respect to the lover half. The ellipsoid inter-
sects the sphere in two c~ircles in which ýhe dimensions remain unchanged, Ca of which'I is the composition plane. The orientation of the second plane is related to amiounit of
sheair, S, where.

I s B BI~

t unit radiusý
o r

S = 2 cot 20 --- -- -- --- (A-26)

'12T12 FGURE A-29. RELATION OF SPHERE
AND TWINNED ELLIPSOID

CODIOSITION

IK
The composition plane is Kl and the tuccond undiatorted plane is K?'. The lhie

through the center of the sphere, perpendicular to the line of interse.-ction of KIi and K,'.
is the shear direction, %~, and the plane perpendicular to K, and containing rj1 isýe
plane of shear. It intersects K-' in direztico' r)Z. Ki and 7), or !-ýz and rl are Ftti,.

cient to d.ttermine the twinning.
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The theoretical shears ir body -centered and face-cer.tered metals are 0. 707.
The theore'ical shears for hexagonal metL.s depend on the c/a ratio. Some typical
values art- listed bolow:

Theoreticai
Metal c,/a Shear (S)

Be 1.568 0.199

Ti 1.587 t). 189

Mg 1.624 1. IZ9

Zn 1.856 0. 139

Cd 1.886 0.171

The extension in the crystal resulting from twtnnilrg in given by

"1/o0 si1 + ZS sinX cos% + SZ sin2 X , (A.-27)

where X and X are the aa.gles between the specimen axis and the plane K1 and the glide
directln, 7)1 , respectively, in the undeformed crystal. The total extension resulting
from twinning is small. For example, if a zinc crystal were entirely converted to a twin,
the maximunm olongation that would result would be 7.39 per tcant. Twinning, however,
can make an important contribution to the capacity for deformation in metals that have but
one slip system, such as hexagonal metals. Twinning results in putting a part cf the
crystal in a new orientation which can be in a more favorable position for slip.

Deformation of Polycrystals

Most technologically imhportant metals and alloys are fabricated and'used in service
as "polycrystalline aggregates", meaning that they are composed of a large number of
"grains" or single crystals, each oriented differently in space relative to its neighboring

grains. An extraordinary characteristic of such an aggregate of crystals is that it can

be plastically deformed to a Iskrge degroe and still maintain coherency among tho grr-..,

Each grain has several faces bounded by a variable number of sides. The junction
of three grains forms an edge. Plateau's rule states that four grain edges must be in a

tetrahedral configuration, making angles of 109° 281. I the grain-boundary interracial

tension is equal throughout, dihedral angles of 120° should be established. The dihedral
angle is the angle made by two grain faces on a reference plane normal to the edge.

An ioolated crystal assumes a shape that minimizes its surface energy. (9) A crys-

tal in a polycrystalline aggregate must fit perfectly into the hole formed by itr neighbors,
while minimizing its interfacial enrgy. i'husa, its shape must s.atisfy the .

requirement along with minimization of interfacial tension. A crystal shape which meets

these criteria is Kelvin' s tetrakaidecahedron nf minimum Rrea, which has eight hexagonal

and six square faces. Real metals, however, are found not to have this ahape, presama-

bly because the interfacial tensions are not equal with varying orientations of i•djoininr.

grains. Measurements on alloys show the number of sides p-r grain face v. .i,'Fe from

Sto 8, the most frequently uCcurring face having 5 sides (pe•,tagoal shape) S..:Ath(lu)

gives the following relationship for poiycrystalline aggregares:

C - E + F - B = I, (A-28)
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wvhere

C is number of corners

E is the number of edges

F is the number of faces

B is the number of grains.

From this expression, Smith predicts that the averaq.- number of sides per face should
| be 5-1/7.

MMcLean(I 1) states that, in the cold-working range, tile ri-. influence of grain
boundaries is to increase the rate of strain hardening. The tw( umportant factors are

that (a) the grain boundaritsv hi.der slip and (b) the deformation within ea..h grain is more

complex than tn an isolated single crystal. Polycrystalline metals are harder than iso-

lated crystais because each crystal in the aggregate must deform in a ornplicAted way in

order to maintain coherency with its neighbors. The exact way in which a given grain

accommodates to the deformation, change in shape, and rotation of its nc:ghbors is not
fully understood. Physical observations indicate that deformation is heterogeneously

distributed within a grain. .t seems reasonable that strain must be continuous across a
grain boundary. Preferred orientations are ginerated by plastic deformation, indicating

that grains rotate with respect to their neighbors.

The strength of polycrystals has been studied in several ways. Sachs(12) treats

the problem as equivalent to loading a single crystal in a direction given by the average
orientation of the grains in the polycrystal. The yield stress, T, is given by

T = MOT , (A-Z9)

where T is the critical resolved elear straýbs for the single crystal and Mo = 2.238, the

orientation factor for a random- orientation. Taylor( 6 ) assumes that .each grain undergoes

essentially the same strain as the aggregate. An arbitrary change of shape of this type

while a grain maintains coherency with its neighbors requires five operative slip planes.

Taylor gives the expression for the yield stress, T, as the following function of the criti-

cal resolved shear stress for the single crystal:

TMT (A-30)

where M is an accommodation factor equal to 3. 06 and T is the critic-l resolved rhear

stress for a single crystal. KochendUrfer(131 consaiders the strength w made ul of '.wo

components, the strength of each grain treated as an isolated grain, and the hard.ening

from stresses near grain boundaries arising fror, the necessity of keeping contact. This

second contribution is thought to be of minor importance in metals with .rany slip sys-

tems, but of major importance in metals with few slip systems.

(14)
Armstrong states that tv.u, "size effects" uhould be coniidered in polvcry-. .1.s;

na.rrelv the "specimien siz," effect and a "grain size" effect, These two -,if cta, wnl-h

must be diffe: ? 1.tiated, make additive contributions to sti-ngthening.

As the nuirnber of grains in the section is xncreased, starting with a single crystal,

the specimen-cize effect is first to contribute to strengthening. This is due mainly ti,
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the orientation dependence of crystai plastic flow. The fcilowing factors prevail: (a) the
critical resolved shear stress must be achieved on the slip systerns of all the grains
contributing to bulk plastic flow and (b) the choice of slip syster'is ii a•djacent groins i•
affected by the relative orientation c the grains to each other, 2s well as to the applie.
stress, bcause strain continuity must be maint;- ,ned at grain boundaries. This effect is
independe-it of grain size.

The grain-size effect comes i..tu play when the number of grains in the cross sec-
tion is about 20 or more. Under the,#e conditions, grain boundariea offer additional con-
straint to initiation and propagation q( elip. The grain-size factor offers a barrier to
flow which is proportional to the grain size but 'iidependent of grain orientation. The
combined effect of the two constrairnt i& given by

7 = NiT + Mks 1-I(A!/1 - .. . . . , (A-31l

where

T a shear stress for flow

MT a strength from specimen size

ksf-I/2 strength from grain-boundary barriers

(ke 4,r a constant, I = grain size).

Armstrong's argument is summarized in Figure A-30. (14)
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TENSILE DEFORMATION

Let us now consider the response of 'oycrystolline aggregates to loads. Metals
and alloys are g!enerally fabricated and put "iýo servic, -t: an aggregate of many crystals
ranging in size (,torn 20 to 250 microns ýl micror a 10,4 cm). When the individual
grains, or crystals, are randomly oriented in spa~ce, a statistical "averaging ctX1 of any
property which is anisotropic in the sing.' crystal is found when the aggregate is tested
in any direction. Th's is why an aggregate simulates the zlassical hornogeneousi, iso-
tropic body usually assumed in classical elasticity and plasticity. When it significant

number of gr;-ins arlea~ligned with at particular orientation in space, the anisotropy or
Udirectionality so developed must be taken into accouw..

The tensile test is one of the most v;.Aeful quantitative tests of metala a.4ailable if,I the laboratory. The test measures fundamental properties describing elastic response,
flov, characteristics, and onset of fracture. The ipeclfic properties u-btairled are the
moduluts of elasticity (stiffin&s), the flow stress (onset of plastic flow), the rate of strain

hardening, and the fracture stress.

The two basic types of stress-strain curves encountered in tersile testing are the
engineer's diagram" illustratad in Figure A-31 for ductile metals and alloys '*hich neck

down prior to fracture.
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Two ductility figures are generally recorded in the tensile test. and are intrxpreteJ.
as follow. the elongatin'r is a measure of the ability o., the specimen to flow u~niformly,
Whereas the ;-cduction c! area is a measure tf its ability to undergo localized deformation.



It iu found empirically, for many mrietals 'nd alloys, that the Cow curve (from the

flow stress to the fracture stress) can be expressed by the r'elationship

a I' 6n , (A-32)

I .where

a io the true stress

K is the strength coefficient

S6 is the true strain

n is the strain-hardening exponent.

Thus, a plot of the logarlth;n of the stress versus the logarithm of the strain will yield ,'

straight line, if a correction is made for the stress resulting from the triaxial state of
stress that accompanies the phenomenon of necking. Another interesting feature of the

flow curve is that the true strain at the maximum load point is equal to the strain-

hardening exponent (6 MLP w n). The strain-hardening exponent thus gives the magnitude
of the uniform deformation in tension before necking or instability sets in.

I The rate of strain hardening at any value of the strain is given by differentiation of
Equation (A-32):

dd K 6 n-" (A-33)

Variables Influencing the Flow Curve

The properties of the flow curve (flow stressa, strain-hardening characterib'ics,

and fracture stress) depend on thL following variables: (a) metallurgical structura,

(b) prior strain history. .(c) state of stress, (d) strain rate, and (e) temperature. The

effect of nsme of these variables will be discussed here briefly; variables (a) and (b) will
be discussed later. In general, these variables influence the flow stress more thanl th!

I fracture stress.

State of Stress. The state of stress is defined as the direction and macsnitude of

the components of stress at a point in a body under load. If one considers an infinitesimal

cube at this point, all the forces acting on the cube can be resolved on any of its laces as
one normal and two shear stresses, yielding iS components of stress. These cau, b,- re-

I duced to three normal and three shear stresses. The cube, however, can be rotated Into

a unique orientation in which (1) the three normal stresses are maximized and (2) the

shear stresses on the faces of the cube go to zero. The cube axes are now in the princi-

pal triaxial directions and the normal stresses are called the princ.pal norrnal strosses

a it , (13 (01 > qZ oý a3 in the algebraic sense). The state of stress is usualiy zoArksred
* in terms of the principal norrnal stresses. The st:esses of partic.Jar int",test are

the maximum normal tensilo stress, and Tinax - t = - 9 aSthe ma~ximum 5h?8x• •:~

The normal st. ,:s• can lead to cleavage fracture and the shlear strtss car, lead to plastic

flow. The stat.e of ,tresd i:, often referred to in teims of the ratio amax/Tmax .

I



Lankford, Law, and Gensamer( 1 5
) 48rived expresiiofts for the flow in bia.ial and

triaxial tension in terms of the flow stress in simple tension, For biaxial stress states,

they obtain

al M K6, (A-34)(a2 .- - + i) 1-n1 (z - a)n

where

a 1 is the maximum principal normal stress

K is the strength coefficient

61 in the maximum principal normal strain

n is the strain-e.rcrdoning exponent

(z is the stress ratio aZ/al (03 a 0) .

For triaxial stress states, the expression becormes

Zn
2I +f(A-35)

where • is the stress ratio C3/01.

The eaffect of the state of stress on the flow crnrve is illustrated in Figure A-33 for
several states of stress. Biaxial states raise the curve to a morolest extent but not suc-
cessively with increasing values of a. In t-iaxial tension, tht, flow curve is significantly

H

t p
a. , -O,,.8-,
C. 1.0i j,. --o

P. a- 0.40, -o
0. a-, 5.t 0-0.2S
H. E. C URV -TEN.O

FIOURE A-3,.% EFFECT OF STATE OF STRESS ON THE FLOW CURVE IN TENSION



raised and the p)astic flow prior to fracture is 6ignificantly decreased. This accounts
for the typical effect of a notch, which sets up a triaxial stress state.

Strain Rate. It is generally knowi thrt increasiag the strain rate or rate of loading
raises the flow stress and the flow curve. This mode of decreasing the capacity for
plastic flow is not so effective, however, as introducing a triaxial tension state of stress
or lowering the temperature. The flow t. rve is raised some 15 to 30 per cent t,- most
metals and alloys below their recrystalli7.ation temperature, and somewhat less than this
at lower temperatures. Zener and llollo:mon( 16 ) determined experimentally that the
logarithm of the st:ess to produce a given amount of plastic strain is linearly related
to the logarithm of the strain rate:

IY %K(. d (A- 36)

whereJE is the stress required to give etrain

K and n are temperature-dependent constants

I- is the strain rate.

The coefficier.t n usually falle rapidly with temperature. For example, n for copper is
O. IZ at 600 C and 0. 01 at -Z53 C. 0T)

It is important to note another effect of strain ratu on the flow stress. The relaxa-
tion of stored elastic energy through the process of plastic flow is almnost entirely mani-
fested as sensible heat. If the strain rate is suificiently high that the heat generated
cannot be removed, the plastic flow takes place adiabatically, with a sharp temperature
rise. Because the rise in temper'ture lepdi to a decrease in flow stress, increasing the
strain rate may not produce the expected increase in flow strength.

I Temperature. Lowering the temperature is an effective way of raising the flow
curve. For metals and alloys which recrystallize above ambient temperature, the flow
stress and flow curve can be raised by a factor of two by lowering the temperature from
ambient to -253 C, and by a factor of four for metals and alloys which recrystallize at
ambient temperature (e.g., lead). (18)

Hollomon( 1 9 ), from an analysis of a cons'derable amount of exp-'rimental d-ta,i proposed the relationship
aC KeQ/RT 1A-37)

j where

Sis, the stress at some strain Q is a parameter dependin
on the material and

K is a constant perhaps the ter:*per.moture
T is th( absolute temperature r~nge,

j R is th.e gar constant

to predict the e:cct of temperature on the flow curve.

.!
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Expressions for the dependency of -. , the critical resolvad shear stress for the
onset of plastic flow on temperature for metal single crystals are given by Orowan and

Meacham. Orowan(w0), using a dislocation model for slip and tV.ing into account the
contribution of thermal vibrations of ie lattice, derives the relationship

Tc A- B,ýPf (A-3B8

where A and B are constants and T i. absolute temperature. This expression was found
to agree with the behavior of zinc and cadmium single crystals with proper choices of
A and B.

Meacham( 2 1 ) derived an equivalent parabolic expression

Tc (/,T) o. - • n (A-39)

where

TO is the critical shear stress at absolute zero

k is Boltzmannts constant

A 1 is the thermal energy required for an atom to cross the potential-energy
barrier to form a dislocation

ml is a proportionality constant

X is the interatomic spacing

.is the relative strain rate.

Any relationship between flow stress aud temperature requires that, in the tmlmpera .1 i,
range considered, no reactions occur that can lead to a change in metallurgical structu.e,
such as precipitation, strain aging, and recrystallization.

Equivalence of Strin Rate and Temperature

It has been recognised for some time that increasing ths .atc. _.:.aining is quali-
tatively equivalent to lowering the temperature, with respect to the responre ,•f metals to

applied loads. Both changes are found to raise the flow curve ane' in general .,educe the
capacity for plastic flow before fracturte, Hollonr-n P.nd Zener(2Z) propsed a qu~n6Lt&.W'l.

expression of this equivalence in the form

p = e (A-40)

where

p is a parameter R is the gas coxietaa

9 i, th• strain rr:.P T 9 the absolute
temperature.

Q is the activation energy

A



The flow curve will he identical for any combination of strain rate and temperature that
Sgives the sam e value of the param eter p. This relationship predicts tC e beha-ior of

metals reasonably well, provided the rang Df temperature or strain rate is not too large
and Q can be taken as constant.

fEquation (A-40) permits the calculation of a strain rate that in equivalent to a spe-
cific temperature change, as follows

S" 
eQ/RTr =r ' e/RT

or (A-41)

i where the subscript "r" denotes room-temperature properties. These relationships do
not nave universal applicati,.rt and should be used with discretion.I

I SIMPLIFIED MODELS OF FLOW AND FRACTURE

A siznple qualitative pi,'ture of conditions of flow and fracture of metals can be
based on two strength parameters of the material; naxily, Tc, the critical resolved
shear stress ior plastic flow, and ac, the critical normal stress.for fracture, and on
two stress parameters which depend on the manner of loading (state of stress); namely

• 1 =a mrax, the maximum';noznal stress, and Teai - th& madrlln shear 2.

stress. The metal will show ductile behavior if Tmax reacl.hs the value of Tc before Umax

reaches the critical value ac, and brittle behavior if the converse occurs. "Gensamer(
2 3 )

'has depictdd this model as shown in Figure A-3 t. This model is aver-simplified, but is
SI a useful qualitative argument for predicting the expected degree of ductility for a par-

ticular set of circumstances....

' I I
CRITICAL VALUE OF r

- FOR PLASTIC PLOW r*x_I ---o-.H-

mxj

t:I

g max

I FIGURE A-34 "'"LE OF RATIO r,.x/aO IN DETZRMINING
DUCTILITYI

" I I'
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An important consideration in the labrication of body-oc~nterad cubic metals and
alloys is the fact that they undergo embrittling transitions as the test temperature is
lowered. Such a transition in impact strength is illustrated scheLnatically in Figure A-3S5
along with the typical behavior of face :entered cubic and hexagonal close-pr -ked metals.
Neither face-centered cubic nor hexagoial close-,• cr'ad metals undergo erubrittling
transition, Lut the toughness of the former structure is much greater. The impact-
energy value can be rationalized in terms of the volume undergoing plastic deformation
(Vd) and the energy absorbed per unl: tolume, which is the area under the tansile stress-
strain curve. The embrittling transition repreaents a loss of ability to propagate
plastic strain in Vd. This transition can occur from well below ambient temperature to
well abova it. The transition temperature can be particularly high for the reiractory
metals (Mo, W, and Cr).

-.. TEMPERATURE RANGE
E .•.FCC

SI- JHCP

TEMPERATURE

FIGURE A-35. SCHEMATIC REPRESENTATION OF THE IMPACT ENERGY-TEMPERATURE
RELATION' lIP FOR ,HREE PRINCIPAL METAL LATTICE STRUCTURLS

The body-centered cubic metals undergo embrittlement at successively lower tem-
peratures in impact, tension, and torsion, fo.r which the ratios of cman/=TmaX are > 2. 0,
2. 0, and 1. 0, respectively. The order of embrittlement is rationalised on the basis of

the marked temperature dependence of the flow stress and the relationshipi shown in
Figure A-34. It is important to note that the transition temperature f,-- '•r•ittle fracture
depends on testing conditions because it is influenced by the loading rate and the stress
system.

The process of plastic flow in metals is terminated by one of several modes of
fracture, causing the separation of a body into two or more parts and the creation of newi;
"surfaces. This is a natural and basic limitation *" a forging process. as is tht, lack of
sufficient press capacity in overcoming the flow stress of the material. The fracture

stress is much less sensitive to certain factors than is the flow stress. Incr ares in

strain rate or prior strain and decre••es in tenmperature incrcase the r;esistancn wo flow,

but have relatively little effect on the fracture stress.

The idealized concrri of fracture is the pulling ap-rt of a layer c.f atoms'from the
neighborin.:g 13er, requ'iring the overcoming of the bonding forces between the atoms.

The theoretical strength is calculated by equating the energy required to separate atoms
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an inlinite distance to the energy required to ., rm two new surfaces, The expression
derived in this manner yields the following relationship:

3 th (�A-42)

I where

Satli is the theoretical strength

E ts tne modulus of elasticity

S is the surface energy per unit area

a is the atomic spacing.

Fracture stresses calculated by this relationship -ield values that are 100 to 1000
times highar than the observed values. Obviously, fracture in metals xtnd alloys does not
occur by this idealized mechanisrm. It should be consi~c'red, ratLer, that fracture is a
result of the process of plastic flow, and that plastic action is a neceqsary stage for the
development of fracture. .. .

It is convenient to discuss fracture mechanisms in terms of single crystals and
polycrystalline aggregates. (7) It should be understood, however, th:c seldom, if ever,
will fracture occur as the result of a single mechanism.

Fracture of Single Crystals

(1) Shear Fracture

I{" Single crystals of metals such ae magnesium will deform by slip, the .liding
of one part of the crystal over an...Jhir. Stxear fracture is said to have occurred when
this sliding is continued to a point at which the two parts of the crystal are completely

.. separated. Thus, shear fracture is the termination of the slip process.

I (2) Glide. or Glide Plus TwinninS (No Definite F'r&cture Stage.)

Examples of this behavior are found in single crystals of zinc o- '-admium.
Slip starts on the basal plane, twinning occurs on the (1012) plane, which id followed by

U secondary basal slip in the twin bands. This deformation mode produces neckli-g of the
specimen, and the specimen draws to a wedg. and separates along a line. There ib no

I fracture stage.

(3) Cleavage

At low temperatures, single crystals may fracture by cleavage, or 3e-s\aation
perpendicular to some crystal!o.oraphic plane. producing a laright, s.-oot% 6urface. This
type of fracture occurs on d.stinctive cryetallographic planes. No face-, atc',t,. ,-i.uc
metal is known to fail by this mechanism.I

| I

Il
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Fracture of Polycrystalline Metals

(I) Metals of Moderate Ductility

Metals and alloys such as copper, alur.':trn, and steea (depending on the
strength level) undergo considerable plastic flow and necking down. Fracture initiates
within the specimen and propagate' with increasing plastic strain, gradual.y opening up
the fracture toward the surface of th. specimen. The mechanisnm ilnally C.hanges to
shear, yielding a "cup-cone" fractu,,'. In some cases, a 45..degree fracture surface is
obtained instead of the cup cone.

(2) Drawing to a Point (100 Per Cent Reduction of Area)

Metals such as fine-grained zinc, lead, or gold draw dovwi L. a point and then
separate; there is no definite fracture phase. This type of separation is promoted by
applying hydrostatic pressure.

(3) Low Temperature

(a)" Those metals which cleave as single crystals will cleave as polycrystal-
"line aggregates. In cleavage, there is no apparent increase in strain to propagate the
fracture.

(b) Brittle intergranular fracture at ambient tempert.ture can occur because
of structural or compositional irregularities. Examples are overheating (burning or
oxidation) and temper brittleness in steel.

(4) Elevated Temperatures

The fracture change& from tranrcrystalline to intercrystalline above the equi-
cohesive temperature range.

(5) Alternating Stres.

Metals subjected to repeated loads fracture by two general mechanisms. At
stresses corresponding to the fracture curve, rupture occurs when the ductility is ex-
hausted. Fracture at the endurance limit occurs as a result of formation of disordered
layers to a certain depth and the joining up of these layers by cracking, followed by
general disintegration. .. . .. .. . ..

(6) Stress-Corrosion Cracking

The phenomenon known as stress-corrosion cracking is fundamentally a cor-
rosion process accelerated by stresses, eitboe~r internally or externally applied. The
stresses store up excess strain energy, and oid in breaking protect*'e films. The crack-
ing may be promoted by the wedge effect of solid corrosion products.

Fremvre 1 iw-cleie and Uecheniums

The r oene.latit- ; lor fracture phenomnoa is va,,ied and confusing because of the
rnany types .A fracture, encountered in metats. The terms generally arise from descrip-
tion of the crystalline mode of fracture) appearance of the fracture surface, and xhe



amount of plastic strain preceding fracture. -$-e common syitem(2 3) of terms may be

stu•nmarized as follows:

Behavior Described Descriptive Ter::ns

Crystalline mode Shear cleavage

Appearance of fracture Fib)rous granular

Amount of strain to fracture Ductile brittle

For example, a truly ductile specimen breaks in the ;hear mode, and the fracture sur-

faces exhibit a fibrous appearance or texture.

It is useful to classify fractures in real polycrystalline metals and alloys und••r.

two general categories of ductile and brittle fractnares.

t .Ductile Fracture. Plastic strain is inherent in ductile fracture, including the ini-

tiation, the propagation, and the final stage of separation. Lattire vacancies are pro-

duced by plastic flow, leading to pore formation by vacancy condensation. These pores

J are extended and opened through the action of plastic flow, which is an inherent part of

the fracture p-ocess. There is no definite fracture stage as in the development of a

3 running brittle fracture. 'lre concept that a certain amount of plastic flow sets up a

criterion of rupture has proved to be incorrect.

Brittle Fracture. The initial requirement in brittle fracture is a crack nucleus of

critical sime that will develo;- into a running crack. This critical-sise crack nucleus may

arise from pro-euisting flaws, may form by the ductile-fracture mechanism through the

j: action of plastic flow, or may result from the joining up of two existing subcritical-sime

flaws. The critical stags in brittle fracture is the transition from a slowly propaiating

crack to a fast-running crack. • This sharp increase in propagation velocity greatly limits

Sthe dissipation of stored-up energy into plastic flow.

& Role of Inclusions in Ductile Fracture. Most forging operations involve consider-

I able amounts of deormation, so that ductile fracture in of particular interest. Brittle

fracture may be induced in some cases by impact loading.

"It will be recalled that ductile fracture involves the formation of pores and the ex-

tension and joining of pores by plastic flow, leact.ng to ultimate separation. Pores may

form by the following mechanisms:

(1) Formation of vacancies by concentri ýed plastic flow, coals scence of

rII vacancies into pores, and oextnsion of pores by plastic atraia.

(2) Nonmetallic inclusions as nucleation smiw-. Two general cases are oi

~iI interest:

i| I PORR SY

kIII
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(b) CAVITY IN INCLUSION

MAIRIX DOES NOT CLOS, UP
VOID ENtUSE OF SURPACE
TENSION EPPECTS - VOIDS

MlANGE SY ACCIPTANCE OF
VACANCIES AND PLASTIC FLOW

Exoerimental evidence shows that the presence of nonmetallic inclusions ha's an
important effect on the tensile reduction of area, which is a direct measure mi total
strain before fracture. For example, high-purity aluminum has reductio.--of-area
values of 90 per cent, whereas the typical value is 30 per cent for impure comnmercial
grades of aluminum. Oxide inclusions in copper considerably reduce its ductility. Thua,
inclusions can considerably limit the plastic qiow of metals. The minimization of inclu-
sionu is one of the exr cte. benefits of vacuum melting.

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ELASTIC AND PLASTIC PROPERTIES
OF PURE POLYCRYSTALLIME METALS

Th- relationships between stress and strain in the plastic state are complicated by
several factors, including the following:

(1) The magnitudo of plastic strains is appreciable and the usual pri•i•liif--
dropping infinitesimals of an order greater than one in derivations of
relationships introduces serious errors,

(2) There is no simple relationship 6etween stress and strain, and

(3) The principal stra: ".s do no' necessarily remain parallel to the principal
stresses.

Pugh(2 4 ) has analyzed the possibilities of relationships among parameters of plastic de-
formation and the elastic constants for pure polycrystalline metals. The be sic premise
of the treatment is that most of the energy of a dislocation is stored outside the core, in
that part of the lattice where the strains are Hookean. The elastic constants are related
to (a) the resistance to plastic deformation, (b) the fracture iteag-t1A, .%.d (c) the extent
of the plastic range, or the malleability.

The expression for the hardness, B, which is indicative of the Iflow stress, is de.-
rived from a dislocation model using a Frank-Read source. The flow stress, S, is that
stress required to activate a Frank-Read source rf length A, or

S - G • b/1 , (A-43•

'wvhere

SG i; th- rigidity modulus

b is tht Burgers vector of the dislocation.

I E-
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The length, t, is assumed to be constan, for . 'I metals, yielding an expression for. "soft-
ness" (reciprocal of the hardness) as follows:

B G• - b(A-44)

where c is a constant for all me.als of the same structure.

The "softness" of a metal is assunicd to consist of two components, the first due to
movement of dislocations expressed by L£quetion (A-44), and the second due to thermally
activated processes. The latter component is a function of temperature and rate of
straining. The two components yield the relationwmhip

- +÷ (T/Tm,t) , (A-45)

where

T/Tm is the reduced, or homologous temperature
(T m is the absolute melting point), and

t is the time of stressing.

I For mct-ls molting at temperatures above 1000 C and tested at ambient temper%-
ture, f (T/Tm,t)z 0, and the constant "c" can be calculated. To teso the contribution of
the thermally activated processes to the softness, the factor G-b/B is plotted against the
melting point for the three rrin lattic, structures of metals in Figure A-36. The

P • parameter is constant for metals with melting points above 900 C, but rise. bteeply ior
those melting below this temperature. The anomalous behavior of Ca and Pt is usuallyF , rationalized on the basis of purity and anisotropy. The body-centered metals can be
divided into two subgroups, the low-melting group including the lithium and sodium group,
and the high-melting group starting with iron. The value for W is in doubt because of un-
certainties about purity. The he -gonal mttals also can be divided into two groups,
melting above and below 900 C. Pugh discusses the discrepancies from various
viewpoints.

* |The temperature dependence of the elastic moduli of metals is similar from abso -

lute zero to about Tm/3. Above this temperature, thermally activated processes enter
in and the f(T/Tm, t) parameter must be determied and taken into accouint. Thus, the

1I prediction of hardness (or softness) of metals at ambient temrerature by Equation (A-44)
. is restricted to metals melting above 900 C. The approximate vahr -s of the couQtant C

are the following: face-centered cubic - 0. 33! -oty-centered cu ic - 3.27; and h.3-.-gnnal
-0.16.

The intrinsic fracture stress is estimated frorm "ae area under tho force-
S| displacement curve as two atoms are separated to an infinite distarce. Mhe abscinsas of.. • this curve are proportional to the lattice parameter, a, and the ordinate. to the hulk

modulus, K. The intrinsic fracture stress, a, is then propnwtiouaa. o K!.a Pugl, azr, 14s
that, to relate the intrinsic stress to true fracture strese, it iG aecessary" %N .- , :'.d
aceowunt the etre,.s concentration at the base of the cr ick. It is argued thatr the crack b.a-

aI comes less sh .rp as plastic shea& stress decreases, giving the expressi.on for true
fI racture streti-s,

T K-aig (G.b/K) .(L- 46)i '4
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it is further argued that the stress-concentratic, factor is bnmall and constatit an-ong
metals, giving as a first apprcximation

T - K -a * (A -47)

The malleability (plasticity) of a metal is predicted from the gap between the flow
stress and the fracture stress. The treatment is based on the true streas - trat, ritrain
curve, assuming that the stress for any given strain is given by G-b'g and the sa-ain-
hardening function, where g is constant within each group of metals. By a series of
arguments, it is deduced that plastic strain, tp, is given as

E p a O(K/G) . (A-48)

The higher the ratio of the bulk modulus to the shear modulus, the greater the rnaUoa.
bility. Since the Poisson's ratio, V, is related to K/0, the malleability should also be
related directly to this elascK constant. The values of K/G and V are listed for face-
centered cubic and hexagonal metals in Table A-Z. The body-centered cubic metals all
have approximately the same values of K/G and V, indicating these me•ala should have
comparable malleabilitles.

COLD WORKING AND NOT WORKING

; • It is important in forging processes to distinguish between cold working and hot
S vorkiig and the role of the pr-jcess of r'ecrystallisation in this distinction. Cold working
is considered to be plastic deformation accomplished below the recrystallimation tem-
perature range and hot working, that done above this tenmperature range. The term "warm

I working" is used to designate plastic deformation at elevated temperatures but below the
Srecrystallisation temperature.

dCed Working

Cold working is characterized by strain hardening, which is one of the basic
mechanisms of hardening metals. Both ultimate strangth and yield strength increase as
the amount of strain decreases, whereas the ductility generally decreases.

* The details of strain-hardening merhanisins in metals have "'Z t, 1.. .-dtified. It
is certain that the density of defects, particularly dislocations, is increased by cold
working... Also, the internal surface per unit vc lurne (grain boundarie ;) increases, and
elastic strain energy is stored because of lattice bending, particularly at grain bitwtla-
ries, These increments of energy stored in cold-worked metals constitute the ".itent
heat of cold work" which is given up when the metal ia softened by annealing. Laos than

I 10 per cent of the total work of deformation is stoared up in the metal (1 -lorie or lees
per gram); the rest of the wvrk of deformation is given off as sensible het.,

The latent heat of cold work or extra stored energy ,. the rmetal is the basis c. theI follnw,ng characteristics of the cold-worked state:

I (i) The lnte'nal en•.:3 y is increased by c'nid work
U (Z) The denfsity decreases slightly

"(3) The t.armal coefficient of expansion increases slightly

I-
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TABLE A-2. CRITERION K/G AND ELONGATION FOR FACE-CENTERED
CUBIC AND HEY '.CONAL rLOSE-PACKEV MTiALS

Rigidity Bulk
Modulusm, Modulus

G1 P'iesone Elongatior", Purity,
Metal Kd/mm 2  Kg/mm2  K/G Ratio per cent per cent

Face-Certere'. ".,i-bic

Calcium 750 1750 2.33 0.31 60
Strontium 620 1220 1.97 0.2•

Alumninum 272) 7460 2.74 0.34 50 99.99
Thorium 3160 5500 1.74 0.26
Nickel 7500 18900 2.52 0.32 30 99.95

(Nitco)
Rhodium 15300 27000 1.77 0.26 Small
Iridium 21400 37300 1.74 0.26 Small
Palladium 4450 19000 4.27 0.39 .40 99.9+
Platinum 5300 27800 5.25 0.44 40

Copper 4440 13900 3.00 0.35 60 99.99
S#lver 2940 10100 3.44 0.37 60 99.98
Gold 2820 17300 6.14 0.42 50 99.99
Lead 570 4Z00 7.37 0.44 64 99.99

Hexagonal Close-Packed

Beryllium 13500 11700 0.867 0.08 1
Magnesium 1770 3390 1.915 0.28 16 99.96
Lanthanum 1500 2840 1.90 0.26

Titanium 3870 12500 3. 23 0.36 37
Zirconium 3540 9100 2.58 0.33 40
Hafnium 3100 11100 3.38 0.37

Cobalt 7630 18500 2.43 0.31

Rhenium 21000 37000 .76 0.24

Ruthenium 17600 29000 1.65 0.25
Osmium 22800 38000 1.67 0,25

Zinc 3790 6000 1.59 0.27 V. 97. 09
Caalmium 2460 5000 2.03 0.29 50 9).99
Thallium 280 2900 10.3 0,45 l.-.rge
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(4) The elastic moduli are not greatly affected
(5) Cold work increases the reactivity of metals.

Thus, cold-worked metals are in a metast. 1e condition because of the extra stored
energy, and tenti to relax to an equ.ailibriuzn state of low.it iree energy. The rate of re-

S laxation to a lower energy state is depencient exponentially.on the temperature.

Larson and Kula(ZS) examined the in..•ence of crystal structure on the stritn-
hardening characteristics of high-purity pol)'crystalline metals. The effect of czystal
structure on the strain-hardening exponent, n, in the expression a a K6n for the three
princ.ipal crystal structues are summarized in Table A-3. These are meon value& of
"n" based on date over a temperature range in which the*e is little change in the true
strain at the maximum load point. The data in the table ft the relationship

i n k(SD) , (A-49)

where

k is a constant, about 0. 06

SU a number of slip directions.

TABLE A-1. INFLUENCE OF CRYSTAL STRUCTURE ON STRAIN HARDENING

True Strainta) Number Number
SCrystal at Maxicirum of Slip of Slip

Structure Load Directions Systet,'s

SHexagonal close 0.18 3 3
S~ packed

- Body-centered n.26 4 4i
cubic

Face-centered 0.38 6 17.
ee cubic

(a) n (strain-haldenIng exponent).

It is found that the parameter n increases as the grain sine increases. L-a-enn and

Kula derive the re~ationship

i Ik - K(OS)s , (A-50)

where

k a k in Equation (A-49)

I K w a conetant (the ititercept a' a grain wise of 1 mnn equa" to abouw 0. IS)

I GS a groan uism" in rliL: .aoters

i S a slope .)1" the log n - log grain size plot (about 0. 18).
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The effect of tempera:ure on n is quite different for uifferent crystal structure, as
shown in Figure A-37. In all cases, the capacity for strain hardening is lost as high
temperatures are attained. An absolute zero is approached, tht- face-centered cubic
metals shr.w a significant increase i- n; the hexagonal close-parked metls show an even
greater ir -ease because of the onuet ,i twinniini At Jow temperatures. rho decrcaje ir,
n for the tuwdy-centered cubic metals as the temperature approaches absolute %ero is
unique. This behavior may be a basic factor in the enibrittling Lransition cxhibited by
these metals.

0.4 , CC 0.4 - ',CrC P.4

A..3 0.3 0.3

0.2 0.2 0.2

0.1 0.1 0.1

0 .. 600 10 0 $00- 1200 01, .. . . 16

TP0I0A0URK, K

FIGURE A-7. TYPICAL CURVES OF STRAIN.HARDEWNHG EXPONENT AS'36 FUNCTION4
OF TEMPERATURE FOR THREE SPACE LATTICES

Recrystulliaetion

As cold-worked metals are heated to elevated temperatures, several processes
occurs in the following order:.......... -- •- . .. , -

(1) Recovery, manifested by reduction of residual stresses resulting from
a change in substructure

(2) Recrystallisation, the principal softening process which reduces tb.•

hardness and stren3th, and inc-easFtF the ductility

(3) Grain growth

(4) Secondary recrystaUlisation, or creation of new graii-orientatioA textures
by preferential grain growth. (26)

itecovery and recrystallization are believed to be intiiaately related ,,, the - of

pt.vygonhixti,,n, which is the formation of substructure by rearrange-. a-it of dislocations
on bent 1" i-t planes.
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Recrystallization rhould be rega~rded as .t curring over a tempcrature range, which
is a function of degree of strain hardening, time of annealing at a temp~erature, and solute
content in solid solution. The recrystallization temperature range cai. be L~radely esti-
mated as Trn/2, where Tm in the absolute Airipiting poirt. This ira also roughly the temn-
perature at whict- the rate of self-dilfuslon becomes appreciable and recovery from strain
hardening by dislocation climbrbecomes 'iofninant, characteristic a of high-temperature
deformation. It is also roughly equal to LSe "equi-cohesive' I.Qmperature, which ;up-
posedly marks the change in strength of ths grain relative to the grain boundary. Below
this temperature, the grain boundaries are thought to be stronger than the grains and
fracture is expected to occur in a tranogranul~r fashion. Above thi,; temperature.. tho
grains are thought to lie stronger than the grain bouner ris,, and fracture is expected to
occur in an intergranutar mode, which is observed in prfctice.

Net Wnrking

Hot working is pla~stic deformation accomplished above the recrystalliaatoion range
and is characterized by concurrent recovery of strain hardening and an essentially con-
stant flow stress. Deformation is limited by initiation of ductile fracture or some for~m

of het shortness. This general response is essentially the behavior of an ideal plastici
body. The flcw stress, of course, decreases with increasing temperature and goes to
zero abruptly at the melting point.

A characteristic of the hot-working range is the increased sons-I.tivity of the
strength to straia rate, or the property of "strain-rate senealtivityll. This is illustrated
for high-purity aluminum in Fýgure A-?8. (27) it is of interest to note that thte strergths
at various temperatures approach a common value at very high strain rates.

FIGURE A-M. RILATIOMNDIP BETWEEN
TEMNLE STRENGTH AND STRAIN RATE
FOR HIGH-P~URITY ALUkdHUM

5~ I I

TAI R,0TE.

I,,OI4
1000 ps
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The combined influences of temperature and strain rate on the relative strength of
a pure metal or single-phase alloy is, in general, as shown in Figure A-39 for the
homnologous temperatures expressed as a fraction of the meltinv termperature, Trip on
an absolute scale, Up to 0. 5 Tm the train rate has little influen.ce on strength proper-
ties. At about 0. 5 Tm, recrystallization takes plact. Between 0. 5 Tm and Tm, the
metals exhibit the greatest strain-:,ate sensitivity.

Typical influences of temperaw.. re and strain rate are shown in Figure A-40 for
three single-phase metals representasive of aluminum-base, titanium-base, and cobalt-
base alloys. As shown, the behaviors Pre quite similar.

It is wbrth noting that alloys containing two phases exhibit slightly less predictable
behavior with respect to temperature and strain rata. This is due primarily to the fact
that one of the phases exhibits recrystallisation temperatures dilferezLu from the ,ther.
The alloys become increasingly strain-rate sensitive at temperatures above the lowest
recrystallization temperature of the two phases rather than at the theoretical 0. 5 Tm
temperature. Steels and alpha-beta titanium alloys exhibit this behavior. Figure A-41
indicate-s how steels are generally influenced by strain rate and Fiji:re A-42 illustrates

the behavior of alpha-beta titanium alloys. At temperatures between absolute zero and
about 900 F, the str-ngths of steels are virtually insensitive to strain-rate variation.
Steels generally exhibit a hump on the curve at temperatures in the vicinity of the trans-
formation temperature range. At higher rates this hump shifts towards higher tempera-
tures, as shown in the figure. T'itanium alloys exhibit a minor amount of strain-rate
sensitivity at amnbient temperatures. This is believed related to the metastable beta

phase. Strain-rate sensitivity is evident at temper vtures at abo:,t 0.45 Tm, and higher.

Work of Deformetlon

One of the "laws" of plastic deformation is that the surn of the three priacipal
normal true strains is equal to zero, or

01+0Z+03=0 ( A-51)

It follows that one of the strains must be of the opposite sign and equal to the negative
sum of the other two strains. This strain parameter islkhown as the effective deforms-

tion, Oh, and

For sinmple geometries, the effective deformation is easily deducetd. For example, in
the compression of a solid cylinder,. the effective deforrmation is the true strai•r .n h•h-
axial direction and is negative in sign.

It can be demonstrated(
2 8

) that the work of deformation for ur
4
'.ialf biaeial, and

triaxial stress states is given by the expression

A =V(&±'$'h ,.(A- 53)

* wLere

A i-R the work of deformation Kf is the flow stress

V is tI..e volume deformed Oh is the effective deforma.icn.

'IS. . . . . . . . . . ... . .. ..
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It was pointed nut earlier that, for cold work..ig, Kf ( (P7), and for hot working, Kf =

constant. This is shown graphically in Figure A-43(a). '.he specific work of deforma-
tion or the work per unit volume of inatePial, and its depenzdence on stra•r. for hot and
cold working 4s depicted schematically in Wigure A-43,hN. The specific work varies
linearly with P:rain in hot working, but increases curvilinearly in cold working.

COLD

PIOURS A-43. THE SPIClPIC WORK OF DEPORMATION CCROSS-HATCHID AREAi ~IN (a)] AND ITS DIPINDE14CR ON M~lAIN

SOaertotfleh *mefeat

I The work of deformation is largely converted into heat. The temperature Ase rrwy

be estimated(Ea) by the following relationship:

Oh •i

At an-- (A-5S4)

where

jAt is the temperature rise

Oh Kf is the specific work of deformation

I W .is the mechanical equivalent of heat

SI c is the specific heat

SI y' is the &en&

1(
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For iron &t forging temperatures, At & 36 to 72 (0), As twe deformation temperature is
dacreased, the specific work o0 deformation increases, and At can be several times
larger.

Frown a practical viewpoint, even with the siciden and severe deformations which
occur in tha rolling of wire rod or in forging of small sections under high-seeed ham-
mets, not only can an excessive tomperatura drop be prevented, but a te:,&perature rise
may be obtained, in spite of high rL 'iPtion losses.

"NARDEMOIG MECHANISMS AND OTHER METALLURGICAL EFFECTS

Some metallurgical phenomeria of particular importance in forging processo.o are
discussed briefly in this section.

High-purity met.ais can be hardened by two mechanisms without the addition of
alloyinq elements. Theme are, at a given temperature, (a) strai, hardening and (b) re-
duction of grain mise. The hardness, or strength, increases as the testing temperature
decreases.

Strengthening by rednc-aon o! grain sise results from the fact that, as a grein de-
forms by slipt it must adjust to Its neighboring grains In order to maintain coherency;
the smalior the grain ieso, the more the resistance to this adJuFtment in shape and the
higher the resistance to flow. Hardness is generally related to the grain else in a non-
linear fashion but there is a linear relationshir between hardness and the grain-boundaryi surface per unit veliume. This illustrates the fact that increased hardness resulting
from reduction of grain size is fundamentally related to grain boundaries.

!, Herdeni1g by Alloying

The addition of alloyink eolments provides the basis for the following additional
hardening mechanisms:

(1) Solid-solution hardening

(2) Second-phase hardening
(a) Precipitation hardening
(b) Dispersion hardening

(3) Strain aging

(4) Transformation hardening

(5) Ordering.

These mechanisms can hbvc iz.portant influence on the forgebilittf oi alloye, w-1 plastic
straning in turn can affect these hardening processes.

t A i.ol'-.te atom n v-- te completely soluble. partly soluble, or eesentially insoluble
In the lattice i-tructure of the base metal. Wfhen the solute atom is present in amounts
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less than the solubility limit, it will be found i-. iolid solution, i.e., dissolved in the
lattice of the host atom. When the solute atom is present in excess of its solubility, two
structural components exist; namely, a saturated solid solution and a seco,-, phase cora-
posed of either the pure solute or a mixtur.. o. the solute and the solveait. The second
phase may exist 4n a great variety of shapes, sizes, and distributions. The hardening of
a metal by an alloying element, accordingly, occurs in two general ways:

(a) Formation of solid solutions, giving rise to solid-solution hardening, and

(b) Formation of a second phase, 1giving rise to hatdening by interruption of
the matrix by the second phase.

Solid-Solution Hardeninl. Two basic types of solid solutions are formed in metals,
namely, "interstitial" solid solutions in which the solute atom enters into interstitial
sites in the lattice, and "substitutional" solid solutions in which the host atom is re-
placed by the solute atom. I'Puirstitial polid solutions in general follow Haggle Rule,
which states that the ratio of the. radius, of the solute atom to the radius of the solvent

- atom must be less than 0. 59. These solid solutions are found to be largely restricted
to C, 0, N, H, and B in transition metals Lhat have unfilled inner shells of electrons.

0 Subsitutional solid solutions in general follow, as one condition to be met, the Hume-
Rothery Rule, which states that the ratio of the radius of the solute atom to the solvent
a*totM nust lie in the range of 0.85 to 1. 15 (IS per cent rule).

SSolid-solution hardening occurs fundamentally as a result of a decrease in the
periodicity or regularity of the lattice. The eotectiveness of hardening by a solute is
found to be inversely proportJnal to ito solubility. The solubility can be correlated with
size effect$ differences in electronegativity, and differences in valence. As the limit of
solid solubility is approached, short-range ordering probably becomes important.

Second-Phase Hardenins. When the solubhity limit for a solute is exceeded, a
second phase of the general composition AzBy appears in the microstructure, as illus-
trated in Figure A-44. The seconw-phase -articles act as barriers to slip and thereby
harden and strengthen the alloy. The second phase may come out of solution "coher-
ently" or "noncoheoently", depending on whether or not the lattice of the second phase is
continuous or discontinuous with the matrix. When a noncoherent precipitate is formed,
it is called a dispersed second phase and the process ip called dispersion hardening. The
strength of the alloy is inversely proportional to the mean frpse path in the matrix (be-
tween precipitated particles) when the second phaie is hurdir than the matrix.

The hardening process is called "precipitation hardening" or "age hardert4dq" when
the precipitate forms coherently. The forced fi' nf the precipitate on the matrix 1P:•tice
creates large strains over long distances and results in effective hardering. The par-
ticles grow with time and reach a critical sise at which they cannot sustain the strains
required; they then break away from the matrix anJI bewme noncoherent. A typical age-
hardening system is illustrated in Figure A-45 and a typical aging curve Figure A-46.
Cold forging an age-hardenable alloy after solution quenching, but before =gL'g, wij1
accelerate aging, create favorable nucleation sites within tl'e gra3n, and provide o
general nucleation. With no defornration, the precipitation will nucleate at Urnlh- bor. ca-
rie-" ahead of the sites in the interior of the grain, as illustrated in Figure: A-4•. P'h1tir
deformation, t .us, makes precipitation occur more unifor.-nly.
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Strait, Asimg The termi "&.train aging" is used in two senses. One refers to the I
return ol tx* yie~ld point after plastic straining of iron-bass alloys. This is thought to 1ýe
due to interstitial atoms locking dislocations by association with the dislocations. Th%0e
other sense refers to the Inducing of precipitation of, for example -ft6n nitride from
i~eon, b-; cold working, Zhe conditions of supersaturation are attained through cold wor-
ing. Perhaps theme two connotations differ only in the degree of completion of the same
process.

Hardening by Aflotropic Transformation. Several transition metals possess twoo
more crystalline modifications in the .2olid stateo, called allotropes. When o~ie niodifica {
tian is cooled into the tempe: twoe rauge in which another allotrope is stable, a'lattice
transfortwn.tion occurs that is called an allotropic transformation. In pure metals, suchj
transformations effect only a small degree of hardening, -a a result of grain refinement,
In alloys, this is a very versatile hardening process because supersaturation in the low.
temperature allotrope can be produced by cooling the high -temperature phase rapidly.
This is true when the solubility of an element in the high-temperature allotrope is higher -
than in the low-temperature modification. It the quenched product if' a *upereaturated
solid solution, it can be reheated to cause precipitation of a second phase either coher-
ently or ixoncoherently. The system wiU relax to an equilibrium solid solution and a
second phaste. No new hardening menhanizinM are involved; the lattice tranornat~on
serves only to achieve significant supe rsaturation. Plastic deformation in known to -
celerate the decomposition of the high-tempairature phase.

Order-Disorder Transformation. tn a special type of trrzxisformatior. that occur4
in some alloy systems, the lattice sit-ss maintain the arrangement they hav-e In a soli I
solution, but above a critiral temiperature the A and D ;&tonis *irý adnd ijut
and below this temperait-ure the, atoms take up special sites with respz.:.. tý; výi ;-I igli-
bý':-,* TWAs ..order-disorder transfoirmation Is ifllustrated In Figure A-4i.()Orein
producer~ )Lratesting elote t rical effects and is believed fo be an important brrdening
mechanis m ii, some cornplex alloys.
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FIGURE A-48. SCHEMATIC ILLUSTRATION OF OiSORDIRORDER
TRANSFORMATION

Stability of Mlreostructuares at Elerated Temperatures

The stability of various elements of microstructure and hardening mechanisms at
elevated temperatures is of-interest both in determining the flow stress (and therefore
the forging forces required) and the load-bearing abilities. Elevated temperatures bring
about rnwnv chanqes in microstructure and hasten the attainment of the equilibrium struc-
tures. Some of the expected effects are listed below:

(1) The rates of d'fUusion in.crease

(2) Grain coarsening occurs

(3) Solubilities usualy increase, tending to dissolve second-phase

particles

(4) Aging and overaging are accelerated

(5) Second-phase particles tend to agglomerate

(6) The strength of the matrix continuously decreases with temperature,
barring special metallurgical effec'~s, and goes to sera at the melting
point

(7) The reaction with chemically rem .Jtive atmospheres increasos, lea•ui•-
to contamination or loss of constituents to the-atmosphere

(8) Solute atoms can be absorbed at gzai 3c.mdaries or in grains at
elevated temperatures.

The stabilities of variously hardened aluminum a,-i alum•vi'nm ali!oys &a 1' u tctior,
o.: temperature are summarised by Sherby( 3 0 ) in Figure A-49. The fP-%.'r -• c vu h

with the exceotion of Si;P (sintered alutinunm powder), all the variously h•ardened ailoyL.
lose their tirongth abruptly at about one-half o0 the absolute me "ting point. The solid-
solution-b.Iarden.d and tt -ipersion-hardened alioys lose their strength first, whereas the
cold-worked and precipitation-hardened alloys lose their strength more slowly with
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intreasing temperature. At about three-quart.er- of the melting point, the strength of
all the alloym 'becomes comparable to that oý pure aluminum. The case of SAP is some-
what special since it is a dispersion of AIO2 in alurninum. Aluminunm has a' very small
solubility for oxygen and therefore AI1S3 hi. l.ttla tendency to dissolve° explaining the
stability of this material.

PRECIPITATION
A0 H-R-EM-D

PUR Al "--SA-

St '0 ... OS 1mTM
X TIMIPERATURE

•: ~FIGURE A-49. EIN•CT OF TEMPERATURE ON THE STAMiLiTY OF
",'ARIOUS HARDENING MICHANISME

SFigure A-49 M~ustrates strikingly the instability of various microstructures at *Is-
S~vated temperatures and the eventual disappearance of all the modes of hardening at suffi-

S~ciently high temperatures.

Oxdto and Contamination

S~Since many elevated-tomperature forging operations are performed in air, the

' ~workplace is subject to oxidation, or scaling. This is a source of metal lose, but also ,
S~can lead to surface defects and to important changes in friction coefficients.

SThe smlstyeof oxidation is the formation of a continuous oxide film tbrough

S~which the metal Oar. diffuses to the oxideo-atrnosp),ere intorface. The m 3tal ionizse at the

j: netal-oxide interface and diffuses along v,,th electrons to the oxide -atmo sphere inew, fý%,b
SThe oxygen atom is ionized and reacts to form the oxide. In some refractory metal.s such

)•.. as molybdenum• the oxygen ion diffuses tbroug~h the mdd•.e to the metal-oxide interfa~ce.

SFor a diffusion path X, t.he rate of oxidation is expected to be inverselIy proportional,

'•" to X, or ,

: dx/dt -K/x

":'and (A-55)

:': X? Kt + constai',t
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This is tho familiar "parabclic equatiolt" for oxidation., anc; K is called the rate constant.
The rate constant is expected to vary with temperature according to the Arrhenius reia-
Lionehip,

E. a Ae" 1/ p' T (A-56)

where

A is a frequency factor

Q Is an activation energy

R is the universal gas constant

T is the absolute temperature.

The rate constant variua eAponentially with temperature, emphasising the importance of
temperature on the kinetics of oxidation. The volume of the scale in general is greater
than the volume of metal from which it forms. At a critical thickness, the scale buckles
and becomes loose. In the case of a rontinuous oxide film, when the temperature is too
low to have significant ionic diffusion, the oxide film initially will form quickly and then
slow down logarithmically to a limiting value:

X a K1 In t + Constant . (A-57)

The limiting value for aluminum at room temperature is 40-100 Angstroms.

When there is appreciable solubility for oxygen and the alloy contains & species
which is considerably more reactive than the base metal, a special type of contamination
occurs, called "internal oxidation". The oxygen penetrates the alloy under tie oxide and
reacts with this solute, forming oxide particles in the alloy. These internal oxide par-
ticles can both strengthen and embritUe an alloy.

Of the chief sources of contamination of metals at elevated temperatures, oxygen,
nitrogen, soulphur, and hydrogen, usually oxygen is most important. The dissociation
constants of molecular hydrogen and nitrogen awe very low, so that contamination from
these elements is more likely if they are in a reactive form such as water vapor and am-
monia, respectively. Carbon contamination can be important in atmospheres containing
hydrocarbons. The product of reaction with the contaminant is gene.p-oly a solid, giving
rise to a second phase. Docarburination, or loss of carbon, is a special case $n which
the product of reaction is a gas. Alloying elements may be lost from the a&ioy if the
species have significantly high vapor pre;•ureas.

Embrittlemeat of Metals mod Allert

The embrittlement of metals and alloys in a broad topic and the varl-o:,- phenomena
can only be listed in this ceetion. The term "ernbrittlezz'e.t' g.;erally impl.e• ,# sharpl
drop in ductility with little change In other-.propertir. The embritt. ',li .- e *~ .he ....
ccmvenleutly categorized into" 'hose resulting frozn (a 1',external consts-snts, (b) phase
changeL,, akd (c) gases (3 1 ) j

I

t4
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External ,onstra.ints

(1) •eduction of temperature, especially for body-centered. cubic metals
(2) l'ncreasing strain rate
(3) Im.position of triaxial stress state in• loahhgl
(4) Special environment, e. S., caustic emrittlement.

Phase Changes

(1) Strain aging and quench agtng i.v low-carbon steel
(2) Precipitation, or solute concentration, .t grain boundaries
(3) Blue brittleness, temper brittleness, and 500 F brittleness trn steels
(4) Sigma-phase formation In stainless steels
(5) 885 F ernbrittlement of ironmchromiwn alloys.

Gases

(i) Embrittlement in solid solution
(Z) Formation of porosity

(3) Formation of a second phase
(4) Formation of low-malting eutectics.

One of tb)e irmportant parameters that dictates the position of a solute atom in a
structure and its potential effect on brittleness is its effect on grain-boundary eneAgy.
If a solute atom reduces the energy of a boundary, it prefers to be asaociated with the
boundary, and if it increases the energy of the boundary, it prefers to be located away
from the boundary. This is called positive and negative adsorption. (3M) Those elements
which are positively adsorbed to grain boundaries rray show a positive or negative tem-
perature coefficient of adsorption. If the temperature coefficient is positive, raising the
temperature will force more solute to the grain 'oundaries. This behavior may impair
ductility either through a solid-solution effect or the formation of a second phase on cool-

I U ing down. Overheating of steels ariA perhaps temper brittleness in steels are exanipl-s
of embrittlement through adsorptio: effects.

I Residuel Utresses

I One of the important consequences of nonuniform plastic deformation of a metal is
the generation of residual stresses, or "locked upf' stresses in the a..cti:.I'. 'huse
stresses are important because they represent an internal system of loading that can aid
in failure by flow end fracture, and also cause d' tortion of the part du'!ing machir.ig.

The formation of residual stresses in a cold-drawn bar formed by pulling it through
a die is illustrated in Figure A-50. Usually the d.formstion is a little more severe In the
outer sone, calling for thie sone to contract when the external loadiag is '-moýved. This

ocne develops residual tensile stresses because it is constrained from cortracting by the
core; the core develops residual compressive stresses. A conditlon of equl~tbri k dt-

nmand. that the total residual tensile load be equal to the total load. in compreasiao.

* Residual "trossou can also be developed by heating &nd coolixv treav wanto which
set up sufficiently high tha:. -..i gradients. The mrgnaitude oi residual stresses developed
is limited by the fljw stress at the temperature of deformation, since stresses in excess
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of this value will relax by plai€c flow. It follows, therefo',-a that the higher the te. n-

perature of deformation, the lower will L.. the magnitudo of reaidual :tresses dtvoloped.

The same principle applies to stress-relief treatments. The higher the temperatkire

used for a stress-relief treatment, the greater the decrease of .resiiu;.l strqsses be-

cause of the reduction of the flow strumb.

DsPORMdATION r INSIBLI

CONCONTRATRO " +
IN OUTUI MULL

RAW t RESIDUAL

C OLD- 

bTRE-S

DRAWN4 OF*me*,

JAR •COMPS KSill

PIGURN AUG0. FORMATION OF RESIDUAL STRISSES IN A COLDDRAWN
CYLINDRICAL BAR

ANISOTROPY iN WR1UGHIT ALLOYS

In contrast to the -&at state, wrought metals can exhibit strong anisotropy of cer-

tain mechanical properties, particularly tensile ductility and toughness as measured by

the impact test. It is important, therefore, to compare the structur4 featurAs of the

two states.

The important structural features are:

(1) Grain size
(2) Segregation
(3) Porosity
(4) Shape of inclusions.

Cast structures in general have coarser gra&n sises, and grain refinement is expected to

result from deformation. The segregation pattern is also on a cvrboe: scale In the cast

state. Segregation can be removed only by diffusion, which is very slow I- r substitu-

tional soluter but reasonably rapid for Lnto-.titial elements. Plastic deforr.n aon hae no

particular offect on diffusion rates out will reduce the ditetnce between reglonf. of lhig

and low alhiy contents. This serves to reduce the diffusion distances and to increase

concentration gradienta, thus increasing the ri.de nf homoge•ainuation.,

Porosity is expected in cast structures unless extraordinary n.*&sures are tukei, to

degas the liquid metel. Porosity may occur in motZe er lesb !tphenical blow .t.'- or as

nlne-scaled "mIcroporomity". The latter is the more important type i- itr- a-. ff on mc

chanical properties because it behave, as internti notches. Plastic deirnmatican t-lc up

these mic -opnros and thus eliminates the internal-n-;ch offsc.

* i

I1
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Nonmetallic inclusions are &. '.o be found as spherical or t'ihedral shapes in cast
alloys, .except for the suecial case of inclusior - that come otAt as grain-boundary films.
.De-formation chanines these inclusions into plates or stringers, which are ineffective
stress raisers in the direction of working, but are effective in the di-.action. transverse
to .he principal deformation direction.

The conversion of the cast state to the wrought btate involves all four factorsI listed above. Porosity is quickly healed by deformation, as reflected by the rap.rl at-
tainment of the maximum longitudinal valua. The optimnum transverse ductility is ob-
tained at about a 2: 1 forging reduction. Further deformation produces stringer inclu-
sions and more pronounced and fibered aegrejation patterns. The orientation ofI, segregation patte,'ts in the transverse test coupons ba -. an irnlrtant effect on the type
of fracture and the ductility values. -The initial benefits of closing up porosity P reI diminished by the effects of stringer a&z segregation patterns.
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